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Preface
Reform and Reaction is the second of two books on development in
Kentucky, linking the mostly smooth evolution of economic development
policy with the sometimes punctuated evolution of education policy from the
1950s to the early 1990s. (The first is Selling the State: Economic Development
Policy in Kentucky, published in 2015.)
The project began as part of my dissertation research in 1987-1988, and,
in what is a typical working pattern for me, expanded exponentially into one
of the largest dissertations ever to rest on the University of Kentucky Libraries
shelves, three volumes running 1,100-plus pages. It has been more than 20
years since I finished the dissertation, but all of that effort has now been pared
down to two thinner volumes, more tightly focused, but still following the
original plan to study the trail of policies developed under nine governors from
the 1950s to the 1990s.
The interpretive method of an extended case study in two volumes
emphasizes related historic themes in Kentucky’s political economy. It should
help readers develop a deeper understanding of how one state adapted its
education policies to the sweeping arc of national and global change over
almost two generations. To the best of my knowledge, this is a unique study
of state-level policies because it focuses on governors, their statements,
and legislation while considering the constantly changing and increasingly
competitive national and global capitalist sociocultural system.
Compared with Selling the State, this book is perhaps less critical of
Kentucky’s efforts to implement education reforms, probably out of empathy
for the sorry state of Kentucky’s schools after World War II and likely reflecting
a bias of the author that high-quality education is essential to maintaining an
increasingly complex, rapidly changing world.
Reform and Reaction does become critical when governors were reluctant
in their approach to reforming the Commonwealth’s school system, supporting
continued minimal and unequal funding, ignoring the need for higher learning
standards, and avoiding reforms to clean up the often messy conditions of
local governance. Their actions sometimes slowed the pace of improving
schools and actually increased inequalities across a state whose leaders almost
always said they wanted to escape the trap of historic uneven development
with its entrenched poverty in some places.
Like Selling the State, this book is based on hundreds and hundreds of
pages of government documents, including governors’ speeches; publications
from the legislature and state agencies; and newspaper reports and books. It
is historic, shaped by a theoretical interpretation of how government leaders
seek to unify, but sometimes end up dividing the body politic.
Kentucky grappled with the problem of education for decades, driven
partly by the recognition that the state was not up to snuff with others,
especially as competition for new industries and jobs grew nationwide
after World War II. The initial solution was based mainly on the belief that
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increased education funding, with a program for some semblance of equality
across districts, would improve school buildings and classroom teaching and
therefore, student performance. It wasn’t quite that simple. Overall, funding
tended to go up. Inequalities continued, and, from time to time, grew worse.
Student performance did not improve. Meanwhile, the state took a reluctant
stance toward improving local governance, doing as little as possible to curry
the political backing of school board members.
The most important part of the story is a well-known part of Kentucky’s
recent history. The Commonwealth’s leaders, during the 1980s, opened the
way for significant education reform. A coalition of for profit and nonprofit
organizations, combined with the tenacity of then-Governor Martha Layne
Collins, cooperative legislative leaders, and the decision of Toyota to locate
a major manufacturing facility in the state, raised the consciousness of the
Commonwealth’s leaders and citizens. It took a lawsuit from 66 poor urban
and rural districts and a state Supreme Court Decision to reach the high point
of reform, with passage of the Kentucky Education Reform Act (KERA) in
1990.
Given the convergence of forces, it is still amazing a generation later that
Kentucky accomplished the task of reforming its schools, with good results for
teaching and learning over the ensuing years and positive results for funding
equality, at least in the immediate years after the reform.
Reformers, unfortunately, could spend only so much time on the heights.
The reaction was all but inevitable, given the forces of fragmentation that have
pulled constantly at the Commonwealth since its earliest days. Even so, the
impacts of KERA remain ongoing, and the state will never be the same.
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Reform and Reaction: Fragmentation and Tarnished Idylls
The process of establishing schools in this Commonwealth has been
evolutionary. Frequently decades were spent in acquiring the progress that
other states attained in a single year. 1

Superficial Myths and Values
Many people, when they think of Kentucky, dwell on romantic images—
sprawling horse farms with neat, stone walls and red-brick antebellum
mansions; gracious southern hospitality; and mist-shrouded mountains rolling
toward the horizon. These are deeply held, chiefly rural images; they still help
unify people in a now urbanized and modernized Commonwealth.
The images help buttress several core values in Kentucky’s heritage,
including:
First, love of the land.2 But that love of the land is contradicted by a
long history of pillaging by coal and timber interests and many farmers.
While many hate this destruction, love of the land often has tended to be
pragmatic, woven with a tolerance for resource exploitation and waste,
because exploiters move on.3
Second, nostalgia with no basis in fact.4 Coupled with a longing for
better times, nostalgia often painted a picture of the past as better than it really
was. This buttressed resistance to change, a powerful and persistent element
of Kentucky’s cultural and political economy of reform and reaction.5
Third, pure democracy. In reality, many Kentuckians have readily
accepted “managed politics” characterized by unrealistic promises of
governors, low-caliber legislators, and petty personal bickering and political
wrangling that corrupted local communities. 6 The Commonwealth’s political
heritage is replete with stories of corruption, vote buying, and raw displays
of power by insiders and outsiders. In one interpretation, the state’s political
woes stemmed from the slow development of bureaucracy and political
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leadership with impersonal rules and regulations, government specialists, and
candidates elected because of qualifications, not personal considerations.7
But bureaucracy, like political patronage and favoritism, also could be used
to foil democratic impulses and reform efforts through back-room deals or
claims that scientific expertise is superior to grass-roots knowledge.
Fourth, individualism. In the early 1940s, Seay noted that education
historically was limited for the masses; success came to be defined by
personal accomplishments.8 Caudill cited extreme individualism, rooted in
frontier life’s harsh demands on self-sufficient mountaineers.9 Individualism
survives beside anti-intellectualism and suspicion of new ideas and ways
of doing things. Many farmers, coal miners, and factory workers believe
their formal educational needs are limited and take pride in their practical
knowledge. For much of Kentucky’s history, extensive formal education was
a luxury, and there is a long history of successful Kentuckians with minimal
schooling.
Fifth, fundamentalist religion. It reinforces individualism by
emphasizing personal salvation and a personal relationship with God based
on the Bible. It also focuses on heaven, where this world’s tribulations will
not matter. Close contact with nature, which is unpredictable, led to fatalism,
an acceptance of an all-powerful God. Fundamentalism also discourages
questioning and encourages acceptance of existing conditions as an act of
faith, a submission to God’s will that brings personal salvation and heavenly
glory. Fundamentalism often is at odds with the more urbanized Protestant
work ethic, which links God’s blessings to material success, emphasizing
personal initiative.
Sixth, strong anti-tax sentiments tied to the land-based economy.
Farmers, and, later, timber operators and miners, tended to oppose property
taxes, which were vital to locally controlled schools. Ironically, perhaps,
suspicion of bigger and more distant government fueled resistance to
education reforms that increased state power.10
Deeper study suggests that Kentucky’s idyllic images are superficial at
best in a state of sociocultural and geographical diversity (Figure 1.1). They
are ideological tools of unification that shape reform impulses and reactions,
especially when it comes to education. The idyllic Kentucky masked
continuing struggles of the Commonwealth’s fragmented elites of politics and
big and small businesses. The elites marked struggles over values of growth,
progress, and the roles of individuals in the changing Commonwealth during
much of the twentieth century, a time when the state was characterized by a
general pattern of lagging behind other states in economic and educational
development alongside uneven regional development, with wide variations
in wealth and political power.11
In its role of attracting capital to foster new development, the state
government—sometimes intentionally, sometimes not—helped perpetuate
both the myths and the underlying conditions that fragmented the state,
despite pretensions of pluralism, equality, and democracy.12 The goal was
unification for modernization, with state assistance to attract capital and
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mostly reluctant education reforms to improve the workforce as the tools for
change.
In fact, Kentucky has been fragmented for a long time by geography,
social class, and traditions. When the General Assembly adopted a mythical
state seal in 1792 showing a mountaineer shaking hands with an aristocrat
under the motto, “United We Stand. Divided We Fall,” legislators must have
been proud of the diversity that united the Commonwealth, like the larger
nation, e Pluribus Unum. Even so, it takes only a little imagination to realize
that some members of the body also may have had an inkling of an evolving
political economy that would fragment social life and create conflicts down
the road. The state seal is a recognition of polarization, a hope and a plea for
unity.

New Capital, Class, and Regional Struggles
Numerous historians and analysts blame public apathy and lack of leadership
for Kentucky’s problems with education and economic development.13
These same observers, however, document reform efforts—some failures,
some relatively successful, some from leaders, and some from the grassroots.
It is all too easy to blame the coal barons as the culprits behind Kentucky’s
long-run political and economic malaise. Extractive capital, often controlled
by national and international firms, locked up valuable forests, minerals, and
land, draining the state’s resources to urban areas elsewhere. These firms, like
the more localized petty-bourgeoisie firms that provided goods and services,
as well as farm products, demanded low-skill labor.14 With a Commonwealth
reluctant to fully tax these high-powered corporate operations and facing
strong local resistance to higher taxes, leaders in Frankfort faced not only
the typical problems of managing state resources, but self-imposed revenue
shortages that stifled the scope of state activities to evolve alongside the
forces of modernization.
Adherence to myths, reluctance to change, and limited revenues resulted
in minimal support for schools and slowed economic development into the
1950s. After World War II, waves of new capital brought more industrialization
and economic growth to the Commonwealth. Despite evidence of some local
resistance and reluctance, evolution of the state’s economic development
policies was fairly steady.15 Education reforms, facing strong local reactions,
especially where erosion of local control was concerned, proceeded in fits
and starts.
In reality, Kentucky’s problems with lagging development predate the
coming of the coal industry. During the 1800s, powerful economic interests
of the state’s own middle and upper classes used Kentucky’s nominally
democratic government to support their financial interests and maintain
their hold on social life and culture, while tempering education reforms. As
the first significant waves of extractive capital began to flow into the state
after the Civil War, Kentucky’s localized industrial growth slowed because
of structural changes in the national economy that increasingly concentrated
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economic power in urban areas. The Commonwealth slipped in educational
standing. In 1890, it ranked thirty-fifth in literacy. By 1918, it ranked fortyfifth, despite education reforms early in the century.16 The coal barons, with
their paternalistic system of industrialized company towns, their need for lowskill, low-wage labor, and their desire for minimal taxation, complemented
existing political and economic relationships in the Commonwealth and
exploited those relationships to their own ends.
Reforms, such as they were, did little to change entrenched education
problems rooted in poverty, with limited demand for schooling related to the
predominant natural-resource-based economy. Ample evidence suggests the
considerable power of county courthouses and schools tied closely to local
middle-class elites, with rigged or closed decision-making at both the local
and state levels in a network woven between Frankfort and local communities.
Kentucky counties were “little kingdoms,” dominated by kinship networks
that held sway over elected offices, tax assessment and levies, and hiring and
firing. These conditions sometimes polarized communities, but entrenched
power made change difficult.17 Education reform was not usually a priority
unless it involved more state funding.
The early evolution of strong local control, along with myths of
individualism and pure democracy, were unifying tendencies to a great
extent. But waves of new capital, such as mining and railroads, fragmented
the Commonwealth locally and regionally. The uneven distribution of
natural resources, geographic diversity, and marked differences in the rate
of socioeconomic change in localities statewide provided the backdrop
for growing sectional tensions. Some areas grew far richer than others,
especially the cities. Changing class structures and conflict in government
and schools heightened uneven development, but were able to trigger only
occasional significant reforms. Even as local middle class power eroded
in some areas, the Commonwealth evolved to accommodate the demands
of outside industrial capital, but was reluctant to take care of its citizens’
educational needs.
Malleable and nominally democratic political processes, coupled with
respect for private property and individualism, protected the new capitalists,
despite local and regional conflicts with and among the localized middle class
elites that emerged late in the nineteenth century. The new extractive capitalist
class, usually based outside the state, often typically gained control of local
government and schools, especially in Appalachian Kentucky, supplanting
and incorporating the local land-based petty bourgeoisie.
The new elites were able to design and maintain a thin semblance of
unity based on the hegemony of political and financial power, and, when
needed, outright state-supported force to maintain their terms of social order.
Despite conditions that often approached feudalism, there was an attraction
to and need for higher-paying industrialized jobs, especially in the coal
mines. The state sanctioned and directly supported owners’ police powers to
quell resistance. Capitalist agents (many were native Kentuckians) blatantly
exploited the Commonwealth’s core myths and values for corporations
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backed by state, national, and international connections.18 Industrialization’s
capital penetration brought struggles as modernization forces tangled with
long held, deeply cherished agrarian and rural sociocultural processes. The
power shift established terms of industrial organization on new workers
accustomed to owning their own land or working for local middle-class
landholders or business owners.
Kentucky’s modernization and industrialization can be analyzed from
several other viewpoints. Kentucky was slow to move away from patterns
of rural life based on informal, person-to-person relationships rooted in
families and neighborhoods.19 Agrarian values were linked to the problem
of limited education, suggesting that social and economic isolation created
“cultural captives.”20 Industrialization of natural resources extraction early in
the twentieth century and New Deal reforms during the Depression disrupted
the old patterns of local power and spurred demands for improved schools.
The different interpretations shed light on Kentucky’s complex patterns
of school reform and reaction. The vestiges of traditional sociocultural
forces, while transformed considerably by each new wave of capital during
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, countered so-called progressive
forces across the Commonwealth. Modernization transformed, but never
completely broke the old ways of power, which in fact, adapted to changing
times. In addition, successive waves of outside capital merely substituted new
patterns of power for the earlier sociocultural processes of the earlier political
economy marked by relative isolation. Struggles over widespread changes
in local control of resources, accompanied by fragmentation of wealth and
social opportunities locally and statewide, were manifested through struggles
over control of schools that pitted the state government in Frankfort against
local districts.
Complex changes in the geography of regional population trends,
economic diversity, and politics brought uncertainties with each successive
wave of new capital. The Commonwealth’s political economy has been
characterized as uneasy, fragmented, with shifting class and regional
alliances. For example, during the 1920s, Kentucky paralleled U.S.
politics with a “bipartisan combine” whose Democrats and Republicans
generally expounded laissez-faire policies.21 Progressive and conservative
social reformers, including some educators, anti-pari-mutuel groups, and
prohibitionists, also were part of the combine.22 While many reformers saw
problems with education, voices supporting development of human potential
typically found tough going. New forms of capital used traditional antigovernment sentiments to keep Frankfort, which already was reluctant to
bring about reforms, hobbled.
The bipartisan combine was an uneasy, perhaps unholy alliance dominated
by the Democratic Party and supported by minority Republicans. As such,
it covered a spectrum of political viewpoints and shared myths. It tinkered
with education (mostly governance), launched highway and industrialization
efforts, and nurtured county-level political machines. These petty bourgeois
machines frequently were local and family-based, but also cooperated with
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the large-scale bourgeoisie. The statewide network effectively wielded
patronage, that is, jobs, locally and at the state level. Louisville’s political
machine was powerful.23 In addition, rural counties had their own power
networks, where patronage in schools and the highway department offered
job opportunities in areas where work was scarce. For generations, political
machines, with their local (internal) recruitment of workers, perfected the
imperfect union of elites’ economic and political power and control.
Successive waves of capital brought variants of conservatism that
sometimes blended easily and sometimes brought conflict at the local and
state levels. Corporate conservatism came gradually, first with railroads,
accompanied by timber and coal companies, the extractive capitalists. This
wave mostly reinforced existing smaller-scale industrial capitalism around
the turn of the twentieth century, but faced growing conflicts with the growth
of unionism. Another wave of capital, chiefly low-skilled manufacturing—
the initial surge of industrial capital—flowed into the state around World
War I, but the Depression slowed its development until World War II. Until
then, Kentucky was mainly an agrarian and resource-extractive state, with
pockets of heavy manufacturing and unionism in Louisville and a few other
Ohio River cities. The waves of industrial capital gradually shaped agrarian
and extractive forms of conservatism into a state-supported, but fragmented
corporate conservatism already common across other industrialized sections
of the United States.

The Reluctant State and Evolving Policy
The changes wrought by different waves of capital in the first third of
the twentieth century created internal crises for Kentucky and launched a
series of hesitant development and education reforms. The Depression and
embarrassment of President Herbert Hoover shredded the bipartisan combine
nationwide, but parts of the combine persisted in Kentucky, mainly in the
alliance of coal and agrarian interests. The Democrats’ national landslide in
1932 and the rise of Keynesian activist New Deal federal government policies
during the post-World War II years redirected the nation’s political economy
somewhat, but Kentucky was slower to respond than many states, largely,
because its governor, conservative Democrat Albert B. “Happy” Chandler,
was no fan of President Franklin Roosevelt and his ideas during his first term
in the 1930s and his second term in the 1950s.24
State-level liberal Keynesian activism emerged in Kentucky after World
War II, altering patterns of reluctance, especially where economic development
was concerned.25 A more activist government sought to shape education and
economic development policies in an increasingly competitive atmosphere
among localities, states, the nation, and global regions. The policies were
intended to build unity by creating jobs, despite uneven development and
fragmented classes, social processes, and values. After the 1950s, increased
education funding from Frankfort held the mythical promise of equalizing
an unfair system based on property taxes. In addition, increased funding was
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supposed to improve school quality by assuring a sound basic education.
Meanwhile, job creation promised increased individual and overall social
well-being, especially the reduction of poverty, because it would stimulate
economic growth.
While the Commonwealth’s industrial development policy evolved
steadily after the 1950s into an overall economic development policy that
ultimately attempted to embrace rural areas, the state’s education policy
evolution was slower and more punctuated, largely because of conflicts over
taxation and local resistance to governance reforms that challenged the power
of local elites. From time to time, however, Kentucky’s statewide drive
toward economic growth spilled over into education. To attract capital that
would create jobs in national and international markets, the state, at certain
points, tried to upgrade education, sometimes with minimal reforms, usually
by increasing funding with limited strings attached.
Until passage of the Kentucky Education Reform Act (KERA) of 1990,
education policy was, however, basically reluctant, built on the consistency of
minimal state funding with the goal of providing a basic education to students.
Minimal funding and reluctance to reforming local school governance were
proxies for values that held education in low regard, especially where local
affairs were concerned. The Commonwealth’s Minimum Foundation Program
for school funding was in effect from the mid-1950s until it was found
unconstitutional by the Kentucky Supreme Court in 1989. Despite several
reforms during its lifetime, the Minimum Foundation Program remained rife
with problems because it provided only minimal funding for basic education
and could not possibly meet its stated goal of making school funding more
equal. The success of the state’s education policy was measured mainly in
increased funding, with little or no emphasis on academic performance or
addressing the long-standing problems of school drop outs, early childhood
education, and generally poor governance.
From the 1940s through the 1980s, with a few exceptions, schools
generally were a top priority, not the top priority of Kentucky’s governors.
This policy distinction is crucial. Most governors recognized schools were
inferior, but other aspects of a burgeoning state government had claims on the
state’s budget. For example, building physical infrastructure such as roads
and policies that led to job creation were more important to building unity in
a fragmented, cash-starved state. While other states, such as North Carolina,
placed a higher emphasis on education, the halting convergence of economic
development and education policy in Kentucky took much of the twentieth
century to accomplish.
Governors and the General Assembly continually increased state
education expenditures after the 1980s, but they could not effectively
counter low local funding. In fact, property tax caps and local tax options
created inequality and helped keep the Commonwealth toward the bottom
of education funding nationally from the 1960s to the 1980s. There was
no dearth of reform impulses, however. Reformers, coupled with teachers’
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unions, often pushed to increase and equalize funding while wrestling with
local power structures and patronage issues. But reform came slowly, and
legislative records show how reform bills were bottled up in committee.
Reluctant governors and legislators constantly resorted to increased
funding of the Minimum Foundation Program as the answer to the state’s
problems. Whatever the increases, however, it was a reluctant program to
secure basics in the classroom with few “frills” for poorer districts. For
decades, there was a tacit agreement that the state would provide a basic
education, but there was no agreement on how to define quality education.
In fact, there was limited discussion of the matter, and it was left up to local
schools to decide. Ironically, the same legislators who pushed programs to
attract new capital that gradually shattered local small businesses turned
their backs on local reforms that would block abuses by school officials and
possibly improve schools. In the end, many of Kentucky’s rural areas saw the
decline of both their towns and their schools.
For most of the twentieth century, the Commonwealth’s education policies
actually encouraged inequities even as economic development policies were
showing mixed results.26 Local control of education by an elite meant that
schools tended to serve the needs of local economies that demanded lowskill, low-wage labor for smaller industries, retail outlets, farms, and coal
mines. Many school districts, especially rural ones, willfully refused to raise
taxes or pursue delinquent taxpayers. They clung to earlier notions of basic
education. They could not or would not modernize schools to provide more
widespread access to educational opportunities demanded by new waves
of capital as markets increasingly globalized. Local or regional workplaces
suffered, and job creation and industrial attraction were problematic because
of local schools’ reduced capacity to provide learning and critical-thinking
skills required on the larger economy driven by higher technology, high-skill
labor, and sophisticated services that emerged after World War II.
Within the national context of school reform and globalized markets,
Kentucky offers a fascinating story of periodic efforts to build unity in the
face of substantial local and regional opposition. Governors often claimed that
their policies were geared toward attracting high-quality jobs, but, in fact, the
state, in its desperation to promote economic growth, typically had an ad hoc,
jobs-any-type-of-jobs development policy. Toyota’s decision to build a plant
in Georgetown (Scott County) in 1985 marked a significant policy change
for the Commonwealth. It was important to spurring education reform. It
raised consciousness about connections that tied economic development with
global markets and educated workers. A broad, cross-class coalition from
various regions recognized the importance of making Kentucky’s work force
competitive in a global economy, and Toyota’s demands for a more highly
skilled work force stirred a movement that already was gaining momentum
after 1980.
Under this scenario, contradictory neoliberal and neoconservative
principles have been played out in the Commonwealth. In a neoconservative
vein, education was important for training workers to make them personally
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responsible for their own well-being. In fact, the state removed employment
as a basic right from its economic development legislation in 1988 under
Governor Wallace G. Wilkinson, revising a purpose statement that had been
in effect since the administration of Happy Chandler in the late 1950s. From
a neoliberal perspective, the state’s role was to promote significant funding
increases that truly promoted equity, while strengthening the school system’s
curriculum and quality to improve economic development. To secure
accountability, a neoconservative tenet, traditional local control would have
to be sacrificed and transformed to meet higher standards. Meanwhile, the
Keynesian activist policies of providing incentives to attract capital and create
jobs would round out the agreement with the Commonwealth’s citizens.
KERA’s passage in 1990 was part of a gradual evolution of education
policies across the country. Funding inequities in states created part of
the tension that shaped reforms. The federal government took a hands off
approach to state school funding problems. In 1973, the U.S. Supreme Court
upheld a highly unequal school funding system in Texas (San Antonio v.
Rodriquez), noting that while the system was unequal, it was not a federal
matter. State level suits followed. For example, some consider Serrano v.
Priest (1971, California) as a landmark in school funding litigation over
unequal funding. While that suit did not have a direct impact on Kentucky,
the Commonwealth’s policymakers took note because of the suit’s likelihood
of setting a precedent that could be used in later court suits. Similar suits over
the years provided legal underpinnings for Kentucky’s school lawsuit as it
worked its way through the Commonwealth’s court system in the last half of
the 1980s.27
KERA had a broad agenda. It not only sought to improve the quality of
education and decrease funding gaps, it marked an assault on the power of
local school boards. The education reform and its associated legislation also
launched an attack on county courthouses, which frequently did a poor job
of property assessment and tax collection. Demands to change educational
governance were an inextricable part of efforts to improve both educational
quality and equity as part of a broader economic development policy that
sought to incorporate globalization and escape from a heritage tied to natural
resources.
As voting in the legislature showed, however, local elites were deeply
divided over education reform. Even so, KERA marked a qualitative shift in
Kentucky’s policies in an effort to alter the way its school systems worked,
demanding accountability, higher-quality curriculum, increased school
performance, and improving the funding mechanism to move toward equity
and seeking to build a world-class workforce.

Plan For the Book
Chapters 2 and 3 lay the historic basis for Kentucky’s education problems
through the early 1950s, when the General Assembly passed the Minimum
Foundation Program that shaped Kentucky school funding until 1989.
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Chapters 4 through 12 examine the sometimes punctuated evolution of
Kentucky’s education policy through the terms of nine governors from the
1950s to the 1990s. A final chapter suggests some facets of KERA’s legacy,
given the Commonwealth’s historic context at the time.
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The existence of manufacturing plants which pay nothing for local
purposes upon their machinery and raw materials causes the local
governments to spend money for highways, fire protection, and schools
for which the industries make no return. These exemptions were granted
because of the belief that the tax system should be used as a means to
further the industrial development of the State. . . . The policy has proved to
be a failure. Not only has the number of establishments decreased, but the
number of laborers employed has likewise decreased, and what increases
there have been in the value of manufactured property is neither as great
as the increase in other States nor does it seem to offset the increasing
price level. This policy has affected school revenues. The presence of the
manufacturing institutions which increase the number of school children
has proved of no benefit in increasing the taxable wealth upon which
educational authorities can levy. The net result is that local revenues have
suffered tremendously with few offsetting gains.1

Quagmire of History
Kentucky’s educational problems date back to its beginnings.2 In fact, there
was no mention of education in the first two state Constitutions of 1792 and
1799. Successive efforts to get the state to finance schools met resistance.
A federally funded $1.5-million sinking fund resulted in state legislative
action in 1837 to establish a public-school system with a superintendent of
public instruction, a state board of education, and county school districts. But
counties were slow to establish districts or fund them adequately; the initial
reform failed. It took until 1850, when the Constitution was redrawn for the
third time, to provide for education.
At the outset, the current 1891 Constitution was not particularly helpful
for education either. Section 186 said state education funds could only be
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used for salaries; they could not be used for services such as transportation,
construction, operations, or classroom materials.3 In addition, the funds could
only be distributed per pupil, meaning there was no other method available
to equalize funding among districts with different levels of wealth or where
population was changing at different rates.
But Kentucky apparently was at the education forefront in the South
before the Civil War.4 Ironically, the first eighteenth-century legal code dealt
with horses, but did not mention public education. After the war, schools
suffered from low attendance rates, miserable teacher pay, and poor facilities.
Public education was not a priority, as William Morgan Beckner pointed out
in 1884:
The majority of voters will not, in many instances, appreciate the
importance of better schools until they themselves are better educated.
They cannot be better educated until they have better schools; they cannot
have better schools until they have more money; they cannot have more
money until they have voted more taxes; and thus we go around the circle.5

The evidence suggests that education for the wealthy, funded partly by
churches, limited efforts to provide for common schools. Education was for
the children of the wealthy agrarian elite, not for the masses of farmers and
laborers. Although the academy system had disappeared long ago, its legacy
did not. Common schools, especially in rural areas, were neglected during the
nineteenth and much of the twentieth century.
Apparently, any major state commitment to schools met tremendous
resistance. One post-Civil War Republican editor, Robert M. Kelley, wrote
about “‘a prejudice against common schools, with many wealthy and
influential people yielding them no support beyond their enforced payment
of the State school tax.’”6
Beckner observed: “All through the region where I live, the farmers have
erected splendid barns for housing their tobacco, which put to shame the
buildings in which those who are to be the heirs of all their toils receive
the[ir] education. . . .”7
During a grim period in the 1870s, education funding declined, partly
because of poor national economic conditions. But education reformers
were persistent and had some successes. A major reform in 1884 tried to
increase funding, established standards for length of the school year, and
outlined duties for school officials.8 It also established a state board of
education consisting of the superintendent for public instruction, the attorney
general, and the secretary of state, along with two professional members they
selected. The law’s significant weakness was that it left the funding burden on
local districts and counties, where there was tremendous variation. Lack of
equal access to educational opportunity continued because prosperous areas,
especially towns, could spend more money on schools.
By this time, the myth that Kentucky was at the bottom of the nation’s
educational rankings was well entrenched. Actually, the Commonwealth was
a leader in the South, but its national position was nothing to brag about.
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Beckner noted that state taxes already equaled the percentage of some of
the richest states, a condition that persisted through most of the twentieth
century. Even though many local district taxes were inadequate, he pointed
out that any increases would still fail to match the resources of richer states,
such as Massachusetts, where the valuation of property was four times
higher. To make matters worse, Kentucky had more children to school than
Massachusetts.
TABLE 2.1. Comparison of Education Expenditures for Neighboring States:
Kentucky, Indiana, and Tennessee, c. 1890
State

Population Assessed
(million)
Per Capita
Property
Value
Kentucky
1.65
$547

Education
Expenditure

Illiteracy
Rate (%)

Average Teacher
Salary

$2.32

29.9

$133

Indiana

1.98

$850

$9.01

7.5

$267

Tennessee

1.54

$457

$1.57

38.7

$107

				

Source: Tapp and Klotter, 1977

A comparison with Indiana and Tennessee from about 1890 shows Kentucky
lagged behind with low property values, low educational expenditures, high
illiteracy, and low teachers’ salaries (Table 2.1). But it was by no means worst
off. In fact, Beckner was an ardent advocate of federal aid to alleviate funding
disparities nationwide.9
The Commonwealth’s schools revealed underlying uneven deveopment
at both the state and national levels in the nineteenth century. From the earliest
days, wealthy students went to private academies.10 Gov. Ruby Laffoon
noted the problem of these early academies in an address to Kentucky’s
White House Conference on Child Welfare in 1932:
Because of the excellence of the work of these early academies and
institutions of higher learning, which were supported in large measure by
tuition gifts from the churches of Kentucky, our state-supported program
has developed less rapidly than in western and newer states. The men and
women engaged in public education in Kentucky have always maintained
that the state has not been as generous with its state-supported schools as
it should have been, and that as a consequence of this we have not made
the development that we should have made.11

The evidence suggests many in the place-based business-owning middle and
upper classes (the petty bourgeoisie and bourgeoisie) were determined to keep
workers and the poor in their place by limiting educational opportunities.
Workers, subsistence farmers, and the poor—with their extreme individualism,
anti-intellectualism, and hatred of government interference and high taxes—
reinforced the predominance of the local and statewide elites. One part of
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what became a vicious circle was already well-entrenched by the turn of
the twentieth century. But there was no shortage of reform efforts led by
educators, lawyers, women’s groups, and others who pushed for increased or
equalized education spending.12 These efforts often were related to national
reform movements.
Widespread resistance to the inexorable pressures of change manifested
the fragmentation of class structures. T.M. Goodknight of Franklin (Simpson
County) in his 1884 address on “Politics and the Public Schools” alluded to
class issues:
Many of our people don’t object to their children being educated, and
are willing for other people to pay the expenses; a second class, whose
children have quit school, urge that they have educated their children
and ought to be excused from helping to educate others; a third class of
young men have ended their school days, and have no children to educate,
and think it unfair to be taxed for schools for others’ children; a fourth
class have considerable property and few children—these argue that it
is cheaper to pay tuition for their own children than to submit to a tax
to educate everybody—anyway they are against them because they have
never been able to get any good from such schools, and when they get
a good teacher they have to pay him anyway; a fifth class, and the best,
desire to educate their children and are willing to be taxed to make a good
school for all, but are not satisfied with the present system, because it is
impossible to work it efficiently so as to meet the public demands, and are
of the opinion that unless it can be made efficient ..., then the next best
thing to do is to abolish it entirely....13

Goodknight (whose elitist, sexist, and ethnocentric views mirror his times)
believed the whole state would benefit from an efficient system of common
schools. He took a human-capital position supported by moral assumptions,
arguing that common school education added 50 percent to the “productive
power of the laborer considered as a mere productive machine.”14 He
cited figures that an average academic (high school) education added 100
percent, and that the average collegiate education added 200 to 300 percent
to the “average productive capacity [of a per-son], to say nothing of the vast
increase to his manliness—to his God-likeness.” He believed a $3-million
state investment for a nine-month school system would yield $19.8 million
in extra wealth from all three levels of schooling, including $15 million from
the 300,000 workers who would receive an eighth-grade education.

New Patterns for Education
After industrial growth and education slipped in the 1890s and early 1900s,
Kentuckians, sometimes prodded by outside interests, launched school-reform
efforts. In 1908 and 1909, reformers’ “whirlwind campaigns” across counties
drove home the problems. The Sullivan Act, passed in 1908, moved toward
unifying the state’s school program by establishing the county as the basic
educational district. It levied a compulsory local county tax of 20 cents per
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$100 of property valuation and mandated a high school in every county. The
measure also established two normal (teacher education) schools at Bowling
Green and Richmond, the State Education Commission, and county boards
of education empowered with taxing authority to diffuse county courthouse
control.15 It also gave the State University in Lexington (later the University
of Kentucky) its status and set up attendance laws.16 In 1911, the U.S. Census
Bureau reported almost 10 percent of the state’s population was illiterate. In
1914, the Legislature established the Kentucky Illiteracy Commission, but
did not fund it until 1916. Even so, Kentucky was the first state to establish
an illiteracy program. Despite the reforms, education funding during the socalled “golden years” of agriculture declined from 1.4 percent of the total
income in 1910 to 1 percent in 1920.
Education reform mandated by the legislature fell victim to other
problems. The new county high schools were often poorly located, had no
dormitory facilities, and were inaccessible to many students. Staff members
were poorly trained, enrollment levels were low, and attendance was abysmal
in many areas. Independent districts were not required to form high schools
until 1922, but high schools proliferated anyway. After 1908, centers of
wealth established independent districts in 118 counties; there were 388
independent districts by 1922 even though the county was supposed to be the
basic administrative unit.17
In 1920, education reform fever again swept the U.S. The Commonwealth’s
General Assembly set up the Kentucky Education Commission with five
appointees of the Governor and staffed by the General Education Board of
New York.18 Suggested reforms included levying a countywide school tax,
like other county taxes, on all property in the county; merging of school
districts to allow better classification and grading of students; more effective
distribution and supervision of teachers; better facilities and programs, and
use of schools as community centers; and better teacher training.
The commission also recommended amending the state Constitution
to allow appropriations to be distributed on other than a per-pupil basis to
level inequalities caused by differences in taxable wealth. Although several
administrative reforms were passed in the next few legislative sessions,
a proposal to more fully equalize funding would not be passed until after
World War II. Before the proposed reforms, the state required no professional
teacher training. There were 194 certification authorities, with widespread
potential for political and personal influence.19 A person with an eighthgrade education could teach high school. In 1920, the legislature gradually
increased the certification requirement, so that by 1926, high school teachers
were required to have four years of high school.20
The coal industry did little to support reforms. It developed a bifurcated
structure of large, capital-intensive firms and undercapitalized petty-bourgeois
firms. Operators in the middle group faced the cost-price squeeze such firms
have always faced. Most coal firms, no matter what their scale, wanted low
taxes. While larger coal companies established independent school districts
in their company towns, they did not share tax revenues with county districts.
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In fact, they charged local districts rent for buildings and operated them at a
profit.21 Still, these independent districts improved education in some ways
by building new facilities and hiring trained teachers.
But the arrangement had a price. While bourgeois coal companies put
money into school buildings and tried to turn a profit at education, pettybourgeois coal producers demanded minimal taxes to support schools.22 In
either case, coal companies did everything they could to control workers
and their children. The bourgeois companies provided a sanitized education
aimed at promoting social stability within the mining camps. Petty-bourgeois
companies limited worker education and exposure to “radical” ideas by
resisting increased education taxes and controlling teacher hiring.
Coal companies also made county governments into servants of the
industry.23 At first, it was the tax assessor’s office, and later the sheriff’s
office. In the workplace, companies could efficiently get out the vote for
their candidates to put them into office. Control extended into the state and
federal legislatures, and, like the railroads before them, coal companies could
virtually claim ownership of the state government. Such conditions were
hardly the hallmark of myths of pure democracy or pluralism.
Several maps illustrate Kentucky’s uneven development, outlining the
so-called “Problem Crescent” that extended from Appalachia across south
central Kentucky, and the so-called “Golden Triangle,” bounded by Louisville,
Lexington, and cities along the Ohio River near Cincinnati, Ohio.24 By the
1928-1929 school year, school enrollment in coal-producing counties was in
the highest quartiles, as shown in Figure 2.1.25 Interior Appalachian counties
were among those with the lowest enrollments; other low-enrollment
counties were scattered, surrounding the Central Bluegrass region and
spreading across the west. These counties were mostly agricultural, with a
few exceptions, and had an absolute minimum of industries. The map gives
a general view of the emerging Golden Triangle’s population anchors of
Louisville, Lexington, and Northern Kentucky. Central and western counties
also tended to be among those with the highest enrollment, and it is easy to
pick out Ohio River population centers. There was tremendous variability,
even excluding Jefferson and Fayette counties, with districts varying in size
by a factor of 15 or more. With funding based solely on per-pupil measures,
even at a minimal level, inequities were reinforced.
Figure 2.2 shows widespread low attendance. The Golden Triangle is
defined relatively clearly, with most counties in the top two quartiles. The
Problem Crescent across Eastern and South Central Kentucky also is evident,
with marked exceptions in Eastern Kentucky; these included some interior
mountain counties, which had small enrollment and were the source of the
earliest outmigration. Attendance in the western coal counties tended to be
higher than in the eastern coal counties, which were mostly in the lower
quartiles.
Figure 2.3 clearly outlines the Problem Crescent and its per-pupil
spending in the 1928-1929 school year. By this time, clear patterns of funding
polarization and uneven development had emerged; the spending range
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varied by a factor of more than nine from top to bottom. Two counties in
the heavily industrialized Ashland area—Boyd and Greenup—had relatively
high spending. Bell County was the only other Appalachian county to
make the top half. Only three south central counties—Logan, Warren, and
Barren—made it into the second quartile. For the rest of the Problem Crescent
counties, rough terrain made them marginal for agriculture; coal companies
dominated many county governments, especially in the east and far west;
and most virgin timber had already been mowed down. Many agricultural
counties outside the Problem Crescent were in the upper quartiles. Counties
with a richer agricultural base and those with an industrial base tended to
spend the most on education. These extended west from the Golden Triangle
into the more developed Ohio River counties.
The critical issue of funding inequalities topped the Kentucky Education
Association’s (KEA) 1927 agenda, but somehow got lost in the struggles to
deal with the confusing tangle of other political and administrative issues that
legislators in the laissez-faire bipartisan combine deemed more important. An
awareness of uneven development of educational opportunities, mentioned
prominently in the 1920 education study, did not necessarily mean that
governors or the General Assembly would act quickly.
While the eastern coal counties had relatively low education
expenditures, some seemed to hire more-educated teachers (Figure 2.4). This
supports Harry Caudill’s assertion that teachers were hired in from many
states for company town schools.26 With some exceptions, counties with
the least-educated teachers tended to be in the Central Appalachian region
and across South Central Kentucky. Western Ohio River counties tended to
have relatively high per-pupil spending, but relatively low levels of teacher
education; their economies were agricultural, with budding manufacturing
and quarrying industries. Counties with low levels of teacher education also
tended to have lower per-pupil spending.
Education reforms of the early 1920s required all teachers to have at least
a high school diploma. But many counties, especially in rural areas, had high
percentages of teachers with no diploma.27 Because of the historic shortage
of qualified teachers, no matter what the law, there were not enough teachers
to go around. This problem continued into the 1960s and drove a constant
cycle of teacher pay and benefit increases designed to reward current teachers
and attract new ones with the hope of improved learning for students.
In the late 1920s, one-room schools were numerous (Figure 2.5). Again,
the Problem Crescent is visible, but with notable exceptions, especially
where extractive capital had constructed new schools in company towns.
Consolidation had already occurred in counties with larger urban centers or
with geography that allowed easier transportation. But even in North Central
and Western Kentucky, there were pockets with a high percentage of oneroom schools. Many one-room schools were closed in the 1950s, but they did
not disappear until the late 1960s.
Educators considered one-room schools inferior, but they persisted. In
The Gates Open Slowly, Frank McVey suggested why one-room schools
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lasted so long in Kentucky: (1) Fights to keep districts to preserve community
identity and individualism. (2) Consolidation weakened local politicians.
(3) Issues of control over teacher hiring and problems with finding enough
teachers. (4) Reticence to fund construction of new facilities. (5) Disputes
over locating new buildings. (6) Some counties, with already underfunded
schools, could not afford transportation costs; the state refused to pick up
the tab. (7) Large districts or those with poor roads (a common problem
throughout the state) found it hard to transport pupils.28
The maps provide strong evidence of troubled schools and uneven
regional development marked by low expenditures, wide variance in
expenditures, low levels of teacher training, and low attendance. The maps
demonstrate that, in the 1920s, education problems were scattered statewide.
It took almost three generations for the reluctant Commonwealth to make
an effort to address funding inequality and several more decades to address
school quality in coherent ways.

The Reluctant State Moves Slowly
As the 1920s closed, educators re-evaluated the nature and role of education,
according to reports from the University of Kentucky Bureau of School
Service. But in political circles, the debate centered on control and finance of
education, with considerable pulling and hauling in the legislature to balance
local and state power and to deal with administration and teacher certification.
Part of Kentucky’s problem with education reform efforts was political.
With 450 school districts statewide, schools represented a mostly rural
constituency that linked the petty bourgeoisie, teachers, school boards,
taxpayers, parents, county courthouse officials, and others into a powerful
force to back the status quo of local schools. These constituencies lived in rural
counties facing rural industrialization and modernization, structural changes
in agriculture, and declining populations that threatened their economies.
Others faced urban growth. Reforms aimed at altering school governance
and teaching qualifications did not require as much financial commitment as
funding increases or redistribution. But administrative reforms generally met
resistance if they undercut the hegemony of the localized elites. Local school
officials fought hard to maintain their powers and were often successful
in thwarting reforms, such as consolidation into countywide districts or
interfering with the political economy that controlled hiring.29 The nearly
300 graded school districts “. . . owe their existence solely to legislative
gerrymandering. They are so carved as to include the most valuable property
in the localities which they secure at the expense of the county districts.”30
In 1924, voters resisted change, rejecting a $75-million bond issue; $50
million was for roads, $8.25 million for higher education, $5 million for
schools, and the rest for other needs. The state was up against its constitutional
debt limit and needed funds for expansion. Critics claimed the proposed bond
issue served too many interests. McVey listed three reasons for opposition:
(1) fear of increasing the debt; (2) inadequate plans to repay the interest; (3)
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too much state debt already.31
Bills passed in the 1926 and 1928 General Assemblies included
improving teacher qualifications and making sure districts hired qualified
personnel; creating uniform budgeting to lessen the chances of fraud;
increasing maximum taxes for cities, but not rural areas; increasing pressure
on teachers to enforce compulsory attendance laws; passing consolidation
laws; and giving trustees of some districts the power to sell personal property
to cover delinquent taxes.32

School Finances and Uneven Development
Some legislative compromises made in Frankfort give hard evidence of
uneven development. Some laws set a double standard. Local taxation offers a
particularly striking example. Rural county districts were more spread out and
poorer, had less-qualified teachers, and inadequate facilities. Their property
tax assessment rates were capped at a lower level than those of independent
districts, which were in towns and cities and generally had larger tax bases,
more-educated teachers, and better facilities. According to KEA, the average
tax revenue per pupil in 1921-1922 was $8 in counties, $17 in graded school
districts, and $29 in city districts.33 Throughout the 1920s, many rural school
districts functioned poorly because of miserable facilities, school years that
barely lasted six months, low attendance and enrollment, and teachers with
questionable qualifications. KEA noted that where educational costs were
highest, the amount of revenue available was lowest.
KEA faulted the failed classified property tax, which yielded less revenue
than the earlier assessment; hurt local governments because of the differences
between state and local taxes; was unevenly assessed across property classes;
and was rife with exemptions, especially at the local level. The undertaxation of mining property operated as a subsidy, was not in the interest of
conservation, and increased operators’ profits without compensating gains
for the state. The state also needed to adopt a simple income tax tied to the
federal system.34
Despite a stated desire to improve schools and equality of educational
opportunity, an attitude of laissez-faire economics that treated students as
industrial products pervaded the KEA report:
It should be remembered in discussing educational problems that, with
a fixed curriculum, education is a product which can be produced at a
decreasing cost. That is, larger numbers show a tendency to be educated
at smaller costs per pupil; but with a continually expanding curriculum,
and with a constantly increasing student body, the costs of education have
continuously increased. The fact, however, should not be lost sight of that
larger numbers can be educated at lower costs. This suggests that a goodly
proportion of our schools can be modeled on the quantity basis, giving the
same instruction to larger and larger classes. 35
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The attitude of production-line economics extended to long-run school
funding, but KEA maintained some sense of funding equity:
Today State-aid is apportioned, not according to need, but according to
a school census [a pupil-per-capita basis].... The result is that money is
apportioned where it is not needed....
Education is a function which has been undertaken by both State and
local governments. Primary, elementary and secondary education is a
function of local governments; higher education, the training of teachers
and the equalization of educational opportunities is the function of the
State. Thus, State-aid can be supported in pauper counties, but not in each
county. In Kentucky, the State has been forced to apportion its funds to
local districts to equalize educational opportunities. This has been largely
at the expense of higher education.... The situation must change; the State
must come to the support of the higher institutions of learning and this
can be done without decreasing State-aid where it is needed. The counties
aided must only be those counties which are unable to pay for their own
education. And this aid must be withdrawn as those counties become selfsustaining [underlining in original].36

Given the “unequal distribution of wealth” and “unequal willingness together
with divergent standards of education,” the apportionment of state funds had
to be changed so they were distributed inversely according to wealth per
teacher or child, and so that they were directly proportional to the size of
local tax rates.37 Such an ability-effort plan would require a constitutional
amendment.
Kentucky’s reluctant school reform efforts during the first part of the
twentieth century encountered reactionary agrarianism and laissez-faire
industrialism. Certainly, agrarianism was alive and well, and its myths
persisted. The bipartisan and special-interest combines adapted agrarian
myths to bolster their hegemony.38
Reforms also showed fragmentation of the state’s leadership
accompanying massive changes in global markets after World War I. Many
Kentuckians, including some industrialists in the “bipartisan combine,”
sought school reform to keep up with the times. But the “bipartisan combine”
was by no means monolithic. It is also logical to suggest that some—those
from coal interests, among others—did not want to finance new schools
outside of their own coal communities.
Geography, varied local economies, and changing class structure
fragmented the diverse Commonwealth. Leadership in Frankfort was divided.
Significant reform would have to wait for conditions to change.
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Three

Advent for Reform: Moving Toward A Minimum Foundation
Education Challenges And Changes
The Great Depression magnified deeply entrenched problems with Kentucky’s
schools, triggering a severe, immediate crisis, especially from 1929 to 1934.
Many districts verged on collapse. Teachers and administrators had to take
pay cuts. The state had to find funds to increase support, and federal aid
eventually increased.1 Desperate conditions heightened social criticisms.
Major issues included:
First, immediate crises: Essentially bankrupted, Kentucky’s rural schools
faced farm poverty related to national overproduction and depleted soil, plus
low incomes and high levels of poverty. Unemployment was widespread in
both cities and the coalfields.
Second, education governance: The administrative structure was
incredibly complicated, with no centralized management. Six types of local
school units each had their own laws and operating methods, even though
the legislature in 1908 had defined the county as the basic unit.2 In addition,
legally mandated racial segregation established a dual “separate but equal”
system that was in no way equal.
Third, uneven development: The state suffered from wide variations in
wealth and income; the tax structure built in different rates for each type of
district. The system favored urban districts. For example, the length of the
school year averaged 140 days for counties, 174 days in graded independents,
and 179 days in cities. With insufficient and poorly managed revenue, rural
school districts suffered from inferior facilities and equipment.3
Fourth, corruption: Practices included teacher selection by people who
were not competent and internal recruitment, including the outright sale of
positions and nepotism.4
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Figure 3.1 Local and State School Funding by Percent, 1900-1945
Source: Seay, 1945
Fifth, the low priority of education: Hill asked, almost plaintively: “Have
roads and other branches of government become so important that our
children cannot be taught except by teachers who are paid $1.00 per day?”
The federal recommendation was $2.40 a day.5
Sixth, a decline in the proportion of state education funding after 1915,
with an increase in the late 1930s and 1940s.6 (Figure 3.1) The reluctant
state’s share of funding was particularly low during the Depression years.
The proportion of state funding was already a constant element in the
Commonwealth’s struggle to reform school finances, and ultimately, gain
more control over school boards.
Seventh, the Commonwealth’s poverty of tax revenues, coupled with
uneven distribution of wealth among localities: James W. Martin, later
Governor A.B. “Happy” Chandler’s revenue chief during his first term (19351939), said the General Assembly was denied enough information to deal
with the problem and implied certain groups benefited from this ignorance
because of inadequate safeguards for school money.7
Solving the problems required a constitutional amendment to allow
equitable distribution of funds and a total reorganization of state and county
school administration to use funds more efficiently.8 The best solution would
increase the Common School Fund and decrease local tax levies with a cap
on richer districts.9 The idea of a funding cap on wealthier districts sparked
resistance. But a foundation program, no matter what the final funding
formula, would provide minimum state support for salaries, libraries,
instructional materials, supplies, books, maintenance, etc.10
School support based in local property taxes caused inequality of
educational opportunity and tax burden.11 But the local school unit was
more democratic; its purpose was to provide for administration and assist
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in financing. The solution was for the state to meet its basic obligation: set
up and guarantee a minimum program of education and equalize the burden
of school support. This would require that the Commonwealth assume full
responsibility for funding.
In 1934, the legislature passed a new school code based on work by
the Kentucky Education Commission of the 1920s. Among other things,
the new code reorganized and streamlined the Department of Education,
changed certification standards, and changed the authority for issuing
teaching certificates. In addition, the reform created the Council on Public
Higher Education, which oversaw teacher training. Curriculum proposals
were worked out with the Kentucky Education Association.12 The new code,
however, did not eliminate funding inequities. County funding remained half
that of independent districts.13 Also, a plan to give students free textbooks
fell by the wayside; this remained a point of contention for decades to come.
The Depression, along with other forces, changed education in
Kentucky.14 The number of children aged 16 and 17 enrolled in school
increased by 6 percent between 1930 and 1940, part of a national trend of
squeezing youth out of the workforce and into schools. From 1928 to 1938,
the ratio of high school to elementary school enrollments increased by 150
percent. In addition, the number of one-room schools per 100 elementary
schools declined by 25 percent. Federal funding for school construction
speeded consolidation during the Depression.15

Agriculture, the War, and Out-migration
Changes in the broader structure of agriculture also had a tremendous impact
on Kentucky’s rural schools. Noticeable rural out-migration began before the
1930s.16 Overpopulation increased pressure to out-migrate.17 Over cropping,
loss of soil fertility, inadequate water supplies, poor roads and lack of markets,
small farms, low income, and out-migration were all interwoven with laissezfaire state and local government and longer-term uneven development and
urban capital concentration nationally and across the Commonwealth.
World War II again increased out-migration, a long-term pattern that
lasted several decades. Between April, 1940, and November, 1943, 117
Kentucky counties averaged a 10-percent population drop, with an 8-percent
drop statewide.18 Almost half of the counties declined between 10 and 20
percent, including every county on the Cumberland Plateau in southeastern
Kentucky. The declines came despite high rates of natural increase and
reversed trends from 1900 to 1930.
Kentucky was a feeder state for both unskilled and semi-skilled labor and
raw natural resources for richer, neighboring states.19 The Commonwealth
suffered from waste and exploitation of natural resources, inefficient use
of human resources, and the loss of youth. Most out-migrants had minimal
education and limited skills. Still, the drain was severe, leading Beers to
observe, perhaps wryly, that youths were Kentucky’s major export product.20
Out-migration left the very young and the old in increasingly impoverished
counties.21
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The state devoted scarce resources to nurturing youths only to have them
leave, taking their productive capacities elsewhere. Unfortunately, many
outmigrants failed to do well in their new homes. To deal with this issue,
community schools needed a broader objective of educating children “for
life as adults in [a] world community.”22 The problem, Beers wrote, was that
children were not educated into the community, but instead were worked
into the community.
Table 3.1. Education Levels for Teachers in County and Independent School
Districts in Kentucky, 1945
Type of Teacher
Elementary 		
Secondary 		

% with College Degree in District
County
Independent
13.8
63.4
85.6
94.5

Source: Jaggers, 1946
A worker’s decision to stay or go depended partly on the availability of work,
but education also induced rural-urban migration. The Kentucky Postwar
Advisory Planning Commission also was concerned about losing highly
educated workers: “Practically all of the technical graduates of the State’s
University must leave the state to seek employment. This situation must be
corrected if Kentucky is to advance.”23
World War II was devastating for Kentucky’s rural schools. The military
draft and the lure of higher-paying employment elsewhere thinned teaching
ranks, erasing some slim gains of the late 1930s and damaging the school
system for years to come. In 1939, no teachers had emergency certificates.
Over the years, Frankfort had enacted laws requiring teachers to have a
certain level of education in order to be certified, depending on the grade
taught. By the end of the Depression, the state had met its legislative mandate
for the first time. But the war and outmigration shrank teaching ranks,
creating a severe crisis; an estimated 13,100 teachers had regular certificates
in 1945, about 7,900 short of the 21,000 teachers needed to adequately staff
schools.24 During the war, there were 17,000 teaching positions with about
4,000 teachers holding emergency certificates.25 The situation was so bad
that many rural schools did not have teachers. Rural areas were clearly at a
disadvantage. The state took numerous steps to rectify these problems, but
little seemed to work.

Uneven Development and Education
Variations in geography, population, property assessment, wealth, and
education levels posed difficult problems for many schools across the
Commonwealth.26 Poor transportation worsened low enrollment rates and
average daily attendance in rural areas. Because of the teacher shortage, the
number of rural one-room schools actually increased during World War II.
These schools generally had a seven-month term, compared with nine or ten
months in independent districts. Rural areas also suffered from wretched
facilities and less-trained teachers (Table 3.1). In the 1939-1940 school year,
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independent districts, with their higher tax rates, spent an average of $70 per
pupil, compared with $40 per pupil in county districts.
The Kentucky Postwar Advisory Planning Commission noted the need
to re-examine school finances in a statement that clearly recognizes urban
capital concentration:
The development of large industrial centers has stimulated the flow of
wealth and population from rural to urban centers. The transformation
of our economy from agricultural to industrial has created a large source
of intangible wealth unevenly distributed within the state. The result is
that some sections of the Commonwealth have adequate sources for good
education programs for their children while other sections have little
wealth to tax.27

Rural communities faced another serious problem: a high percentage of
youth, especially in the Problem Crescent. Concentrations of youth in a
number of Eastern Kentucky counties were particularly high. Proportions
tended to be lower in the Bluegrass, along the Ohio River, and in Western
Kentucky.28 Youth increased the load on schools and other agencies, but were
not a high priority.29
Table 3.2. Percent of Boys Aged 14-17 in Kentucky’s Labor Force, 19201940
Year
		
1920
1930
1940

% of Boys in Labor Force
Statewide
Louisville
43
47
33
29
33
17
Source: Beers. “Kentucky Population Changes,” 1945

Table 3.2 shows child labor remained an issue until near the beginning
of World War II. Nearly half of Louisville’s youth aged 14-17 were in the
labor force in 1920, but the state’s largest city made a faster adjustment than
the rest of the state. By 1940, far less than a fifth of the city’s youth were
in the labor force, compared with nearly a third statewide. Because of its
better education facilities, Louisville had a higher percentage of high-school
students. Rural areas probably lagged behind Louisville because there were
so many children, and there was a long rural tradition of child labor both
in mining and agriculture that conflicted with school attendance.30 Large
numbers of rural youth who needed manual labor jobs for support fed the
problem. The education gap between rural and urban areas was widening.

Lagging Behind the Nation

Even with relatively frequent reform efforts, it would be too kind to call
Kentucky’s schools neglected. Generally, children suffered from education
deprivation. In 1940, Kentucky was forty-seventh in high-school graduates;
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63 percent of students finished grade school, compared with 95 percent
nationwide.31 The Commonwealth was at the bottom of enrollment, with only
50 percent of its 14-to-17-year-olds in school.32 Mandatory attendance laws
covered children aged 7 to 16. Table 3.3 shows Kentucky’s national position
using some general education measures. Kentucky did poorly in most cases.
Although it was at the bottom in only one category, length of term, and
second to the last in average days attended, the state fared only slightly better
in the other two categories.
Table 3.3. Kentucky, Other States Compared on Education Measures, 19421943
Per-Capita Spending ($)
United States		
104.85		
Kentucky (#42)
58.52		
Illinois		
138.98		
Indiana
91.17		
Missouri
94.29		
			
Teachers’ Salaries ($)
United States		
1,599		
Kentucky (#41)
1,014		
Illinois		
1,817		
Indiana		
1,686		
Missouri		
1,253		
			
Length Of Term (Days)
United States		
175.5		
Kentucky (#48)
159.3		
Illinois (#1)		
186.6		
Indiana		
170.0		
Missouri		
176.2 		
			
Average Days Attended
United States		
149.6		
Kentucky (#47)
128.8		
Illinois		
162.5		
Indiana		
145.1		
Missouri		
141.6		

Ohio		
Tennessee
W. Virginia
Virginia
New York (#1)

113.65
54.81
77.61
64.37
178.56

Ohio		
Tennessee
W. Virginia
Virginia		
New York (#1)

1,889
963
1,279
1,151
2,697

Ohio		
Tennessee
W. Virginia
Virginia		

179.9
163.5
170.9
180.0

Ohio		
Tennessee
W. Virginia
Virginia
Michigan (#1)

166.4
137.1
153.7
155.9
169.9

Source: Kentucky Postwar Advisory Planning Commission, 1945
Kentucky’s education woes presented a formidable financial obstacle that
illustrates widespread national uneven development. According to the
Kentucky Postwar Advisory Planning Commission, by the end of 1943,
the state needed to spend $52.4 million a year for current expenditures and
$196.4 million for school property just to reach the national average.33 This
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meant increases of $20.5 million annually for current expenses and $121.4
million for school property. The commission recommended an immediate
$25-million expenditure for property. The gap between the richest state and
Kentucky was wide. To catch up with New York in 1943, Kentucky needed to
spend $89.3 million a year for current education expenses, up $57.4 million
from the $31.9-million expenditure. The $75-million expenditure for school
property needed to be increased to $301 million to match New York.
The situation was, in reality, a problem for both the state and the nation.
Seay, an advocate of education geared toward economic development, noted
reports from both military and industrial leaders about poorly educated
Kentuckians, something that perhaps needed to be more of a concern for the
Commonwealth’s leaders in Frankfort.34

The Hegemony of Economic Thought
The Depression and World War II stimulated discussion about what
education should do. Educators had traditionally emphasized such progressive
issues as health and welfare of children and teaching of democracy.35
Proceedings from annual meetings of the University of Kentucky College
of Education mark the evolution of educators’ thinking from the mid-1920s
to the 1950s. Forces for practical, society-centered high-school education
grew stronger, despite opposition from those who wanted more personalized
education to develop human talents and skills for citizenship. In 1934, a
practical-education curriculum reform was launched, but tabled in Frankfort.
The reform was said to address student needs in relation to the community.36
It grew out of a sense of loss of rigor in the traditional liberal high-school
curriculum, which remained essentially classical, as it was in 1888, with
courses in areas such as philosophy, Greek, and geology.
During the Depression, changing labor markets drove child laborers from
the workforce; there were simply too many workers in the way of recovery.37
The 1920s and 1930s saw increased mechanization in mines, farms, and
factories, so it became necessary to pass compulsory education laws to force
children out of the workforce and into schools. But the Depression put schools
into financial trouble, an additional burden on the state. The increased number
of students reduced the need for traditional liberal education that students
might use in college. Instead, schools were under pressure to become places
to train the workforce with basic skills. The approach reduced training costs
for employers and reduced slack in glutted labor markets.
Kentucky’s proposed practical curriculum had a vocational slant, with
courses in agriculture, household arts, shop, art, music, public speaking,
and social studies. It was gradually woven into the system during the 1930s.
Despite the Depression and any suspicion the crisis might have generated in
some quarters about the capitalist economic system, business education grew
rapidly.38 In 1930, 61 high schools with 110 teachers had business education.
In 1940, there were 336 high schools and 603 teachers. Business was second
in enrollment, behind English, a required subject. Courses included not only
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typing and shorthand, but also retail sales, business law and English, and
economic geography.
Seay advocated for schools that served the needs of communities. He
flatly stated there was little relationship between subject matter in schools
and economic problems of students in school and after graduation.39 He
argued that economics needed to be woven into education; his statements
signaled changes occurring across the country as World War II approached.
The Depression and other events of the 1930s brought education closer to the
spheres of economic development and job creation.

Recommendations and Reforms
In 1940, yet another legislative reform aimed at teacher education and
credentials and the curriculum in areas such as vocations, physical and moral
education, citizenship, the relationship of school and community, national
defense, and democracy.40 As with the Depression, the onset of World War
II increased confusion over the role of education. The Depression helped
increase awareness of juvenile delinquency and forced now unemployable
children into financially strapped schools. The war demanded workers with
more vocational training and basic skills. Schools tried to respond, but the
persistence of traditional, liberal education and the generally poor education
system played havoc with the evolving and growing hegemony of vocational
education. Louisville, with a large industrial base, was the only district with
any emphasis on crafts and trades. McVey voiced concern that World War
II showed the weaknesses of an education system that did not inculcate
fundamental knowledge of skills or good work habits.41
To replace teachers lost to outmigration, the 1944 General Assembly
under Republican Governor Simeon Willis increased the school appropriation
by 50 percent with a $1-million teacher pay raise. Funds also were to be used
to level unequal funding. In 1941, voters amended the Constitution to allow
the legislature to appropriate up to 10 percent of school funds on other than a
per-pupil basis. Given historic patterns, it was a minimalist and reluctant, but
needed step. The state was moving gradually toward setting up the Minimum
Foundation Program in 1954 in an effort to equalize funding.
The Kentucky Postwar Advisory Planning Commission made numerous
recommendations, including:
(1) Better coordination and administrative efficiency. Eliminate the elected
State School Superintendent, and replace the post with a professional
appointed by the State Board of Education; get rid of the Constitutional
annual salary limit of $5,000 and the legislative limit of $4,000; and increase
financial support to allow for research and planning, increased supervision of
schools and districts, and libraries.
(2) End the built-in property tax inequity with its cap of 75 cents per hundred
dollars of property valuation in county school districts and a cap of $1.25 in
independent districts.
(3) Reduce the number of school districts, possibly merging county districts.
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This process occurred gradually. As of this writing, there has never been a
consolidation of county districts, and despite the persistence of independent
school districts, the county remains the basic geographic unit for schools.
(4) Improve educational opportunities for rural children. The committee
zeroed in on the accessibility of high schools because of poor transportation.
(5) Adjust school programs to meet the demands of the time, paying attention
to relationships among agriculture, business, labor, and government. Children
needed help with solving life’s problems. Other problems included adult and
vocational education and staff qualifications and pay.42

The advisory committee recommended a basic education program for
all 12 years of school for every child, including nine months of classes,
adequately prepared teachers, safe facilities, and local support that could
exceed the state’s minimum funding. The committee also laid out plans for
an ideal school system with a nursery school, kindergarten, a comprehensive
curriculum for school children, and adult education. School facilities would
be safe, with adequate supplies, safe transportation, and school lunches. The
vision fit closely with the wider community school movement. The goal was
to make the school a community center, available to everyone.43
In a gaping omission, the postwar advisory commission did not deal with
local politics, which received much criticism during the 1930s. It appears the
reform battle shifted from governmental processes to the classroom, with the
goal of improving financing, facilities, teacher education, and curriculum.
Perhaps the war effort and awareness of the emerging Cold War precluded
criticisms of “democratic institutions.”
In 1953, the U.S. Department of Education invited Kentucky’s colleges
to participate in a rural school development project, sponsored by the Fund
for the Advancement of Education. The schools included Western Kentucky
College, Eastern Kentucky College, Murray State, Morehead State, the
universities of Kentucky and Louisville, and Berea College. The intent of the
program was to improve education levels and make schools into community
centers.44

The Political Economy of Reform
The fragmentation, confusion, and contradictions of the New Deal played
themselves out in the 1947 gubernatorial race, the first after the end of World
War II. Earle C. Clements, a former Kentucky Senate majority leader from
Morganfield (Union County) who had been elected to the U.S. House in
1946, defeated Kentucky House Speaker Henry Lee Waterfield (a supporter
of former Governor Happy Chandler, a conservative Democrat) in the
Democratic primary. Clements formed a broad-based, cross-class coalition.
Waterfield, backed by the normally progressive Louisville Courier-Journal,
portrayed himself as a reformer aligned with rural electric cooperatives and
the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), a populist who would fight private
interests. He claimed Clements was a servant of private interests, especially
Kentucky Utilities Corp.
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Clements gained coal industry support with his suggestion that
Waterfield’s proposed education program would be so expensive that it
would require a coal severance tax.45 He also garbed himself in a liberal
cloak by noting his staunch support for the Truman Administration (votes
against the Case anti-strike bill, the Taft-Hartley Act, and the poll tax, and in
favor of the TVA), and by wooing Edward F. Prichard, a leading New Dealstyle reformer and counsel for the Kentucky Rural Electrical Cooperatives,
to his side. He gained United Mineworkers’ backing through John Y.
Brown, Sr., the maverick liberal who was the union’s counsel and political
spokesman. Tom Underwood, a Hopkinsville native, Fayette County horse
breeder, and Lexington Herald editor, was Clements’s campaign manager.
He also drew on the party’s liberal faction by garnering support of the same
county machines that had backed Governor Ruby Laffoon in the 1930s. His
choice of Lawrence Wetherby as lieutenant governor assured the Louisville
machine’s backing and solidified his liberal credentials.
The Clements-Wetherby Administration brought New Deal Keynesian
activism into state government in the late 1940s and the early 1950s. Chandler,
during his term as governor in the 1930s, was not noted for his cooperation
with the Roosevelt Administration and often criticized the New Deal. It is
uncertain what Waterfield would have done as governor, but Chandler’s
backing did not help him garner support from liberals in the Democratic
Party.
Clements served three years in Frankfort, moving on to the U.S. Senate
and opening the door for Wetherby to become governor a year early and
then win the governorship in 1951 with backing from the revived New Deal
coalition. Wetherby initiated some education reforms, including securing
passage of the Minimum Foundation Program that would serve as the state’s
school funding mechanism until 1989, when the state’s school laws were
deemed unconstitutional by the Kentucky Supreme Court
Wetherby’s election set up a political alliance of progressive Democrats
that would hold the governor’s mansion for 16 of the next 20 years, broken
only by the second Chandler Administration, with its more conservative
approach to government.46 The pace of education and economic development
reforms accelerated rapidly in the 1960s under Bert T. Combs and Edward
T. Breathitt against the backdrop of John F. Kennedy’s New Frontier and
Lyndon B. Johnson’s Great Society.
At the same time, Louisville business leader Harry Schacter was
building a statewide network of citizens dedicated to reform and progress,
the Committee for Kentucky. Education was at the head of the committee’s
ten goals, an effort intended to improve living standards, build democracy,
and move the state forward.47 Schacter had to defend the committee’s work
in a fragmented state, but his well-financed, statewide education effort no
doubt played a role in raising public consciousness. The committee had
support from a broad coalition of agricultural, business, labor, education,
professional, and service organizations.
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Weakening the Shackles of School Funding Laws
For much of the twentieth century, Kentucky’s Constitution, with its tight
financial strictures, hobbled efforts to improve education and make funding
more equitable. Passage of the Minimum Foundation Program in 1954 did
not come easily. The reluctant state moved at an almost glacial pace.
Before being amended, Section 186 of the 1891 Constitution specified
per-pupil funding for the state and ultimately contradicted the mandate under
Section 183 for the legislature to “provide for an efficient system of common
schools throughout the state.”48 This contradiction was no secret to anyone in
policy circles. The state’s education reform efforts faced state constitutional
strictures that made such increases difficult and made a more equitable
distribution of funds impossible, requiring a total reorganization of state and
county school administration to use funds more efficiently.49 Bell noted how
funding inequities made the state’s school system inefficient.50
In 1941, voters ratified the first of a series of constitutional amendments
designed to alter per-capita school funding. By 1952, the Constitution still
required 75 percent of school funds be distributed per capita, regardless of
whether children aged 6 to 18 were in school or at home, while 25 percent
could be distributed to equalize funding.51 Funding disparities across the
Commonwealth were wide in 1950, with Appalachian counties standing out
for their low levels of per pupil spending, a pattern shown to a lesser extent
across the Problem Crescent (Figure 3.2). Richer, more urbanized areas stood
out for their higher spending levels; the factor between the lowest and highest
expenditure was about four.
Despite resistance in 1952, education leaders pleaded with the General
Assembly and succeeded in getting a referendum to amend the school
funding section on the ballot. According to Wendell P. Butler, Superintendent
of Public Instruction at the time, he lined up Lyman Ginger, president of the
Kentucky Education Association (KEA); Marvin Dodson, KEA executive
director; Herman Donovan, University of Kentucky President, and Mrs.
James Sheehan, president of the Kentucky Congress of Parents and Teachers,
to make the case for equalization to the legislature.52 (While the effort did
meet resistance, what Butler fails to note from his elitist perspective is the
hard work of Schacter’s Committee for Kentucky in the late 1940s.)
Once the constitutional referendum bill passed the General Assembly,
the Legislative Research Commission (LRC) conducted a study of school
problems. Department of Education employees Robert Mills, head of the
Bureau of Administration and Finance, and Robert Martin, director of
research, surveyed Kentucky residents. In moving toward the Minimum
Foundation Program, the Commonwealth’s leaders built on the burgeoning
post World War II reform movement. Once the survey was completed, the
state employed R.F. John of the University of Florida and Edgar L. Morphet
of the University of California to help draw up the new funding plan. In
November, 1953, voters went along with the constitutional amendment,
which read:
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All funds accruing to the school fund shall be used for the maintenance of
the public schools of the Commonwealth, and for no other purpose, and
the General Assembly shall by general law prescribe the manner of the
distribution of the public school fund among the school districts and its
use for public school purposes.53

While the constitutional amendment cleared the way for the Minimum
Foundation Program in 1954 (HB 354), as Martin, who became state school
superintendent in 1955, suggested, the new law was no panacea. It was a
“no frills” program to support basic educational needs.54 Its contradiction of
“substantially” equal educational opportunity while protecting richer school
districts is evident in its opening section:
In this Act, it is the intention of the General Assembly to assure
substantially equal public school educational opportunities through
a foundation program, for those in attendance in the public schools of
the Commonwealth, but not to limit or prevent any school district from
providing educational services and facilities beyond those assured by the
foundation program; and to provide, as additional state funds are made
available for public schools, for the use of such funds for the further
equalization of educational opportunities.55

The legislative intent poses an interesting problem. Ideally, of course, the
Minimum Foundation Program was designed both to increase funding and
promote equity. But a critical analysis suggests an interpretation that tempers
but does not undo continued and persistent anti-education sentiments. The
program was a compromise because of its provision for “substantial equality.”
While the measure substantially increased state involvement in funding, it
left considerable control for schooling in local hands, where local politics
that institutionalized low tax rates and corrupt governance and hiring could
sustain poor education systems. Wide disparities in the quality of education
remained across the state. Some communities were unable to offer better
financing. Many were unwilling because local elites did not find high taxes in
their own self-interest. The Minimum Foundation Program, however, was a
big step and demonstrated that some in Kentucky’s elite realized the need to
improve schools. Yet it was minimalist, intended to support basic education,
and hardly a plan of “excellence.” As such, it maintained reluctant, laissezfaire values that barely respected education.
The issue of “substantial equity” and its bare bones approach would
plague the Minimum Foundation program from its implementation in 1956
until the Kentucky Supreme Court finally overturned the Commonwealth’s
educational system in 1989. By then, global, national, and state forces were
demanding education reforms explicitly connecting economic development
and education to support the need for a skilled workforce.
Kentucky’s education reform movement of the 1950s was prescient of
things to come in later in the 1950s and 1980s. The reform was partly fueled
by the Cold War, but predated the national furor over the Soviet launching of
Sputnik in 1957. It anticipated national, and to some extent global economic
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changes, overcoming resistance from those who did not want higher taxes
and who did not need a more highly educated workforce for natural-resources
extraction and low-skilled factory jobs. Reformers sought education policies
that equalized funding and improved the curriculum. Political reforms were
all but taboo, blocked by the local elites. Even in its minimalist form, the new
Minimum Foundation Program was evidence of the growing power of forces
for modernization inside and outside the Commonwealth.
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Four

Reluctant Reform: A.B. ‘Happy’ Chandler, 1955-1959
‘Fully Funded’ Schools
The election of Democrat A.B. “Happy” Chandler barely muffled the echoes
of the New Deal in Kentucky, despite the incoming governor’s outspoken
conservatism. Chandler, a wandering Democrat, frequently disagreed with the
more liberal state and national party fragments. As he was starting his second
term as governor, he was well on his way to becoming a political legend,
a highly visible and influential force in Kentucky politics for almost two
generations.
In his trademark rhetorical style, Chandler had excoriated Earle C.
Clements and Lawrence Wetherby as “Clementine and Wetherbine” during the
1955 governor’s race against Bert T. Combs. But, given his faith in progress,
and perhaps, even more importantly, his love of the Commonwealth, he was
committed to uphold one of their central policies, the Minimum Foundation
Program (HB 354, passed in 1954), intended to equalize education funding.
He also helped lay the groundwork for the state’s economic development
programs and opened the way for his successor, Combs, to find a way to
finance rapid growth and expansion in Frankfort with the sales tax that he
detested.1
The Minimum Foundation Program, passed during Wetherby’s term,
seemed to address the objections of some who opposed the legislation because
it would favor poorer districts at the expense of richer ones. The 1954 General
Assembly, however, did not fund the program.2 Chandler, ever the artful
politician, ran on a no-new-taxes platform against Combs. But he needed
additional revenue to get the program up and running, plus, he was making a
long-term commitment for the state. Besides the foundation program, the law
required expanded teacher training and in-service, an increase in the number
and quality of teachers, evaluations of the efficiency of administration and
instruction, and increased professional ethics.3
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Chandler’s promise to “fully” fund the foundation program was itself
reluctant and minimalist, in keeping with the character of the new funding
mechanism. It was not a plan to move Kentucky’s schools toward the front
nationally. Chandler sought to put Kentucky school funding on par with
states of equivalent resources.4 The program promised increased funding
equity and improved facilities, but quality was more or less assumed with
better buildings and higher teacher pay as proxies. Even so, it was not an easy
promise to keep. Despite periodic education reforms, Kentucky schools were
in terrible condition when Chandler took office. The Kentucky Department
of Education reported that in the mid-1950s, there were 7,620 unsafe and
outmoded classrooms, 1,000 were overcrowded, and the state needed 1,000
more classrooms in the next five years to accommodate growth.5 An estimated
$350 million was needed for new facilities; 1,850 one-room schools and
685 two- and three-teacher schools were still in use. Also, Kentucky-trained
teachers were moving to other states. Only 43 percent stayed in 1955. The
1956 salary boost played a role in increasing the retention rate to 63 percent.
In addition, poor roads hindered consolidation, which was viewed at the time
as the ideal solution to solving the problems of poor schools.6 Chandler also
needed funds to increase teacher salaries, buy more free textbooks for the
poor, and pay for busing.
Chandler called four special legislative sessions in 1956 to reorganize his
administrative departments, increase fuel taxes on heavy vehicles to secure
road funds, pass an overall budget, and increase personal and corporate income
taxes. In his State of the Commonwealth address on January 3, 1956, Chandler
basically said he needed more time to assess the state’s condition accurately.
But he also had political reasons. His election shredded the Democratic
Party, and he had to deal with a fragmented legislature. Chandler fueled
the contentious General Assembly, which was dominated by Democrats; he
claimed he had been left with a bare fiscal cupboard by Wetherby. In fact, his
measures often passed with Republican support.7
In his legislative address, Chandler said improving education was one of
his first campaign pledges. His call for a governor’s education conference (HR
25) sought unity:
We must continuously study our educational problems and our financial
ability. I shall ask the General Assembly for whatever legislation is
necessary to provide for an annual Governor’s Conference on Education.
Such a conference, composed of a cross-section of our citizens, including
farmers, labor, business, industry, and the school profession, will study our
educational problems and make plans for the improvement of programs.8

HB 324 attempted to keep Chandler’s campaign promise to “fully” fund the
Minimum Foundation Program. It guaranteed each district at least $80 per
pupil in average daily attendance, or its per-capita allotment for 1955-1956,
whichever was greater. It combined the existing per-capita and equalization
accounts into a single statewide Foundation Program Fund for a nine-month
school term. It also changed the educational requirements for teacher salary
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ranks. HB 324 easily passed both chambers, with two Senate amendments
requiring that federal funds not be counted as local tax effort in the 1956-1958
biennium to place pressure on local districts to increase taxes.
Much of the new program’s funding mechanism was devoted to teacher
pay, which historically had been extremely low. This is an important point.
Teacher pay played a major role in building unity for education reforms over
the years. Education bills were presented in General Assembly to secure
backing from the politically powerful Kentucky Education Association
(KEA). Increased salaries directly benefited KEA’s members. As Chandler
noted, nearly 2,000 new teachers were employed during the first two years of
his term. Average teacher pay rose from about $2,400 in 1954-1955 to $2,943
in 1956-1957 and to more than $3,000 in 1957-1958, an increase of about 25
percent.9 The predominant rhetoric of education reform did not paint teachers
as exploited labor of the state. Instead, teachers were portrayed as poorly paid,
dedicated servants who worked hard to educate children.
Meanwhile, the Chandler’s education reform also had a bricks and mortar
component to benefit contractors, as well as students. The governor reported
to legislators that during 1956-1957, 44 elementary and 14 high schools
were built, up from 23 elementary and two high schools in the previous year.
The state spent more than $31.68 million for new buildings, sites, additions,
remodeling, and equipment, more than twice the previous year.10 The definition
of education reform as increased salaries for teachers and funding for better
facilities put children and academic performance in the background. The
approach was supply side, a form of trickle down, with limited and fragmented
local intervention to defend quality education of children and their families,
especially in rural and poor areas.
Two other education bills were related to HB 324 in 1956. One suggests
a challenge to Chandler. HR 5 favored full implementation of the Foundation
Program as provided in Chandler’s budget; it died in committee. The other
kept a Chandler promise. SR 9 directed an evaluation of the program to assure
its compliance, maximum efficiency, and economy. The measure passed.
Political wrangling over evaluation continued into 1958. HJR 9, which
would have directed the Legislative Research Commission (LRC) to employ
staff to make a continuing study and evaluation of the Minimum Foundation
Program with a $40,000 appropriation, was laid on the clerk’s desk and failed
for lack of a majority. A similar measure, SJR 9, with a $30,000 appropriation,
passed the Senate with a committee amendment to delete the appropriation,
but never came up for a House vote. SCR 44 sought a six-member joint
committee of the Senate and House to investigate the disbursement of
Minimum Foundation Program Funds. It never came up for a vote. Chandler
signed HJR 89, which directed LRC to employ staff to make a continuing
study and evaluation of the Minimum Foundation Program. The bill did not
contain an appropriation, and although LRC apparently did a study, it was not
published.11 It was a symbolic gesture, it continued a long tradition of state
reluctance and deliberate legislative ignorance over local accountability and
monitoring the condition of schools, despite the constitutional mandate for
oversight.
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TABLE 4.1. Public-School Budgets Presented to the 1954, 1956, and 1958
Legislatures
Fiscal
Year
1954-1955
1955-1956
1956-1957
1957-1958
1958-1959
1959-1960

Overall Budget

$48,376,007
$47,869,494
$72,700,632
$76,209,115
$81,756,360
$85,883,760

Foundation
Program
$31,785,500a
$34,785,500a
$54,207,900
$57,201,900
$60,105,700
$62,481,300

% of Biennial
Budget
(both years)
55.9
62.4
62.9

Figures for 1954-1955 and 1955-1956 are totals for the per-capita and equalization appropriations
in effect before passage of the Minimum Foundation Program.
a

Source: Kentucky House Journal, 1958, p. 21

Chandler also worked for minimal administrative reforms at the state level.
In his address to the first special legislative session in 1956, he announced his
intention to give the Superintendent of Public Instruction power to reorganize
the department in order to meet its new responsibilities.
Chandler’s argument for education reform was pragmatic and
demonstrated his conservative belief that government and its services must
be economical. Meeting this premise meant government was providing good
service with reasonable fairness for citizens. One thing is clear from the
record. Chandler kept his funding commitment for schools. When funding
came up short in 1958, he backed passage of HJR 15 to appropriate additional
funds to the 1956-1957 school budget. It passed both chambers unanimously.
Table 4.1 compares the education budget presented to the 1954, 1956, and
1958 legislatures. It includes overall funding for the Department of Education,
as well as Foundation Program Funds. It does not include universities. Note
that state aid increased slightly as a proportion of the overall school budget
between the first and second fiscal years of the last biennium of the Wetherby
Administration (1954-1956), with a slight decrease in overall expenditures.
But education spending increased dramatically under Chandler. Also, note the
effect of the increased appropriation for the Minimum Foundation Program in
the 1956-1957 biennium, where state aid jumped almost 56 percent between
the last year of the Wetherby administration and the first year of the Chandler
administration. The part of the budget devoted to education increased from
55.9 percent in the last Wetherby biennium to 62.4 percent in the first Chandler
biennium. During Chandler’s second biennium, state foundation program aid
declined by about 2 percent, from about 75 percent to about 73 percent of
education expenditures.
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Despite legislative conflict during Chandler’s term, especially in 1958,
Chandler reached his goals for the Commonwealth’s schools.12 As with
emerging industrial and economic development policy, conservatives and
liberals—for now, at least—showed considerable unity over education reform.
But the younger, more liberal legislators (John Breckinridge, Foster Ockerman,
Paul Huddleston, Pat Tanner, and Gil Kingsbury) wanted even more funding
for schools and welfare.13 This forced Chandler to turn to Republicans (many
from mountain counties) with promises of new and rebuilt roads to pass his
program, including a small income-tax reduction.
Under Chandler, general government expenditures declined from
12.6 percent in the last Wetherby biennial budget to 9.9 percent in the last
Chandler biennium.14 Health and welfare declined from 30 percent in the
last Wetherby biennial budget to 25.6 percent in the last Chandler biennium.
Part of the increased school funding came at the expense of direct aid for the
Commonwealth’s poor, in a state with deep and persistent poverty. Chandler’s
school policy supported education that might mitigate poverty in the longer
run, but his budget fragmented the party and exacerbated class disparities
in the short run. His tax policies, however, were true to form; they mainly
increased the burden on those who could afford to pay.

Challenging the Old Guard
Chandler, in his first legislative address, pointed out how the Department of
Education was working “to remove its activities from partisan and professional
politics.”15 He promised to place all school employees under a merit system,
but the legislature balked, as it had on monitoring the outcomes of the new
Minimum Foundation Program. Chandler then created a merit system for state
employees by executive order during the last year of his administration. In
1956, legislators did approve some incremental Chandler-backed reforms for
local school boards, with their significant power to control employees and
votes. The reforms, even though minor, continued to fray local power in the
face of new industrial capital, a pattern that would gradually alter the local
class structure by centralizing state control of a number of governmental
functions, including economic development.
Two bills from the 1958 session demonstrate currents in Frankfort that
nudged at local reforms. HB 243, with 19 sponsors, would have required
school boards in counties with more than one bank to designate as a depository
bank the one paying the highest interest rate and to require banks for which
the board paid a premium on a penalty bond to allow the board not less than
3 percent rather than 2 percent interest on its average balance. An amendment
was filed to make the act apply to all school districts, to permit the designation
of more than one bank, and to remove the minimum interest provision on
the average balance. The bill never came up for a vote. Even so, it hinted at
potential reforms and suggested how the terms of local political and economic
power and relationships overcame clearer ethics.
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In 1958, HB 526 would have added school district officers and employees
to the list of positions incompatible with holding state office, being a deputy
state officer, or General Assembly member. It also would have prohibited
public school teachers from resigning to become a candidate for the General
Assembly if the person had been a teacher within 12 months of the primary
election date. This bill met a curious fate. It was defeated unanimously. Not
even the sponsor voted for it.

Suffering the Children
The legal age for children to begin school came up constantly in the legislature
over the years. Until the 1970s, Frankfort did not push early childhood
education. Meanwhile, legislators resisted efforts to establish formal early
childhood education with kindergarten (which education experts had been
pushing since the nineteenth century) and early entrance for children who
were ready for school. In 1956, two bills (HB 356 and SB 114) attempted to
deal with the problem. Only SR 60, which directed an LRC study of school
entrance age, passed. In 1958, other measures that died included SB 304, to
allow children who turned 6 by October 1 (instead of December 30) following
the opening of school to enter. The bill also provided for a reading readiness
test. SJR 13 sought an LRC study on including kindergarten age children in
public schools. Despite stripping the $20,000 appropriation, the bill never
came up for a vote.
Governors and legislators demonstrated little support for bringing younger
children out of the home and into the control of schools. Considering so many
Kentuckians were poor and undereducated by national standards, the lack of
early childhood education, coupled with overall poor school quality, had to be
a factor in lagging development. Resistance to state-sponsored education also
suggests strong, family-oriented values, as well as values that undermined
formal education. These values may appear to be anti-education. They also
indicate the state’s reluctance to tread into family life.
In addition, the legislature consistently failed to extend the mandatory
attendance age to 18, arguably out of both a lack of respect for book learning
and to ensure a supply of cheap labor for farms, mines, and factories. Chandler,
in the 1956 regular session, illustrated the problem of education and poor
nutrition and their connection to national defense, showing Kentucky ranked
forty-first of the 48 states in total rejections by the Army for physical and
mental reasons.16 HB 435 (1956) and HB 19 (1958) both would have required
children to attend school until they completed eighth grade or passed their
eighteenth birthday. Both died in the Education Committee. Bills concerning
the upper age for schooling and dropouts were relatively rare. When they were
offered, they ended up going nowhere.
Access to schools was a long-standing problem, manifesting complex
interactions of class polarization and dominance, capital preservation for existing
natural resources industries, uneven development, and limited democratic
impulses, coupled with minimalist education values of the reluctant state. In the
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fourth special session of 1956, HB 43 sought to require free transportation
for high school students. It died in the Rules Committee. Bills to provide
textbooks to indigent high school children also ran into trouble. SB 5 from the
fourth special session of 1956 passed easily, but several similar bills failed to
move in earlier sessions. In 1958, HB 299 and SB 190 sought to appropriate
an additional $825,000 for 1958-1959 and $925,000 for 1959-1960 for free
textbooks. SB 263 would have extended free texts from the first eight grades
to include grades 9-12. All three bills died in committee.
In these cases, inaction and delay become evidence of subtle threads
of an anti-education ideology in the reluctant state. Thus, state government
limited investments in developing the majority of individuals, while aiding
and abetting particular class interests that needed low-skill, low-wage labor.
For example, Chandler constantly proclaimed his belief in better education,
and, in backing the Foundation Program, was true to his word. But failed
measures to improve school transportation and provide free high-school texts
were chances to further broaden education opportunities across social classes
and geographic regions. In Chandler’s time, the death of a bill in committee
was pretty clear evidence that a measure did not have the governor’s support.
The significance of the reluctance over schools emerged against the backdrop
of a contested, but successful bill to grant a tax exemption to Keeneland race
track in Lexington (HB 45, 1956). Considering the fragmentation Chandler
faced in the General Assembly, here, he got together with liberals John
Breckinridge and Foster Ockerman to pass a bill that expressed unity for the
Bluegrass elite and temporarily resolved a local issue near and dear to his
heart. When it came to unification over several broader educational issues to
benefit rural children (transportation) and a cross-class group of high school
students statewide (textbooks), Chandler apparently did not make much of an
effort to unite party factions.
SB 242 (1956) raised issues of pluralism, local control of labor markets
and political and cultural dominance. Reformers, seeking to improve local
governance, would have changed the qualifications for school board members,
including the completion of eighth grade in an accredited high school. There
were even more bills like this introduced in 1958. HB 284 would have required
school board candidates to submit evidence to the county clerk that they had
completed the eighth grade. It failed in the House, but was reconsidered and
passed 71-2 as amended to remove the eighth grade qualification, substituting
qualifications in accordance with the current law, which required an affidavit
of satisfactory qualifications. The measure did not come up for a vote in the
Senate. SB 311 (1958), which would have required school board candidates
to submit evidence of an eighth grade education or its equivalent, died in
committee before their names could be printed on a ballot. SB 164 (1958)
which would have required school board candidates to have completed high
school, was reported from committee without an expression of opinion.
Apparently, Department of Education representatives argued it would
be impossible to get people to run for school boards in many counties if
education requirements were increased.17 In fact, Kentucky was the only
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state that required completion of a certain grade before permitting board
membership, meaning Frankfort had already connected education level
and board membership.18 The proposal raised contradictions in the name of
improving school governance, thus heightening what could be called “antieducation” resistance to protect the status quo by putting school boards into
the hands of those with more education, themselves a kind of elite. As such,
the measure suggests the complications of local-level education reforms in a
Commonwealth with a long history of low education levels, poor management
of school districts, poor quality, and uneven development that affected funding.

Conservative Contradictions
Chandler, a Western Kentucky native, was educated at Transylvania University
in Lexington before going to the Harvard University College of Law. He
completed his legal training at the University of Kentucky College of Law,
staying in the Bluegrass as an adult. Early on, he became a rapid climber in
politics; he was elected to his first term as governor in 1935 at age 37. His
career and political activities were full of surprises, but he was sometimes a
reformer who not only liked the attention it got him, but also made government
work better in his beloved native state.
Faced with what he himself would have called grim times in large parts
of the Commonwealth in the 1950s, Chandler adopted education reform
and industrial development as means toward improving conditions. To do
so, he skirted his no new taxes pledge by raising existing taxes to fund the
Minimum Foundation Program and set up machinery to encourage industrial
attraction supported with state funds. As governor, he adopted changes that
suited his minimalist view of government. His differences with the liberal
wing of Kentucky’s Democratic Party were certainly related to philosophy
of government, personality, and style. But the core values of progress and
building unity through jobs creation and education made him into something
of a bridge, a conservative interlude, between administrations that wanted
faster growth spurred by deeper government involvement. Chandler always
enjoyed the spotlight and cannily read the times. It was characteristic of the
adept, colorful politician who creatively bridged his deep-felt dislike for big
government within the realities of a changing world.
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FIVE
Dollars For Reform: Bert T. Combs, 1959-1963
Deepening The Commonweath’s Commitment
Gov. Bert T. Combs lost his 1955 bid to become governor partly because of
his honest appraisal that the state needed to raise taxes to modernize. The more
conservative Happy Chandler—ever the populist foe of broad-based, more
regressive taxes, such as the sales tax—promised not to raise taxes and won
the race. But he did end up increasing existing taxes to “fully fund” the new
Minimum Foundation Program legislated under the more liberal administration
of Lawrence Wetherby in 1954. Chandler supported the education funding
reform and also moved the state into a deeper level of industrial development
and attraction, helping to launch the Commonwealth onto a growth trajectory
that lasted into the 1970s and persists in the much-expanded mixed policies
of today.1
Combs was outspoken about the Commonwealth’s shortcomings.
But, as a descendant of Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s New Deal Keynesian
activist approach to government, he was extremely positive about what state
government could, and perhaps more importantly, should do. Combs wanted
more than Chandler’s minimalist, semi-reluctant approach. His Appalachian
background and training as a lawyer had left him with a critical view of the
state’s fiscal, economic, and social condition. In his 1959 race for governor, his
second contest, he waffled a bit on taxes, but offered hope for a better future.
He looked at Kentucky as a system, connecting education, highways, and
industrial development with his definition of social, political, and economic
progress, defined mainly as improved citizen well-being and job creation.
With so many demands on government, schools had to be “a” priority for
Combs, instead of “the” priority. But schools still received phenomenal
funding increases, followed by minor governance reforms that met stiff
resistance in the legislature. Combs first dealt with funding to build unity
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around fiscal issues, where immediate results could be secured. Whatever
a “fully funded” Minimum Foundation Program had meant to Chandler,
Combs held a far higher standard.
Thanks to Chandler, who ironically had run against sales taxes throughout
his career, the 1960 sales tax—initially approved during Chandler’s term
by the General Assembly as a veterans’ bonus and then in November by
voters as an unspecified tax to fund the bonus—offered ample opportunity
for Combs to find revenue to increase school funding and pay for a host
of other state projects. By that standard alone, Combs raised the state’s
ante, showing his own financial commitment to education and committing
Frankfort to even deeper involvement in local school affairs. His move to
change school governance was slower, awaiting the outcome of some studies
that he initiated early in his term. However corrupt the system, funding came
first; reforms would come later.
Despite the tighter-than-anticipated budget in his second biennium,
Combs still sought unity for more education funds, telling lawmakers:
I think you agree with me that the average Kentuckian feels that education
still is perhaps our most critical problem. I think you will agree with me that
education is even more important now than ever before. I think it is even
more true now than ever before that civilization itself is a race between
education and catastrophe. And the words of Thomas Jefferson were never
more true, that if you expect a nation to be ignorant and free, you expect
something that never was and never will be. 2

Combs made his plea for education based on two premises. One was related
to his definition of progress: Education was essential for improving the social
well-being of people, as well as their basic survival. The second hearkened to
Jeffersonian democratic principles and responsible citizenship, an outgrowth
of the progressive education tradition. The connections between education
and economic development were implicit. Combs believed both education
and economic development improved the general welfare. Combs knew
that Kentucky’s underdevelopment included not only economic factors. He
wanted to devote every possible budget dollar to schools in order to help
reverse the state’s long-run education decline.3
In January, 1961—after the first year of the Combs biennial budget
that saw a huge increase in education funding—Kentucky ranked 41st in
teachers’ salaries; 41st in per-pupil spending; and 47th in the percentage of
8th graders in 1954 who had graduated from high school four years later.
Despite success in raising school enrollments, especially in the early grades,
between 1940 and 1950, dropout rates remained high. In 1950, for example, a
third of the youth aged 16 and half of the youth aged 17 had left school, with
wide variations from county to county. In 1957, only 48 percent of students
who were eighth graders in 1954 had graduated from high school.4
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Table 5.1. Public School Budgets Presented to the 1958, 1960, and 1962
Legislatures
Fiscal Year
Overall Funding
Foundation Program Funding for biennium 						% of General Fund
1958-1959
$ 81,756,360
$ 60,105,700
58.5
1959-1960
$ 85,883,760
$ 62,481,300
1960-1961
$102,153,915
$ 95,861,100
51.2
1961-1962
$109,718,215
$103,261,100
1962-1963
$114,850,310
$108,729,457
48.3
1963-1964
$118,787,298
$112,327,879

Sources: Kentucky House Journal, 1958-1962; Legislative Research
Commission Legislative Record, 1960, 1962

‘Fully Funded’ Redefined
Chandler promised to fully fund the Minimum Foundation Program—and
he did by his own standards and the standards of many others at the time.
In the spirit of his Keynesian activism, Combs went much farther, telling
legislators: “I think you will agree that it is the desire of the people that
the Minimum Foundation Program for Education be fully financed.”5 His
massive increases for public school funding far surpassed Chandler’s efforts
(Table 5.1).
Between the last year of the Chandler Administration and the first
year of the Combs Administration, overall public school funding climbed
18.9 percent. Foundation program funding jumped 53.4 percent. Between
Chandler’s last fiscal year and Combs’s last fiscal year, overall education
spending gained 38.3 percent. In the same period, Foundation Program
funding jumped 79.8 percent. Combs concentrated on equalization that the
Foundation Program promised, helping local school systems with increased
state aid.
Because of the overall increase in the state’s revenues and budget, the
percentage of General Fund Appropriations for schools actually declined
over 10 percent as Combs, the inheritor of New Deal Keynesian activism,
expanded other areas of state government, including welfare programs,
unemployment compensation, higher education, parks and recreation, and
economic development. The decline in the percentage of the General Fund
dedicated to public schools alongside large increases in school funding gives
perspective to the overall increase in the size of Kentucky government under
Combs and the magnitude of the funds needed to address the state’s problems
as he viewed them.
Combs used about two-thirds of the new sales-tax revenue for the
Minimum Foundation Program. With HB 437, passed in 1960, the minimum
state allotment per student in average daily attendance for 1960-1961
increased 50 percent, from $80 to $120; it increased to $125 in 1961-1962.
To protect richer districts, the new law provided that no district would
receive less than a $35 increase. Much of the new funding was to be used
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for teachers’ salaries. The sum for other current expenses jumped by a third
from $600 to $900 per classroom unit. A provision altered the transportation
formula to recognize population density and actual operating costs. The bill
passed the House unanimously and met only one dissenting vote in the Senate.
With HB 437, Combs also increased the free textbook program funding
for grades 1-8. Apparently, he did not seek free texts for high schools, but
managed to have blind high school children included under the appropriation
for indigent children. One bill to provide free textbooks for all high school
students, HB 528, died in committee. SB 85, which would have repealed free
textbook funding, also died in committee. Both bills suggest the continued
unwillingness of legislators—and to some extent the governor, who did not
push the measures— to make access to high school easier for everyone. On
another level, it seems Frankfort’s disrespect for “book learning” still ran
deep, manifesting persistent anti-education values.
To deal with the poor condition of buildings and classrooms, in 1960
Combs also secured passage of HB 273, which set up the Kentucky Public
School Authority to assist local districts with construction. To circumvent
constitutional debt limits, provisions included exempting debt obligations
from control of the State Property and Buildings Commission, as well as laws
pertaining to holding of documents by the Secretary of State. The new school
building authority was part of a trend in Kentucky—including the Turnpike
Authority and the Industrial Development Authority—of setting up quasigovernmental agencies to do the money-changing business of government on
the margins of core, traditional government agencies. The bill easily passed
both houses, amended to put the Attorney General on the authority. SB 3
(1966), under Edward T. Breathitt’s Administration, repealed this bill and
placed the authority under the Property and Buildings Commission while
maintaining its quasi-governmental status.
The effects of the added education funding were becoming obvious by
1962. Combs, in his State of the Commonwealth Address, noted Kentucky’s
proportional increase in teachers’ pay was highest in the country. There were
1,025 more teachers, and 80 percent of the teachers had college degrees,
compared with 63 percent in 1957. There were 142 fewer one-room schools,
and bus service had been improved.6
In his second biennium, Combs again sought to boost foundation
program spending from $199.1 million to $221 million, an 11-percent gain.
He attempted to link better pay for teachers to better teaching and better
classroom outcomes for children. The school program was not yet up to
standard:
During the last biennium the average school teacher in Kentucky received
for the first year an increase in salary of $900 per year; and for this present
year an additional $200 per year. But even so, our school teachers are still
underpaid. And I say that not for the benefit of the school teachers, but
for the benefit of the children of Kentucky. It is my desire—and I know
yours—that salaries for Kentucky school teachers shall reach the national
average as soon as possible. This budget makes as much progress in that
direction as anticipated revenues will permit.
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Even though Kentucky in the year 1960 had the greatest increase in
teachers’ salaries throughout the nation, it is still a fact that we ought to
remember that school teachers in Kentucky are still 38th in the nation in
the amount of pay. And, although we had—I think—the second greatest
increase per capita in the nation, it is still a fact that Kentucky is 41st
from the top in the amount of money that you and I pay for training and
education of our children.7

Despite tremendous funding increases, the Commonwealth was still near the
bottom of the nation’s funding ranks. In Combs’s view, education deserved a
high priority, but Kentucky faced a multitude of demands such as new roads,
welfare for poor residents, and economic development. These put severe
strains on a state long impoverished by its continued reliance on natural
resources and the accumulation of its capital outside its boundaries in already
globalized energy and agricultural markets. Recovery from these historic
problems, if it were ever to be accomplished, would require more than the
efforts of one governor serving a four-year term. In an effort to secure his
progress, Combs hand-picked his successor, Edward T. Breathitt, to continue
his programs into the next administration.

More State Funding; More State Control?
The Combs education program probably was more comprehensive than
any in Kentucky’s history. It was well-financed and well-planned.8 As a
small-town lawyer and judge, Combs certainly knew his way through the
tangled county courthouse system with its interconnected system of political
machines that fed off of schools and local government.9 For schools, the
political enervation of the local petty bourgeoisie was related to school
bureaucratization, professionalization, and consolidation, alongside changing
and uneven patterns of capital penetration. Yet, local elites were slow to give
up their control over schools. Besides boosting state hegemony considerably,
especially through funding, the Foundation Program triggered consolidation
as leaders in smaller, poorer districts discovered they could not afford to
fund programs under the new law. The superintendent of the Bardstown
Independent School District (Nelson County), argued consolidation was not
necessarily a good thing:
Districts which are willing and able to support adequate school programs
should be allowed to do so without [regard for] size. The desire of some
of these districts to provide for their children is shown by the fact that
over 50% of the state’s independent districts have voted special building
taxes and that eight districts [out of about 80 independent districts] have
[voted for] tax rates in excess of $2.00 [above and beyond the state’s $1.50
un-voted maximum]. A “forced merger” seems quite similar to a “shotgun
marriage”—more often than not both parties are unhappy with the results.10

Even so, the pace of school consolidation had picked up. Table 5.2 shows
the drive to achieve some economies of scale as the average size of primary
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schools increased over three short years, and the number of one-teacher
schools fell. High school consolidation also was occurring, with similar
results (Table 5.3).
TABLE 5.2. Number of Kentucky Public Elementary Schools by Number of
Teachers, 1961-1962 to 1962-1963
Number of		
Number of Schools
Change
Teachers
1960-1961 1962-1963
1 		
1,116		
859
- 257
2
		
339		
283
- 56
3-5
283		
278
- 5
6-7
232		
126
- 106
8-15
388
527
+ 139
16 and up
213		
305
+ 92
TOTAL		2,571		2,378
Source: Kentucky Department of Commerce. Division of Economic
Research, 1963
TABLE 5.3. Kentucky High School Consolidation between 1950-1951 and
1963-1964
Year/
Number
of Schools

1950-1951
1951-1952
1952-1953
1953-1954
1954-1955
1955-1956
1956-1957
1957-1958
1958-1959
1959-1960
1960-1961
1961-1962
1962-1963
1963-1964

Number of Students				
0-99
100200300500199
299
499
999
120
224
112
74
29
111
205
131
71
32
103
194
128
76
37
87
189
123
85
44
76
173
124
93
47
69
160
122
101
52
60
152
115
97
56
53
146
100
114
59
47
129
103
122
61
48
120
93
124
66
45
107
95
114
81
Unavailable
25
64
76
103
100
18
47
65
101
109

Above
Number of
1000
schools
10
569
11
561
13
551
11
539
13
526
13
517
14
494
16
488
17
479
19
470
20
462
48
53

416
393

Source: Kentucky Department of Commerce. Division of Economic
Research, 1963

The number of schools with under 300 students declined steadily from the
1950-1951 through the 1963-1964 school years. Meanwhile, the number of
schools with more than 500 students increased in virtually every school year.
The number of schools in the middle category (300-499 students) generally
increased through the 1959-1960 school year, but then steadily declined
through the 1963-1964 school year.
Struggles over consolidation exposed contradictory layers of community
choice and decline, rural out-migration, democracy, uneven wealth and
income distribution, and parental involvement in neighborhood schools.
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Bureaucratization and centralization in Frankfort altered local hegemony
and accountability. Some political and economic control—already tainted by
internal recruitment of school employees from communities and political and
financial abuses—had already moved farther away from rural neighborhoods.
But state-mandated school governance reforms tended to be incremental and
reluctant, even under Combs, who generally took an activist approach. Local
middle-class elites and their allies (school workers and the local upper class)
still held considerable control over independent and county schools for their
own ends. They were able to blunt reforms. This dilemma was not easily
resolved. Part of the resolution appeared to lie in more state control, based
on the assumption that controlling local politics would curb abuses of people
and finances, while improving school quality. The solution ignored the classbased nature of nominally democratic (representative) school governance, as
well as the inherent inequalities of local employment opportunities related to
uneven geographic development, especially the strictures of employment in
mining, agriculture, and forestry.
The Minimum Foundation Program marked a new pattern in Kentucky’s
education policy because state funding increased so much in just a few years,
along with the stated goal of equalizing funding. But the entrenched political
hegemony of the local petty bourgeoisie and its elite allies made governance
reforms difficult. During Chandler’s administration, the few reforms were
minor. In addition, legislative action to evaluate the new program was
largely symbolic, continuing the historic pattern where the legislature was
deliberately remiss in facing its constitutional responsibilities to hold local
school officials accountable.
Legislators relied on local support from courthouse gangs and
school boards that bolstered party unity. They were, with rare exceptions,
understandably reluctant to attack their local supporters. Some individual
members may have found the system reprehensible. As representatives of
local communities, pragmatic legislators had to be willing participants in
local politics at its best and worst. As a corporate body, legislators often
feigned ignorance to maintain local power structures, support statewide
power networks rooted in a grossly unfair political economy, and defend
their own individual political standing. Such is the nature of unifying the
servants of the people whose survival rests on political expediency that caters
to the pluralism of the elite. As good politicians, legislators do know what
is going on. Reluctant reform comes when they see the system in crisis,
obviously bloated or corrupt. Whenever Kentucky faced education reform
impulses, local power made securing and implementing governance reforms
problematic.

The Caudill Committee
More school funding, without increased accountability, raised concerns
among legislators, the governor, and school officials. Whether Combs
intended to or not, his actions made the crises of a corrupt system visible.
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But he did not push for immediate reforms in 1960, preferring instead to
see the results of several education studies. In the short run, the General
Assembly, with HR 55, launched a special committee headed by Rep. Harry
M. Caudill, D-Whitesburg (Letcher County), to investigate the Department
of Education. Although the resolution was passed February 11, the Caudill
Committee was to make a complete investigation during the legislative
session. The committee issued its report on March 10 near the end of the
session, stating the obvious when it noted that the press of time limited the
scope of its probe.11 Although the committee was intended to cover state
issues, the emergence of a well-publicized Carter County scandal that pitted
citizens against a powerful superintendent backed by the school board, moved
the focus toward local issues.12 The committee also allowed vintage Caudill
outrage to flow freely in a scathing criticism of the education establishment
and the Combs program to increase funding:
For several years the organized school lobby has pursuasively [sic] insisted
that there is very little wrong with education in the Commonwealth that
more money would not correct. It has repeatedly asserted that a lack of
funds is the cause of our poor standing in education by comparison with
our sister states. However, we believe the record will reveal that beginning
in 1954 the General Assembly has voted to the Department of Education
virtually all of the funds it has requested and the Committee doubts that
any general improvement has occurred with the exception of a slight
increase in the number of certified teachers and considerable progress in
the field of school construction. We do not believe that the overall quality
of education in the state has risen significantly during these years.
Therefore, the Committee is not convinced that massive new injections
of money into the school system at this time will necessarily result in a
significant improvement in the overall educational system and quality
of instruction. It is apparent that much is wrong with education in the
Commonwealth that money alone cannot cure, and it is obvious that if we
are to have a first rate school system we must greatly improve our school
administration.13

Section IX of the committee report was particularly hard-hitting, and did
something politically incorrect in the gentlemanly conduct of the legislature.
It all but named names, referring to “. . . the evil in the system that produced
these sharp men and long grasp” . . . , “self-serving paragons of mediocrity
[who] can twist to their ungodly advantage the best laws ever written.” The
relationship between the master (the legislature) and the master’s creature
compounded the crisis:
The master’s creature is the body of professional educators in the State
Department of Education, the 212 school superintendents, the ruling
clique of [the] Kentucky Education Association [KEA], and the presidents
and deans of University of Kentucky, Western State College, Murray State
College, Eastern State College, and Morehead State College.
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Responsibility for the crisis must be laid with a heavy hand upon their
heads. They have known what they were doing. . . . Nor is the Legislature
less at fault. We have sat here, dozing and spineless; dozing instead of alert
to reality; spineless under pressure of lobbies organized and financed by
public educators. We have been true representatives of our people asleep
back home.14

Some literature of the time bears out the Caudill Committee’s contentions
about the self-interested pragmatism of educators. Compared with the crisis
years of 1930s and 1940s, criticism of the education system became muted by
the late 1950s and early 1960s, according to accounts of the annual education
meetings of the University of Kentucky College of Education Bureau of
School Service. The coercion/persuasion of McCarthyism and the Cold
War may have stifled criticism to some extent. But emerging demands for
racial equality, the gradual realization of regional decline and high poverty
for many in the relatively prosperous 1950s, and the Soviets’ triumphal
launching of Sputnik in 1957 helped open the way for a new round of ire
against the schools especially. These contradictory trends suggest that “the
end of ideology” and democratic pluralism were myths that were beginning
to fragment under tremendous stress. The tenor of criticism was rising as
the failures of a class-based, geographically unequal, racist, inadequate, and
bureaucratized education system became apparent.15
For their part, educators were defensive. The secretary of the National
Education Association described the nationwide “scapegoat period” that
followed Sputnik.16 At the state level, educators were ignoring local politics,
discussing professional issues of teacher education and curriculum.17
Profession-centered amelioration was in vogue. Reflective self-criticism
that considered problems and alternative forms of education was at a
premium. Miller, in one article, was something of a minor exception. He
cited the usual problems of shortages of teachers, textbooks, classroom
space, and decent transportation. But he defended the basic soundness of the
system, complaining only mildly of local political problems that inhibited
teachers.18 Among educators, discussion of poor, malnourished children with
ragged clothes was virtually nonexistent. Caudill’s anger in Night Comes to
the Cumberlands, published in 1963, was below the surface. The poverty
documented in Michael Harrington’s The Other America, published in 1962,
seemed invisible, even in the classrooms of rural and, for that matter, urban
Kentucky.19
The Caudill Committee noted that the legislature had set up the school
system with the intent of divorcing schools from partisan politics. But politics
remained in the system, even though the superintendent was supposed
to refrain from political activities. Competition for local superintendent
positions, large sums of money available to rural school boards with little
auditing, and the need for superintendents to ingratiate themselves with
boards to secure their positions bolstered corruption. It was quasi-politics
with an economic base, secured by the hegemony of local social classes and
internal recruitment:
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It is obvious that unless the superintendent is a paragon of saintly virtue
the Legislature has expected a great deal more of him than it is likely
to receive.... Principals, supervisors, truant officers, teachers, librarians,
janitors, school bus drivers, mechanics, secretaries, stenographers, text
book supervisors, lunch room cooks, maintenance workers and numerous
other school board employees can be carefully chosen for their ability to
influence votes as well as for their capacity to perform the tasks assigned
to them. When two or more applicants for the same job appear it is not
unreasonable under such circumstances to anticipate that the one with
the greater number of voting relatives and friends will go away with the
employment slip. Thus a powerfully entrenched political machine can
grow up within the framework of the local school system, and we believe
that this has, in fact, occurred in the greater number of Kentucky counties.20

The progressive Louisville Courier-Journal was jubilant, devoting a section
page of the Sunday, March 13, paper to the Caudill report.21 An editorial
proclaimed the report as a landmark that would permanently change education.
The paper agreed with most proposals, except one that foreshadowed
neoconservatism, the suggestion that a strong-willed business or professional
man needed to be elected Superintendent of Public Instruction. Here, the
paper was inconsistent, on one hand broaching the idea of an appointed state
school superintendent, while on the other complaining that the education
system had passed wholly into the hands of educators, leaving parents out.
It agreed with the Caudill Committee’s complaint about “soft” education,
noting that too many high school graduates were unable to read or write,
while professionals claimed they were being educated for “life adjustment.”
In so doing, the paper also voiced concern about one of the frustrating
outcomes of the waning progressive education movement, which had sought
to keep children interested in education by giving them more control over
their studies, possibly at the expense of training needed for the workplace.22
Despite the rapidity with which the Caudill Committee assembled its
report, it suggested numerous reforms, including assembling a citizens’
panel to advise the governor. At the committee’s behest, the 1960 General
Assembly passed HB 383, which Combs signed, to set up a permanent,
independent agency, the Kentucky Commission on Public Education. The
bill was amended to give the committee power to order audits.23
The Caudill Committee was not without its detractors. According to
the Courier-Journal editorial, Kentucky Education Association President
Dr. Harry Sparks implied that the report’s negativity about public schools
was partly inspired by three Catholics on the panel.24 The paper blasted the
remarks as inappropriate. The legislature also reacted. HR 120 defended
the committee from the attack, proclaiming that while religious freedom
is a sacred right, religious prejudice and bigotry have no business in a
democracy.25 Despite the committee’s own harsh criticisms of the esteemed
body, the measure passed the House on a voice vote.
Unfortunately for reformers, the Caudill Committee’s recommendations
came late in the 1960 legislative session. Along with a related measure, HR
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104, it was a case of too little, too late. The widely supported resolution, with
31 sponsors, including Caudill, was introduced less than two weeks before
the legislative session ended. Noting the committee’s time constraints, the
resolution requested an immediate legislative program from Superintendent
of Public Instruction Wendell Butler to “safeguard the lawful and proper
distribution and expenditure of state public school funds.” Resolutions
have no force of law, but this one also named the sins of the system in its
proclamation, including “... gross irregularities and unlawful practices on
the part of district school boards and their superintendents in the handling,
disbursement, expending and accounting for state funds appropriated for
public school purposes.”26

Other Reports, Other Recommendations
Chandler had not taken evaluation of the Minimum Foundation Program
seriously. But there were at least two other education studies in the first
biennium of the Combs Administration. One was the 1961 Report of the
Minimum Foundation Program Study Group to the Commission on Public
Education for the new Kentucky Commission on Education.27 Much of the
report focused on technicalities and mechanics of the program, but several
recommendations deserve notice, including mandated consolidation of
smaller districts, phased in over several years; school elections held separately
from other elections to isolate them from outside issues; districtwide election
of school board members; increasing the maximum non-voted assessment
from $1.50 to $2.50, because the vast majority of the districts were already
at the maximum; a vote on a statewide bond issue for school construction,
making the Kentucky Public School Authority responsible for the revenue
and distributing funds according to district need; cooperation among districts
in providing services, such as director of pupil personnel, general supervisor,
business administrator, and transportation facilities; avoid privatization and
contracting out of transportation services.
A second report for the commission in 1961 was far more wide-ranging.28
That document, by Booz, Allen and Hamilton of Washington, DC, listed
several factors that underpinned its suggestions. Many were historic, but three
related to economic development, marking a renewed consciousness about
the importance of schools: (1) Economic improvement, education finance,
and improvements in schools were interdependent; (2) worker training was
important in attracting industry; (3) good schools were important to industry
in attracting managers. In touting worker education, the report cited human
capital theory, noting that improved education for individuals broadened
choices and improved income.29
Combs took the study seriously. In 1963, the Kentucky Department
of Commerce Division of Economic Research published Education and
Research in Kentucky.30 Most of the report dealt with higher education
and facilities available for industrial research, including Spindletop Farm
near Lexington (Fayette County). But it opened with several pages touting
improvements in the state’s public schools, including consolidation and
improved training and pay for teachers.
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Steps Toward Reform
By the 1962 legislative session, Combs was headed for lame-duck status.
Chandler’s forces were making noises, demonstrating the continued
fragmentation in the Commonwealth’s Democratic Party and localized
political machines. The session turned into a raucous and nasty 60 days.31
From the outset, Combs was optimistic. He asked legislators to take a
moratorium from politics, but he also challenged the reactionary forces with
highly critical rhetoric:
I for one am willing to fight in every legitimate way—anytime, anywhere
—to prevent the destruction of those programs which I know are good for
the people. And I have supreme confidence that when the issue is drawn,
the people of Kentucky will reject those who would plunge Kentucky into
the dark abyss of political plunder. I am confident the people will reject
the schemes and manipulations of those who have and would give aid and
comfort to corruptionists and to the underworld in parts of our state.32

The battle over schools was particularly intense.33 Pushed partly by the
Carter County school scandal, where Herman McGuire, county school
superintendent and former president of the Kentucky Education Association,
was ultimately found guilty of using school funds for himself, Combs set out
to replace moth-eaten laws that preserved, protected, and defended the dark
side of local elite hegemony.34 Armed with the recommendations of reports
and the support of legislators demanding accountability from local districts,
the Administration developed HB 207, an omnibus education reform bill.35
The measure took swipes at the entrenched petty bourgeoisie and politicians
and was a major step toward increasing state control over local school boards.
But it also contained many weaknesses in its original draft. The House
committee substitute and various amendments weakened the bill even more.
The final bill frequently ignored majority recommendations of the Education
Commission, bowing to minority recommendations instead.36
As originally written, the bill authorized the Superintendent of Public
Instruction or the State Board of Education to recommend the removal of
any public school officer or teacher guilty of immorality, misconduct, or
willful neglect of duty. It also authorized the state board to suspend any local
board member or school superintendent for similar reasons if there was a
recommendation by the superintendent of public instruction or by majority
vote in the state board. The state had to take action within 90 days or the
person would be reinstated. Under the old law, the board could only act with
the recommendation of the state superintendent. This section was unchanged.
In addition, the original bill allowed the Attorney General to recover
improperly used funds. The bill was amended to require the Attorney General
to file these lawsuits. While the Education Commission had suggested that
these suits should be heard in the Franklin Circuit Court, the bill, in a nod to
local power, placed jurisdiction in the county circuit court where the school
board was located.
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The bill also attempted to answer critics of the status quo by setting
up a panel to audit school funds made up of the governor or a designated
representative, the attorney general, and the superintendent of public
instruction. State Superintendent Butler, a long-time veteran of Kentucky’s
school system who also had built a successful political career, fought the
provision, and reportedly refused to become involved in the Carter County
scandal.37 Under the bill, audits of each board were required every two years,
with expenses shared by the boards and the commission. The bill included
penalties for obstructing audits. The education commission’s original
recommendation, along with the Caudill committee, was for the state auditor
to make periodic checks. As amended, the bill included the auditor among
officials who could initiate audits. Still, it would appear that the use of a
panel made up of the governor, the attorney general, and the superintendent
of public instruction, all elected officials, would tackle only the most obvious
cases of abuse, rather than systematically checking for problems.
HB 207 in 1962 also realigned the state school board. After January,
1964, its seven members were appointed from Court of Appeals districts to
staggered four-year terms. Also the state superintendent, who had been chair of
the board, was removed as a member. While the education commission sought
to transfer all of the state superintendent’s policy-making responsibilities to
the state board, the legislature ignored the recommendation, fragmenting the
state school board’s power and placating Butler.
Teachers and other school employees received some relief from
discrimination based on religion, political opinions and affiliation, or ethnic
origin. The new law forbade dismissal on these grounds. It also wore away at
internal recruitment by forbidding the use of personal authority or influence
in hiring, securing pay raises, or influencing politics. Included were potential
jail sentences and ineligibility for school employment for five years if
convicted. The education commission had recommended the prohibition of
political assessments and partisan political activity by school employees. If
these recommendations had been put in place, school employees would have
effectively been brought under Combs’s new merit system, except they still
would have been allowed to run for public office.38
The bill also centralized purchasing of supplies and equipment under
the state Board of Education, but allowed considerable flexibility for
administering this provision. Districts were required to purchase through the
state unless they could secure lower prices on their own; they still had to
secure state approval to make outside purchases. This provision was expected
to provide economies in purchasing.39 In addition, a reduced number of inservice and training days yielded an effective two-day increase in the school
year.
As a plum to induce KEA support, the bill included a continuingeducation scholarship program for school librarians and those who taught
science, mathematics, or a foreign language without a minor in those areas.
There was no appropriation, however; scholarships were to be granted as
funds became available. After being laid on the clerk’s desk, HB 207 passed
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the House 87-1. There were Senate amendments, and the bill passed 32-3. HB
232, which appropriated funds for school system audits, passed the House
82-0 and the Senate 28-5. The 27-page bill was complex. While Wheeler
hoped there would be improvements in school administration and programs,
she noted that the effectiveness of the law depended on its administration.40
Although Combs clearly was willing to pump considerable money into
schools, his reforms turned out to be, in reality, minor. Despite his desire
to modernize the state and improve the quality of the work force, he had a
struggle on his hands when it came to efforts to weaken local power elites.

Local Reaction
The struggle between the habitually reluctant state and school boards
continued in the effort to overcome entrenched local resistance. Despite the
furor over accountability and subsequent passage of HB 207, the legislature
fought over its duty to exercise its oversight authority. Part of the blame
goes to Combs. In his budget, he did not provide funding for the permanent
Committee on Public Education in Kentucky set up by the General
Assembly in 1960.41 SJR 28, which would have provided funds, turned
out to be heavily contested. In its original form, the resolution would have
given the committee $75,000 in each fiscal year. It was defeated 12-15 in the
Senate and recommitted to committee, where it was amended to require the
Legislative Research Commission to provide clerical, accounting, and other
services based on actual costs. With this amendment, the resolution passed
21-14. In the House, the measure was amended to reduce the appropriation
to $35,000 for each fiscal year, tabled, reconsidered, and finally passed 5925 as amended. It is amazing that the resolution survived, considering the
roughshod treatment.42 There was a certain piety about passing education
reforms, but constitutional mandate or not, the legislative representatives of
the reluctant state sought to limit the risk of political fragmentation that came
from upsetting local class dynamics and the hegemony of elites.
For example, the General Assembly did nothing to interfere with local
tax collections, preferring to let the long-standing tax delinquency problem
continue. In 1960, SB 206 would have authorized delinquent property tax
collectors to place a levy on intangible property and associated rights if the
personal property tax were not paid within ten days after a delinquency notice.
While the bill passed the Senate 28-1, it never made it out of committee in the
House. In 1962, HB 178 would have allowed state and local taxing districts
to place a levy on intangible property and associated rights. This time, the bill
was laid on the clerk’s desk, and then defeated 33-36. Some leaders wanted
to rend the economic basis of local political powers that be, but local power
persisted, and legislative remedies to deep-seated problems were thwarted.
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Reaching for the Heights
It must have been a confident Combs who strode to the podium in the House
chamber of the Capitol in Frankfort on January 2, 1962. His second State
of the Commonwealth speech revels in the publicity Kentucky received
nationwide for its progress, but he could not resist a parting shot at the old
ways and distorted nostalgia he was trying to leave behind:
Two years ago the problems we faced were the heavy accumulation of
lingering needs, old wants, and long neglect. We had become accustomed
to looking backward because the way ahead seemed too fraught with
difficulties. We had become accustomed to hearing Kentucky spoken
of as a problem state. We had become accustomed to the departure of
Kentuckians for other states. Over the past quarter of a century, we had lost
four seats in Congress because of our failure to keep pace in population
with the rest of the nation. We stood forty-eighth among the states in school
support. Our teachers were leaving Kentucky, along with the children they
taught, and for the same reason—more opportunity elsewhere.
Our school buildings were old, poorly equipped, overcrowded, and staffed
with underpaid teachers in charge of oversized classes. In rate of income
growth we lagged behind 43 states. Our highways discouraged the tourists
we so desperately sought. Actual human want stalked counties in the
coal fields throughout Kentucky.... Our industrial development efforts
were badly lagging. For too long we had depended on a hodgepodge tax
system capable of producing revenue sufficient to finance only the meager
essentials of government. We were resigned to be last in most of those
endeavors usually associated with the word PROGRESS.43

As with industrial development, Combs was an activist liberal in the
Keynesian New Deal tradition when it came to education. The new state
sales tax was regressive, but it gave Frankfort the revenue to bring school
funding to undreamed of levels. Reforms nibbled at the entrenched power of
local elites who controlled local schools for their own purposes. Perhaps it
is ironic that Combs ran up against the limits of local power and had to take
what he could get. During his term, the U.S. neared a pinnacle of idealism
about the potential for government to bring about positive social change.
In Kentucky, stubborn, reactionary forces—often government officials
themselves—fought efforts to improve local school governance because
they were suspicious of state government and wanted to maintain their own
power.
Change takes time, however. Combs would have to wait for another
generation to pass, but he would again reach new heights, successfully
tackling school reform again in the 1980s, during what should have been his
sunset years.
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Six

Reform and Reluctant Liberalism: Edward T. Breathitt,
1963-1967
Once and Future Fragmentation
Gov. Edward T. “Ned” Breathitt’s election in 1963 brought the designated
heir of Bert T. Combs to the governorship. Breathitt fit the image of the
Democratic Party’s rising young stars. He came from a rich political heritage,
had a prestigious Kentucky name, was qualified, and came off well in public
and in the media. He had served three terms in the state legislature starting
in 1951, where his pet project was an unsuccessful effort to establish a state
employees’ merit system. He became personnel commissioner under Combs,
helping to implement the newly legislated merit system; he then moved on to
head the Public Service Commission.
There are many ways to describe Breathitt’s term. He seemed to embody
the optimistic spirit of the times ushered in by President John F. Kennedy’s
election in 1960. Breathitt, inaugurated on December 10, 1963, shortly after
Kennedy’s assassination on November 22, was swept up in rapid change
inside and outside the state, including President Lyndon B. Johnson’s War
on Poverty, announced on January 8, 1964, and growing racial tensions. By
Breathitt’s reckoning, his positive accomplishments included rapid industrial
development, a strong strip-mining law, and continued growth in education
funding.1 But in considering strip mining and state finances, including
schools, one phrase suffices: All hell broke loose.
Here was a young but experienced political leader, hand-picked and
groomed by Combs to continue Kentucky’s New Deal Keynesian activist
agenda of industrial development, road-building, and education reform. In
the somber months after the Kennedy assassination, Breathitt announced an
ambitious six-point plan to build on the Combs administration and move in
new directions. He did not intend to be a caretaker.
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Table 6.1: Selected Goals Breathitt Presented to the 1964 Legislature
Education
Education is the pass-key to better life and better living for Kentuckians,
both now and in the future. . . . Only men and women with basic skills and
basic learning will be able to find employment or enjoyment in an age
which has developed machines and problems, a way of life and a challenge
to life, more complicated than human beings have ever known before.

•
•
•

Continued funding increases for the Minimum Foundation Program.
Higher education funding to equal gains made by public schools.
Improvements in vocational education, including retraining for
unemployed and displaced workers, and reducing adult illiteracy.

Human Rights
All social and economic institutions, including that of private property,
operate as a part of the total community and depend for their continuing
vitality upon their service and benefit to the community, a community of
human beings. The rights of property are essential to provide a safeguard
for the integrity and independence of the individual in a world where
ungoverned government is a threat to the liberty of the citizen.

•

A state plan to protect civil rights. Passed in 1966.

Poverty
After the longest era of uninterrupted economic expansion in this nation’s
history, after a 25-year boom, one fifth of a nation is still ill-nourished,
ill-clad, ill-housed, ill-educated, ill-cared for. . . . [I]t is a fact that
geographical isolation is one of the potent causes of persistent poverty,
and that the Appalachian region in particular is one of the tragic centers
of unyielding poverty in the United States.

•

Continued participation in federal programs, including a pilot program to put
parents of dependent children to work in poor counties, starting with
Appalachia and then expanding statewide.
Economy
We have set as our goals for an expanding economy 75,000 new jobs and a
billion-dollar annual farm income. Attainment of these goals will require
a monumental effort, will require the selfless and far-sighted efforts of
Kentuckians in all walks of life.

•

Mobilize the Spindletop facility in Lexington and the University of
Kentucky for better use of technical and scientific personnel.

Source: Kentucky General Assembly. House. Journal, 1964, p. 19-25
Table 6.1 outlines some of these goals, including increased emphasis on
vocational education, human rights, poverty, and economic development.
Like most leaders of the day, Breathitt said he was dedicated to better schools,
and given Kentucky’s educational history, recognized the importance of basic
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skills and learning. But, he also believed education had to take its place in the
budget beside other demands on the state.
Breathitt clearly had plans, but he faced considerable resistance,
especially from Chandler’s wing of the party and the Republican challenge
led by Louie B. Nunn, who succeeded Breathitt as governor with Chandler’s
help in 1967. Breathitt could muster only minor reforms during the tough 1964
legislative session, but in 1966, after vigorous house cleaning, he imposed
much stricter discipline on his party members and was far more successful.2
In 1964, Breathitt did manage to get another substantial funding increase
for the Minimum Foundation Program, demonstrating unity over escaping
the Commonwealth’s paltry history of education funding. HB 419 granted
a $500 raise to teachers, an item on the Kentucky Education Association’s
(KEA) agenda.
Breathitt also encountered a major battle over strip mining in Eastern
Kentucky, and managed to get more controls on the industry through
the General Assembly. But the victory had significant repercussions for
Democrats, especially as pro-business attitudes took predominance in
Kentucky and across the nation in the coming years.3
Meanwhile, education policy remained problematic. Despite increased
funds from the foundation program, local school system finances were under
considerable stress. Breathitt did not or could not act to head off the problems
in 1964. Even with substantial raises, KEA members were becoming militant
about what they perceived to be chronically low teacher pay. KEA wanted
higher wages and was willing to use its long-held position of power to
challenge school-funding mechanisms.

Into the Inferno
During the 1960s, urban decline rose toward the forefront of national policy,
putting a then-new twist on uneven development. The very core of capitalist
geography was rotting as people—whites and blacks—moved to the suburbs,
leaving behind geographically and economically segregated blighted and
decapitalized center cities. The situation heightened racial tensions.
At the federal level, Johnson’s War on Poverty included education in its
main focus. It vastly expanded the federal government’s role in improving
the nation’s schools, especially in terms of access and equity for the poor.
Education was the gateway out of poverty, a belief Breathitt shared.
The Elementary and Secondary School Act (ESEA), passed April 9,
1965, was to pump nearly $1 billion into the nation’s schools to address
poverty.4 Section 201 of the act proclaimed:
In recognition of the special educational needs of low-income families and
the impact that concentrations of low-income families have on the ability
of local educational agencies to support adequate educational programs,
the Congress hereby declares it to be the policy of the United States to
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provide financial assistance … to local educational agencies serving areas
with concentrations of children from low-income families to expand and
improve their educational programs by various means (including preschool
programs) which contribute to meeting the special educational needs of
educationally deprived children.5

ESEA would have significant impacts on Kentucky’s poor children, especially
through the Head Start Program. Head Start, launched in September, 1965,
was based on research that suggested early childhood education was crucial
to breaking the cycle of poverty. The idea was to provide children from poor
families with a comprehensive program to meet their emotional, social, health,
nutritional, and psychological needs in culturally responsive community
settings. The community stake in the program involved the contribution of
volunteer hours and other donations to meet the nonfederal share.6
Many of Kentucky’s rural and urban school systems needed help.
Louisville and Jefferson County, especially, were troubled. The largest and
richest county in the state, the center of commerce and industry, had the two
largest school systems, and they were in financial straits. The independent
Louisville city system was in crisis. Meanwhile, many Eastern Kentucky
school districts were unable to afford early childhood education.
On November 3, 1964, Jefferson County voters rejected a tax referendum
(increased property taxes and an occupational tax on salaries, wages, and
net profits) to fund a teacher pay raise for both the city and county school
districts. It was the tenth school tax vote since 1952, with only three
approved.7 Curiously, the 1964 vote encountered little organized opposition.
The Louisville Central Labor Council was the only active opponent; it
included the American Federation of Teachers, whose members would
soon go out on strike over salaries. Catholics (many sent their children to
parochial schools and paid public-school taxes) were split. A local group,
HELP, Inc., had pushed for passage with aid from individuals and businesses.
Other supporters included leaders from both political parties, city and county
officials, church groups, education organizations, Jaycees, the Optimists, the
Chamber of Commerce, the Industrial Management Club, the Louisville and
Jefferson County Economic Progress Commission, and some union locals.
On November 1, the Courier-Journal ran what seems to be a Chamber
of Commerce press release announcing plans to chart business support
for improving education at all levels, naming a statewide committee of
executives. The Louisville levy failed by a 4-3 margin in the city and a 5-4
margin in the county.
On November 4, junior and senior high school teachers (mostly with
the American Federation of Teachers, an AFL-CIO affiliate) walked out in a
12-day protest. Estimates of protestors varied daily, ranging from 140 to 338
of the 1,800-plus teachers in the two systems. Up to 1,745 students at several
schools also walked out, especially during the first week. It was a symptom of
urban decline and severe problems with the school-financing system.8
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Louisville’s problems got Breathitt’s attention in a November 9, 1964,
statement on education made in Frankfort to education leaders. He noted
that conditions in Jefferson County and Louisville would spread to other
parts of the state unless the next regular General Assembly session took
action. A “second-rate school system,” especially one in the state’s biggest
city, had negative impacts not only on students’ earning power, but on the
Commonwealth’s whole economy.9
The Jefferson County crisis was resolved temporarily when the property
assessment ratio was increased from 38 to 48 percent to increase revenues.
After considerable wrangling, Breathitt, under pressure, agreed to call a
special legislative session. Additional wrangling brought a promise to expand
the session’s purpose to include the rest of the state. Breathitt agreed, provided
there would be no state tax increase to violate his campaign promise. Three
tax proposals emerged out of 11 statewide meetings in early 1965: (1) the
Jefferson County plan for an occupational tax of up to 1 percent; (2) the KEA
plan to increase the maximum nonvoted property tax assessment rate from
$1.50 to $2; and 3) returning to the 1956 average statewide assessment ratio
of about one-third of property’s real value, which had declined to about 27
percent by 1964.10
Not surprisingly, the Jefferson County school funding compromise
highlighted contradictions of the long-reluctant state and its dealings with
local political and economic elites. It generated a lawsuit by taxpayers,
students’ parents, and students against Commissioner of Revenue James M.
Luckett in Franklin Circuit Court.11 The group sought to force the state to levy
property taxes according to Section 172 of the Constitution, which required
that all property not exempted from taxation be assessed “at its fair cash
value, estimated at the price it would bring at a fair voluntary sale,” instead of
a percent or ratio of that value. The suit claimed the funding shortage affected
education quality. The issue ran even deeper. Section 172 clearly stated that
tax assessors who willfully committed an error were, if convicted, guilty of
misfeasance, subject to dismissal from office and statutory penalties.12
Franklin Circuit Court Judge Henry Meigs dismissed the suit, setting the
stage for a hearing before the Court of Appeals, then the Commonwealth’s
highest court. There, the Louisville suit was joined with two other cases. One
involved owners of intangible property suing Luckett and tax commissioners
of six counties seeking a declaration of rights and raising a question of
equal protection under the law.13 Circuit courts dismissed both Russman and
McDevitt, citing no legal controversy, availability of other remedies, or court
non-interference with executive branch discretion.14 The third appeal was
brought by a property owner and taxpayer seeking removal of the Jefferson
County Tax Commissioner for not carrying out his duties. The Jefferson
Circuit Court dismissed the suit, saying the commissioner had violated no
laws.15 Table 6.2 outlines main points of the combined lawsuits.
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Table 6.2: Russman and McDevitt, a Challenge to State Wrongdoing
I. Duties of the Commissioner of Revenue include:
• Instructing county tax commissioners to assess real estate and
tangible personal property at fair cash value.
• If county tax commissioners fail to do this job, fixing the assessments
at fair cash value.
1. The Constitution and statutes impose these duties.
2. Fair cash value does not mean merely uniform assessment.
3. No earlier court decisions pose an obstacle to give “fair cash value”
its’ plain and intended meaning.
II. If the Commissioner of Revenue has these duties, but has failed to
perform them, the court should order their good-faith performance.
1. Citizens have no other plain, adequate, and complete remedy.
2. A court order is appropriate to compel good-faith performance of an
executive duty.
3. A court order would not interfere with executive discretion.
Source: Oliver, 1965, p. 99

Sin of the Reluctant State: A Legal Chimera
Court of Appeals Commissioner Watson Clay caused tremendous discomfort
for property owners and leaders in Frankfort when he authored a unanimous
ruling in favor of the Louisville citizens on June 8, 1965. For more than
70 years, state officials had sinned against the 1891 Constitution, failing
to enforce its fair-cash-value provision. Here was a long-run contradiction
that exacerbated uneven development, but supported the Commonwealth’s
elites by keeping property taxes low even as this cross-class coalition was
bent on constraining state activities and growth. Clay noted the reluctant
state not only admitted taxes were substantially less than fair cash value, but
assessment levels varied:
It is perhaps unnecessary to detail the many serious problems that have
arisen and will continue to arise by reason of the disparity in the tax burden
upon taxpayers in different counties and taxing districts, and the extreme
difficulties encountered by certain taxing authorities whose maximum
rates are limited by the Constitution or statutes. It is apparent the situation
is bad from almost any standpoint, is becoming worse, is unfair, and gives
tax Commissioners an unwarranted and arbitrary control of the tax base.
More significant than all of these considerations, however, is the fact that
the current method of assessment is a direct violation of clearly written
mandatory laws. The perennial questions are raised in this case: Who can
challenge the status quo, and what should and can be done about it?16

The Court of Appeals had unveiled the long-standing illusion of fair taxation
and called it out loud by name. The reference to challenging the status quo
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is particularly intriguing, given the nature of state and local power networks.
The lower court rulings effectively blocked citizens pursuing judicial
remedies, saying the courts had no power. If the high court did nothing, there
was no recourse.
Elected tax commissioners predominated in county courthouses with
unwarranted and arbitrary control of the tax base. They were not about to do
anything to endanger their jobs or the power of their elite cronies. Failure to
assess properties at fair cash value, with willing cooperation from officials
for so long, shows how local and state officials maintained their own political
power by submitting to hegemony of property owners in order to assist family
survival and business profits. In this way, there was enough cash to grease
Frankfort’s reluctant government, while protecting the larger extractive,
transportation, and industrial class fragments.
The corrupt system also had protected the small business-owning
middle class and other small property holders, such as home owners, even
if their rewards were much smaller. All of this was perfectly acceptable to
capital sectors that required low-skilled, low-wage laborers hungry for
home ownership. Illegal tax administration helped strengthen the traditional
cross-class coalition interested in keeping Kentucky’s reluctant government
relatively small and cash-starved, a long-held conservative value related to
laissez-faire.
Using this line of reasoning, it is perfectly logical that the state argued
that the Commissioner of Revenue did not have complete control over county
assessors. A constrained state needs support from its stingy local elites; it also
must grant them considerable leeway. Oliver, a lawyer, said he could not see
the argument’s relevance; he speculated it was a vain attempt to somehow
refute the citizens’ contentions.17 As a point of law, the state’s contention
probably was irrelevant. But as evidence for cross-class unity, even at the
expense of overall social welfare, the case was outstanding in marking
contradictory, precarious, and changing capitalist state hegemony trying to
accommodate fragmented views of property owners.
It was quite a crisis. Combs, and to some extent, Chandler, had locked
Frankfort into growth to attract new capital. The Combs industrial development
policy, built on a sales tax that sought to limit industrial taxation, came in
tandem with new demands for quality education and more equal school
funding But anti-tax and factions backing regressive taxes, deliberately or
not, made sure there was never enough money to go around, and new school
finance crises emerged. Parts of Louisville were in decline. And the old,
rapidly changing class coalition in Frankfort and across the Commonwealth
faced a major challenge from angry citizens demanding justice and equity in
the treatment of their property taxes.
The conservative old guard used the liberal Breathitt administration
as a rallying point for the interests of private property. Here was Luckett, a
progressive noted for his reform ideas, defending a thoroughly corrupt and
unfair tax system.18 The Commonwealth’s claims, necessary for promoting
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a business-friendly climate, were paltry. Table 6.3 lays out the state’s legal
arguments, all rejected by the court.
Table 6.3: Russman, et al., v. Luckett, a State Chimera to Preserve Hegemony
I. The appellants have no standing to maintain this action, because
they have failed to comply with statutes requiring that all taxpayers
list their property at fair cash value.
II. The controversy does not fall under the legal purview of the courts.
1. The allegation of insufficient funds for quality education or
adequate teacher pay because property is not assessed at fair cash
value is a political, not legal, controversy.
2. The relationships of poor education, inadequate teacher pay,
culturally deprived children, and property assessment at fair cash
value are too tenuous to support a declaration of rights.
III. Neither the Kentucky Constitution nor existing laws require all real
property and tangible personal property be assessed at fair cash
value.
1. Section 172 of the Constitution and relevant statutes are without
legal effect because they have been abrogated by contrary public
policy for more than 75 years.
2. The Court of Appeals in 1956 held that Section 172 no longer
requires assessment of all property at its fair cash value.
3. In view of long-standing public policy of assessing property at a
percentage of fair cash value and the chaos that would result from an
abrupt transition to assessments based on fair cash value (it would
quadruple existing tax rates), the Commissioner of Revenue has
discretion in equalizing property to prevent creation of an intolerable
situation.
IV. This is not a proper case for the remedies sought.
1. The citizens bringing the case are guilty of not having their 		
properties assessed at fair cash value.
2. An examination of the assessment process and its history shows
that the Commissioner of Revenue must have discretion in equalizing
property.
Source: Oliver, 1965, p. 99
To say that citizens bringing the case had no legal standing because they were
part of the corrupt system was a “blame the victim” argument resting on a
legal technicality. To say that taxes and tax assessments were a political issue
raises the question of why the legislature passes any legislation, much less
tax laws. After all, taxes are supposed to benefit the Commonwealth, whose
citizens are sometimes called the body politic.
To say that quality education, increased funding, and educational equity
were unrelated to the funding mechanism contradicted governors’ statements
and positive responses to demands from education reformers that yielded
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a constitutional amendment to equalize funding and set up the Minimum
Foundation Program in the mid-1950s. Certainly Chandler, Combs, and
Breathitt had equated better schools with increased state funding that was
supposed to become more equal. But local funding inequities continued,
despite Breathitt’s statement to the contrary after the 1964 Louisville
teachers’ strike compromise was struck. In the reluctant Commonwealth, taxequalization efforts had failed miserably for generations.
Earlier cases had given individuals and firms relief from unequal
assessments, cutting their tax rates. Even so, the court ruled the Constitution
had not been amended judicially. The issue was continuing, flagrant
negligence by governors, the General Assembly, and state and local tax
authorities. Commissioner Clay noted in highly critical language that the
Constitution’s fair-cash-value tax plan was practical and equitable:
In any event, we are dealing with our fundamental law. It is not outdated, or
obsolete, or contrary to any policy we know of. The public has acquiesced
in its nonobservance simply because private rights were not adversely
affected and citizens heretofore have not been inclined to take the initiative
to compel executive compliance.19

The high court set a January 1, 1966, deadline for change. There would be
no retribution for past sins of nonfeasance or misfeasance. It was a pragmatic
decision in an effort to keep unity. According to the court, “The practical
correction of an unusual and intolerable situation is more important than the
imposition of penalties upon those who were caught in the toils of accepted
though illegal practice.”20 Nor would there be a major reassessment, but Clay
said the court would not allow a substantial retreat from fair cash value.

Contradictions Within Contradictions
Kentucky’s first tax was the property tax. But the world had grown far more
complicated since the beginnings of the Commonwealth, especially during the
1920s. The Kentucky Department of Revenue claimed the state simply was
unable to keep up with the changing economy after World War II.21 Despite
the revenue shortages, property-tax administration weakened, and assessment
ratios gradually fell. The department clumsily blamed state officials (and
itself). Surely, the state had been reluctant, but the problem ran deeper. The
analysis deliberately ignored any criticisms that might include class-biased
property tax laws and played down local factors of power and self-interest
that encouraged some elected local tax assessors to keep assessments low and
to permit high delinquency rates. The complex, politically motivated, and
sick tax system now—as Breathitt had blandly predicted in a statement about
schools in November, 1964, and, thanks to angry taxpayers—spilled beyond
the borders of Jefferson County to manifest constant state and local financial
crises that had impeded schools and local governments for decades.
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The multiple elements of the school financing crisis pitted nominally
representative, fractured, and reluctant government against private-property
rights and responsibilities; weak pluralism; local power that included
internal recruitment and exploitation of low-paid school workers; policies
that encouraged capital accumulation by a few; and uneven geographic
development. The crises went to the heart of a reluctant Commonwealth
constrained by bourgeois economic principles of progress and growth
and associated values built on laissez-faire suspicion of government and
anti-tax sentiments to protect private property. The courts checked these
contradictions, seeking to apply the Constitution and tax law correctly and
with more equity.
Predominant, largely negative values regarding education had supported
minimal funding for minimal programs. These values prevailed among
citizens, elected leaders, and in the bureaucracy, even in the face of reform
pressures. Constitutional fragmentation of government into state and local
levels, as well as various branches and agencies, tended to reinforce the
deliberately reluctant, laissez-faire position to protect private property. As a
result, the state’s tax system was a complicated system of crisis management
trying to protect private property while trying also to provide minimal
education funding to meet the constitutional mandate for an efficient system
of common schools and workable government.
Breathitt’s crisis evolved during the years immediately after World War
II. In 1949, during Kentucky’s first postwar industrial expansion, Governor
Earle Clements called a special legislative session to improve assessment
and equalization. The Department of Revenue then tried to improve local
tax administration by increasing technical assistance and upgrading training
for county tax commissioners. Blanket property-tax raises were suspended
to give counties time to equalize assessment rates. The idea failed. In 1954,
blanket raises were resumed, forcing 71 counties to boost assessments to the
state average and angering taxpayers.
Both Chandler and Combs denounced the increases, but neither offered a
solution. Under Chandler, tax administration reportedly weakened.22 Combs
sought and received a hefty increase in state taxes, but did little, if anything,
about the local tax problem.
Over a period of 25 years the real estate ratios (the relationship of
assessed value to market value) for property assessed by the county
tax commissioner fell from an average level of 70 percent in 1940 to
the present day level of almost 26 percent. Through the years wars and
inflation caused market prices to jump, while the assessor, perhaps afraid
of over assessment, assessed the property at a much lower level. And yet,
while land prices rose, as well as building materials and construction wage
rates, the assessment level decreased, the ratios falling accordingly.23

As it turns out, reform efforts to increase state school aid and limit the maximum
nonvoted local tax effort helped fuel the crisis. Since the Depression, and
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Table 6.4: Taxation and the Maximum Rate in Kentucky School Districts,
1959-1964
Year
		
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

Under 		
$1.50		
7		
7		
8		
3		
4		
3		

School Districts
Over		
$1.50		
87		
91		
98		
107		
111		
110		

At
$1.50
118
113
103
96
89
91
Source: Oliver, 1965, p. 101

especially after World War II, Frankfort had made what appeared to be a
good-faith effort to counter uneven development. Education reformers fought
property taxes as the main school funding source, hoping centralized state
funding would equalize discrepancies somewhat. This was a stated intent
of the Minimum Foundation Program, which also allowed richer districts to
continue their higher funding levels while increasing state support for poorer
districts.
But the statutory limitation on the nonvoted maximum property tax
valuation eventually created an unintended crisis because of inflation and
uneven de-velopment. Bills to increase the $1.50 maximum valuation were
blocked in the General Assembly for several sessions, including 1964, raising
the potential of local crises if voters did not pass additional school levies. In
Louisville, schools faced increasing operating costs and a sagging tax base
as white residents and businesses fled to the suburbs. (Even so, Jefferson
County also was in financial distress as growth outstripped the county’s
ability to provide funding for services.) But, as Breathitt noted, Louisville
was not alone. Table 6.4 shows most schools were at or above the maximum
by 1964.
Because state officials had flagrantly ignored the fundamental mandate
for fair cash value and did not enforce uniform assessments, they had allowed
local tax commissioners considerable discretion. Oliver noted that local
assessors, facing the maximum rate, determined the revenue needed and
set the ratio at the percentage that would match that figure, becoming both
the assessor and school budget director.24 Bement suggested school boards
needed authority to set the local program first and then set revenues to meet
program needs.25 Neither Oliver nor Bement mentioned that elected assessors
were likely to favor lower assessments whenever possible to curry the favor
of property owners and stay in office.
Oliver believed the root of the crisis lay in what he kindly termed the
“less forceful administration” of the property tax, compared with the income
and sales taxes.26 To some extent, he was correct, but he missed another point
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Table 6.5: Percent of Property Taxes Compared with State and Local Taxes,
Kentucky and Neighboring States, 1962.
State
Percent			State		Percent
Illinois
53.2			
Tennessee
33.3
Indiana
56.1			
Virginia		
36.0
Kentucky 30.2			
West Virginia
27.2
Missouri 42.5			
All States
45.9
Ohio
52.1			
Source: Oliver, 1965
that reformers had been pushing for a long time: With uneven development,
over-dependence on property taxes reinforced school funding inequities,
especially in the poorer school districts. “Less forceful administration” was
not only a sign of corruption in the reluctant state, it was an administratively
sanctioned, de facto tax exemption that solidified the hegemony of property
owners, large and small, who wanted to perpetuate minimal and unequal
school funding. Widespread anti-tax, anti-education, and anti-government
values supported property-holding elites who manipulated the reluctant
state’s purse strings for their own benefit, not for the Commonwealth’s
children who, as more than any mine, farm, new factory, business, or home,
represented the Commonwealth’s future.
Frankfort had absolutely no political will to fully centralize school funding
by funneling all property taxes to the state and redistributing them equitably.
That plan would have drastically altered local elites’ power by making them
totally dependent on the capital for funds. It also would have redistributed
regional wealth, upsetting long-standing economic, political, and regional
hegemony. Schools, after all, were supposed to be a local matter. Even so,
reformers had been somewhat effective in centralizing school funding, as the
property tax crisis showed. By the end of fiscal 1964, local levies provided
about 40 percent of education funds, with 58 percent from Frankfort, a far
lower local tax level than most nearby states, as Table 6.5 shows.27
The pattern was fairly obvious. The richer Northern states, with their
heavily capitalized industrial base that added value to raw resources, relied
more heavily on property taxes. Kentucky and other Southern states, which
relied more heavily on extractive industries, depended less on local property
taxes. Because land was their source of wealth, these states were reluctant
to tax local landowners. For Kentucky, there are two ironies: (1) Schools in
poor areas remained in terrible shape despite reforms to centralize funding
and move toward equity. (2) Reformers’ successes in lessening dependence
on the property tax helped generate a whole new crisis.

Dodging the Inferno: Breathitt’s Penance
Russman, et al. v. Luckett was unwanted and obviously made Breathitt
uncomfortable. It was not only that the governor was blamed for the Court
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of Appeals decision, according to newspaperman Alan Trout.28 Educators did
not want funding cuts. Property owners did not want a tax increase. A large
tax increase would upset landowners and could damage industrial recruiting,
thus thwarting the state’s efforts to attract new capital.
Table 6.6: Excerpts from the Proclamation of HB 1, 1965 Special Session, An
Act Related to Revenue and Taxation
WHEREAS ... [the] determination of the courts has been succeeded by
great anxiety and uncertainty among the citizens of this Commonwealth;
and
WHEREAS, it is the desire of the General Assembly to offer reassurance
of fiscal responsibility by limiting the revenues derived from ad valorem
taxes to insure that injustices do not devolve upon our people; and . . .
WHEREAS, there is widespread determination among the people of this
Commonwealth that our public service, especially the public school
system, shall not be crippled nor impaired by unrealistic or inadequate
support; and
WHEREAS, the purpose of taxation is to insure that adequate, but not
excessive revenues are produced in support of essential public services;
and
WHEREAS, it is proper and necessary that all taxing districts of this
Commonwealth be permitted to function with the approval and consent
of those governed in a productive and progressive provision of public
services; and
WHEREAS, it is mandatory in our democracy to assure voter
participation in the matter of taxation and all public policy; and
WHEREAS, the progress and tranquility of our Commonwealth and our
people can be assured best through a common consideration of our
economic problems and their fair and equitable resolution; and
WHEREAS, it the duty and the mandate of this General Assembly to
properly and equitably reflect the will of our people to secure their
greatest happiness, security and prosperity....
Source: Kentucky General Assembly. House. Journal, 1965, p. 3
Breathitt was forced to call a special session of a legislature he did not yet
fully command. In his address to that session on August 23, 1965, he was
reverential to the Constitution and offered public atonement for 75 years
of sins by officials who failed to assess property at its fair cash value. But,
despite his admission that the situation was wrong and had created inequities,
he did not like the weight of the penance on his shoulders, telling legislators
he did not originate the lawsuit, nor did any state agency or official. After
pointing out how the state had defended itself in the lawsuit, his statement
about the inability of the Commonwealth’s leaders to control the actions of
those who did bring the suit may have been just the obvious, but it may have
been a reluctant liberal’s ironic statement of a chagrin at being caught up in
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the constitutional right of citizens to peacefully petition the government, even
if it makes leaders uncomfortable. Breathitt’s discomfort must have been
great, because the Court of Appeals ruled unanimously against the state’s
position.29
The discomfort of the Commonwealth’s leadership is evident in the
proclamation for HB 1 of the 1965 special session, summarized in Table
6.6. Reports from the time indicate much of Kentucky seemed anxious
about the effects of the court ruling, which if unaltered, would have raised
property taxes considerably. Fear not, the courts were to blame, but the
governor and legislature cared and would take care of the matter, allaying the
panicked citizenry.30 After all, Breathitt ran on a no-new-taxes platform and
did not want to be saddled with that legacy. Nor did the legislators. While
the old system may have been unjust, a tax increase would only add to the
injustice. On the other hand, officials also had to protect state legitimacy
and hegemony by providing an efficient education system, also demanded
by the Constitution. The measure’s proclamation exorcised the devils of the
past, promising fairness, equity, democracy, progress, tranquility, happiness,
security, and prosperity. It expressed liberal and conservative sentiments in a
catch-all effort to unify a fragmented and allegedly fearful state.
The penance Breathitt faced in order to reach these noble ideals
demanded that he attempt to heal two wounds inflicted on local government.31
He told legislators that the failure to assess property at its fair cash value
had confused assessment and setting of tax rates. The system had prevented
elected representatives from determining the amount of taxes. Second, the
failure created inequalities and an unfair distribution of the property tax
burden. This had to be rectified.
Breathitt recommended reducing state property tax rates so revenues
based on fair cash value would equal rates under the old system. Under the
new law, farmers, including the horse industry, would receive what Breathitt
called a “practical exemption” by reducing rates on livestock and farm
machinery.32 Breathitt argued these items were difficult to assess and the
revenue loss was minuscule, about $600,000 a year, also a miniscule price
for wealthier landowners to pay.
One way to reduce tax revenue was to reduce the maximum school
assessment rate from $1.50 to a flat lower level, which some had estimated
at 50 cents. Breathitt found this unacceptable because it would choke off
revenues in areas where assessments were above the state average (many,
but not all, were cities) and drastically raise taxes in below-average areas
(typically rural counties). Breathitt offered another solution to lower rates to
compensate for the greater assessments. The solution was to freeze property
tax levels on current property at the current level.33 This would guarantee
the average local taxpayer against any tax increase resulting from the
reassessment of property at fair cash value.
With reassessment, some taxpayers would pay more because their
properties had been under-assessed, while others would pay less because
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their properties had been over-assessed. But Breathitt’s objective was
to equalize assessments to distribute the tax burden more fairly without
increasing overall tax revenues. The property-tax freeze was not intended
to be absolute. Breathitt offered a “moderate safety valve” to allow up to
a 10-percent local tax increase after full notice and a public hearing, along
with a recall provision.34 In addition, the tax base could grow through new
construction, a provision that hardly favored slower-growing rural areas.
Conservatives challenged the governor during the legislative session.
Chandlerite Lieutenant Governor Harry Lee Waterfield managed to bottle up
the bill in committee and maneuvered to force an adjournment for a long
weekend. Breathitt’s supporters successfully overturned the adjournment
and continued the session, moving the bill out of committee as absent
conservatives protested.35 In addition, the bill was amended to include a
section giving Louisville and Jefferson County a permissive occupational tax
levied by the school board with a recall provision. It was less democratic
than the existing provision, which forced the board to get voter approval of
the tax. In announcing the amendment, Breathitt apologized to the county’s
legislators for not including it in his original bill; this issue also had become
a source of conflict between the conservative and liberal party fragments.36
HB 1 passed the House 64-31 and the Senate 23-12. Breathitt’s success
depended on votes from Louisville’s Republicans. He outwitted Chandlerite
conservatives in the parliamentary maneuvering to keep the bill alive despite
bitter partisan and regional struggle, as well as strong opposition from the
Farm Bureau.37 This was a curious echo of Chandler’s governorship, when
he relied on Republicans to outflank the liberal wing of the Democratic Party.
Passage of HB 1 solved immediate problems, but raised another one that
needed to be resolved in 1966. The legislation shifted tax burdens among
classes of taxpayers as full-value assessments were implemented, especially
for state-assessed public service companies. These properties already were
assessed with considerable uniformity, and the state did not want to lose
revenues by decreasing assessments.38 To rectify the problem, in 1966,
legislators passed HB 320 to require local 1966-1967 tax rates to produce at
least as much revenue as they did in 1965-1966. Meanwhile, future Governor
Julian Carroll got a break for some utilities and industries, pushing through
HB 340, which allowed electric plant boards to declare amounts paid from
proceeds of sales to state and local agencies to be in lieu of taxes. In addition,
the bill excluded manufacturing machinery in the determination of book
value for taxes paid to local jurisdictions.
While the Department of Revenue said the 1966 regular session was
relatively quiet on the property-tax front, a loud fracas ensued as conservatives
and reactionaries set out to cut other taxes.39 Even so, Breathitt’s new-found
party discipline, garnered in the intervening election, held. His allies blocked
numerous bills to set up income-tax exemptions and alter property taxes.
Other interesting proposals included a severance tax, a rare bill up to that
time. The measures demonstrated considerable pulling and hauling along and
across class lines.
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Demanding Teachers
Another crisis emerged in 1966. It was political, related to the realignment of
party fragments. It was economic, related to the fiscal crisis of a state trying
to grow in order to meet new waves of capital (branch plants), with their
demands for new services. It was geographic, related to national development
patterns and Kentucky’s relative poverty.
The 1965 property tax rollback and freeze were designed to meet the
constitutional mandate of fair cash value, to provide some modicum of
equalization, to allow districts some leeway in raising taxes, and to keep
taxes low enough for industrial development. At the special session’s end,
Breathitt believed the worst of the local school crisis was over, especially for
Jefferson County.40 But the freeze hurt the growth of local education revenue,
and legislators, working under Breathitt’s strong anti-tax stance, did not pass
state taxes that might increase educational funding, such as the lottery and
a proposed mineral severance tax. Breathitt stood pat on his promise of no
new taxes—that is, no new state taxes. Still, Breathitt also believed he was
keeping his campaign promise to increase education funding, and that his
efforts were more than sufficient.
But an old ally was getting restless. KEA had been a crucial, but
contradictory, supporter of progressive reforms, as the Caudill Committee
suggested in 1960. Since the 1950s, state leaders had sought to accommodate
teacher pay increases and other KEA demands that generally were portrayed
as reforms. But as the Democrats fragmented and internal contradictions of
the Combs-Breathitt New Deal Keynesian activism were emerging in the form
of local and state fiscal crises, there was another symptom of troubled times.
Teachers were angry. Actions of the relatively few teachers who walked out in
Louisville in November, 1964, were a portent of deeper frustrations. During
the 1966 legislative session, frustrations became public with a statewide oneday walkout over inadequate school funding. Several pieces of legislation
designed to improve working conditions for teachers suffered, and numerous
resolutions were introduced condemning and commending teachers. The
Governor and legislators disciplined teachers by denying them many of the
items on their legislative agenda.
The threat of a teachers’ strike and the fear of losing KEA support forced
Breathitt to reconsider his stance on taxes and give teachers something. He
was still smarting from the sting of the 1965 Court of Appeals decision, still
claiming events leading up to the 1965 special session were out of his control.
He said state efforts to deal with the problem were workable, preventing
massive local tax increases while giving local officials flexibility to choose
substantial revenue increases. Meanwhile, there were more funds for the
Minimum Foundation Program:
. . . Yet, I should be the first to admit that sometimes even our best is
not good enough. Despite all the efforts which we have made in recent
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years and which we have made in the recent budget to improve the lot
of our teachers, we have still fallen behind other states which have also
recognized the importance of well-qualified, well-paid teachers.... Most
of this increase, indeed, practically all of it, has come from state support,
while at the same time local effort has been lagging and dragging. In the
percentage of state support for education, Kentucky ranks twelfth from
the top among all the states, but in the percentage of local support we
rank very low. I realize that even many of our school people are inclined
to assume that it is easier to obtain additional funds on the state level and
are disinclined to face the sometimes unpleasant task of seeking additional
local support for educational progress. For the long pull, we simply cannot
afford to continue to accentuate the imbalance between state and local
support for education. We must revitalize a partnership between state and
local government, with each shouldering a fair share of total educational
cost.41

Breathitt expressed core contradictions of the 1965 special session and his
purported Keynesian activist liberalism. After the Russman, et al. v. Luckett
decision, he did not seize the opportunity to make property tax increases
mandatory, using the court ruling to back him up. Considering the tenuous
standing of the Combs-Breathitt faction and his own no-new-taxes promise,
he did not want a political searing over a state tax increase or a state-mandated
local tax increase. In addition, the reluctant liberal governor, who often voiced
concern for Kentucky’s poor, defended the state’s position, while ignoring
the widespread negative impacts of unfair taxes related to uneven economic
development on the Commonwealth’s poorest communities.
Unswerving in his position, in 1966, the pragmatic Breathitt backed HB
471, to increase teachers’ salaries. This legislation was a mechanism to let
local school boards levy one of three optional taxes: an occupational license
tax up to 0.5%, a 3% utility gross receipts tax, or an excise tax of 20 percent
of state income-tax liability. The bill also accelerated corporate income-tax
payments. Despite some legislative parrying and thrusting, the measure
passed both chambers easily. Original exemptions to the occupational license
tax included banks, trust companies, and title businesses. Public-service
companies paying the property tax did not have to pay the tax either. The bill
was modified to limit impacts on economic development. An amendment by
sponsor John Y. Brown, Sr. exempted insurance companies. Another Brown
amendment excluded from utility tax gross receipts the amounts received
from furnishing energy or energy producing fuels used in manufacturing,
processing, mining, or refining if the cost exceeded 3% of the production cost
and amounts received if the energy or energy fuels were to be resold. The bill
allowed utility companies to increase rates to pass the tax on to customers.42
Senate efforts to delete the optional taxes and get rid of the energy exemption
fell short. An amendment to set up a horse-race sweepstakes failed for lack of
a second and was ruled not germane.43
Although intended to offset possible lost revenue from frozen property
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taxes and to shift some burden from them, use of optional taxes probably
meant districts with a long record of reluctance in levying taxes would fall
further behind. Local effort did increase substantially statewide in the wake
of HB 471. But closer study shows most districts were slow to adopt the
new taxes. The Local District Annual Financial Reports did not begin to list
permissive taxes as separate line items until the 1968-1969 school year.44
Until then, they were included under “other taxes.” In 1965-1966, other taxes
totaled only $90,747, with none collected in Louisville and Jefferson County;
total local tax revenue collected during that school year was $84.2 million.
In 1966-1967, “other taxes” jumped to over $8 million, with $7.57 million
(94.6 percent) collected in Louisville and Jefferson County; total local tax
revenue collected was $102.46 million, with much of the rest of the gain
coming from general property taxes. In 1967-1968, “other taxes” jumped to
$9.51 million, with $8.26 million (86.8 percent) collected in Louisville and
Jefferson County; total local tax revenue collected was $122.56 million, with
much of the increase again coming from general property taxes.
In 1968-1969, when the optional taxes were listed separately, the
occupation tax generated $8.83 million, all from Jefferson County’s
Anchorage, Louisville, and county districts. None collected the excise tax.
The utilities tax yielded $1.16 million from about 20 of the 195 school
districts. These included smaller counties, such as Trimble, Carroll, Ballard
(adjacent to Paducah, McCracken County), and Simpson counties; counties
adjacent to metropolitan counties, including Clark, Jessamine, and Woodford
near Lexington, and Hardin and Oldham near Louisville; as well as Boone
County and the Walton Independent School District in Northern Kentucky.
Two large coal counties, Ohio and Pike (as well as Pikeville Independent),
also levied the tax. The Commonwealth’s poorest counties did not levy the
taxes, suggesting that statewide funding inequalities widened.
With the optional local taxes, Breathitt bent and perhaps broke his
no-new-taxes promise, despite his statements to the contrary. The bulk of
the revenue was from Louisville and Jefferson County, as well as counties
adjacent to larger cities. Evidence suggests the remedy did not receive a
hearty reception, especially in rural areas, and was, in effect, an effort to force
a tax increase on Louisville’s voters, who had rejected numerous levies. Such
were the crises of the state, unreal campaign promises, and hastily developed
state programs designed to protect threatened legitimacy and hegemony.
In trying to summarize the school crisis for the legislature, Breathitt
pointed out that the Commonwealth, with all of its funding increases in
recent years, had hardly been stingy with teachers or schools in general. He
noted the problems of a poor state, and pointed out that the state could do
only so much, including two recent tax increases that were mainly devoted to
schools. His proposals would give teachers the largest salary increases ever
provided, without an increase in state taxes.45
Kentuckians had accepted large state-level tax increases. But governors’
promises that they would move Kentucky toward national averages fell short
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(Table 6.7). Kentucky’s emphasis on raising teacher pay is clear, compared
with per-pupil expenditures. But a substantial gap remained, despite major
increases in the Commonwealth’s overall education spending. In a parallel
with Frankfort’s aggressive industrial development efforts, there was a
largely unspoken competition among states to increase education funding to
meet demands for better schools. Simply, Kentucky was too poor to keep up
in the area of educational spending.
Table 6.7: Kentucky School Funding, Compared with the National Average,
1964-1965
			
Per-pupil Expenditures
Average Teacher Salary

U.S. Average
$ 483
$6,235

Kentucky
$ 323
$4,750

Percent of U.S.
66.9
76.2
Source: Oliver, 1965

Table 6.8: Public School Budgets Presented to the 1962, 1964, and 1966
Legislatures
Fiscal Year
Overall Funding Foundation Program
						
						

Overall Funding
for Biennium as %
of General Fund

1962-1963
1963-1964
1964-1965
1965-1966
1966-1967
1967-1968

48.1a

$114,850,310
$118,787,298
$127,582,980
$133,988,950
$148,447,804
$158,371,862

$108,729,457
$112,327,879
$120,469,540
$126,513,360b
$139,486,040
$148,142,691

45.3
41.9

Originally, this was 48.3 percent, but a $1.9-million supplemental
appropriation to other areas of the 1963-64 budget reduced it.
b
Does not include a supplemental appropriation of $6.74 million, including
$4.7 million for education made in 1966, that increased the percentage to
45.6 percent.
a

Sources: Kentucky General Assembly. House. Journal, 1962-1966
Kentucky Legislative Research Commission. Legislative Record,
1962, 1964
Table 6.8 summarizes General Fund public-school expenditures during
the last Combs biennium and the Breathitt years. During Chandler’s last
biennium, 1958-1960, public-school spending totaled $167.64 million, 58.5
percent of the General Fund. By Breathitt’s last biennium, public school
spending totaled $306.82 million, 41.9 percent of the General Fund. State
spending for public schools increased 83 percent, making Kentucky eleventh
from the top and 13 percent above the national average for state support.
Meanwhile, the General Fund increased from $286.42 million to $731.56
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million, a 155.4-percent increase that was soon to play a role in a massive
funding shortfall for the state. In any event, education was definitely a
priority, but it was not the priority.
It is easy to suggest education was not as high of a priority as Breathitt
and others wanted voters to believe. Other state priorities, including higher
education, were growing rapidly, as were welfare, natural resources and
economic development. Roads and highways took little from the General
Fund, with most financing through fuel taxes and debt instruments. Even
so, the rapid growth of road spending, if it were added to the overall budget
established in the General Fund, would further reduce the percentage of
state funds devoted to public schools. So it was something of a fiction for
state officials to claim that two-thirds of every dollar went to education.
As it was, Kentucky continued to lead the nation in road building in 1967,
with contracts totaling $194.5 million (fed by fuel taxes and federal funds),
surpassing school spending.46

Education and Industrial Development
Kentucky’s renewed interest in education in the late 1950s and 1960s focused
mainly on finances, especially teachers’ pay. But it also included infrastructure
and some questions about cost-effectiveness.47 Other concerns included rapid
social change; automation and technology, with potential unemployment; the
population explosion; the Cold War; and suspicion of new things. The 1960s
approach to better schools included improved counseling, curriculum research
and reform, improved relationships among educators, and development of
rational thought so people could deal with social issues. Discussions touched
on elements of a slowly emerging national neoconservative/neoliberal agenda:
increased priority on the world of work and education to understand foreign
culture because of increased communication. Still to come were elements of
the neoconservative agenda during and after the 1980s: high-stakes testing
to measure student results; competition among public school districts to
improve quality and retain students; and higher levels of competition among
students trying to enter the workforce.
The somewhat reluctant, school-focused approach of the 1960s was
becoming problematic. Kentucky’s poor education system put a drag on
industrial and economic development. Breathitt’s views were rife with
inconsistencies, mirroring the contradictions of both school leaders and
the larger society. These contradictions become clear in two addresses to
Kentucky School Boards Association (KSBA) conventions. On March 17,
1964, in a telephone address, Breathitt ran up against the idea of childcentered education. The meeting’s theme was School Board Responsibilities
to Children, and Breathitt related the topic to state government. He took what
seems to be a progressive stance, saying education must be oriented toward
children, but this was not something always at the center of discussions
of needs, the Commonwealth’s legislation, educational theories, teacher
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requirements, school financing and curriculum, and the state’s politics.48
Breathitt’s discussion of his views on education missed the point. He
equated child-centered education with more pay for teachers, a market-based
approach which was supposed to improve instruction by attracting better,
more qualified personnel, the best instruction the state could afford. Besides
a pay raise, he noted his administration had improved retirement benefits. At
heart, he made a supply-and-demand argument that more money for teachers’
wages and benefits necessarily attracts better staff who might choose to teach
in other states or take other work if wages are too low. In his 1967 address
to KSBA, Breathitt seemed a little less sure of his early position, noting that
some people might be overrated and overpaid.49 Even so, his focus remained
on teachers. In reality, Breathitt’s approach to education was teacher-focused,
not child-centered. Good teachers were necessary for good schools, but there
was more at stake.
Besides increased funding, Breathitt came to believe that it was important
to have “practical vision” at the local level to spend funds judiciously while
striving for educational excellence. This required local administrative reforms,
and Breathitt made a minor move in that direction. SB 262 (1966) contained
several provisions: (1) prohibiting Department of Education or local school
district employees from having any pecuniary interest in excess of $25 a year
in supplying services, except personal services in addition to those required
by their employment contract for employment; (2) allowing local boards to
remove superintendents by a four-fifths vote of board membership instead of
a vote by four members; (3) requiring all district employees to be appointed,
promoted, and transferred upon recommendation of the superintendent
subject to approval by the board. The bill passed both houses easily.
Governance reforms were only part of the problem, and Breathitt knew
it. There was uneven development of regions and individuals. He pushed hard
for civil-rights legislation, which he gained in the 1966 session. In addition,
HB 475, which passed both chambers easily in 1966, deleted legal provisions
requiring discrimination based on race. But Breathitt seemed to miss the
point when it came to economic and political exploitation that fragmented
Kentucky into highly unequal regions. He recognized that unequal funding
produced uneven education. Some well-financed schools flourished, while
others withered for lack of support. He recognized the state’s responsibility
to deal with communities that could, but didn’t take care of their schools.
He also agreed the state needed to help poor districts that simply couldn’t
afford to support their schools by paying for good teachers and building good
buildings.50
The words sounded pretty good. But Breathitt’s response to Russman v.
Luckett showed the reality of Kentucky’s fragmented commonwealth across
social classes and geographic regions. Maybe Breathitt recognized deep in
his heart the need to do more to redress injustices. But he could not, or would
not, push for reforms that really redressed inequities in either the property tax
system or local school funding. What the governor had called the “mixture of
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educational offerings” directly stemmed from the state’s stubborn reluctance
to follow its constitutional mandate to provide an efficient system of common
schools. To satisfy the agricultural, mining, and industrial elites, and to
facilitate business attraction, the Commonwealth’s school children suffered
funding and educational inequities, even though Breathitt and other state
officials knew the system was unequal.
Another, more curious issue has to do with the relationship of uneven
development of individuals and school accountability. Breathitt knew the
state had tools to regulate teachers, such as certification, but he was concerned
about student evaluation, hoping for and predicting precision scientific
evaluations of students’ progress that would yield monetary rewards for
schools that excelled in producing “outstanding products.”
Breathitt, the reluctant New Dealer (perhaps he was a cutting-edge
neoliberal), anticipated the day of an incentive-based performance system,
much like ones proposed by neoconservatives during the 1980s that achieved
bipartisan support in the 1990s. The approach has numerous flaws. But in
critiquing Breathitt’s prediction, it is crucial to point out that school incentives
were hardly child-centered and progressive. They were focused on overall
measures of the system’s outputs, viewing children as standardized products,
not widely diverse education consumers and users with different needs and
wants.
In facing up to the longstanding high school dropout problem in the
1964 KSBA address, Breathitt revealed another contradiction of a governor
who made a campaign promise to deal with a situation he called “alarming.”
He believed the state’s school attendance laws to be reasonable and clear,
attendance problems needed to be addressed as both educational and
sociological issues.51
But the state did have options. For example, HB 36 (1964) would have
increased the mandatory attendance age from 16 to 18, while allowing a school
district to exempt students between ages 16 and 18 enrolled in an accredited
or approved vocational school. The bill never came up for a vote. No such
bill was introduced in 1966, even with about 20,000 children between ages
16 and 17 not enrolled in school, according to the Superintendent of Public
Instruction.52
In an address to the KEA leadership conference on August 12, 1964,
Breathitt talked about educational excellence and dropouts in terms that
contradicted his actions.53 To him, excellence meant Kentucky could never
reach its full economic potential until it had quality education. He linked
quality education with development that would bring good jobs and
higher earnings for workers. As always, school funding was central to his
discussion, but here, he developed a more detailed list of factors that helped
define quality education, including good teaching, flexibility to prepare
children according to their abilities, and abandoning a shallow curriculum.
The discussion seemed a little more child-centered because the governor
talked about educational excellence that developed the minds of children so
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that they could learn to think for themselves and engage in lifelong learning.
Breathitt also suggested the teaching profession should evaluate the quality of
its services and personnel and added there must be some type of recognition
for career teachers. (Legislation to support teacher development, including
the idea of sabbaticals, went nowhere in the legislature in 1964 at a peak of
the growing struggles between teachers and the state.)54
Kentucky had made some progress, but Breathitt noted structural
constraints and changes related to technology and limited education.
He pointed out that automation was changing labor force requirements,
eliminating the need for simpler jobs traditionally open to lower-skilled
workers. He predicted that those with limited education and training would
be “vulnerable and unwanted—a social and economic cancer.”55
Then-contemporary education challenges in Kentucky were rooted
in intergenerational lack of education. The governor noted that half of the
children in Kentucky’s schools came from homes where parents had a sixth
grade education or less, often were unemployed, or working for low wages.
Breathitt, echoing the accepted wisdom of the 1960s, said education was the
only way of breaking the cycle of poverty. Children needed to be convinced
of this, and, when they had been, most of them would find their way out of
poverty. His idea was to sell the children on both the financial and human
values of a good education.
Breathitt’s analysis relied on a modern form of rugged individualism
based on education to upgrade skills, a significant theme for neoconservatives
and neoliberals of the coming decades. While he did not consider who tends
to control productive resources, he assumed educational credentials could
help break poverty, raise incomes, and maybe help create and redistribute
wealth. This was wisdom with some truth, but it ignored the hegemony of
private property and political privilege.56
But Breathitt’s education sales pitch had an economic twist built on
incentives: Education pays. With this in mind, Breathitt noted that only 76
of the state’s 204 school districts had a dropout prevention program. He went
on to cite a Department of Education study for the 1962-1963 academic year
which found that more than a third of the students dropped out because of
lack of interest. Here he entered into the long-running philosophical debate
over the purpose of education, suggesting that the school system was too
oriented toward college preparation and did not provide enough vocational
skills. He admitted the state’s vocational education system might not be up
to the challenge of automated industries. He also admitted that no one person
had the answers, but that he believed the state could meet the challenges.57

Vocational Education
A progressive education system ideally allows children to find their way with
a broad course offering partly to meet individual needs but also to introduce
students to different aspects of their wider culture. While a vocational
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system does offer an educational alternative, it epitomizes narrowly focused
education to train students in specific work skills. Traditionally, vocational
education has not been aimed at teaching students how to think in broader
terms. It has been society-centered, a supply-side effort to assure an adequate
labor force with skills for particular economic sectors. Vocational education,
unlike progressive education, also tends to downplay the importance of
citizen engagement. Progressive, child-centered education can, when done
correctly, provide students with a variety of opportunities, including skill
development, even though many educators still tend to view their field as
either college preparation oriented or vocational, not both.
Since 1938, when Kentucky established two state vocational-technical
schools, one in Paducah (McCracken County) and one in Paintsville
(Johnson County), the system had expanded. By 1967, 11 area schools had
been cited for relatively easy regional access in Ashland (Boyd County),
Harlan (Harlan); Hazard (Perry), Somerset (Pulaski), Covington (Kenton),
Lexington (Fayette), Jeffersontown (Jefferson), Bowling Green (Warren),
Madisonville (Hopkins), Owensboro (Daviess), and Paducah (McCracken).
There also were 25 permanent extension centers. The program was designed
for high-school students, dropouts, and adults with pre-employment training,
part-time apprenticeships for those already employed, trade extension
training for the unemployed, and in-factory training courses.58
Human capital theory was at the heart of many Kennedy-Johnson era
programs, including the Vocational Education Act, passed in 1963 and
funded in 1964.59 The bill assumed that increased education meant increased
earnings. It set up matching grants for states to expand vocational programs
between 1964 and 1967. Breathitt, given his concerns about Kentucky’s labor
force, assembled a legislative package to take advantage of the federal law.60
Originally HB 10 of 1964 permitted buildings to be purchased for vocational
schools in some cities and counties. In the House, an amendment permitted
purchases in all cities and counties, and the bill passed both chambers easily.
That same year, HB 109 would have authorized counties with
existing area vocational schools, as well as the cities of Ashland, Hazard,
Madisonville, and Somerset, along with Fayette, Daviess, Harlan, Jefferson,
and Warren counties, to purchase, lease, rent, or erect one or more buildings.
The bill passed the House 81-8 with a committee substitute giving the State
Board of Education discretion in providing buildings, putting more power
in Frankfort’s hands. It passed the Senate unanimously. To Breathitt, the
program was to train workers for specific industries, such as aeronautics and
mining, and for services, such as food, health, government, electronics, and
computers.61 Also, HR 41 established a research and planning commission
under the state superintendent to investigate the need for training in unskilled
and semi-skilled crafts and labors.
The emergence of vocational education during Breathitt’s tenure marked
a response to a shift in national education policy. From a sociocultural
standpoint, liberals formally endorsed tracking students into careers. This was
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society-centered education that emphasized economic needs of businesses
and preparing students for the workplace. The human capital perspective
which made education a tool for jobs creation was ascending over the childcentered, progressive notion that schools should help students prepare for
useful lives in both their communities and in the workplace.

Fizzling Keynesian Activism
In the shadow of Kennedy’s assassination, Breathitt rose to power in the heady,
peak days of postwar New Deal Keynesian activism. The national economy
was growing. Progress was being made across broad fronts, including civil
rights and creating economic opportunities. The Commonwealth’s economy
was developing rapidly, and, with federal support, was making real inroads
against the deeply entrenched poverty that had stifled so many of the state’s
citizens for so long. At the same time, however, after their defeat in the 1964
presidential election, conservative forces were reorganizing into the spearhead
of the evolving neoconservatism that would become more evident during the
administration of Louie B. Nunn, Breathitt’s successor as governor. Times
were about to change.
As Combs’s hand-picked successor, Breathitt made every effort to
continue the state-level Keynesian activist project of modernizing Kentucky
that dated back to the Clements-Wetherby years shortly after World War II.
But his hold on power became tenuous as internal and external sociocultural
forces fragmented the Commonwealth and the rest of the country.
In his 1966 State of the Commonwealth Address, Breathitt cited his
“vigorous leadership” in, among other things, the rapidly growing economy,
and in education, where there the high-school dropout rate had been reduced,
with more graduates; new and modern classrooms; increased teacher salaries;
half of the state’s college-age youth in institutions of higher learning; a third
of the first-grade children graduated from Head Start; the school crisis in
Louisville and Jefferson County resolved; and a percentage increase in the
state appropriation for public education that was highest for any state in the
nation in the past decade.62
Breathitt could take some credit for these outcomes, but he was, sadly,
overstating his role. Plus, national fragmentation was worsening over the
Vietnam War and racial discrimination. Meanwhile, Kentucky was on the
verge of a fiscal hemorrhage. In the last two years of his administration,
Breathitt left the Commonwealth’s overall finances in terrible shape as his
touted tax policies actually promoted school funding inequities.
It turns out Breathitt’s administration was one of the pivots where the
long-run contradictions in the state’s education policies were brought into
full view. Until challenged in Russman v. Luckett, Kentucky’s leaders had
ignored their constitutional duty in handling property taxes for most of the
century. They had not only shielded the state’s lawlessness, they had operated
as if the conditions were, in fact, law.
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Breathitt, before yielding to the court’s decision, defended this illegal
reluctance that protected wealthy property owners especially. The solutions
he and the General Assembly imposed were safe and pragmatic, seemingly
legal. But they were hardly fair. They were designed to keep unity among the
state’s elites. They maintained the status quo and nominally built a semblance
of across class fragments of property owners. The new policies protected the
prerogatives of private property.
Breathitt—like Combs before him with the imposition of the regressive
sales tax in 1960—had to keep the Commonwealth in a position where it
could promote a friendly business climate for industrial development while
catering to existing elites. Breathitt’s defense of the Commonwealth’s
lawlessness brightly illuminated the state’s reluctance alongside his own
limited liberalism, and perhaps guile, in an administration challenged by
strong and growing conservatism among Democrats and Republicans.
Despite his statements that appeared to show concern for the poor and a desire
to improve education, he took a seemigly penitent, incremental approach to
changing a corrupted tax system that continued to protect new and old wealth
while perpetuating regional inequalities. He had locked himself into a “no
new taxes” (at the state level) promise, so that he needed to find ways to
increase local taxes. Breathitt broke the spirit of his promise and worsened
school funding inequities by backing legislation to let districts impose
voluntary optional taxes.
Given the level of other demands on growing state government, there
never could be enough money to provide the best level of services in
education or any other area of state endeavor for that matter. Because of the
importance of economic development, both Breathitt and Combs had to craft
tax policy to preserve existing business and, more importantly, attract new
ones with the hope that economic growth would protect and assist Frankfort’s
own governmental needs while providing jobs around the Commonwealth. In
this way, they hoped economic growth would help improve the school system
by allowing for additional funds.
Like Combs, Breathitt recognized the importance of linking education
and economic development. Both governors raised education funding
substantially with the hope that the Minimum Foundation Program would
redress the Commonwealth’s funding problems to improve schools. But the
program’s reluctant and minimalist approach was flawed. It had been built on
a myth that it would narrow funding inequalities, when, in fact, it could not.
Increasing school funding was fine to a point, but other reforms, especially
in the areas of improving classroom performance, alongside more equitable
financing and honest local governance, were needed.
The pressure of national competition for jobs made it extremely difficult
for the Bluegrass State to erase educational inequities and pony up (pun
intended) more money to address uneven educational development and invest
in the state’s children, the future work force. In this context, the Russman
v. Luckett decision put the liberal Breathitt into the position of choosing to
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neglect the less privileged, working-class base of the Democratic Party and
assisting the more conservative, business-oriented upper classes, including
the powerful interests of the horse industry.63
In essence, the Commonwealth’s tax policies were regressive, helping to
perpetuate, if not poverty, near poverty, in terms of low wages for workers
who needed, as Breathitt himself put it, “basic education.” Breathitt not only
worked in a legal and policy structure that promoted and protected a reluctant
and minimalist approach to education and school funding inequities, it appears
that, in reality, he believed at some level in the state’s role in providing limited
educational opportunities.
At one level, Breathitt fundamentally believed in progress. At times, he
articulated a progressive education philosophy that exuded this faith in the
future of children mingled with human capital theory, that is, better-educated
individuals tend to earn more. Thus, more education assured a better life for
individuals. But his speeches reveal a contradiction that show a measure of
fear or pessimism: the risk of overeducated workers and a reserve army of
labor among the educated.
If Breathitt really was fearful or pessimistic, then he was more in sync
with the growing vocational education movement of the time, and perhaps
not quite in sync with liberals’ beliefs in progressive education that was more
than job training and offered students broader opportunities in life. Perhaps
he was in sync with Kentucky’s then-current needs for industrial workers, but
again, Breathitt was touting a limited approach, one that might not account
well for the Commonwealth’s future workforce needs.
But the future in Kentucky and elsewhere was unclear. By the end of
Breathitt’s term in 1967, Keynesian activists were already into some of
the roughest political times the country had experienced in the twentieth
century, especially with growing resistance to the Vietnam War and deep
racial divisions. The election of Nunn in 1967 was a significant marker in the
challenges that were changing the nation’s political economy, moving it in
more conservative directions.
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Seven

Reform and Nunn’s Nickel: Louie B. Nunn, 1967-1971
Budding Neoconservatism
Edward T. Breathitt’s “creative bookkeeping” during his last year in office
triggered a fiscal crisis that carried over into the next administration. His
revenue shortfall placed incoming Governor Louie B. Nunn and the state in a
bind in the midst of a growing national credit crisis, rising inflation and social
and economic unrest.1 These conditions—coinciding with the election of
Nunn, a Republican and lawyer from Glasgow in Barren County—provided
ample evidence of the deteriorating New Deal Keynesian activism in the
Commonwealth and across the country.
Kentucky’s once ascendant New Deal echo Democrats were in a
shambles, with 10 candidates in the fragmented 1967 gubernatorial primary.
Breathitt’s choice was Highway Commissioner Henry Ward, a long-time
party man who had coveted the governorship as early as 1955 and ended up
supporting Combs in 1959. Breathitt had urged Combs to run again in 1967,
but he opted out, instead accepting a judgeship in the U.S. Court of Appeals.
Nor did Combs support the bid of his former administrative assistant, Wendell
H. Ford, for lieutenant governor. Ford had left the Combs administration
early for what were called personal reasons at the time.
The primary race for governor revealed something of a new and old
Democratic party. Ward received 52 percent of the vote, compared with 28
percent for old Bourbon stalwart Happy Chandler, who was running for a
third term. After the primary, Chandler bolted the party to support Nunn, a
typical display of his independence and another demonstration of fractured
party politics.2 The conservative Nunn also had to overcome Republican
Party fragmentation in a hard campaign to defeat Jefferson County Judge
Marlowe Cook from the GOP’s more liberal wing. Nunn’s victory over Ward
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in November was relatively close. Ford was elected lieutenant governor,
continuing his rise in the Democratic Party.
The fragmentation of Kentucky’s Democrats mimicked national
trends battering President Lyndon B. Johnson’s Great Society, a New Deal
revival after the 1964 landslide defeat of Arizona Republican Senator
Barry Goldwater’s ultraconservative forces. As president, Johnson faced an
inflationary guns-or-butter dilemma spurred largely by his decision to expand
the war in Vietnam. He opted to limit funding for the War on Poverty and
other social programs to prosecute a war that was polarizing the country.
Racial violence, increasing crime, antiwar demonstrations, and urban decay
also built support for Nunn—who had worked against Johnson—in his 1967
run for governor.3
Besides Frankfort’s fiscal crisis, Nunn encountered growing state and
local debt, rising interest rates, property taxes, teacher pay, and continuing
conflict over strip mining and other environmental issues. The CourierJournal’s Alan M. Trout noted Nunn inherited some “beauties” from his
predecessor, including:
•
•
•
•
•

A $24-million budget reduction that Breathitt ordered seven days
after Nunn’s election;
Budget growth spurred by federal and state programs that outstripped
revenues, including education, health and welfare, environmental
programs, public safety, and inflationary pressures on salaries;
Repeal of the whiskey production tax, which cost the budget about
$2 million a year during the phase-out period;
Resistance to the property tax for schools;
Freezing property taxes at 1965 levels, including schools, despite
inflation, rising local debts, and increased demands for services.4

Nunn’s election marked a conservative and reactionary turn. This was not
Chandler’s mixture of populism and Bourbonism mixed with Bluegrass
nostalgia. Nunn shared Chandler’s fiscal conservatism and strong support
from rural areas. But his reactionary conservatism played on racist sentiments
with strong anti-crime elements and a commitment to social order (Nunn
referred to Louisville as a sin city and opposed many 1960s social reforms.)
Nunn, however, shared traditional conservative values; he was vocal in his
concern for what many would now call the “truly needy.”
In a contradictory vein, Nunn foreshadowed the coming neoconservative
emphasis on individualism, telling an audience at a Fellowship Dinner at
First Christian Church on January 10, 1971, that there was nothing in the
Declaration of Independence or the Constitution that guaranteed equality.
He noted that the country’s cherished documents guaranteed equality of
opportunity and sovereignty of the individual, but membership in a group
brought no entitlements or guarantees of equality5.
Although Nunn’s speeches as governor often appear at first glance to
be soothing, seeking unification, closer reading reveals how he shaped faint
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praise into subtle, sometimes sharp criticism. Nunn, during his political
career, was accused of racism, mudslinging, and anti-Catholicism. He
denied the charges.6 But his speeches show a tough-talker. He astutely
recognized the Democratic Party’s fragmentation and delivered rhetoric that
criticized the machine’s inefficiency and increased taxes. He promised his
administration would be businesslike. His opponent, Henry Ward was a taxer.
Nunn, like Breathitt and Chandler before him, promised not to raise taxes.7
The candidate and incoming governor was keenly aware of his precarious
position as a Republican in a state with a long Democratic tradition. His was
not a nostalgic conservatism. He was future-oriented, capable of reaching
out to the Commonwealth, and willing to cooperate with his political
opponents where there were shared values to implement policies. He was
also persevering in his own values and stubborn enough to veto legislative
measures he viewed as wrongheaded.
As his term started, Nunn’s problem differed from Chandler’s gripe about
a “bare cupboard” left by the Wetherby Administration in 1955. Chandler
saw his situation as punishment from the opposite wing of his party. He
eventually expanded the budget for education and road building. Despite his
differences with Wetherby, he was committed to uphold limited government
growth, especially the Minimum Foundation Program for schools.
Nunn’s budget crisis inherited from Breathitt was real, aggravated by
commitments of a rapidly growing state. In reality, he faced the prospect
of a shrinking state even as demands on the Commonwealth increased.8
Conservative as he was in some ways, Nunn shared many of the core values
of progress and hopes for improved economic conditions that had triggered
Kentucky’s growth after World War II. He did not want to preside over
decline.
Trout of the Louisville Courier-Journal linked the state’s fiscal problem
to the 1966 teacher pay raise.9 In an apparent budgetary sleight of hand,
Breathitt increased revenue estimates by $24 million for the 1967-1968 fiscal
year to cover the raise. As 1967 drew to a close, he ordered a $24-million
across-the-board budget reduction. Breathitt’s budgetary shell game made
school funding an ongoing problem despite significant increases under
Chandler, Combs, and Breathitt. As Nunn noted in his first State of the
Commonwealth Address in 1968:
The school system of Kentucky, at all levels, clamors for improvement. The
inherent escalation which is built into our school financing programs, the
forces of inflation, the competition from other states, and the progressive
increase in student population, place a higher and higher price tag on the
kind of school system Kentuckians want. . . . About school financing, it has
been said that we must run very fast to stand still. The budget requests for
education are staggering. The entire general fund budget could be devoted
to education alone without overfinancing it. Of course, this cannot be done.
But we simply cannot fail to recognize the need of our school children for
adequate facilities and proper training for today’s competitive society. 10
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Nunn, who applauded Breathitt’s aggressive industrial development efforts
in his Inaugural Address, recognized that the cost of increasing competition
among states for jobs and the need to give individuals opportunities to
acquire more skills had significant impacts on education funding. He also
recognized that the state could not really afford to fully fund its schools to
meet the competition. The Commonwealth had numerous other priorities and
responsibilities related to the welfare state as it was defined at the time. As a
result, he was forced to raise taxes, a highly unpopular decision to boost the
sales tax, eventually dubbed “Nunn’s Nickel.”
While teachers supported Nunn’s 1968 tax package, numerous
difficulties heightened tensions. Breathitt’s 1965 disingenuous property-tax
compromise that responded to Russman, et al. v. Luckett continued to haunt
the Commonwealth, but Nunn did not reform the unequal and underfunded
system.11 Despite a hefty school funding increase again in 1968, teacher pay
still lagged behind the national average. Teachers still had no health insurance,
and they wanted to set up professional-negotiating procedures.
In retrospect, personality played some role in the conflict. Nunn took a
much harder stance toward teacher pay than Breathitt, granting a raise during
his first biennium, but opting to recommend a tax cut instead of a raise during
his second biennium. But Nunn’s personality was only part of the wider
conflict of the times. During the 1970 General Assembly, relations between
the state and the Kentucky Education Association (KEA) degenerated into
confrontation. Angry teachers, who wanted another tax increase to fund
salaries, answered with a statewide strike that began on February 23, 1970,
and ended with a court injunction ordering them back to work the week of
March 2, 1970.
Under a Republican governor, in a move toward independence,
legislative leaders in 1968 played a pivotal role in pushing education reforms,
cutting some taxes, raising others, negotiating a small teacher pay increase,
and backing away from some of the worst features of Breathitt’s 1965
property-tax disaster. While teachers won some points, they were disciplined
on a number of issues and failed to gain professional negotiations. Crisis,
confrontation, and fragmentation—all part of the times everywhere—made
compromise difficult, especially in Nunn’s second biennium. The foundations
of neoconservatism were being laid.

Inconsistent Policy
Nunn proclaimed himself a strong supporter of the Minimum Foundation
Program and took credit for school funding increases. With a dollars-andcents measure, he deserves that credit. He increased funding by about 52.8
percent in 1968, compared with 41.1 percent for Breathitt and 78.8 percent
for Combs.12 As an unswerving, but contradicted believer in business and
free enterprise, he related industrial development with quality workforce
education. His program seemed largely consistent with policies of three
previous governors, at least in his first biennium.
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TABLE 7.1. Nunn’s Summary of Education Funding Measures during His
Term
Fiscal Year

% Change,
Foundation
Program

Per pupil
support
ADAa

% change,
per pupil
support
ADA

Avg.
teacher
salary

% change
avg. teacher salary

1967-1968b $157.5

11.6

$243

10.0

$6,288

9.0

1968-1969

$184.4

17.1

$287

18.1

$6,824

8.5

1969-1970

$225.7

18.3

$347

20.9

$7,346

7.6

1970-1971c

$235.7

4.4

$357

2.9

$7,650d

4.1

1971-1972

$240.7

2.1

$360

0.8

$7,800

2.0

c

Foundation
Program
(Miliions)

d

Average Daily Attendance
b
Breathitt’s last fiscal year; changes are from previous year.
c
Budgetary appropriation.
d
Estimate.
a

Source: National Education Association, p. 127

Nunn’s own figures, however (Table 7.1), show that education funding
growth slowed dramatically during his term, possibly a result of: (1) his own
changing priorities; (2) struggles with teachers; or (3) slowing post World
War II economic growth and inflation. The table was attached to a letter Nunn
wrote in response to charges by the National Education Association (NEA)
in 1970. NEA was considering sanctions against the Commonwealth, citing
failures of Nunn and the 1970 General Assembly.13 Nunn loaded his funding
increases in his first biennium, as the state faced Breathitt’s fiscal crisis and
raised the sales tax. In 1970, when he considered the state’s health to be
much better and hoped for a small tax cut, the education funding increase
was minimal.
For example, HB 543 (1968) originally set the floor for Minimum
Foundation Program allotments to school districts at $200 per pupil in
average daily attendance (ADA) for fiscal year 1968 1969 and $242 in fiscal
year 1969-1970, up from $159 in 1966-1967 and $176 in 1967-1968. The
Republican-sponsored bill passed the House 73-0, amended by Democrats to
increase 1968-1969 funding to $202, and to decrease 1969-1970 funding to
$235. The first fiscal year represented a 14.8-percent increase from Breathitt’s
last fiscal year. The year-to-year increase in Nunn’s first biennium under HB
543 was 16.3 percent, far ahead of inflation. The amended bill also redefined
required local tax effort as the amount provided from taxes only, rather than all
revenue sources. This was an effort to force a local tax increase, but deletion
of a penalty on districts that did not meet the required tax weakened the bill.
HB 543 passed the Senate 31-0, and, as amended, included provisions of
HB 618, which had been reported from committee without an expression of
opinion. It became law without Nunn’s signature.
In 1970, education funding increases fared badly, possibly a result of
conflicts between the state and its teachers. Nunn signed HB 601, which
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drastically slowed year-to-year gains. It increased funding from $235 per
pupil in ADA in 1969-1970 to $243 for 1970 1971 (up 3.4 percent), and to
$247 in 1971 1972 (up 1.6 percent). The bill passed the House 68-8 and the
Senate 33-0. The pace of increased school funding fell behind the inflation
rate at this point, despite increased revenue from the sales tax passed in
1968.14 The 1970 school crisis grew out of the 1968 tax hike and came in the
context of a national economic downturn and a deeply divided politics.
The minority-party governor had taken a political risk, and he apparently
felt some pressure. In what seems a subtle warning, Nunn told KEA on April
19, 1968, shortly after the end of his first legislative session, that the union
faced public opposition. Many citizens, he believed, viewed teachers as
greedy, believed schools had too many frills, that too much was being spent
on education, and that politics had spoiled many school districts.15
Nunn described nebulous criticisms of schools. The delivery of the
message was hardly a call for unification. In fact, the tone seems to suggest
an elevated sense of suspicion and distrust, with sentiments that prevailed
“to an alarming degree.” In damning the schools with faint accusations of
poor performance, Nunn pointed out that schools were to blame because they
had not always used public relations effectively, and there “may be” fat in
the education budget, especially in administration. This accusing sentence
is followed with an “if” there is fat, it needed to be cut out, because it was,
according to Nunn, his intention, and “the intention of your friends in the
Legislature” to use state funds for improved instruction, not a growing
bureaucracy.
Even though Nunn said he supported education (and he did), his
analysis presented to the teachers’ union was couched in terms that captured
sociocultural cleavages, historic anti-education sentiments in the state, and the
unlikely threat of taking resources away from schools to use them elsewhere.
Given the combative times of the 1960s, Nunn’s reference to public relations
was polite, and the whole text is couched in somewhat tentative language,
perhaps a way of respecting the political clout of KEA, or a not-so-subtle
way of needling the union in a play for reactionary support. As always,
teachers were crucial to maintaining legitimacy of the school system and the
Commonwealth, and he needed their support to keep the system functioning.
Nunn, an astute politician, was playing to growing neoconservative distrust
of public institutions in the midst of brewing conflict.
The cost of teachers’ raises in 1968 had put Nunn and legislators in the
Democratic-controlled General Assembly in an awkward position. So why
did funding dry up almost completely in 1970? Clear evidence suggests that
attitudes of both the governor and legislators changed. One reason for Nunn’s
changing views can be found in his Budget Message of January 7, 1970.16 He
wanted the political advantage of riding out of office on a tax cut. To do so,
he slowed school funding increases to an absolute minimum.
Nunn’s 1970 budget included no raises for teachers; the KEA originally
sought a $1,000 increase, later reducing the amount to $600.17 The stage
was set for the strike, even though the legislature offered some compromise,
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pushing a small tax increase to raise $16.6 million for a $200 increase in
1970-1971 and a $100 increase in 1971-1972.18 Here, legislative leaders told
KEA there would be no more money.19
A Courier-Journal editorial on February 22, 1970, agreed teachers
had legitimate complaints, but questioned the wisdom of the strike.20 The
editorial indicated the level of conflict, suggesting: “The present mood of the
legislature is punitive rather than concerned, and unhappily, they seem to be
representing the mood of the voters back home.” The editorial presaged Nunn’s
comments in April before the KEA. Clearly, the state leadership was reacting
to teacher dissent in a time when anti-government protests were widespread,
threatening the status quo. Nunn, in his leadership role, not so subtly cut
at the credibility of teachers and their educational institutions. The country,
and the Commonwealth, had taken a conservative, less accommodating turn
against its own core institution that it had failed to manage well for decades.
The 1970 teachers’ strike was relatively successful in the short run,
closing 118 districts, with an estimated 25,000 of the state’s 32,000 teachers
off the job.21 Districts sought court injunctions to force striking teachers back
to work. Support appeared strongest in the eastern and western coalfields,
along with the Louisville and Lexington areas. Districts remained open in
many rural areas and in some Northern Kentucky cities.22 But long-run effects
were mixed. The legislature disciplined teachers by not passing several KEAbacked bills, ranging from increasing the cigarette tax—something legislators
were always reluctant to do—to professional negotiations.
SR 60 of 1970 suggests the legislature’s shift that reinforces fragmentation
of long-standing coalitions, as well as an emerging trend regarding teachers
as workers. The resolution sought to create a special Senate committee to
confer with KEA representatives about the strike. It died when a motion
to adopt failed. When KEA walked out for a day during Breathitt’s term,
numerous resolutions expressed opinions for or against the action. None of
these resolutions passed; many were tabled or reported without opinion. In
1970, during the week-long strike, SR 60 was the only resolution offered.
Words of the 1962 Caudill Committee report, which expressed some liberal
bitterness at KEA, as well as doubt about whether improved education was
linked to increased funding, found support eight years later as conservatives
lashed out at the union.

Charges and Countercharges
In the wake of the teachers’ strike and the 1970 General Assembly, the KEA
requested the NEA to investigate Kentucky’s school system with an eye
on sanctioning the state. As a result, NEA levied three charges and listed
other concerns.23 NEA never carried out sanctions, which would have been
designed to discourage teachers and industries from coming to Kentucky.24
Meanwhile, in 1970, HJR 72, with 23 sponsors, and SJR 63, with four
sponsors, illustrate politicking that occurs when a party falls out of power. Of
course, the General Assembly, when Democrats also were in control of the
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administration, had tended to skirt school oversight. But now, the leadership
wanted more of a role in legislative control of school policy.
Both resolutions sought to create the Survey Commission on Public
Education (SCOPE). As originally conceived, the resolutions directed the
commission to make a comprehensive examination of Kentucky’s common
schools regarding quality and quantity of the product, financing and taxing
trends, progress in terms of needs, and recommendations for long-term
priorities, administrative and operational improvement, new techniques,
guidelines for level of public support, and methods for minimizing pernicious
political influences in common schools. They directed a report to the Governor
and General Assembly by November 15, 1971, after the next election, and
granted subpoena power with an appropriation of $100,000. In the Senate
version, the Government Committee amended the resolution to delete the
subpoena authority. The amended bill passed 23-15, and went to the House,
where a floor amendment included private schools. The resolution passed
64-7, as amended. The Senate unanimously concurred, but Nunn vetoed the
measure.
The resolution ignited partisan bickering that was unusual for the
Nunn years.25 House Minority Leader W.H. Demarcus, R-Stanford, accused
Lieutenant Governor Ford of using the measure and the teachers’ strike for
political gain in his coming race for governor. The resolution, with its broad
support and agenda, offered a glimpse at fractured hegemony. The party out
of favor admitted pernicious influences of school politics for the first time
since the Caudill report in 1960. Also house liberals put themselves into an
interesting alignment. Principal sponsor Terry McBrayer later became one
of Governor Julian Carroll’s (1974-1979) closest aides; Carroll was a cosponsor. Although Carroll emphasized education as governor, this is the first
education bill bearing his name in this session, and one of very few during
his legislative tenure, which began in 1962. The bill, with so many sponsors,
was, as much as anything, a political maneuver to embarrass Nunn.

Property Taxes: Gridlock and Legislative Independence
Property taxes, the effects of Breathitt’s 1965 tax rollback and freeze
legislation, and the optional local taxes were complicated, persistent issues.
They played a role in the KEA’s combative position and pitted a divided
Frankfort against local interests. Nunn believed in local choice, and property
taxes were not a priority. He seldom discussed them, giving them only brief
mention in his address to the pre-legislative conference in Gilbertsville
(Marshall County) on December 1, 1969.26 Numerous property-tax bills
became law without Nunn’s signature, and he showed little interest in reform,
except to seek relief for farmers and the elderly.
During Nunn’s tenure, it became obvious that Breathitt’s 1965 legislative
solution to Russman, et al. v. Luckett was no solution at all.27 HB 1 of 1965
was piecemeal, requiring each succeeding legislative session to mitigate the
property tax freeze by adjusting the “compensating tax rate” in the face of
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inflation. It appears Nunn backed Breathitt’s compromise. In 1968, he vetoed
SB 172, which would have let some districts adjust the rate, effectively
keeping the property tax freeze for at least another session. When the
General Assembly finally changed some provisions of Breathitt’s plan, the
bills became law without Nunn’s signature, contrasting his stated support for
education with reluctance to clean up Breathitt’s mess.
Breathitt’s anti-tax and basic education legacy left ideal conditions for
reactionary measures as the mood changed in the Commonwealth. Nunn
showed his support for profitable businesses and cross-class unity when
he demonstrated his preference for maintaining the property tax status
quo. Coupled with his hands-off attitude toward the General Assembly, he
reinforced the predominance of Kentucky’s elites, pleased land and home
owners, and, to some extent, limited potential investments in the state’s
future workforce. For example, SB 140 of 1968 originally was intended to
adjust Breathitt’s compensating tax rate. It defined the rate applied to the
1968 assessment of property subject to taxation by a taxing district for the
1967 tax year which produced an amount of revenue approximately equal to
that produced in 1967 (instead of 1965). It permitted cities and counties to
increase the school tax rate by 5 percent in each year of the biennium. The
bill passed the Appropriations and Revenue Committee with a committee
substitute to set a maximum tax rate per $100 of assessed property value at
85 cents in a cities with a population of 15,000 or more, 70 cents in cities
with a population between 10,000 and less than 15,000, and 40 cents in cities
with a population under 10,000 or at the compensating rate, whichever was
greater; permitting cities to increase the rate 5 cents per year after a hearing
until the maximum rate was reached. It also set a maximum tax rate of 90
cents on each $100 for schools, limiting the increase to 5 cents a year after
a hearing. The bill harkened back to earlier, long since rescinded legislation
that set up a two-tier property-tax system, one for rural areas and one for
cities. Apparently, some legislators had forgotten the hard message of earlier
education reformers who struggled to move the Commonwealth’s education
funding toward more equitable distribution of funds.
SB 140 eventually passed the Senate 19-12, with a committee substitute
amended to limit the ad valorem school tax levy to the compensating tax rate;
to limit the county rate to 20 cents rather than 25 cents per $100 of assessed
value, or the compensating rate; to limit city rates to 70 cents rather than 85
cents per $100 in cities of 15,000 population or over; 60 cents rather than 70
cents for cities between 10,000 and 15,000; to reduce from 90 cents to 60
cents the rate of the ad valorem levy for school districts. The bill was reported
favorably out of the House Appropriations and Revenue Committee with an
amendment to redefine the compensating rate, but never came up for a vote.
Similar legislation in 1970, HB 579 and SB 248, died in committee.
Some observers of the time agreed Breathitt’s school-finance package
had increased education funding inequalities. Property taxes continued to be
a major battlefield in the local struggle against state and bourgeois hegemony.
Eventually, the Legislature took a small step back from Breathitt’s property
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tax policy in 1970, with KEA’s support, but without Nunn’s blessing. SB 231
removed limitations on school district revenues from ad valorem taxes by
allowing school districts not levying the maximum tax in 1965 to recalculate
their rate as if the maximum rate were in effect. After passing the Senate 312, SB 231 ran into considerable resistance in the House, passing 46-36. There,
the bill was amended in committee to authorize districts not contemplating
capital construction and eligible for a funding increase to elect to take
advantage of it in equal stages over three years. The Senate unanimously
concurred with the amendment. Meanwhile, HB 498 redefined net assessment
growth as the net difference in the total value of property subject to tax in the
county in the preceding year and the total value of property subject to tax
in the county for the current year, instead of adding only newly constructed
property, the legacy of Breathitt. The bill passed the House 57-17 with a floor
amendment to make it effective January 1, 1971, and passed the Senate 340. Both bills became law without Nunn’s signature, likely a sign of growing
legislative independence as Democrats sought to separate themselves from
the Republican governor who was not disposed to tinker with property taxes.
In 1970, Nunn did sign HB 1470, with 39 sponsors, a proposed
constitutional amendment to exempt up to $6,500 of the assessed valuation
of homesteads of the elderly from property taxes. The bill passed the House
82-10 and the Senate 33-0. Once voters approved the measure by a three-toone margin in November, 1971, incoming Governor Ford had to implement
the change. Nunn estimated schools would lose $10 million to $15 million in
revenue under the measure.28
HB 34 of 1970 represented a victory for local elites that Nunn passively
accepted. The bill, with 28 sponsors, exempted school boards and their
employees from the statute prohibiting conflicts of interest for public officers
and employees. The bill passed the House 76-7 and the Senate 27-0. It became
law without Nunn’s signature. HB 525 of 1970, an alternative measure,
would have excluded school boards and their employees from conflicts of
interest by exempting them from the definition of state employee; it died in
committee.

Education Reform Experiments
Nunn’s administration cannot be characterized as a force for major education
reforms. But he did offer a package of experimental bills to the General
Assembly in 1970 that recognized the possibility for improved teaching and
more attention to children in the classroom. The reforms included giving
teachers and administrators more flexibility in selecting classroom materials;
allowing local schools to establish pay schedules designed to reward teachers
according to their professional responsibilities; a program to use Minimum
Foundation Program funds to employ teachers’ aides and paraprofessionals;
and to set up a State Task Force on Education Innovation in the Department
of Education.29
In 1970, HB 364 (SB 216), with five sponsors, dealt with classroom
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materials, and was clearly written to reduce state authority over local schools.
It would have permitted up to 10 school districts to experiment with textbooks
and materials other than those selected by the State Textbook Commission,
with funding through the State Board of Education. A committee substitute
allowed all districts to participate, but limited state funds to one tenth of the
textbook and material funds for each district, rather than one sixth. The new
version also required the State Board of Education to promulgate regulations
instead of statutory authority. The bill passed the House 90-1, as amended,
and rolled through the Senate unanimously.
SB 215 (HB 363) was Nunn’s most daring proposal, using salary
incentives to encourage teachers to develop professional skills. Nunn sought
to increase the base salary of Rank III teachers and to provide for experiments
with differentiated teacher salaries in up to 20 local schools. Local boards
would establish criteria for different salaries, with approval from the State
Board of Education. The bill passed both chambers unanimously, amended
in the House to authorize, rather than require, the state board to designate
participating schools with the recommendation of the state superintendent.
According to Nunn, he wanted to break the traditional salary schedule based
on college degrees and years of experience. Under the two-year plan, teachers
who engaged in activities such as heading a team of teachers, working with
inexperienced teachers, working with aides and other paraprofessionals,
producing learning materials, working with parents and the community,
or working beyond the regular school day or term were eligible for salary
adjustments.30
Another measure in Nunn’s 1970 education package, SB 228 (HB 369),
set up funding for teachers’ aides and paraprofessionals who did not have
a certificate. The program, limited to 10 districts, allowed a ratio greater
than 27-to-one in classrooms with aides. The bill passed both chambers
unanimously.
Nunn also backed HR 39, with six sponsors, which requested
appointment of the education innovation task force. It passed the House on a
voice vote, while a similar measure, SR 33, was recommitted to the Education
Committee. This was only a partial victory for Nunn, but the committee
could function without funding after passage of the House measure. HJR
56 would have established a commission of not more than 15 legislators to
undertake a comprehensive study of the administration, costs, and quality of
common school education. It died after being recommitted to the Education
Committee.

Truth Will Out: Reform and Reaction
Following the dispute with KEA and NEA, a California lawsuit, Serrano
v. Priest, raised questions among legal scholars about the constitutionality
of Kentucky’s school finance mechanism.31 Based on the relationship of
education and economic success, the California court established that
education was a fundamental state interest and that property-tax classifications
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based on wealth were suspect. The court also said that even if the tax system
was not on the face of it based on wealth classifications, regional inequities
must be considered in applying tax laws, because some regions generated
more tax revenues than others, even when the law was applied equally. In
other words, the local effects of tax legislation are important.
Even though the Serrano ruling had no direct impact on Kentucky,
the case was used to discuss the Foundation Program in the Kentucky Law
Journal. While not a full-blown analysis of school financing, the article
raised points that undermined the unified hegemony of stated good intentions
behind the foundation program and its promise of equalization.
First, the Foundation Program could never fully equalize funding because
of wealth disparities across the Commonwealth. It could have equalizing
effects because of its funding floor under poor districts.
Second, Kentucky’s school-funding mechanism was not really a foundation
program. It was really a combination plan, based on the old flat grant (which
state officials said the Minimum Foundation Program had replaced) and the
new pro-program legislated in 1954. Under this form, districts were eligible
for the program only if they made the required local tax effort. Once that
effort was made, a state formula determined a district’s funding based on
the number of teachers in each rank in the district times the salary for each
rank, not to exceed the number of allowed classroom units; budgeted amounts
for current expenses per classroom unit times the number of classroom units;
budgeted amounts for capital outlay per classroom unit multiplied by the
number of classroom units; and the allowable transportation cost per pupil
times the aggregate attendance of transported children. These four figures
were added, and then the required local tax effort was deducted. If the amount
was less than the state-mandated foundation floor, it was increased to make
the state contribution equal to the floor. If it exceeded the floor, there was no
additional state contribution.
Kentucky’s funding mechanism would only be a pure foundation plan if
it guaranteed a total amount per pupil for each district to spend rather than
guaranteeing that each district receive at least a certain amount from the state.
Districts with enough wealth whose local tax effort equaled or exceeded the
cost of the foundation program received the per pupil minimum. But poorer
districts where the total cost of the foundation program was at least the per
pupil minimum would receive the same amount if the provision guaranteeing
state funds had never been enacted. The study concluded that only wealthier
districts benefited from the Foundation Program. The policy guaranteed
continued inequality, no matter what it was called.
Coupled with Breathitt’s 1965 property-tax rollback and freeze, poorer
districts were limited in their ability to increase local taxes, except if voters
could be convinced to raise them. But uneven development and the anti-tax
climate worked against this, so it was unlikely these districts would increase
local effort.32 In addition, most districts were hesitant to adopt Breathitt’s
optional taxes. The bottom line for the Minimum Foundation Program, was
funding inequality (Table 7.2).
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TABLE 7.2. School Funding Comparison, Jefferson and Leslie Counties,
1967-1968 		
Jefferson County

Leslie County

Per-capita Income

Measure/District

$3,547

$892

Number of pupils

77,440

3,566

Assessed valuation per
child

$34,095

$7,810

Total expenditure per
child

$461.67

$309.56

Effective tax rate

1.047%

0.467%

Minimum Foundation
Program to offset tax
differential

$7,237,317

$96,856,875

State aid per pupil

$93.44

$271.61

Minimum Foundation
Program distributable
per pupil

$243

$243

Amount to meet
distributable

$150.44

$0

State amount
distributable

$11,652,170

$0

Average annual teacher
salary

$6,991

$4,991

Instruction cost per
pupil

$377.54

$227.09

Supplies/Books cost per
pupil

$12.83

$0.35

Teachers with advanced
degree

25.23%

10.00%

High school graduates
entering college

50.5%

29.7%

Source: Stephenson and Stephenson, 1971, p. 172-173
The table suggests the mixed character of “substantial equality” promised by
the Minimum Foundation Program, while also noting funding and spending
discrepancies between rich and poor districts. In this case, the formula
actually widened the economic gap. The lawyers who did the study believed
money should not be the sole criterion for judging the quality of education,
but they pointed out that the district’s wealth, money spent on education,
and the educational offerings appear related, a point affirmed in California’s
Serrano ruling.
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To secure passage of the Foundation Program during the 1950s,
Kentucky’s leaders had to make it palatable to rural and urban areas, while
nominally bridging social class differences. The new program certainly was
more equal than the previous flat per-pupil grant system. But pulling and
hauling among the state’s regions at the time would not allow for a plan that
would fully equalize wealth differentials because the state’s richest districts
would receive minimal or no state aid. Thus, the phrase “substantial equality”
in the Minimum Foundation Program law was important for giving the state
flexibility and for maintaining legitimacy and hegemony based on a bare
premise of equality.
In 1971, the lawyers made a prophecy: “It is clear that unless state aid
is administered in a manner that equalizes the differential in wealth between
districts within the state, the Kentucky system is susceptible to the successful
attack made against the California system.”33

What’s in it for the Children
Education policies evolve out of complex sociocultural processes of reform
and reaction and differing perceptions about education as a state institution
with broad impacts. Unlike Kentucky’s economic development policy, which
evolved steadily and gradually with a clear focus on job creation, the evolution
of Kentucky’s education policy was punctuated, marked by debates over the
quality of schools and the funding setbacks under Breathitt and Nunn.34
Nunn, speaking to KEA on April 18, 1968, expressed his belief in
quality education, with whatever sacrifice necessary.35 He recognized historic
problems, and he saw education and industrial development as part of a broad
program. Nunn did understand what was at stake, but fiscal resources were
limited, as was his own approach to schooling. Conservative as he was, he
said he was not disturbed by increased taxes and expenditures for schools and
other human services. He justified his new and unpopular sales tax increase to
the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce in Louisville on April 10, 1968, saying
that the state could not afford out-migration of young Kentuckians seeking
better opportunities in other states. The state needed improvements to stop
people from leaving.36
In echoing sentiments evident in speeches of Combs and Breathitt,
Nunn shared liberals’ values. But he could not easily escape contradictions
of education in a capitalist sociocultural system. Nunn told the chamber that
business leaders valued education at all levels, and that the state’s economic
and social future was primarily dependent on education. At the same time,
he admitted Kentucky was not generally attractive to firms geared toward
research and science because of low education levels statewide. He noted the
obligation of the state to correct the problem, and that state government was
responsible for school finances. Especially in light of his sales tax increase,
he believed the state not only was meeting the obligation, but going beyond.37
Meeting demands of social change driven by corporate profitability
and competition with other states in an increasingly national and globalized
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political economy was costly and needed to be balanced with the protection
of the state’s existing private property owners alongside corporate fiscal
interests. The 1968 sales tax increase acquiesced to the hegemony of the
industrial elite by putting much of the burden for funding the state’s growth
on working class citizens. This was the same tactic Combs, the liberal
Democrat, had used. Combs managed the hostility even as the tax policy
was being developed.38 But Nunn’s increase came at a time when the overall
prosperity of the postwar years was beginning to wane. Kentucky’s historic
problem of resistance to education and increased taxes threatened both the
state’s legitimacy and capital accumulation. Nunn knew increased funding
could threaten the state because of the burden on workers, anti-tax and antieducation sentiments, and suspicion of government. Yet well-publicized
increases in education funding were the main way of measuring progress, and
were crucial to selling the school system to prospective capitalists interested
in locating their firms in the Commonwealth. Meanwhile, Nunn remained
reticent to interfere with local financing and control of schools, where the
quality of students’ education was often questionable.
At the individual level, Nunn ran into other fundamental contradictions
of limits on his own ability to act, alongside larger sociocultural processes.
In an address to the Third Kentucky Conference on Vocational Education in
Louisville on August 12, 1970, Nunn voiced some basic assumptions when
he noted that parents believed education was important for their children’s
happiness and success, regardless of the aptitude and interests of their
children.
But he also seemed to believe in a form of education that went beyond
most notions of vocational education, saying education was central in the lives
of free people. His rhetoric grew patriotic as he said, “… I trust this country
shall always be reminded that education is the strongest and best guarantee
we have that America shall remain free.”39 But the emerging predominance
of vocational education focused on skills for jobs, not skills for citizenship.
Even though he indirectly addressed business profitability earlier,
Nunn sidestepped the contradictions of democracy and social class, making
education entirely an individual matter that builds a stronger democracy.
But at the individual level, Nunn stepped into a potential quagmire, saying
parents needed to consider the kind of education that was suitable for their
children.”40 This appears to be a progressive stance, with education geared
toward students’ needs and good citizenship. But Nunn played to his
audience. He questioned the existing system, saying schools penalized most
students because high schools were oriented toward college preparation and
out of step with the needs of 60 percent of the students who would never go
to college.41
Nunn boosted higher-education funding substantially, but his speech at
the vocational education conference belies notions of pluralism with valuesoriented strands of class competition, anti-intellectualism, and suspicion of
universities designed for mass education in the context of widespread campus
protests during the 1960s.
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Consistent with his beliefs, Nun pointed out that every Kentuckian
deserved the opportunity to go to college. But that was is not the question, in
his mind. He wondered if every Kentuckian should go to college. He used the
word obsessed to describe parents’ desire for their children to get a college
education, suggesting the view expressed a yearning to “keep up with the
Joneses,” rather than take a realistic approach to schooling for their children.
He said he deplored a college degree as a status symbol instead of a mark of
intellectual achievement. The governor, with his two college degrees, went
on:
No one can blame a mother and father for wanting their children to have
more advantages and opportunities, more comforts and more security than
they might have had. But I detest and condemn those intellectual snobs
sequestered away from reality in academic ivory towers who lead parents
to believe their children will become society’s outcasts without a college
degree. Too many people are swallowing that philosophy already. And as a
result, we see today a young generation convinced that a college degree is
the only passport to dignity and success in our society…. 42

Nunn’s argument indicated some contempt for colleges and universities. It
also was a tacit admission that Kentucky’s economy really could not support
a higher education system for all, something that seemed pretty shallow
considering his own education that had opened the door to the ivory tower
of the Statehouse in Frankfort. His argument also was based on a fallacious
assumption that his beloved free-enterprise system really allowed workers
full freedom to trade work for wages. Nunn also assumed students should
be trained to work for someone else instead of perhaps pursuing their own
business interests. This is evident in his goals for vocational education (Table
7.3).
While it is true that students may have some choice in their course of
studies, Nunn, in his first goal, listed the true agenda: Schools must prepare
students to fill trained manpower needs of the bourgeoisie, those who control
the capital, the resources, and the job markets. This represented the emerging
view of vocational education at the time, a reaction to the progressive view
of education, which, at its best, allows students to follow their own interests.
Nunn’s view of education was, at root, suspicious of intellectualism, societycentered, and supply oriented. Given the questioning atmosphere and
confrontations on campuses that resulted from the Vietnam War, Nunn’s
budding neoconservative reaction to higher education is understandable;
he wanted a workforce that was mostly skills-based, but not necessarily
politically engaged. And in what is really an eloquent, if not generalized,
view of individual needs and wants, Nunn blamed the government and
schools and again dodged the contradiction of who controls and moves
productive resources, depriving regions of capital and people of jobs.
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TABLE 7.3.Nunn’s Goals for Vocational Education in Kentucky
1. Develop more flexibility in curriculum and in teaching methods to
prepare to fill the trained manpower needs of our free-enterprise
system.
2. Structure vocational and technical education to be more pliable to
adapt to rapidly changing needs.
3. Make system of vocational and technical education more relative
to the changing economy of the Commonwealth and more sensitive
to the challenges of emerging as a national leader in agriculture as
well as industrial development. . . . Balanced growth and progress
must be reflected in the preparation of students.
4. The worth of vocational-technical training must be introduced earlier in
students’ development in the intermediate and primary grade levels.
Need a more comprehensive and better coordinated program of job
placement for vocational students.
5. Need more guidance counselors who understand the complexities
and the unique features of our vocational training program.
6. Redirect our colleges and universities toward the training of greater
numbers of vocational-technical instructors.
Source: Nunn, 1975, p. 385-386
Nunn recognized the plight of poor individuals who likely were not well
served by the educational system.43 He also appeared to be for individual
choice. If so, his view was limited by his own ideology. Maybe schools could
do a better job, but they were hardly irrelevant for 40 percent of the students
who chose to pursue a “liberal” course of studies in college. But a larger
problem loomed outside of the school system. In effect, Nunn’s conservatism
and pragmatism reinforced class conflict by consigning—in the name of
individual choice—60 percent of the students to an educational track of
narrow, job-skills training, subject to business decisions about capital and
resource allocation.
Nunn, so often the defender of small business owners, did not hold a
vision of education broadly conceived to increase the independence of all
individuals to work for themselves and their communities. While he believed
in agricultural training and even encouraged new farmers with the prospect
of startup funds through his new Kentucky Agricultural Development
Finance Authority, he had gutted Combs’s program to encourage arts and
crafts. Apparently, outside of petty-bourgeois agricultural pursuits, there was
little room for independence, adaptability, continuous learning, and critical
thought, even if, at some level, he believed in education for democracy.
Nunn’s conservative, society-oriented views on education corresponded with
the burgeoning emphasis on vocational education at the time. He had picked
up the society-oriented vocational education ideals offered by the liberal
Breathitt and then-contemporary federal policies.
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Eight

Child-Focused Reform: Wendell H. Ford, 1971-1974
Devastating Effects of Inflation
Wendell H. Ford’s term as governor marked another significant change in
Kentucky’s political economy, with a shift toward emerging neoliberalism
among Democrats. Because of the oil crisis, Ford renewed emphasis on
energy development and moved toward implementing early childhood
education programs statewide.
Ford was not a New Deal liberal; nor was he a Happy Chandler
conservative Democrat. He was an admixture of conservative pragmatism
and liberal faith in the ability of government—even if slightly larger—to get
things done. His positive view of government was much more like Bert T.
Combs, in whose administration he had served, or Edward T. Breathitt.
Ford was a product of his times, ideally suited to be the Commonwealth’s
governor. He was not a lawyer or even a college graduate, but he understood
the state and its need for better schools. He was an insurance man who
parlayed his family connections, hard work, and service through the Jaycees
into a powerful political career that took him to the General Assembly, the
Statehouse, and then to an early departure from the governorship for a U.S.
Senate seat (1974-1999). Mainly, he was an astute, hard-working politician
who understood how to negotiate the rapids of changing political and
economic trends.
During Louie B. Nunn’s Republican interlude, the country, the state,
and the nation had changed dramatically. The Democratic Party was part
and parcel of the changes even as conservative power was growing to
challenge the damaged New Deal legacy of President Lyndon B. Johnson.
His overwhelming victory in 1964 over Republican Senator Barry Goldwater
of Arizona had not killed the nation’s conservative movement. Instead, a
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reinvigorated Republican Party bounced back in 1966 to take governorships
in a number of states, including traditionally Democratic California, where
future President Ronald Reagan was elected. The GOP rise continued in
1967, with the election of Nunn as Kentucky’s governor, and in 1968, with
the election of Richard M. Nixon as President.
Ford’s election as Kentucky’s governor in 1971 revealed a new Democratic
Party with a different heart that tried to balance liberalism and conservatism.
Ford faced a complicated primary. The Keynesian activist idealism of Combs
and Breathitt was weakened and fading under the assault of rising suspicion
of government. Breathitt had been part of the problem. His massive deficit
and tax compromise in Russman, et al. v. Luckett had damaged the state’s
school funding.
Ford and Combs, who also was running for governor, both favored
increased education funding. But Ford conditioned his support on the
availability of funds. Combs apparently favored the sales tax as it was; Ford
struck at the heart of the tax’s regressivity by campaigning to remove the
levy from food and imposing a coal severance tax. Ford also captured the
public’s reaction to social discord and emerging anti-unionism, especially
for government employees. He used the 1970 teachers’ walkout during
Nunn’s term to portray Combs as willing to tax ordinary citizens in order
to keep KEA support. Combs talked about fat cats, a reference to Ford and
the Jaycees. Ford, who had been an aide to Combs when he was governor,
defeated his former boss by about 40,000 votes in the primary.1
Meanwhile, Ford’s chief rival in the party, Julian Carroll, was running
for lieutenant governor. He had aligned himself with Combs. In 1971,
the Democrats again became a victorious and hegemonic party divided.
With Ford as leader, sorting out liberalism and conservatism sometimes
became difficult.2 Combs’s primary loss and Ford’s election marked the
silencing of Kentucky’s 1960s New Deal echo. It also marked the demise
of Bourbon conservatism. Two-time Governor Happy Chandler, running as
an independent, mustered only about 40,000 votes in his final run for the
state’s top office. The predominant Keynesian activism of almost 25 years of
post-World War II reforms was evolving into a new and far more confusing
political economy.
In the 1960s, Breathitt fragmented the party with his struggles to control
strip mining. Even though he had tried to protect private property with his
tax policies, the way was opened for Nunn’s 1967 election. Ford’s political
approach was nuanced. On one hand, he would, like Breathitt, again erode
the power of the traditional extractive bourgeoisie. With the help of the
General Assembly, he imposed a coal severance tax, while making the sales
tax less regressive, policies rejected by both liberals and conservatives alike
in the preceding years. Global events in the form of the so-called energy crisis
brought coal to the forefront of the state’s economy, and Ford put the state
more deeply into energy research to aid the resurgent industry.
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Ford was basically conservative, but seemed more dedicated to good
government over minimalist government. Given his pedigree in the Democratic
Party, he also had a liberal bent that made him a bellwether for emerging
neoliberalism. He was a powerful, if sometimes reluctant actor in the midst
of the reluctant state. He shaped the state’s policies to advance his agenda
and political fortunes, while recognizing state and federal shortcomings, the
importance of a well-trained workforce, and rural-urban differences within
the Commonwealth. In this way, he promoted unity, but with some practical
constraints on the state’s obligation to go beyond providing basic educational
funding and services.
On April 4, 1973, Ford told the Owensboro-Daviess County Industrial
Foundation Luncheon about the state’s obligation to assure equal access
to basic education, social, and occupational training so citizens could have
a rewarding life based on gainful employment. Like Nunn, he called for
vocational education that was flexible to changing conditions. He noted that
federal programs didn’t always meet local needs and usually were urban
based. Rural areas did not benefit enough.3
Despite the national economic downturn worsened by global energy
inflation that began in 1973, Ford navigated the murky political economy
of energy in Kentucky to leverage the state’s natural wealth. By being in the
right place at the right time, he ushered in a period of relative prosperity for
Frankfort. But he did it in his own way and shored up education and other
parts of the state’s budget, including support for energy research.4
After the funding setback for public schools in Nunn’s second biennium,
the Kentucky Education Association (KEA) hoped Ford would be more
sympathetic. It sought 12-percent salary raises in each year of the 1972-1974
biennium. The Joint Legislative Committee for Education, made up of KEA
and four other education groups, proposed a 6-percent hike the first year and
12 percent the second year. Ford, showing his conservative side, proposed 6
percent in both years. He won. The 1970 walkout had hurt KEA, and Ford
let them know it.
In 1971, he had campaigned against teachers.5 While at one level,
Kentucky had always manifested some anti-education sentiments through its
problematic property tax system, its reluctant approach to reining in local
school politics, and its minimal statewide funding, KEA had always been
a powerful force. Previous governors, recognizing this power, tended to
maintain unity by placating the union’s salary demands, believing better pay
was a path to better schools.
Ford, like Nunn before him, faced down the union, and, after taking
office, vetoed a professional-negotiations bill (SB 148, 1972) that had passed
both chambers easily after numerous amendments. Ford claimed no one—
teachers or boards—liked it.6 There was little public sympathy for massive
teacher raises at a cost of about $79.8 million. Ford capitalized on that
sentiment. His plan was to low bid at about $31 million; he was confident
teachers would accept it.7 They had little choice.
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Table 8.1. Minimum Foundation Fund as Percentage of General Fund under
Nunn and Ford		
Fiscal Year

Total
General Fund

Foundation Program Biennium %

1968-1969

$ 265,871,103

$184,351,180

1969-1970

$ 321,155,911

$225,677,037

1970-1971

$ 355,880,221

$237,701,838

1971-1972

$ 376,628,273

$243,137,271

1972-1973

$ 405,951,407

$261,812,096

1973-1974

$ 431,518,000

$282,030,600

1974-1975

$ 477,229,500

$280,210,165

1975-1976

$ 543,453,253

$359,769,842

39.8
39.4
36.6
30.7

Source: Kentucky Governor, 1970-1978
Meanwhile, Ford signed HB 510 in 1972, to increase the Minimum
Foundation Program floor from $247 per pupil in average daily attendance in
1971-1972 to $263 in 1972-1973 and to $280 in 1973-1974, up 6.5 percent
year to year, slightly above the teacher pay increases. The measure passed
both chambers unanimously. In 1974, SB 247 increased funding to $300 in
1974 1975, up 7.1 percent, and to $327, up 9 percent in 1975 1976, with only
one dissenting vote in the Senate. Kentucky’s school finances were slipping
in a period of historically high inflation tied to the nation’s continuing credit
crisis that had begun in the 1960s and the growing energy woes of the early
1970s.8
Inflation aside, the proportion of the Commonwealth’s General Fund spent
on public schools continued to slide, as it had since Happy Chandler’s term in
the 1950s. Table 8.1 details changes under Nunn and Ford. In Breathitt’s last
biennium, the Foundation Program accounted for 41.9 percent of the General
Fund. By Ford’s last biennium, the share dropped to 30.7 percent. Funding
actually declined in 1974-1975, as Julian Carroll took over from Ford when
he was elected to the U.S. Senate. The state’s struggle to expand services
to meet increasing demands while keeping taxes relatively low to bolster
economic development and enhance business profitability was costly. It was
hurting education, especially in the face of debilitating inflation.9
State education officials tried to put the 1972 legislative session in the
best possible light. Superintendent of Public Instruction Lyman V. Ginger
(also active in the KEA and one-time Dean of the University of Kentucky
College of Education), told the Courier-Journal the governor and legislators
had been “extremely favorable” toward education.10 But the numbers show
the reality. The Minimum Foundation Program Funding was floundering in
the battle with inflation and increasing demands on the state. Given Ford’s
accounts of glowing fiscal health in the Commonwealth, the situation must
have left at least some education reformers wondering how sincere the
governor was about schools.11
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Fear and a New Minimum Foundation Fund Formula
Table 8.2. Summary of 1973 School Finance Project conducted by the
Kentucky Department of Education
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Determine Foundation Program allotments based on pupil-cost unit
approach.
Provide special cost units for programs including vocational 		
education, kindergarten, remedial education, gifted and talented,
grades 1-2, and grades 9-12.
Increase teacher pay over biennium to level equal to average of
surrounding states.
Create state school building authority to provide capital funds.
Provide full state funding for adjusted transportation costs.
Require all districts to operate a K-12 program and to implement
local district organization study plan.
Increase per pupil expenditures to level equal to average of bordering
states and achieve equalization of expenditures statewide through
power equalization.
Fund program by increasing the state income tax and increasing the
required local effort from 30 cents to 50 cents.
Create an Educational Resource Management System consisting of
the following:
—
A statewide uniform achievement testing program.
—
A program-oriented fiscal accounting system.
—
A program-oriented pupil accounting system.
Source: Kentucky Task Force on Education Reform, 1989

Changes to the Foundation Program funding formula during Ford’s second
legislative session appeared to make the school funding picture brighter for
poorer districts. Movement toward this reform began in 1972 in response to
the 1971 Serrano v. Priest property-tax decision on inequities in California.
In 1972, Ford signed SCR 8. Its proclamation recognized potential problems
with property taxes and uneven distribution of wealth across Kentucky.12 It
directed the Legislative Research Commission (LRC) to study property taxes
that financed public schools, plus judicial decisions and their implications.
The measure passed the Senate 35-1. A House committee substitute based on
SCR 23 broadened the measure, directing LRC to work with the Department
of Education to study school financing, including the implication of court
property tax decisions. It passed unanimously as amended; the Senate
concurred unanimously.
The possibility of a lawsuit based on Serrano v. Priest apparently caused
some fear in Frankfort. Table 8.2 summarizes findings of a study conducted
by the National Education Finance Project and the Kentucky Department
of Education in 1973. The LRC also issued a report in 1973 that cited two
issues, which by now, had become common knowledge based on findings
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of several other studies and analyses.13 The Minimum Foundation Program
was inadequate and failed to equalize funding across districts. The inherent
contradiction of the program was in its legislative intent of substantially
equal educational opportunities, but no limit on districts’ ability to provide
services above and beyond the basic funding floor. Because of income and
wealth polarization across the Commonwealth, the Foundation Program was
problematic and potentially divisive.
Frankfort, adhering to its commitment to basic education, had demonstrated
continued reluctance or inability to raise enough funds for high-quality,
competitive schools with measurable results, even in the midst of assurances
by governors and legislative leaders that they indeed were providing adequate
funding. To achieve adequacy, LRC estimated the state needed to raise school
funding by $120 million a year just to reach the national average. This was
not news; facing constant competition, Kentucky was as always on a funding
treadmill, and it was hard to keep up. A “fully funded” Minimum Foundation
Program was supposed to resolve inequity and keep the state higher in the
national rankings for funding, but the program was not enough. To achieve
any semblance of funding equity—a root requirement for maintaining
unity and the state’s legitimacy in the face of a changing economy—it was
necessary to revise the funding formula.
Ford, in his 1974 Budget Message, announced an $85.7-million increase
for the Minimum Foundation Program, almost triple the funding of his
first biennium, but shy of LRC’s $120-million recommendation.14 Besides
increases for teacher pay and current expenses of 7 percent in the first fiscal
year and 9 percent in the second fiscal year of the biennium, he called
for equalized funding. Ford backed passage of SB 280 to restructure the
Foundation Program’s funding mechanism, while protecting floor funding
of the richest districts. Section 1, which clearly admits the effects of uneven
development, outlines the bill’s purpose:
It is the intention of the General Assembly in enacting this legislation
to guarantee to each pupil in the common schools of this state the
opportunity to avail himself of those programs and services appropriate to
his educational needs, regardless of geographical differences and varying
economic conditions. This Act is intended to provide for an efficient system
of common schools throughout the state and an equitable distribution
of school funds among the common school districts in accordance with
the mandates of Sections 183 and 186, respectively, of the Kentucky
Constitution.15

The bill dealt with two major areas. First, it changed the funding unit from
classrooms to weighting of full-time equivalent pupils in various programs,
also called the weighted-pupil method, based on the cost of teaching different
courses. The change would have cut some of the richest districts’ state
funding, so the bill contained a “hold harmless” provision to protect existing
funding. The bill also provided for statewide funding of public kindergartens,
a significant victory for educators and the Commonwealth’s children.
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SB 280 represented the first major revamping of the foundation program
since it was “fully funded” under Chandler in 1956 and more “fully funded”
under Combs and Breathitt. It established new methods of determining the
value of each pupil unit; teacher rank and experience factors; and transportation
costs, including separate calculations for vocational and exceptional students.
It still required a certain level of local effort, which was subtracted from
the total program cost to determine the distribution of state funds. The bill
also had some accountability and oversight. The state superintendent was
to report to the governor and the Interim Committee on Education on the
effectiveness and equity of the assigned weightings before the next regular
General Assembly. Provisions were to take effect in the 1975-1976 school
year if the governor certified sufficient funds were available.
In the Senate, the bill was reported out of committee with an amendment
to include vocational school financing in the definition of the Minimum
Foundation Program. A floor amendment required expenditures by school
districts equal to the foundation fund expenditure for each weighting category,
except transportation, and authorized the State Board of Education to issue
regulations. The bill passed the Senate unanimously with both amendments.
A House committee amendment required the Department of Revenue to
determine the fair cash value of property assessed for school taxes by January
1 instead of March 1 and redefined the method for determining the required
local tax effort. The bill passed the House 73-2; the Senate concurred
unanimously.
Table 8.3 summarizes an alternative plan (HB 591, SB 253) that
anticipated Julian Carroll’s Power Equalization Program (PEP) of 1976.
Ideally, the alternative would have dampened inherent inequalities of the
Foundation Program by accounting for the tax effort of poor districts. In fact,
this bill represented a variation on the work of the LRC and the Interim Joint
Committee on Education as a result of SCR 8. Despite Ford’s tendency to
control the legislature, the measure’s emergence could indicate evidence of
Carroll’s power, as well as growing legislative independence stemming from
the recently developed interim committee system. It also suggests awareness
of potential inadequacies of Ford’s approach. Regional tensions were on the
rise, manifested by the “mountain revolt” over distribution of coal severance
taxes, a major event in the 1974 legislative session.16 An LRC report noted
the wide per-pupil disparity in 1974 for assessed property values, $100,416
at the top and $10,415 at the bottom. Breathitt’s 1965 tax rollback had made
inequities even worse by locking districts into tax rates. The problem was
complicated further because of Breathitt’s permissive taxes, locally initiated
revenues to supplement the Minimum Foundation Program. These leeway
rates for 1974-1975 ranged from 1.5 cents per $100 valuation to 76.7 cents
per $100 valuation, with 105 districts less than 20 cents and 80 districts
greater than 20 cents.17
The argument for PEP, according to LRC, was that it fulfilled the
Foundation Program’s legislative intent by giving local districts power to
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Table 8.3. Rejected School Funding Plan during the Ford Administration,
1974
HB 591 (SB 253), to require the Department of Revenue to certify to
Superintendent of Public Instruction by January 1 of each year the fair
cash value of all property subject to school taxation in each district as
of the previous January 1; to require the Superintendent of Public
Instruction to calculate the amount of state power equalization support for
each school district; to provide the procedure for calculating support; to
direct the Superintendent of Public Instruction to determine the tax rate
supported by the district power equalization program based on the amount
appropriated by the General Assembly; to establish the maximum rate
supported by program at 50 cents per $100 of assessed value; to authorize
local school boards to request the levy of a tax rate up to the rate supported
by the district PEP; to require the board to conduct a public hearing before
requesting the tax increase; to direct the local tax levying authority to levy
the requested rate; to require any school district levying a rate above 50
cents, not including any rate levied for local effort and any voted levies or
sinking fund tax rates to reduce its rate proportional to the amount of state
support received through the district PEP.

Source: Kentucky Legislative Research Commission.
Legislative Record, 1974
go beyond the minimum, actually increasing funding discretion. PEP was to
encourage local taxation by using state incentives to match local effort. The
key was its fiscal neutrality: It was equal not to the average funding level, like
the current system, but to funding of the wealthiest county district. LRC said
PEP could be implemented in steps to assure a smooth transition.18
But the proposal also had its weaknesses, as LRC noted. First, many
believed schools were a state responsibility. Second, many districts would
not raise taxes, despite the incentives. Third, some argued equality should
be based on equal dollars, not simply forced neutrality. The assumption
underlying this argument was that the quality of a child’s education should
not be a function of a district’s wealth or the will of voters to fund education.
Ford’s rejection of an all-out PEP showed his preference for a more reluctant
and incremental step that increased and altered funding to reduce inequities
slightly, without imposing the fiscal burden of state incentives for local
districts to increase funding.
Under Ford, the state used Breathitt’s optional taxes to increase pressure
on local school boards. Two measures are of particular interest. In 1972,
HB 76, as originally written, would have authorized one or more school
boards comprising at least 51 percent, rather than at least 90 percent, of the
county’s inhabitants to request the county fiscal court to levy the optional
utility gross receipts, income excise, or occupational taxes for schools. A
committee substitute permitted any school board to request the fiscal court
to levy the taxes in its district only. In the Senate, a committee amendment
would have required continuation of levies countywide for districts where the
taxes were not in effect. The amendment was withdrawn, and the bill passed
unanimously, amended to require a countywide tax levy, rather than district-
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TABLE 8.4. Number and Type of Small Kentucky Public Schools, 19621963 to 1971-1972
Year

1-Teacher 2-Teacher

3-Teacher

Total Schools

1962-1963

843

287

120

2,779

1963-1964
1964-1965
1965-1966
1966-1967
1967-1968
1968-1969
1969-1970
1970-1971
1971-1972

695
546
422
340
231
146
99
72
54

233
176
166
100
63
51
45
37
29

99
78
58
49
42
33
30
24
24

2,526
2,272
2,057
1,927
1,776
1,677
1,613
1,582
1,542

Source: Kentucky Department of Education. Bureau of Administration
and Finance, 1971, p. 4
wide, unless a school board requested an exemption for residents. The
amendment also required the tax to be distributed based on average daily
attendance of participating districts. The House concurred 44-12; the bill
became law without Ford’s signature.
In 1974, HB 517, which Ford signed, originally directed that school
taxes be levied by district, rather than countywide. Taxes had to be put on
ballot if the number of voters equal to a certain percent of votes cast in the
district or county rather than only the county protested the tax. The bill
passed the House 67-17. A Senate committee substitute took on a different
approach, requiring levying one of the three optional school taxes by school
district rather than countywide. It permitted collecting the levy countywide
for school districts doing so before June 20, 1974. It permitted two or more
school boards in the same county to jointly request the tax and allowed a
rate reduction to each school district within a county based on the districts’
requests. It required distribution of revenue based on tax rate and ADA of
individual school districts within counties containing two or more districts;
it permitted a petition protesting the levy to be filed by a number of voters
equal to 15 percent or more of votes cast for the office receiving the greatest
vote total at the last presidential election; it required the levy question to be
put to vote at the next November election if a proper recall petition had been
filed with the district. The bill passed the Senate unanimously, and the House
concurred 59-9.
Meanwhile, one aspect of local schools had changed considerably since
1960 (Table 8.4). The Minimum Foundation Program, with its provisions for
funding new school construction, speeded rural consolidation throughout the
1960s. Many education reformers saw small schools as one of the major
problems during the 1940s and 1950s. By the early 1970s, the total number
of schools statewide had steadily declined from the early 1960s to the early
1970s, down 44.5 percent. One-, two-, and three-teacher schools were on the
verge of disappearing. The Foundation Program was a modernizing force,
shifting the hold of local elites in many communities because of consolidation.
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Local Funding and State Reluctance
Local school financing also revealed another Ford role in the reluctant state.
Despite years of hand-wringing or outright denial, despite periodic crises,
despite court decisions, the educational system malingered as a political
and financial morass. Historically, reforms at local school districts tended
to be minimal at best, even under Keynesian activists Combs and Breathitt.
Ford and his predecessors refused to risk their political capital, even with
their knowledge of calamitous governance and finance problems in many
districts. As a reluctant conservative, Ford described the divisiveness of local
problems in his 1974 State of the Commonwealth Address:
The health of Kentucky is . . . weighed through its educational opportunities.
Education has been under a microscope since the beginning of public
schools. It receives the greatest amount of state tax dollars, yet there are
those who irresponsibly criticize state government and the legislatures for
failure. Exactly where does the amount of money the General Assembly
appropriates for elementary and secondary education stand among all
fifty states? The answer is ninth best in the nation, and it is no less than
disgusting whenever individuals and a few special interest groups backbite
many of you and others who have fought against economic odds to
improve education. Local elementary and secondary education [funding]
ranks forty-second, even though there are legal and constitutional steps
available to any community willing to expend its own effort for education.
So let us distinguish who is doing what and strive to improve the quality
of education by ensuring that the massive state funds are indeed studentoriented.19

Ford faced a contradiction that all governors had faced, the political economy
of local resistance to property taxes alongside the old class coalition based on
land ownership and extraction. The Farm Bureau opposed a tax increase and
wanted Breathitt’s statutory limits passed to remain in place.20 Coal lands
were still under assessed. But the other ill—uneven development— was on
Ford’s radar from time to time. But he usually glossed it over. The state had
to maintain a business climate that, overall, was friendly. After all, the state
had to create jobs to alleviate poverty.
Addressing the Louisville Public Schools Assembly Inaugural on
February 9, 1974, Ford recognized individual poverty, saying, “A hungry
child is a handicapped child.”21 But with state-induced reforms, Ford was
himself reluctant, again inveigling the many local communities that were not
taking up their responsibilities to support schools. He said low local funding
was a major problem, and it resulted in pressure on the legislature to increase
state aid. After almost two decades of increasing state funds for schools, Ford
noted the reluctance of legislators to come up with more state money when
some districts were carrying their fair share and some were not.22
Ford then called for community involvement; this was commendable.
Like Nunn, he mentioned legal mechanisms available to increase local
support. That was all well and good. But evidence suggests numerous
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instances where voters rejected local school levies in the late 1960s and early
1970s.23 In addition, many counties had only the minimum wherewithal to
finance adequate schools, compared with wealthier urban and suburban areas.
In the glare of funding inequities, Ford had promised to treat rural and
urban areas equally for economic development, but it appears he blamed
some districts for the poverty of their schools, despite the unevenly developed
geography of capitalism. In fact, uneven development was the taproot of the
school funding problem in the Commonwealth. Coupled with poverty with
its income and wealth inequalities, schools in poor communities could not
provide even a minimal education, even with state support.
This tangle of local and state fiscal and local school financing
relationships can be viewed as the confluence of multiple ironies and
contradictions. First, the state’s industrial development policies focused on
tax breaks for businesses, especially new ones, which admittedly, could create
jobs and generate revenues from taxes on workers. But the expanding global
competition for business attraction put the state in the position of having to
keep taxes low to foster a business-friendly climate. Plus, new businesses
demanded expanded state services, even though they were receiving tax
breaks. The state constantly battled to meet its fiscal needs in the face of its
own imposed revenue constraints based on competitiveness.24
Second, the introduction of new industries into communities, especially
if their labor needs tended to demand lower skills and wages, put people to
work, but did little, with some exceptions, to create demands for improved
schools. A basic, not excellent education was sufficient for most workers, and
at the time, vocational education and training were expected to help workers
do their jobs more efficiently.
Third, the state’s business tax exemptions for new and existing industries
also affected communities negatively because new development imposed
local costs not borne by the state. The distribution of new businesses did
not tend to favor poor areas. If a new business triggered local population
growth, someone had to pay for the new roads and other infrastructure, and
possibly, newer school facilities. While the Commonwealth offered some
assistance, existing local tax revenues were likely insufficient to fund the
costs of growth, especially for schools. Even Jefferson County, with all of its
existing wealth and new industries, had difficulty supporting schools in the
Louisville city and countywide districts.
Fourth, local property taxes were historically problematic. Now,
especially in the context of highly publicized state business tax breaks, the
challenges of uneven development mingled with growing local resentment
over where the tax burden was falling. Ford redressed some of this problem
with the severance tax and revamped sales tax that was less regressive. But the
newly revamped Minimum Foundation Program, with its call for increased
local taxes, represented Frankfort’s view, not necessarily the view of property
owners throughout the Commonwealth. Low wages still characterized a large
portion of the state’s economy, especially outside of the Golden Triangle, and
a house or small farm represented the main stake of a worker’s wealth, such
as it was.
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Reforming the property-tax system was a distant dream. The pragmatic
Ford backed minor administrative reforms really designed to assist taxpayer
appeals, rather than pushing for more substantial alternatives that would
have altered how localities handled taxes. In 1974, Ford signed HB 497, a
measure constrained by citizen checks on government, and reluctant, which
is obvious from the name change of the County Board of Supervisors to the
County Board of Assessment Appeals. Other provisions included changing
dates of the annual meeting, opening tax rolls for inspection, and the final
local recapitulation; requiring the board to study recent sales of comparable
property when reviewing appeals; requiring the Department of Revenue,
within 30 calendar days after receiving the first recapitulation, to advise
Property Valuation Administrators (PVA) of changes needed to correct
assessments; prohibiting appeals by the county board unless the property
was identified and included the taxpayer’s opinion of the value; deleting the
PVA and chief city finance officer from the board and adding the mayor to
those officials who could recommend assessments to the board for review;
requiring hearings of individual appeals; permitting property owners to ask
the county board to review property believed assessed at less than fair cash
value with a written request including factual valuation information; deleting
the reference to board equalization of assessments and providing that the
board fix assessments at fair cash value; requiring payment of taxes on
property under appeal at the value stated by taxpayer in the appeal; requiring
a court order exonerating property assessed to the wrong person to constitute
an order for the PVA to assess property to rightful owner; requiring the
Department of Revenue to immediately certify assessments on completing its
action; requiring the board to obtain and follow advice from the Department
of Revenue regarding taxation of properties when owners appeal local rulings
on property they do not consider subject to taxation; granting the board full
responsibility for determining fair cash value of property. The bill narrowly
passed the House, 45-40, but passed the Senate 21-3.
HB 705, a rejected reform, would have increased state authority over
PVAs to force property mapping and periodic reassessments. HB 809,
another rejected proposal, took a different path. It would have established
an appointed PVA with some state power to control local affairs. In reality,
Ford’s reform promised to clean up appeals procedures, but it did nothing to
deal with underassessments and delinquencies that eroded school budgets
and other local services. The hegemony of local elites and property holders—
small and large—remained solid. Ford’s cries about poor local tax effort
were, at best, politically astute, at worst, not backed by legislative reforms.
Nor did other property-tax reform efforts fare well in the General
Assembly. The House and Senate passed resolutions directing studies with
an eye toward more equitable distribution of revenues. A joint resolution,
which would have required Ford’s signature, died in committee. Ford vetoed
a measure to change the revaluation schedule and direct the state to equalize
property assessments every four years instead of every year; with his veto,
Ford stuck with the commitment of previous governors to make an effort
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to stay on top of wide differences in growth rates statewide. State efforts
at property-tax equalization using fair cash value, while improved since the
1965 Russman, et al, vs. Luckett decision, remained inadequate.
By the time Ford took office, what little impetus there had been for
reforming local school boards during the Combs years had long since been
lost. Ford accomplished little, and one bill he signed in 1974 verged on
the ludicrous. SB 127, as originally written, would have required district
school boards to submit annual reports of policies to the state, including
expenditures. A floor amendment required filing reports in the local board’s
office rather than with State Board of Education. The bill passed the Senate
28-5 and the House 53-12. Another measure, SJR 44 of 1972 directed LRC to
study education to look for inhibition of effectiveness because of the lack of
common goals and coordination. It created the Interim Study Commission on
Educational Organization to study the matter. The bill passed both chambers
unanimously and became law without Ford’s signature. Despite rhetoric
otherwise, it was another expression of Ford’s and the General Assembly’s
reluctance to expand the power of Frankfort into local politics.

Funding and Regional Struggles
The continuing school fiscal crisis in Louisville and Jefferson County fueled
sectional struggles, especially considering the so-called “mountain revolt” by
legislators in 1974 over how to allocate the new coal severance tax revenues.
In 1974, SB 206 demonstrated regional conflict. The bill was to remove the
limit on the percentage rate for the county’s occupational license fees and to
reduce the number of signatures required on a recall petition from 15 percent
to 7 percent of the voters. It passed the Senate 33-3 with a floor amendment
to increase the school occupational license tax to 0.25 percent above the
maximum and to require a petition protesting the revised rate to be signed by
7 percent of the votes cast in the last presidential election.
In the House, regional bickering erupted as amendments were piled on
the bill. First, a committee substitute let the county add the tax at a uniform
percent-age. Floor amendments included: to restrict use of additional revenue
to current operating expenses, with the surplus dedicated to meet expenses of
any countywide desegregation plan; to reduce from 7 percent to 5 percent the
number of votes cast in the last presidential election to petition against the
levy; to let the school system levy the excise tax, the occupational license fee,
and the added occupational license fee at the same time; to require approval
by the county fiscal court; to amend the original bill to require the fiscal court
to levy the occupational license fee as directed by boards of education; to
require approval of an added occupational license fee by the fiscal court; to
amend the original bill to permit, rather than require, the fiscal court to levy
an added fee if the city and county school boards required it; to cap the added
occupational license fee at 0.5 percent.
Once the bill passed the House 63-24 with the committee substitute and
two amendments (a title amendment and the 0.5-percent occupational tax cap),
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the Senate refused to concur, and the House refused to recede. A conference
committee report recommended deleting the capped occupational license
tax, instead deleting the 2-year limit on permission to exceed the maximum
0.5 percent occupational license tax by 0.25 percent; deleting provisions to
allocate part of the proceeds directly to an indebted school district; permitting
the county after January 1, 1975, to levy all three optional taxes and the
.25-percent occupational surtax. The compromise also allowed voter recall of
the taxes. The House concurred 48-24, and the Senate concurred 30-5. Ford
signed the bill, which was backed by only nine of the 21 Jefferson County
House delegates, reflecting deep divisions within the county.

At Long Last: Statewide Kindergarten
Federal aid to education grew significantly during the 1960s, but national
economic conditions in the early 1970s, less than a decade after passage
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, challenged the
assumptions of federal Keynesian activists. Republican President Richard M.
Nixon faced a significant fiscal crisis because of the continuing high costs of
the Vietnam War, a gradual economic slowdown and inflation in the late 1960s
and early 1970s, and rising energy costs. Nixon, who had publicly declared
himself to be a Keynesian during his administration, supported a scaled back
War on Poverty. His education policies, which expanded federal involvement,
pragmatically de-emphasized racial imbalances, but emphasized local school
control in an effort to improve quality.25
Within the dynamic setting of the Johnson-Nixon years, Ford,
besides improving the state’s educational funding formula, worked to
institute kindergarten statewide, spurred on by the federal fiscal crisis that
saw reductions to welfare programs and the need to bolster Kentucky’s
competitive position. In his 1974 State of the Commonwealth Address, Ford
told assembled legislators that federal actions caused problems for education,
especially large reductions in Head Start funding:
First graders, through no fault of their own, are thrown into classes with
those far more prepared for formal schooling. It is an adversity we are
trying to overcome, and will overcome, as initiated when the last legislature
funded and approved my plan for a public kindergarten, another campaign
pledge.26

As the New Deal Coalition faded nationally because of capital-accumulation
crises, racial discrimination, and growing conflicts over values, signs of class
polarization that marginalized the poor appeared as the Nixon Administration
set up new rules for distributing federal funds in deference to states’ rights.
Revenue Sharing gave states more choices for using federal aid, decentralizing
programs. Meanwhile, the nation’s leaders were dismantling and reducing
parts of the War on Poverty, including Head Start for children. Reactionary
neo-conservatism was rising as the nation fragmented around the failed war
in Vietnam, inflation, energy disruptions, and seemingly weary New Deal
liberalism that was perceived to be failing to meet its promises.
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Ford, reading the signs, recognized the need for a trained work force
to maintain unity and spur growth. He moved to let the state assume the
burden of moving students into schools as early as possible to reduce dropout
problems later. Demands for continued expansion of education, including
kindergarten and vocational and higher education, were pragmatically linked
to workforce improvement in the highly competitive world of economic
development. Generally low local support for schools left the Commonwealth
scrambling to find funds. Low local support limited local implementation
of kindergartens, compared with other states. Ford started a 100-classroom
program beginning in the 1973-1974 school year (SB 289, 1972). The bill
passed both chambers unanimously. With the passage of SB 280 in 1974, the
state made its first effort to set up kindergartens statewide. In his 1974 budget
address, Ford said funding was available for an additional 100 units.27
Until Ford took action, kindergarten was something of a rarity in
Kentucky, and certainly not a state priority.28 Table 8.5 compares Kentucky’s
kindergarten and first-grade enrollment from 1950-1951 to 1971-1972.
Enrollment fell sharply when Louisville dropped its program in 1956-1957
to save money, even as the new Minimum Foundation Program was coming
on stream. This suggests both the continuing fiscal crisis of the state’s largest
school district and the low priority put on early childhood education in the
state’s largest city. Louisville mustered funds to restore kindergarten in
1966-1967, and enrollment began to increase again. Lexington dropped its
program in 1959-1960 and picked it up again in 1971-1972. The only districts
with any consistency were several independents in Campbell County; Kenton
County; Anchorage (Jefferson County) the richest district in the state; and
Frankfort Independent (Franklin County). The districts that consistently offered
kindergarten—along with Lexington and Louisville—were in the Golden
Triangle, where a large proportion of the state’s wealth and most-educated
residents lived. After 1970, with increased federal funding through federal
Title I ESEA grants, some rural districts began to implement kindergarten.29
This aspect of the state’s education policies remained minimalist, reluctant,
and inconsistent, even as the need for improved education for the state’s
workforce was becoming evident to Frankfort’s leaders. Not even the
wealthiest areas could consistently allocate funding for kindergarten until the
state and federal governments stepped in.
In terms of economic development and competition with other states,
the need was critical. Table 8.6 shows how Kentucky stood in its ratio of
kindergarten and first-grade enrollment, compared with Southeastern and
neighboring states. It was a familiar story. Kentucky was rock bottom among
its neighbors, and near the bottom of the South. In 1972, the Kentucky
Department of Education identified negative trends related to the lack of
early-childhood education that lowered education quality, including: delayed
entrance to age 7 or a “late start” to first grade; relatively high first-grade
retention; failure to maintain pupil progress in later grades; above-average
dropout rate and low holding power in high school; and the need to retrain
youths who sought work.30
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Table 8.5. Kindergarten Enrollment in Kentucky, 1950-1951 to 1971-1972
Year

Kindergarten
Enrollment

1st Grade
Enrollment

% k-1st Grade

1950-1951

4,413

76,750

5.7

1951-1952

6,197

74,204

8.4

1952-1953

7,608

85,222

8.9

1953-1954

7,380

86,139

8.6

1954-1955

7,498

80,985

9.3

1955-1956

7,331

76,456

9.6

1956-1957

3,512

73,183

4.3

1957-1958

3,171

73,183

4.3

1958-1959

2,186

72,424

3.0

1959-1960

1,028

74,399

1.4

1960-1961

1,013

67,761

1.5

1961-1962

904

70,998

1.3

1962-1963

944

71,736

1.3

1963-1964

1,118

72,013

1.6

1964-1965

722

70,057

1.0

1965-1966

733

70,049

1.0

1966-1967

4,430

70,180

6.3

1967-1968

4,739

74,705

6.3

1968-1969

4,715

75,355

6.3

1969-1970

4,486

73,619

6.1

1970-1971

4,234

72,585

5.8

1971-1972

5,733

65,146

8.8

Source: Kentucky Department of Education. Office of Planning and
Research, 1972, p. 3
Future economic growth demanded an improved education system, despite
visible and constant opposition of local elites to increased community funding
and governance reforms.
Since the Chandler Administration, bills to lower the admission age for
first graders had come up time and again in the legislature. Kindergarten bills
were seldom, if ever, introduced. No governor until Ford, who had far less
formal education than Chandler, Combs, Breathitt, or Nunn, made it a priority.
Based on research that was well known by the 1960s and 1970s, neglect of
early childhood education was an important factor in the state’s historically
high dropout rate, a problem often discussed but generally pushed aside by
more immediate issues such as teacher pay.
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Table 8.6. Comparison of Kentucky’s Kindergarten Enrollment to FirstGrade Enrollment with Southeastern and Neighboring States, 1964-1970
Southeastern
States

1970
%

1964
%

Neighboring
States

1970
%

1964
%

FL

39.5

5.0

IL

99.0

87.0

LA

32.8

7.7

OH

91.9

74.5

VA

27.4

7.2

MO

82.7

63.0

TN

15.0

1.0

IN

78.9

59.6

GA

13.1

10.4

VA

27.4

7.2

NC

10.5

--

TN

15.0

1.0

SC

7.2

--

KY

6.1

1.0

WV

3.8

0.1

KY

6.1

1.0

WV

3.8

0.1

AL

2.2

--

MS

0.7

--

AR

--

--

Source: Kentucky Department of Education. Office of Planning and
Research, 1972, p. 3
At least four possible interpretations for the state’s reluctance to push early
childhood education are evident, and they may have been interwoven. First,
Ford was correct in his indictment of local elites who pushed back against
financial and governance reforms. Second, using low local school funding
as a proxy, many Kentuckians evidently placed a relatively low value on
education, failing to recognize the importance of formal schooling in building
better communities and meeting the challenges of an increasingly competitive
national and global political economy. Third, it may have been the desire
of families to keep children at home longer, away from the control of the
state. Fourth, the state’s natural-resources based and low-skilled industrial
economy challenged the need for school reforms.

Nunn’s Education Reforms, Continued
Ford and the General Assembly broadened experimental education reforms
first implemented under Louie B. Nunn. The bills were to give local districts
some flexibility in textbook selection and to give teachers help by hiring
paraprofessionals. These incremental reforms certainly were indicative of
Ford’s own cautious stance about changing the way education was practiced.
They really had little impact on local control, but they may have reduced some
stress between the state and local districts over curriculum issues, allowing
districts some leeway for experimentation. Also, the use of paraprofessionals
certainly could have helped relieve classroom overcrowding and allowed
teachers some additional time for professional activities.
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Limited Funds for Textbooks
Ford increased textbook funding in his budget. The failure to provide free
texts for high school students was a continuing issue in the educational
political economy. The subject arose periodically in the legislature, and
resistance to free textbooks was yet another indicator of the low value the
Commonwealth placed on education. With Democrats back in full control
under Ford after a four-year hiatus, hopes were on the rise again. Ford did not
back any of the individual bills, but they indicate growing sentiment for truly
free public schools.
State-supplied textbooks offer a fine example of the reluctant
Commonwealth, with remnant threads of anti-intellectualism woven into the
“fully funded” Minimum Foundation Program. High-school textbooks were
not considered part of the minimum education program, and even though the
state provided books for poor students, having to pay for books presented a
barrier for some on the margins of poverty. When the Foundation Program
was passed, teacher pay and building construction were higher priorities.
Given the long neglect of effective measures to lower the dropout rate, it is
evident Frankfort had a blind spot when it came to improving school quality,
which Ford said was crucial to the state’s health.31 Students were not really at
the center of the state’s education policies.
Ironically, Kentucky was extremely aggressive at building infrastructure
and developing financing to assist economic development. From time to time,
governors had voiced concern about worker quality. Beginning in the mid1960s, they revamped, at great cost, vocational education programs to retrain
workers who were products of substandard schools. The state had made a
tremendous effort to improve its schools; but obviously it had fallen notably
short in a crucial and relatively inexpensive area that may have empowered
individuals, especially poorer ones, to realize their potential. The state was in
relatively good financial condition under Ford because of the energy crisis,
but the pace of school funding increases had slowed. Leadership to push free
textbooks legislation out of committee was lacking.

Ascending Neoconservativism, Reactionary Measures
Two measures introduced in the 1974 General Assembly marked the
appearance of neoconservative education reforms that foreshadowed what
was to come in the 1980s. Ford had picked up on the rhetoric, saying he
wanted quality schools. Neither measure had his backing, however. Both
were recommitted.
First, HB 329 would have created a Commission on Improvement of
Educational Quality to pick schools for improvement awards. Under the
plan, the Superintendent of Public Instruction would have awarded $10 a
pupil in districts receiving awards, with $5 million appropriated in 19751976. The Education Committee offered a substitute to condition the award
on the district’s agreement to use it to continue the program for which it was
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received, to require proportional awards if funding fell short, and to make a
$1-million appropriation. A committee amendment also sought to delete cash
awards and required certificates instead. Second, HJR 64 sought to create a
commission to study the feasibility of implementing educational vouchers,
with a report to the 1976 General Assembly.
Meanwhile, legislators also introduced several other reactionary school
measures. Ford signed one, a resolution dealing with busing. The other bills
signaled struggles to come following the sociocultural fragmentation of the
1960s. Neoconservatives had little power in 1974, but they were challenging
the already conflicted and fading New Deal hegemony during Ford’s last
legislative session.

Adult and Vocational Education
The high dropout rate produced a continuing and costly crisis of undereducated
and underskilled workers. Resistance to extending the mandatory school
age continued. In fact, the 1968 General Assembly, during Nunn’s tenure,
reported HB 16, to raise the age of compulsory school attendance from 16
to 18 years, unfavorably from committee. As with previous administrations,
Ford and legislators chose other ways to deal with the problem. In 1972, SB
177, passed unanimously, established the General Educational Development
(GED) certificate for qualifying students. The bill required the certificate to be
considered a high school diploma for public employment. In 1974, Ford also
signed HB 514 to provide for voluntary on-the-job training agreements. The
bill passed the House unanimously with a committee substitute that deleted
the terms trainee and on-the-job training from the apprenticeship definition.
It passed the Senate with one dissenting vote.
The growing hegemony of vocational education for high-school students
instead of academic preparation met resistance. HB 844 (1974) would have
required the State Board of Education, on recommendation of the state
superintendent, to give a high-school diploma for vocational education
programs. The vocational education diploma would have been equivalent to a
standard diploma and considered equally for public employment. The bill died
in committee. Meanwhile, HB 219 (1974), to create a Youth Development
and Conservation Corporation in the Department of Parks to employ males
aged 16-21 in conservation and recreation programs, also died in committee.

Education as a Priority
As in all things Wendell Ford, it is difficult to precisely map his position
on the spectrum of applied political economy. He was a wily politician
who understood the changing conservative and liberal currents in the
Commonwealth. As with his environmental reforms and tax policies, he
knew how far to push his education ideas and where to hang back.
Ford’s view of education, in the setting of his administration’s policies,
clearly shows the difference between education as a priority as opposed to
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education as the priority. Yet, whatever Ford’s shortcomings—especially in
tackling the hegemony of local control that was in fact highly reluctant to
take on governance and financing reforms—the governor’s establishment
of statewide kindergarten programs, along with his efforts to reform the
inherently unequal Minimum Foundation Program, kept education toward
the front of Kentucky’s development policies. He laid the groundwork for
the attempted funding reform under Julian Carroll. Ford understood and took
some of the steps needed so the state could continue to ramp up its efforts to
compete in the then latest phase of globalization, especially in the setting of
the energy crisis and the benefits it provided to Kentucky’s overall economy.
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Reform and Falling Flat: Julian Carroll, 1974-1979
Damaged Legacy
On the campaign trail in 1975, Carroll told audiences he was ashamed of the
state’s education record, which, sadly, was mainly the legacy of his political
party. The contradictory Democrat promised education would be his main
priority. He also promised to increase higher-education spending, but his
focus would be on elementary and secondary education.
Carroll had the luxury of an extra year in office, moving up to the
governorship when Wendell H. Ford was elected to the U.S. Senate in 1974.
He came to office with good media reviews, but at term’s end, many media
pundits said the extra year did little good. In giving him only a “passing
grade,” a Lexington Herald editorial on December 12, 1979, said he left an
unfulfilled promise, had an “edifice complex,” and was a “politician more
concerned about his ego than the good of the state.”1 The editorial said
Carroll’s programs did not really improve school quality.
In a more positive evaluation, the Louisville Courier-Journal noted that
Carroll, who had a bachelor’s in political science and a law degree, kept a
firm grasp of government and had solid accomplishments, such as increasing
school spending and implementing the Power Equalization Program (PEP) to
mitigate funding inequalities.2 A former legislator, he may have been heavyhanded with the General Assembly, but he managed to keep unity, at least on
the surface, by working out compromises first.
There is no doubt Carroll was familiar with Kentucky’s political
economy. He was elected to the legislature in 1961 in his first political race,
became house speaker under Louie B. Nunn, and was elected lieutenant
governor when Ford was elected governor in 1971. But once Carroll was on
top, he faced continual questions about state contracts and leases, purchases,
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Table 9.1. Carroll’s Legislative Agenda for Schools
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mandatory testing to diagnose weaknesses in basic skills.
Required remedial programs.
Requirement for local school districts, with help from citizens,
teachers and parents, to develop annual plans for improvement.
Speed up implementation of statewide kindergarten.
Create a School Building Authority to help poorer districts finance
construction.
Expanded classrooms for vocational and special education.
Increase overall funding to near average for surrounding states.
Increase teacher pay to near average for surrounding states.
Full funding for free textbooks and instructional materials for all
students in grades K-12.
Pilot programs for the gifted and talented.
Expand PEP to allow the state to help reduce differences in tax
revenues.
Reinstate program to help schools deal with absenteeism, 		
delinquency, and drug abuse.
Assist local districts in reducing dropout rate, using vocational
education to make schools more relevant to career needs of students.
Sources: Wilson, 1979; Carroll, 1977

insurance coverage, and the use of state planes. Apparently, his personal
demeanor did not help. Pearce said he was oversensitive to criticism, did not
understand the adversarial role of the press, would not give straight answers,
and was haughty to those who displeased him.3
By the end of his term, some said Carroll’s character was tragic, perhaps
even Shakespearean. Gatz described the decline of the man some critics
had come to call “Emperor Julius.”4 In fact, the 1979 tax revolt—where a
General Assembly special session drastically reduced Kentucky’s revenues
as the nation was headed into a major recession, hobbling the state—showed
just how enervated Carroll had become, even though it was his package that
ultimately passed.
Records suggest the fragmented character of state hegemony under
Carroll. His economic development policies represented a muted reiteration
of the Keynesian activism under Bert T. Combs and Edward T. Breathitt.
But the historic context was different. Instead of moving away from the
energy industry in a brief period of liberal predominance, the Commonwealth
embraced the very thing Combs and Breathitt had sought to escape—
energy development. Carroll was a contradictory neoliberal, caught up in
the challenges of ascendant neoconservatism. School funding equity was
paramount for Carroll, marking him as a neoliberal. His reaction to the 1979
tax revolt unmasked his diluted neoliberalism, distrust of government, and
acquiescence to the growing neoconservative movement that demanded
smaller government and lower taxes.
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Table 9.1 outlines Carroll’s legislative agenda for schools, including
proposals of his Governor’s Task Force for Education. The task force had
several hundred members statewide who met to develop goals for the 1978
General Assembly. The group was broad-based and influential in order to
increase its credibility.5 It lobbied strongly for its program. The proposals
did not include anything about professional negotiations, and no such
measures were passed under Carroll. Note the appearance of testing to
promote accountability in the agenda, as well as building on Ford’s statewide
kindergarten policy.
During Carroll’s term, education funding nearly doubled from $400.6
million in 1974 to $800.6 million in 1979. Most funding went to teachers’
salaries, with the average increasing from $9,744 to $14,480, moving the
state from 45th in the nation to the low 30s. Per-child spending moved from
49th to the high 30s.6 These increases manifested the positive impacts of the
energy price boom that had benefited the Commonwealth for much of the
decade. It is clear from the record that Carroll’s decision to boost funding
was based on competition with neighboring states; he sought a semblance of
parity to boost Kentucky’s attractiveness to outside capital while economic
times were good.
Carroll’s education reform drive showed a major difference from earlier
times, where it was assumed increased funding would necessarily improve
education. The liberal Combs, for example, drastically increased school
funding and implemented minor local-governance reforms that tended to
ignore larger issues. Classroom outcomes were not really a consideration. The
long-fought battles over teacher credentials made teachers into professionals.
Higher pay would attract higher-quality teachers, and positive classroom
outcomes were a given. Public schools would help the state supply skilled
workers for its growing industrial base.
Carroll wanted to be a liberal, but his reforms included neoconservative
elements, with a school accountability measure that suggests the emergence
of a suspicious view of education—or at least its outcomes—as a government
function. The school system was said to be in crisis and appeared unresponsive
to changes demanded by new waves of capital in the Commonwealth, the
problematic inflation-ridden national economy, and the evolving global
economy. Increased funding, however, had not solved essential problems,
and another California lawsuit (Peter V. Doe vs. San Francisco Unified
School District) set a precedent connecting accountability with competency.7
Carroll got his way with more funding and the PEP, an effort to stave off
the continuing crisis of adequacy and equity with further centralized funding
in Frankfort. He also backed an accountability measure that extended state
control into classrooms using standardized tests, a first for the state.8
Carroll believed education was important for the Commonwealth’s
future. Early in his term, in a speech to the Kentucky School Boards
Association, he stated his belief in the worth of education, adding it was his
major priority. But he wanted unity to develop “a plan that will be feasible
and something we all can enthusiastically support.”9 He was pragmatic,
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“raising the question of whether schools are trying to do too much, if perhaps
their resources are spread too thin,” shifting their emphasis from “basic and
vital needs.” The problem was not educators’ fault: “Schools tend to obey the
dictates of society, and in recent years, it seems to me, society has expected
schools to cure just about every social ill that has come along....”
The neoliberal Carroll was different from Combs, whose term echoed
the New Deal with a firm belief in the Commonwealth’s seemingly unlimited
power to bring about positive, progressive change. Carroll was far less certain
and tempered in his views, telling board members of the need to re-examine
education to decide “what tasks schools can realistically do” and to determine
“among these which are most important.” Still, one part of Carroll held
progressive education dear, with the hope that schooling would free people
to participate more fully in society. He assigned four goals to education:
(1) ability to learn how to learn, with mastery of communications and
computational skills and problem-solving; (2) ability to cope with the world,
with broad education in such areas as consumer economics, government and
law, occupations, community resources, and health practices; (3) ability to
make wise career choices with an understanding of all possible choices; (4)
ability to pursue areas that enrich life and help realize full human potential,
such as literature, hobbies, and sports. These goals were expansive and
appeared progressive and student-centered. But in reality, an individual’s
options could be severely limited, depending on social class, place of
residence, race, and gender.

Overcoming Inadequacy and Funding Inequities
Carroll launched the most massive education reforms since Combs. It
was a “clever massaging of public opinion” that astutely read public
disenchantment.10 Whatever his beliefs, Carroll approached schools in
much the same way as Combs. His main priority was school funding. Work
on problems related to governance and accountability came later. At the
Kentucky School Boards Association in Louisville on August 17, 1975,
he came out with firm support for the PEP rejected under Ford with some
qualifications, saying, in words reminiscent of Happy Chandler:
I strongly believe in the principle of power equalization. Our Foundation
Program has been a strong force in equalizing educational opportunities
in Kentucky, and it has been good for Kentucky. I realize that there are
some school monies not equalized under the foundation formula about
which we must do something. However, there are some aspects of the
Appropriations and Revenue [Committee] proposal that are giving me
problems, especially those that allow permissive tax increases without a
vote of the people. I cannot at this point, support an increase in taxes that
local voters do not request.

Here again was the problem of local versus state power, of democracy versus
hierarchical authority. Underlying that problem was the unspoken issue of
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uneven economic development. During the legislative session in January,
1976, Carroll wrestled with the issues, outlining a reluctant compromise:
While I do so with some reservations, I have included in the Executive
Budget the innovative concept referred to as power equalization. I support
this concept which is designed to equalize the financial burden involved
in financing quality public schools from widely different property tax
revenues generated at the local level. $10.5 million in new state general
fund support has been included in may [sic] recommendation for fiscal
year 1978 to equalize 5 cents of the property tax above the 30 cent level
currently required for participating in the foundation program. The
version of the power equalization plan funded in the 1976-78 Executive
Budget mandates no local tax increase, but leaves such decisions to local
communities through a vote of the people. I sincerely believe that we
should not further fund this program until we use this partial funding to
initiate the concept and confirm its validity.11

There was good reason for Carroll to push the measure: the continuing threat
of a lawsuit. Dutton, in his report for the Legislative Research Commission’s
(LRC) discussion of issues facing the 1976 legislature, echoed the Stephenson
and Stephenson legal study during the Breathitt years:
To date, there have been no legal tests of Kentucky’s school financing
system. However, many observers consider Kentucky’s method of
raising local leeway funds vulnerable to challenge. If not corrected by the
legislature, the disparity in the ability to raise local school funds may well
be corrected by the courts.12

The Minimum Foundation Program established in the 1950s was intended
to equalize funding, but relied on a highly unequal local revenue system.
Also, as Dutton noted, property assessment rates were still below fair
cash value, despite the 1965 Court of Appeals ruling during the Breathitt
Administration.13 Schools used optional taxes to qualify for the Foundation
Program in order to avoid increased property taxes. Carroll and the 1976
legislature reacted, passing the PEP (HB 4) with a simple goal that echoed
Ford’s rhetoric during his term:
It is the intention of the General Assembly in adopting this Act to encourage
local supplement of the funds distributed from the public common school
foundation program fund by providing districts with substantially equal
power to generate funds for this purpose…. 14

The bill offered districts incentives to increase taxes in exchange for more state
funds to make up the difference between what the local rate actually produced,
based on district property-tax values, and what it would produce if the district
property-tax assessment per child were equal to the wealthiest countywide
district.15 After much debate over the funding formula, the measure passed
the Senate 34-0 and the House 66-6. It was true to Carroll’s original plan to
give local districts flexibility in deciding whether to participate, with no state
coercion to force low-tax districts to hike their rates.
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In August, before his election, Carroll had taken a no-new-taxes stance
before the Kentucky School Boards Association. On January 7, 1976, in his
State of the Commonwealth Address, he promised there would be no new
taxes and no consumer tax hikes. But PEP required more revenue. So, he
ended up seeking a property-tax hike.
HB 4 (1976) raised the state real-property tax from 1.5 cents to 31.5
cents per $100 of value. For the first time, it imposed a 15-cent tax on
machines and products used in manufacturing and raw materials in the plant,
and on pollution-control facilities and broadcasting equipment, reversing the
economic development tax precedents established during the Combs years.16
HB 4 also raised the tax from 15 cents to 45 cents on all other property
except those assessed at different levels. For example, taxes on farm-related
property were unchanged. The bill also increased bank-share taxes from 47.5
cents to 85.5 cents, and “taxable capital” of life insurance companies from 40
cents to 70 cents. It deleted an optional 38-cent local tax on bank shares and
30 cents on insurance capital. In return, local governments could include the
cash value of mineral properties, and oil, gas, coal, and other hydrocarbons in
assessments. To finance the PEP, Carroll taxed new capital fragments and the
extractive bourgeoisie, while protecting the agricultural pretty bourgeoisie.
The tax increases probably had unintended consequences. They likely helped
open the way for Kentucky’s 1979 tax revolt.
The PEP marked a change from Ford’s administration, which had altered
the Foundation Program to use weighted-pupil unit funding beginning in 1976.
On March 18, 1975, three months into his term, Carroll told the Kentucky
School Boards Association that assigned weightings posed problems,
including potential harm to some programs; accounting and record-keeping;
and availability of funds. A PEP proposal had been offered as an alternative
under Ford, but was rejected. The PEP passed under Carroll’s watch returned
to the classroom funding method. HB 73 (1976), which Carroll signed, also
is of interest because it gave school districts authority to levy their own taxes,
apart from other local governments. The bill also required state approval of
school budgets, potentially limiting the power of local authorities.
Still, passing the PEP did not solve funding inequities. Breathitt’s 1965
tax rollback, with its limits on districts’ ability to increase revenues, continued
to have negative impacts. Carroll was reluctant to repeal the rollback, and he
was not about to establish a mandatory minimum property tax. In 1978, he
chose the easy way out that was consistent with his beliefs, amending the law
with HB 567 so districts could voluntarily increase rates through a voted tax
levy to take advantage of increased PEP funding.17 Only full funding of the
Foundation Program would eliminate inequities and the need for a required
local tax effort. HB 567 allowed optional taxes to be used as originally
intended, to provide districts with voter-approved, additional revenues. Full
PEP funding, which never happened, also would have reduced property taxes
by shifting more school funding responsibility to Frankfort.18
The Commonwealth’s inability to fully fund its schools stemmed largely
from its long-running reluctance to tax its major extractive industries,
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including agriculture and coal mining. The reluctance was clearly an effort
to maintain some semblance of unity with two major industries in the face
of broader economic development to attract new waves of capital in a
business friendly climate. Time and time again, the General Assembly had
viewed increases in cigarette taxes with disdain. Ford’s introduction of the
coal severance tax was a significant step forward, but the revenues could not
be used for education. Ideally, the severance tax could have freed up some
General Fund revenue for schools
The contradiction of HB 674 (local coal severance tax boards), passed
in 1976, regarding schools is obvious. Along with other energy-development
tax measures, it diverted severance-tax revenue from the General Fund,
where funds could have been used for schools. The bill could have offered
yet another source of revenue to equalize funding in conjunction with the
new PEP. Such a tax would have fallen on the extractive bourgeoisie, rather
than property owners, individuals, and local businesses, changing a historic
pattern.
Efforts to include education in local uses of severance tax revenues
fell short. In 1978, for example, HB 224 specified improving public school
programs using severance-tax funds by appropriating one-quarter of the
county apportionment to the school board. Funds would have been divided
based on average daily attendance in cases of more than one school board. It
also included boards in determining the use of funds in the county. The bill
died in committee.
Meanwhile, the legislature also passed two school reform resolutions
that Carroll signed in 1976. SJR 11 (HJR 25), directed the LRC, the Cabinet
of Education and Arts, and the Council on Public Higher Education to study
all education laws, including relationships of existing statutes to current
education programs, judicial decisions, and organization of laws. The
other resolution, HR 61, directed LRC and the Interim Joint Committee on
Education to study education-related issues, such as bills pre-filed for the
1976 session, including organization and governance, goals, accountability,
school taxes, additional funds for teacher training and recruitment, and
career education, as well as measures Carroll had introduced, including
public kindergarten, regional education services, transportation, finance, and
vocational education.

Neoconservative Accountability
Alongside the PEP’s centralized funding, more bills sought school
accountability during Carroll’s 1976 and 1978 legislative sessions. Up
until now, education funds had come from Frankfort with few strings
attached, but now, Kentucky was part of a growing neoconservative push
that demanded results from schools. The number of bills introduced in the
General Assembly indicates a heightened perception among legislators that
the Commonwealth’s education system was flawed; 29 states already had
some sort of accountability law.19 In the 1980s, accountability became the
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hallmark of the national neoconservative push for educational excellence.
Kentucky’s move toward accountability had multi-faceted underpinnings.
First, new capital fragments sought better worker skills in the rapidly globalizing
labor markets of the 1970s. Second, the neoconservative reaction perceived
“liberal” sociocultural changes as threatening social order, especially in
schools perceived as unruly. Third, growing suspicion of local school
systems’ ability to provide quality education led Frankfort to challenge the
economic, political, and cultural hegemony of traditional local elites and
the old Democratic Party. Carroll’s PEP promised a semblance of equitable
funding. Now, legislators wanted results.
In the mid-1970s, demands for reform occurred as the latest wave of
globalization accelerated movements of capital and jobs around the world.
With the fraying of New Deal liberalism and traditional conservatism, new
areas for discussion opened in the General Assembly. Truancy, discipline
problems, and low skill levels had been debated in educational circles for
years and were the subject of laws written decades ago. Now, they surfaced
again. The reluctant state, with its long-term bipartisan coalition dominated
by fragmented Democrats, had long neglected these issues as it sought to
avert class and regional fragmentation, while maintaining unity to keep its
power base that often tenuously linked local elites with progressive capital
fragments and labor. The emerging neoconservative goal was to assert
Frankfort’s hegemony in a new way based on accountability and social order
to address social ills that were said to be proliferating in schools. Ironically
perhaps, Carroll, who sought to position himself as something of a liberal,
probably fueled the frustration of those defending the passing New Deal
liberalism.
Carroll was cautious in these changing times. On August 5, 1975, he
described what he saw as some of the conditions needed for accountability to
the Kentucky Association of School Administrators:
... I think we need to be realistic. First, we ought to realize that you cannot
hold people accountable for something they cannot do or something they
have no control over. Second, those people who are going to be held
accountable ought to develop the system themselves. Third, we should not
expect schools immediately to be accountable for everything they attempt
to do. Some outcomes we don’t know how to measure yet. But there are
areas where schools can be accountable and they should be.

Carroll was in no way opposed to accountability. He recognized that increased
funding demanded results. He was somewhat liberal in his approach that
sought some funding equity, but balanced by local revenue decisions. He
recognized the importance of those being held accountable to the whole
process. In addition, he recognized that schooling happens within a context,
and that the actors in the context are subject to forces beyond their control.
The Caudill Committee linked funding and accountability in 1960. Now, the
legislature’s growing distrust of government and schools was again evident
and perhaps more insistent:
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The Interim Joint Committees on Education and Appropriations and
Revenue sought assurances that a dramatic increase in the expenditure of
funds for education would ensure a dramatic increase in the quality of
education received by Kentucky school children. Based on standardized
achievement test results, the committee felt that for the relatively low
amount expended per pupil in Kentucky, the taxpayer is getting more
than could be expected. It is difficult, however, to measure educational
attainment resulting from specific programs for public school pupils in
Kentucky.20

At this point, the impetus for accountability was not at the top of the General
Assembly’s priorities, however. In 1977, the interim Joint Committee
for Education did not write any bills to deal with either accountability or
declining basic-skills achievement.21 Instead, Carroll’s education task force
recommended what became HB 579, an accountability measure called the
Educational Improvement Act of 1978. (Table 9.2)
TABLE 9.2. Summary of Findings of Carroll’s Governor’s Task Force on
Education, 1977
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Establish uniform statewide testing for grades 3, 5, 8, and 11.
Require an annual local district improvement plan.
Require minimum competency standards for high school graduation.
The Department of Education should develop a five-year education
improvement plan and update it annually.
The department should develop an annual progress report.
Set up fully funded statewide kindergarten by September, 1980.
Regional centers or mobile units should be established to offer
services in screening, evaluation, treatment, and follow-up for 		
preschoolers.
Bring salaries of teachers and non-certified personnel up to the
average of bordering states.
Bring per-pupil expenditures up to the average of bordering states.
Eliminate charging fees to pupils, with the state to pick up funding.
Continue and expand the Power Equalization Program.
The state should work toward full funding of schools.
Establish a state school building authority.
The state education superintendent should be a cabinet level 		
position, not only in the Education and Arts Cabinet.
Abolish the State Board for Occupational Education and replace it
with one State Board of Education.
Establish a unit on innovative programs in the Department of 		
Education to disseminate information to all districts.
The state should establish and fund 16 experimental centers for
instruction, improvement, and in-service education.
The state should allocate to each district $4 per pupil to be used to
develop in-service programs and procedures to evaluate in-service
programs.
Textbooks for K-12 should be free.
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20. Provide funding equal to 30 percent of the textbook appropriation
for supplemental instructional materials.
21. Require each district to have a textbook and supplemental materials
committee elected by faculty.
22. Require a minimum local property tax rate of 30 cents.
23. Calculate the foundation program basic unit on 25 pupils in average
daily attendance instead of 27.
24. Fund units for gifted and talented children, and remediation 		
programs.
25. Mandate a competency test for teachers before graduation from
their teacher-training program.
26. Develop an intern program for new teachers.
Source: Kentucky Task Force on Education Reform, 1989
The joint task force committees set eight goals for Kentucky’s schools:
general education; economic understanding; citizenship; awareness of
human relationships; creative, constructive, and critical thinking; physical
and mental well-being; occupational competence; and cultural appreciation.22
The purpose statement of HB 579 alluded to equality for acquisition of basic
knowledge and learning skills:
It is the intention of the general assembly in enacting this legislation
to assure the right of each student in the public schools of this state to
acquire the basic knowledge and learning skills essential for completing
high school, pursuing a course of study in post-secondary education, or
entering the work force in our society. It is further the intention of the
general assembly to assure each student in the public schools access to
those programs and services appropriate to his educational needs in the
areas of basic academic and learning skills development.23

Central to the law was mandatory basic-skills testing for grades 3, 5, 7,
and 10 by the 1978 1979 school year. It also required: (1) implementing
an education improvement program through the Department of Education
with a state advisory committee; and (2) local district remediation programs,
local improvement plans, and a state implementation plan. The House
Education Committee amended the bill to require programs to address
education weaknesses, rather than remedial programs. In a concession to the
Kentucky Education Association and the Kentucky Association of School
Administrators, tests could not be used to evaluate teachers or administrators
for promotion, demotion, transfer, or dismissal. The bill’s final form included
the State Advisory Committee for Educational Improvement with 18 members
appointed by the governor to be “broadly representative of citizens, parents,
teachers and administrators.”24 The bill moved the state toward school
academic accountability. It easily passed the House 91-2 and the Senate 33-2.
Carroll was the first post-World War II governor to take a broadly activist
stance to assert more state power over local schools. In so doing, the waffling
neoliberal manifested his own suspicion of government, as well as the wider
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trend of neoconservative distrust of the state.25 He never directly attacked
local groups, instead praising them for their work. But bills he signed were
intended to make local democracy more workable and to weaken the power
of elites in some school districts. These were hardly major reforms. But to
Carroll, they met his promise to allow more participation in the work of
local governing bodies and to increase accountability. The reforms fell short,
considering the interplay of class power and fragmentation, with poorly
educated citizens in a state that was struggling to escape its locally controlled
anti-education heritage.

Neoconservativism Resisted: Free High School Texts
Neoconservatism can be defined as a “pluralism of the elite,” with the
reinvigorated bourgeoisie invoking a legal democracy that protects its
economic and political power by deliberately blocking aspirations of the
petty bourgeoisie, workers, and the structurally impoverished using political,
economic, and cultural manipulation. In the 1970s, this began to happen
nationally as federal officials gradually dismantled and weakened legacies of
the New Deal, such as the War on Poverty. These times are the headwaters
of sociocultural flows that have eroded the somewhat limited economic
opportunities for the poor and workers since then. President Ronald Reagan’s
election in 1980 marked the ascendance of neo-conservatism to national
power after years of state-level experimentation and practice.
Carroll’s remnant liberalism was evident when he went against the wider
trend to cut out a long-standing obstacle to poor and near-poor students in
Kentucky. He had made providing free textbooks to public high schoolers
and eliminating instructional fees a legislative priority. Bills such as these
usually failed to gain a hearing in the legislature, manifestations of both antieducation sentiments and the apparent desire for a lower-skilled work force to
keep the poor in their place. Although the Commonwealth provided some aid
to indigent families for textbooks, all other families, including the workingclass poor, still bore the direct burden of paying for books and supplies.
Considering the Commonwealth’s growing aid to stimulate economic
development through tax breaks and incentives that tilted the tax system
against the poor, middle-income workers, and small business owners, free
textbooks seemed a small sum that could make schools more accessible, help
better the lot of workers, and possibly help raise the state’s overall education
level. Carroll pointed out the policy’s dangers to the Kentucky Association of
School Administrators in Lexington on August 5, 1975:
[There is a problem related] to the financial burden which attending school
places on students and parents. We often talk about free public education.
But students and parents and educators know that public education is not
free. . . .
Quite frankly, many students would rather spend their money on something
else. Even some parents place a low priority among family obligations on
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the purchase of a child’s textbook. Without a text, the student soon draws
failing or near failing grades and then loses interest and becomes a dropout.

After years of legislative reluctance in Frankfort, in 1976, Carroll secured
passage of SB 89 to provide free textbooks for grades 9-12 in public secondary
schools, as well as added supplementary books and audio-visual materials,
with $7 million appropriated for fiscal year 1976-1977 and $3 million for fiscal
1977-1978. The bill passed the Senate with a committee amendment deleting
the appropriation. In the House, a committee amendment required appointing
two more lay citizen members with children in school to the State Textbook
Commission and limited service by any member beyond two consecutive
terms. The bill passed 79-4 with the amendment. The Senate concurred 264. Reluctance reigned in the General Assembly, and the textbook problem
wasn’t quite solved.
Carroll also had problems getting rid of school fees. He told the school
administrators: “It is my feeling that some fees may be legitimate and
appropriate, but I oppose the charging of a fee for a student in a public school
to receive the benefits of a required education course.” After failing to secure
passage of SB 78 in 1976, he delivered on his promise in 1978 with SB 291.
It eliminated fees for items such as paper and supplies for labs, shop, and art
classes required for school programs in grades K 12. It also required school
districts to make an annual expense report to the Department of Education
by August 1. The district had to spend at least $5 per child in average daily
attendance. The bill passed the Senate 36-0, and the House 84-2. A number of
alternative bills also were introduced to deal with textbook and instructional
fees.

Early-Childhood Education
Carroll built on Ford’s kindergarten program. At the Joint Annual Conference
on Kentucky’s Children in Louisville on October 16, 1975, he noted Ford’s
foundation program formula put heavy weighting on K-3, with reduced
class sizes and increased availability of instructional materials. But he was
dissatisfied with the pace of implementation. At the rate of 50 units a year
established under Ford, it would take until 1982 to serve all 5-year-olds.
In his 1976 Budget Message, Carroll planned to increase the pace to 150
units a year. The need was critical. Speaking to the Fayette County Steering
Committee on Education in Lexington on September 11, 1975, Carroll
noted that 7,200 children failed first grade in 1974, and it cost $6.2 million
to help them repeat. He believed kindergarten, with quality control and
accountability, could reduce that rate by half.
Carroll wanted to make basic learning skills the state’s top priority
because they were so important for later education. On March 11, 1975, he
expressed the hegemony of capitalism in education, telling the Economic
Development Subcommittee of the U.S. Senate Public Works Committee:
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Child-development programs [are needed] to bring into the mainstream of
American life the natively intelligent, but culturally isolated children of
the [Appalachian] region and, thereby, to help break the cycle of poverty
that affected the region for so many generations.

In a switch from their predecessors, Carroll and Ford both emphasized early
childhood education. As Carroll pointed out to the Kentucky Association
of School Administrators, after fourth grade, average achievement for
Kentucky’s children fell progressively below the national average.
Ford and Carroll, political rivals that they might have been, were the first
governors since World War II (probably the first ever) to focus on a longrun fix of the dropout problem. Edward T. Breathitt was aware of the issue,
but did not develop early-childhood programs; kindergartens, along with
education generally, floundered during his term because of his poor fiscal
management. True, no governors had extended the mandatory attendance age;
but Carroll and Ford accepted expert advice that early-childhood education
would help reduce the costly dropout rate. Both were reacting to a changing,
highly competitive national and global political economy. Carroll wanted to
help individuals fit in. In his world view, it was a common-sense approach
that would conserve state funds down the line and serve the bourgeoisie that
needed a work force with basic skills.

Vocational Education
Carroll’s ardent belief that education provides workplace skills was partly a
response to competition with other states. Richard M. Nixon’s Administration
pushed for vocational and technical education as a national policy, bolstering
policy directions of the 1963 Vocational Education Act. By the end of 1974,
25 states had earmarked career-education funds, 42 states and territories had
career-education coordinators, and five states required career education to
be integrated with required programs.26 At the Hazard Vocational School
dedication on October 18, 1975, Carroll linked vocational education with
economic development and higher pay for workers:
As you know, I am a strong supporter of vocational education. It is a very
important way of fostering economic development, so sorely needed in
this region, in this state, and in this nation.
I am convinced that in Kentucky’s vocational education program lies the
answer to providing Kentuckians with jobs—but not just any job. I am
determined to see to it that Kentuckians have available to them training
in the job areas where there is the most need and therefore the most
employment opportunity.
You know and I know that it is unfair to tell our young people that if
they’ll just go and get a college education—if they’ll just go and get that
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diploma—there will be a good-paying job out there just waiting for them.
It’s unfair and it’s untrue. We need to counsel young Kentuckians to seek
an education and skill for jobs that are needed, not for jobs that are not
needed.

Despite his seemingly progressive views of education, Carroll really believed
the state should play a vital role in directing students to supply workers who
could assist with creating and maintaining profitable businesses. Vocational
education was a state response to bourgeois and petty-bourgeois complaints
that students lacked basic workplace skills. But the strategy was risky, based
on narrow, specialized education instead of teaching people to learn how to
learn and offering a broad base of knowledge, two of Carroll’s stated education
goals. Vocational education does not usually lead to independence, a way
to develop an individual’s full human potential. It is pragmatic and skillsoriented and can actually make workers more dependent on specialized skills
affected by fluctuating demand controlled by business conditions. Carroll
would argue that his vocational education was to give workers choices in
the job market, but, in reality, it was a supply-side system that could limit
workers’ long-run choices, especially if the economy changed quickly.
The emphasis on vocational education fit the idea of producing students
with basic skills, but it had another ramification. While some cited a problem
with “over-educated” workers nationwide, it seems Carroll, like Nunn,
wanted a subtle limit on pursuing college studies, at least for some students.
The assumption here was that the Commonwealth did not need too many
college-educated workers because of the nature of its industries. Nor did it
want to expend resources on students who might out-migrate to out-of-state
labor markets. Given the structure of the state’s labor markets, there was some
short-run truth to this. But Kentucky’s percentage of college degrees was
below the national average. The state needed more college-educated workers
as part of a job-creation strategy to raise overall income and to compete in the
larger, increasingly global political economy that was demanding more and
more education for technological positions. But Carroll’s short-run approach,
like that of most of his predecessors, was to attract capital fragments that
demanded basic skills, an ad hoc industrial development policy based on
low-skill, low-wage jobs in a business friendly setting of incentives and low
taxes.
In his remarks to the Kentucky School Boards Association, Carroll
expressed another view of the problem:
Over the years, society has placed a broad burden of responsibilities upon
the schools. Educational responsibilities once borne by the home, the
church, and the community have gradually been shifted to the schools,
without much thought as to whether the schools could reasonably be
expected to take on the added tasks.
It has become the fashion to blame the schools for just about every special
ill that comes along. Well, I believe it is time to face up to the fact that our
schools cannot be all things to all people.
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Carroll’s educational philosophy encountered a contradictory reality of
sociocultural diversity and the fragmented hegemony of bourgeois demands
for wage labor with different skill requirements. Carroll finessed the conflicting
demands for school change. He did not see the connection between local
schools’ difficulties and a capitalistic system of unevenly developed regions
and fragmented social classes, with widespread poverty that resulted from
abandoning workers, especially where natural resources, including coal, had
been played out. To him, students’ problems had little or nothing to do with
social class or geography. True to his moral code, these problems were partly
a matter of home background. His brand of tempered liberalism had schools
playing an ameliorative role in this social problem, even if they couldn’t be
“all things to all people”:
I am familiar with the studies that purport to show a child’s home
background has more effect on his achievement than the schools. But I am
not ready to accept that it must be that way. Home background may make
the job harder, but it does not make it impossible. It simply means we must
concentrate more of our energy and resources on getting the job done.

Yet, the state was losing too many students, with 14,000 dropouts in 19741975. Carroll cited two reasons:
I think it is safe to assume that some of these were without basic learning
skills and found they just couldn’t keep up. For many others, it may have
been a question of relevance. They simply could not see the connection
between what they were doing in school and what they would be doing
when they got out of school. When that happens, unless there is tremendous
pressure from the home to stay in school, young people are prone to drop
out.

Irrelevant schools, of course, were the subject of a long-running debate
that revolved around applied and academic education and the degree of
progressivity, manifested in the flexibility of schools to reach out to a widely
diverse student population, allowing students a choice in how they wanted
to spend their lives. Carroll had an answer. He had noted that schools could
not be everything to everybody. He had also said schools faced too many
demands. And he had suggested they were irrelevant to many students. The
high dropout rate was costly to the state and the overall economy. He now
offered a contradictory solution that placed even more demands on schools.
Vocational education was the answer. He told the administrators:
One thing that might help would be to devote some of our resources toward
acquainting students with the wide choices they have in the world of work.
I think that we have finally become convinced that not everyone needs to go
to college. I am not sure whether our school curriculum adequately reflects
that conviction. Perhaps we need to develop more alternative programs for
those students—and in most schools they constitute a majority—who will
not be going to college.
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Although Carroll did not share Nunn’s occasional vitriol toward higher
education, he shared the pragmatic solution of providing basic skills training
for individuals. At one level, Carroll was talking about rationing educational
opportunities at the upper end. But he saw this as an efficient education
system that both provided basic skills and let students sort themselves onto
various vocational tracks, including college preparation for a minority. As
he told the Fifth Kentucky Vocational Education Conference on August 6,
1975: “It seems to me the vocational educational enterprise in Kentucky has
two broad areas of responsibility: to meet the needs of the individual and
to meet the needs of the Commonwealth.” The state would benefit from a
lower dropout rate that reduced welfare and increased the tax base. Industries
would benefit from a steady supply of workers trained in basic skills.
But rationing education presented numerous contradictions and
questions: Would students really be able to put themselves onto educational
tracks? What choices would they have, especially in poorer school districts
with limited curriculum? Would the rationing be class-biased, or perhaps
biased by personal reputation in the school community? Carroll hoped
for a flexible system, where the institution adapted to the needs of people,
something underfunded schools could not do easily, and an idea that ran
counter to Carroll’s understanding that schools could not be everything to
everyone.
There was another agenda. Carroll told the vocational conference: “We
need to train people for jobs that we need in Kentucky, not for jobs that we
do not need.” Carroll may have been concerned about out-migration from
Kentucky, which had slowed to a trickle. Certainly, however, his view of
education was society-centered, with schools, in reality, created as places to
train future workers with basic skills that could be channeled with vocational
education.
Breathitt and Nunn also espoused basic skills, so it was more of the
traditional minimalist approach, consistent with Carroll’s belief in a controlled
pluralism that promoted social order, along with the state’s obligation to teach
children basic skills. Most students faced educational choices constrained
by the needs of their communities, if they chose to stay; by what their
schools had to offer; and, in some cases, by family expectations. Carroll’s
seemingly progressive philosophy succumbed to pragmatism and bourgeois
predominance in order to assure an adequate labor supply for Kentucky’s
industries. A statement at the Industry Appreciation Luncheon in Louisville
on May 23, 1975, sums it up. He called vocational education an “essential
ingredient for economic growth,” adding:
. . . We intend to see that vocational-technical education meets the
requirements of industry, commerce, and the services. It is our intention
to train in the skills needed to provide the goods and services needed at a
high level of output. This is the positive way to improve the productivity
and income of our workers.
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The fate of the majority of Kentucky’s public-school students was to end
up as workers with “a high level of output” that further enriched the holders
of capital. There was not much new to this idea, but, as it always had, it
depended on the willingness and ability of the bourgeoisie and government
leaders to engage in job creation. During the post-World War II era, the
nation’s economy had indeed grown, and new jobs were readily available
much of the time. Many of them paid fairly well, all part of the New Deal
compromise that had provided considerable security to America’s workers
and businesses, especially in the context of the Cold War.27 The compromise,
however, already had been broken in many rural areas and center cities, where
the widespread lack of employment opportunities was a testament of the
frailties of cross-class agreements weakened by mobile capital. For workers,
harder times were coming. Carroll may have been aware of potential changes
already bubbling in the domestic and international economies, but he did not
discuss them.
At the Industry Appreciation Luncheon, Carroll laid out vocational
education’s role in assisting business profitability. For this audience, there
was nothing about the pleasures of lifelong learning. Carroll touted schooling
to increase productivity and income, not only for workers, but for the
bourgeoisie. This approach illustrates the unifying tendency of building
overall social welfare by catering mainly to the wealthy. Some good accrues
to workers and their families, uniting them in a dependent relationship with
the plant owners and management through wage labor. As Carroll told the
conference: “A properly trained work force will not only maintain us a strong
economy. It will enable our people to lead a productive life and provide for
their own needs and the needs of their families.”
Carroll’s vocational education bill of 1976, HB 70, paralleled the rhetoric
of federal vocational policy articulated in President Nixon’s amendments to
the Vocational Education Act.28 Carroll’s bill required implementing career
education in elementary, secondary, post-secondary, and adult programs. The
legislative intent seems to emphasize rights-based individual benefits:
It is the intention of the General Assembly in enacting this legislation
to emphasize the right of each student in the public schools of this state
to obtain the basic knowledge and learning skills necessary for life
preparation as the first priority of public education. It is further the intention
of the General Assembly to provide each student in the public schools
with the opportunity to avail himself of those programs and services
appropriate to his educational needs in the areas of basic academic and
learning skill development, career awareness, exploration, and orientation
leading to the ability to make informed career choices; acquiring the
knowledge and understanding necessary to cope with life situations; and
enabling continued personal education and enrichment through learning
experiences designed to prepare each student with skills necessary for
pursuing continued personal interests.29

But was providing students with information enough? The definition of
career education in the legislation exposes how bourgeois predominance
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interplays with individual benefits and “rights” in communities with schools
as intermediaries. Career education is
. . . that life-centered educational process
presented with information, activities, and
learning and academic skill development,
occupational exploration and orientation,
decision making designed to:

through which students are
guidance in areas of basic
self and career awareness,
and preparation for career

(a) increase the relationship between school and society as a
whole.
(b) provide opportunities for counseling, guidance, and career 		
development;
(c) relate subject matter of the curriculum of school to the needs of
persons to function fully in society;
(d) extend the concept of the education process beyond school into the
area of employment and community;
(e) foster flexibility in attitudes, skills and knowledge in order to enable
persons to cope with accelerating change and obsolescence;
(f) make education more relevant to employment and functioning in
society; and
(g) clarify the distinction between education for vocational purposes
and general or academic education.30
According to the legislation, the Department of Education was to administer
career education, with instruction incorporated into the curriculum in conjunction
with courses in appropriate areas, including personal development, career and
occupational awareness, economic understanding, citizenship, family life,
and human relations. Local boards were to adopt career-education policies to
meet state regulations. The bill also permitted the use of qualified outsiders
to help with career-education instruction. It required a state plan and
accountability measures with $2.8 million appropriated in the first fiscal year
and $1.8 million in the second.
A House committee substitute required a student representative among
Department of Education career-education advisors. It required careereducation pilot projects where school districts applied for funds to participate
in programs. A $2-million appropriation for 1976-1977 could be carried over.
A committee amendment deleted the requirement for the department to help
districts evaluate programs and deleted cooperation by higher-education
institutions in assisting with teacher in-service programs. HB 70 passed the
House 86-3, as amended, and then passed the Senate unanimously.
HB 640, which Carroll also signed in 1976, was typical of bills that made
small adjustments in the Department of Education’s administrative structure.
Over the years, vocational education had been an orphan, subject to moves
to and from the department. This bill placed vocational education back in
the department and established a 21-member advisory council named by the
governor. Carroll also signed HCR 67 in 1978, to direct an LRC study of
vocational education programs.
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In pushing vocational education, Carroll’s conservative side was
attempting to maintain social order in sync with emerging federal policies.
The state would provide more structure and direction for children, especially
after the widespread disruptions of the 1960s and early 1970s. Speaking to
the Kentucky Association of Distributive Education Clubs of America on
March 7, 1975, he said:
During these difficult days, Kentucky is setting the example for the rest of
the nation in exploring ways to restore direction to our economy and to our
social order. One of the surest examples is in vocational education.

Property Taxes, Crisis of Exemptions, and Revolt
Carroll, like most of his predecessors, campaigned on a no-new-taxes pledge.
His promise was not exactly clear, but seemed to include consumption taxes,
such as the sales tax, which had caused so much trouble for Nunn in 1968.
Continuing inflationary pressures demanded that Carroll assure revenue
growth. In addition, his school funding reforms demanded new revenue.
Carroll managed the budget fairly well in his first legislative session because
the state continued to benefit from high energy prices. In 1976, however,
the game changed when he chose to fund the new PEP through property-tax
increases that included the bourgeoisie.
In his search for funds, Carroll decided to pursue delinquent taxpayers,
long an ignored issue in Kentucky tax policy. Keeping in step with previous
governors, he was reluctant to initiate major reforms, but he did back some
incremental changes. For example, SB 119 (1976) increased the penalty on
delinquent property taxes from 6 percent to 10 percent. It passed the House 4739 and the Senate 31-3. An unsuccessful property-tax delinquency proposal
(SB 4, 1976) emerged out of the Interim Joint Committee on Appropriations
and Revenue. In 1978, HB 216 also addressed delinquent taxes. In its final
form, it passed the House 59-6 and the Senate 33-1. Carroll, despite his
desire to expand government spending to finance his new programs, was
treading carefully. Anti-tax sentiments were growing in Kentucky and across
the nation; property taxes were, as always, a soft spot in the state’s political
economy.
Carroll’s revenue situation was delicate and complex. Yes, the state had
shown what appeared to be phenomenal growth and progress. Governors had
proclaimed the tax system fair and balanced. But fundamental crises were
at work. Breathitt’s tax woes were still fresh, a decade later.31 Inflation was
stretching the budget. The bourgeoisie, petty bourgeoisie, and workers were
restless, demonstrating widespread resentment about constantly rising prices
and wider political and social unrest fueled by the rising neoconservative
ideology that blamed government and the poor for just about everything
wrong with the country.
Carroll, like his predecessors, was committed to economic growth. But
rising prices limited the state’s ability to expand its revenue base without
further angering taxpayers. Inflation posed real threats to potential growth.
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Table 9.3. Excerpts from Stovall and Carroll Proclamations for a Special
Legislative Session, December, 1978
For Stovall, subjects to be considered included:
(3) The enactment of legislation amending various sections of [Kentucky
laws] ... for the purpose of removing the sales tax from residential
utility bills.
(4) The enactment of legislation amending various sections of [Kentucky
laws] ... for the purpose of preventing increases in property taxes as
a result of increased property assessments.
(5) The enactment of legislation amending various sections of [Kentucky
laws] ... for the purpose of increasing the standard deduction on
personal income taxes; and for the purpose of making the income tax
benefits for persons 65 or older available to persons 62 or older.
Carroll’s amended proclamation included:
WHEREAS, the Lieutenant Governor, while acting as Governor of
the Commonwealth, has convened the General Assembly into
Extraordinary Session ... for various purposes, including the
consideration of the enactment of legislation which would reduce
state revenues; and
WHEREAS, Section 171 of the Kentucky Constitution requires the
General Assembly to provide by law an annual tax, which with
other resources, must be sufficient to defray the estimated expenses
of the Commonwealth; and
WHEREAS, the Lieutenant Governor failed to include
consideration of legislation reducing state expenditures among the
items included in the original Proclamation….
Carroll added several additional subjects, including:
(1) The enactment of legislation making revisions to any previous
appropriations made by the 1978 General Assembly through HB 229
of that session.
Source: Kentucky General Assembly, Acts, 1978, p. 2-3
Many upper class fragments felt hard-pressed to maintain their ideal of
acceptable profit levels.
The tax crisis boiled over while Carroll was out of town late in 1978. He
had been criticized for his frequent travels, which he justified as a necessary
national function of his job.34 Media criticism aside, one trip got him into deep
trouble. At the time, the Constitution put the lieutenant governor in charge
when the governor was out of state. Lieutenant. Governor Thelma Stovall,
taking a tip from her mentor and long-time ally, Happy Chandler, called a
special legislative session on taxes during Carroll’s absence in November,
1978. The action put Carroll in a dilemma because he was often in conflict
with the staunchly conservative Stovall. To heighten the drama, legislators
encountered major floods during the December session, and Carroll allegedly
tried to lock legislators out of the Capitol.35 Table 9.3 contains excerpts from
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Stovall’s and Carroll’s proclamations for the session. Carroll’s proclamation
clarified some problems with her call.
It originally appeared Carroll was against cutting taxes. Or was he?
Carroll was successful in most legislative endeavors and was often accused of
being heavy-handed. But he did not block the anti-tax legislation and budget
reductions. In fact, he signed them. Critics claimed Carroll actually tried to
take credit for the session.36 At first, Carroll had called Stovall politically
motivated and irresponsible. But at the 1979 special session, he presented his
own program to counter Stovall’s, possibly a recognition of the state’s current
financial and political quandary.
The outflanked governor kept his cool. He raised the stakes by amending
Stovall’s call for the special session to include revising the budget alongside
taxes. He preferred to put it another way:
In order for the General Assembly to responsibly consider the items and
the call, it is imperative the legislators have before them the entire budget. .
. . It is obvious that the lieutenant governor was unaware of the magnitude
of her call when she made it and is now admitting her political promises
will require reduction of various programs in the budget.37

Middle-class members and workers faced seemingly insurmountable financial
obstacles every day. Carroll certainly had the business-owning middle class
in mind when he signed measures granting tax relief to farmers.
As time passed, Carroll was in an increasingly difficult position because
the state’s business tax abatement policies were problematic. He wanted quality
industries, but did not want to sanction “giveaways.” In fact, Carroll launched
a broad expansion of the state’s economic development policy, granting new
tax exemptions to businesses and redirecting severance tax dollars into coal
research to strengthen the coal industry. Giveaways were deeply entrenched
in the state’s ad hoc development policy that still relied heavily on attracting
lower-skill, lower-wage industries, buttressed by a minimally and unequally
funded school system that provided “basic” education.
Exemptions became controversial in the Commonwealth’s growing tax
crisis, where demands for improved education and more services continued to
pressure Frankfort. Carroll needed exemptions to compete for new industries
and mollify existing businesses. But pressure to grant tax relief for the lower
classes, especially property taxes and Breathitt’s optional school taxes, grew
as inflation drove utility and energy prices higher. Conditions were ripe for
a tax revolt, especially after the highly publicized passage of California’s
Proposition 13 property-tax relief referendum in June, 1978.32
In retrospect, Kentucky’s neoconservative tax revolt that culminated
with the anti-tax 1979 special session began early in Carroll’s term, but
grew slowly. Exemptions for economic development were widespread and
accepted in Frankfort; now, the petty bourgeoisie and workers were clamoring
for relief. In 1978, Carroll resisted that pressure. Bills offered in the General
Assembly covered a wide range of taxes, but mostly focused on protecting
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agriculture and on exempting utilities. LRC noted the major problem of
alternative revenue sources in its final committee reports.33
The growing tax backlash also demonstrated the anti-democratic contradiction of tax levies passed by representative bodies without a popular vote,
along with property revaluations spurred by inflation. For example, in 1978,
HB 177, with five sponsors, proposed to amend Section 180 of the Kentucky
Constitution by requiring a referendum for all tax measures, excluding excise
taxes. The bill died in committee.
Frankfort provided great but serious theatre during the session, with
both main characters posturing and maneuvering. Carroll did considerable
arm-twisting, making separate appearances before the House and Senate,
appearing on Kentucky Educational Television, and holding a press briefing.38
He spoke briefly at the December General Assembly session about the
flooding, then legislators adjourned. He did not speak to the January session
where the serious business of mangling the budget and tax system transpired.
Stovall never presented legislation to the General Assembly, although
she made an address in January, after the flooding subsided. Instead, she said
she wanted to give legislators freedom and presented an outline of tax cuts,
including: a partial freeze on state property taxes at 1979 levels; decreasing
state income taxes by increasing the standard deduction from $650 to $850;
and removing the 5-percent sales tax on water and fuels for residential use.39
Carroll’s package included $22 million in spending cuts and depended
on $71.1 million in existing or projected surpluses to make up the difference,
in addition to cancelling or delaying projects.Carroll warned that his
measures did not promise a balanced budget by the end of fiscal 1979-1980,
forcing his successor, John Y. Brown, Jr., to again cut the budget early in his
administration.
In a sign of changing times, critics, alluding to Carroll’s publicly professed
religious fundamentalism, called him a “born-again tax cutter.”40 He wasn’t
alone. Many Democratic legislators and political insiders, recognizing the
burgeoning neoconservative anger about the welfare state and its taxes,
were only too eager to take political advantage of the situation to protect
themselves and their political futures.
Carroll apparently was grateful. He thanked legislators, saying: “The
people of Kentucky owe you a debt of gratitude.”41
During the drama, critics accused Stovall of political grandstanding.
She was already in the 1979 race for governor, and they claimed her action
was designed to win votes.42 In her apparently passionate speech to the joint
session of the General Assembly on January 8, 1979, Stovall, however, took
the traditional conservative’s moral high ground, criticizing the ever-growing
state because its tax burdens stifled the poor, farmers, and workers. Unlike
her political ally, Happy Chandler, she did not invoke the pragmatic politics
of voters, Instead, she said legislators had assembled to correct injustices to
individuals which should not be permitted to continue:
Most of the injustices which the people ask you to correct are so clear that
no voice has been raised to defend them. Those things which have been
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proven to be wrong seldom find a defender.
... Is it just—or right—or reasonable—that the heavy hand of the tax
collector destroy the incentive of the small farmer to tend his modest
acres? Is it just—or fair—or right—that the owner of a modest home—
whether it be on a farm or in any of the pleasant towns across Kentucky
– be taxed to the point where he must lose his home or, perhaps, get a job
“moonlighting” to pay his taxes?
. . . Is it just—or fair—or right – that the fuel adjustment clause—with
which each of us is burdened—be imposed upon Kentuckians—rich
and poor alike—large and small alike—unless utilities are required to
demonstrate beyond reasonable doubt that such a charge must be imposed
in order to permit them to operate at a reasonable profit?
Without outlining in detail the subjects of the call I want to tell you that, in
my humble opinion, none of these things which I have recited are fair—or
just—or right. I have traveled Kentucky from East to West and from North
to South. I have talked to thousands of Kentuckians and these things are
uppermost in their minds. These things are resented deeply and bitterly;
you may be assured the people of Kentucky will see to it that they are
corrected.43

After speaking, Stovall stepped down from her chair as Senate president and
moved to the background, ostensibly to preserve legislative independence.
As it turned out, she spent much of the session in the hospital because of a
bleeding peptic ulcer. Carroll, however, stepped in and moved the agenda
for his own designs, even if it did mean a major flip-flop. Although he had
promised that he would serve only one term, it seems obvious that he was
protecting his future options.
Carroll’s 1979 special session package consisted of two bills. HB 43, with
65 sponsors, exempted sewer services, water, and fuel sold to residents for
home consumption from the sales tax. The measure certainly would make the
state’s sales tax less regressive and onerous. After the bill was recommitted,
a committee substitute clarified eligibility conditions, excluded owners of
multi-unit residential facilities, and exempted school taxes. The bill passed
as the substitute was further amended to require the Department of Revenue
to determine exemption eligibility. Three failed amendments would have
limited the home fuel exemption to half the total use; exempted telephone
service; and exempted the occasional sale of passenger autos and 3/4-ton
pick-up trucks. In the Senate, the bill was amended to exempt multi-unit
apartment owners, and then passed 36-0. Failed amendments tried to exempt
multi-unit residence owners and trailer parks and to delete exemptions for
facilities such as condominiums. The House concurred 96-1.
HB 44 dealt with property taxes. Despite its 42 sponsors, the final form
faced considerable dissension. By the time the measure made it through
the General Assembly, it faced two committee substitutes and numerous
amendments. Appendix D summarizes unsuccessful amendments. The final
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version went to a joint conference committee and passed the House 83-8 and
the Senate 32-0-1.
The proclamation was fairly straightforward, stating the intent of the
General Assembly “to reduce the impact of inflation on property taxes,
both state and local, without reducing necessary governmental services”44
Its provisions constrained government, reinforcing the primacy of private
property and limiting future revenue growth.
Originally, the bill would have allowed the state to increase the amount
of revenue produced from real property taxes in the current year by 4 percent
over the amount of revenues produced by these taxes in the preceding year.
It amended the law to require agencies, including school districts, to produce
no more revenues from real property, excluding revenue from net assessment
growth than was produced in the preceding year until provisions concerning
public hearings had been met. It also limited local revenues to a 4-percent
year-to-year increase, exclusive of revenue produced from taxes on new
properties. Districts were required to publish increases in excess of 4 percent
in the newspaper, and to allow for recall petitions. Other provisions required
the property valuation administrator to maintain lists of all real property
added to or deleted from tax rolls and to biennially examine physically and
to revalue all taxable real property subject to assessment. The Department
of Revenue would have been required to publish in the largest newspaper in
each county a listing of the assessment level of real property for every county
for the prior tax year; also, a simple explanation of all tax provisions was to
be mailed annually with each property tax bill.
HB 44 passed the House 85-10 with the second committee substitute, as
amended: to require three public hearings on fiscal court levies in counties
with first-class city; to permit presentation of petitions to the county clerk,
as well as the tax levying authority; to require the county clerk to verify
petitions, rather than the tax-levying authority; to reduce the petition signature
requirement from 10 percent to 5 percent of voters in previous presidential
election; to extend from 30 to 45 days the time limit for filing a petition; to
define the increment limit in terms of the compensating tax rate in existing
law, rather than in preceding year; and to exempt certain districts from the
annual increment limit.
In the Senate, the bill passed 34-1-1, with six committee amendments:
(1) to require school district levy elections to be held not less than 20 days
nor more than 30 days from validation of petition signatures, rather than at
the next regular election as provided for other jurisdictions; (2) to permit
application of the maximum voted general or building tax rate rather than the
voted general or building tax rate which could have been levied in preceding
year, rather than rate actually levied in preceding year in determining tax
revenues for school districts for the subsequent year; (3) to include property
annexed by any tax jurisdiction; (4) to require property reclassified from farm
to subdivision be deleted from the category of farm property; (5) to delete the
exclusion of personal property; (6) to provide for a recall of that portion of
the tax levy exceeding permitted revenue rather than recall of entire levy. A
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successful floor amendment exempted from the county rate limit any special
tax rate levied at the request of county community improvement districts.
The House concurred in Senate committee amendments 2, 4, and 6, but
refused to go along with other committee amendments. The Senate refused to
recede, so the bill went to conference, a rarity. The report recommended that
the Senate recede from its committee amendment 5, to delete the exclusion
of personal property. The first Senate committee amendment was to be
changed to permit rather than require school district elections and to permit
the election to be from 20 to 30 days after filing a valid petition or at the
next regular election at the board’s option; the agreement also required the
school district to bear election costs. Senate Committee amendment 3 was
amended to exempt property acquired by way of merger, consolidation, or
transfer of property from one district to another. The Senate floor amendment
was accepted with minor changes. The House passed the final version 83-8,
and the Senate passed it 32-0-1.
The struggle to pass HB 44—coming as it did during the turbulent
sociocultural transition of the late 1970s—suggests considerable
fragmentation in the legislature, as does the long list of other tax measures
introduced during the session. But getting the tax measures passed appears to
have been quite simple, compared with the pitched battle that accompanied
Carroll’s revised budget, HB 19. With the prospect of shrinking revenues, it
turned out to be a major fight with 21 floor amendments in the House and
13 floor amendments in the Senate. Regional bickering related to use of
coal severance tax money was raucous. Amendments for a Tobacco County
Development Fund and a Bourbon Production County Development Fund
were offered, as well as one to declare 11 coal-producing counties to be
free states. Like HB 44, the bill ended up in a conference committee. The
committee specified no capital construction funds could be used for the
School Building Authority. While the original version of the budget passed
the House with little opposition, the vote on the committee report was 62-27.
It passed the Senate unanimously both times.

Neoconservatism: God, Country, and Racism
Considering his political-science and law degrees and years of government
experience before becoming governor, Carroll had a confusing and
contradictory philosophy. In his Inaugural Address at the Capitol Building
on December 9, 1975, his goals included an improved quality of life, a
brighter future for children, a new standard of excellence in government, and
restoring confidence, morality and integrity of government in “fulfillment
of the American Dream.” The goals seemed reasonable enough for the most
part, but Carroll’s reference to morality marked a difference in this political
descendant of Combs and Breathitt. Carroll decried the “immoral legacy”
of waste of human and natural resources, yet he was known for his natural
resource policies and expanded support for energy extraction. Still, decrying
waste was something of a critical stance, and from a different time and
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perspective, echoed Combs’s message about irresponsible resource use. A
major break with Democrats from the echo of the New Deal became apparent
as Carroll said:
The Great Depression and two World Wars started the marathon race to
bigger government with greater control. The complex and expansive
programs of big government have denied us our freedom, taxed our ability
to pay, robbed us of our dignity, and obscured our self-reliance.

Carroll professed himself a liberal Democrat, which implies a high level of
faith in government. But this was different rhetoric, compared with Combs,
and to some extent, Breathitt, who criticized social inequality and saw a
role for the state in redressing it. Carroll expressed heightened distrust of
government at the same time he was planning to expand the state’s role in both
education and economic development, especially energy. Here, he was living
in his times, a fleeting traditional liberal, perhaps a conflicted neoliberal,
struggling to accommodate rising neoconservatism which intersected with
some of his beliefs and sought to constrict government.
When it came to meeting the neo-conservative tax backlash, with its
elements of social justice voiced by the conservative Stovall, Carroll proved
wily. He allowed his own conservatism to be his armor when protecting
his political future. The governor, who later called Stovall’s effort a “zero
session politically,” managed to get his program passed in a noisy legislature,
allowing him to take some credit for easing the burden on taxpayers.45 Taking
credit was one thing. The tax cuts, with their significant revenue reductions,
happened near the end of his term. He left a mess for his successor, John Y.
Brown, Jr., to clean up.
Ryan evaluated the 1979 special session, which created a crisis for
Kentucky as the world economy soon plunged into a deep recession
characterized by extremely high interest rates.46 Many in the Commonwealth’s
political elite were unified in their disdain for the tax cuts. Carroll’s successor,
Brown—himself an advocate of smaller government—called the session
irresponsible. Combs, once a staunch Carroll backer, called it stupid and
a mistake. Edward F. Prichard—a long-time adviser for many governors,
whose Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence would become a key
player in building support for the next waves of education reform and tax
hikes during the 1980s—said the crises caused by eroded revenues stemmed
from unparalleled fiscal irresponsibility.
In the end, Carroll’s legacy did not stem solely from the fiscal mess that
followed the tax slashing. Taxpayers certainly accepted the cuts happily. The
constant stain of corruption haunted the deeply religious Carroll throughout
much of his term, and that is what ended his political career until he was
resurrected as a state senator, serving from 2005 to the time of this book’s
writing. Carroll ran for Governor again in 1987 and finished dead last.
While in office, the sometimes reluctant, often wanna-be liberal Carroll
enlarged Frankfort’s role in education, moving the state toward more funding
equity, a traditional liberal goal, and school accountability through testing,
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an emerging neoconservative goal. Carroll was clearly caught in rapidly
changing times and maneuvered through them in his own fashion.
Carroll’s rhetoric was sometimes critical, but not overly strident, like
the Republican Nunn’s sharper language, nor was he quite as evasive his
fellow Democrat, Ford. In fact, Carroll’s rhetoric was often inconsistent,
perhaps reflecting his own ambivalence, his political skills, or the tenor of the
times. The 1970s were transition years for Kentucky’s Democrats. The old
Keynesian activist liberal wing was making way for pragmatic neoliberalism
that emphasized economic progress while social issues such as poverty and
race were pushed from the forefront, wherever possible. School prayer, busing
for desegregation, the leftover bitterness of Vietnam and Watergate, welfare
benefits, and a host of sociocultural issues forced liberals to adapt and opened
the way for elitist neoconservatism that promised limited government, but
not progressive social and economic reforms.
Carroll was a curious admixture of liberalism and conservatism. He
favored funding to widen educational opportunities, but opposed busing to
mitigate school segregation. He was clearly conservative on busing, offering
aid and comfort to forces emerging to “correct” the 1960s’ efforts to promote
social and racial justice.
School desegregation had raised tensions in Louisville, with passions
turning to violence. Carroll called busing counterproductive, a waste of
money, bad for education quality, and potentially damaging for economic
development. Like Ford, he supported a constitutional amendment to halt
busing. Carroll filed suit to block busing and jawboned with officials in
Washington. He believed the state could not afford busing and refused to
pay for it with Foundation Program funds. At Louisville’s Downtown Rotary
Club on October 23, 1975, he said, “Forced busing is the enemy of hope and
progress. It is the antithesis of all productive solutions for equality in our
educational system.”
Carroll frequently discussed deteriorating social conditions and, like
Nunn, was a “born-again” Christian. He mixed religion and patriotism,
signing bills related to Bible reading, prayer, and creation theology. Here
was new-found strength for the ascending neo-conservatism, with help from
the inconsistently liberal Carroll. Nunn, the strict disciplinarian, yearned
for coercion to impose order. This was not Carroll’s way, but he believed in
traditional religious and civil values to mend society and preserve order.
In Nunn’s world, individuals had economic freedom. In Carroll’s world
there also was room for the individual. As he told the Teamsters’ District
Stewards Seminar Banquet, in Lexington on October 25, 1975: “Now
perhaps more than any other generation we must rely on the individual. We
must rely on the individual whose courage dominates his hesitance, whose
taste of excitement overpowers his love of the easy life.”
From Carroll, a lover of the good life, these words seem to sum up the
contradictions of an individual who wanted basic vocational education for the
masses channeled by traditional religion and pluralism that served the needs
of the state and its businesses. He wanted individuals to be courageous, but,
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in reality, the taste of excitement, within the framework of limited vocational
education under the guise of life choices for most students, might well lead
to a life tempered by work-a-day drudgery for a plurality, perhaps even the
majority, of workers.
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Ten

Silent Reformer: John Y. Brown, Jr., 1979-1983
Big Name, Hard to Label
Besides trying to figure out a way to dig the Commonwealth out of the fiscal
mess he inherited from the Thelma Stovall-Julian Carroll tax cutting special
session of 1979, John Y. Brown Jr.’s administration focused mainly on an
expansive economic development policy. He hoped growth in the state would
counter challenges posed by a significant global economic downturn in the
early 1980s. Schools were not really a priority, especially during the first half
of his term.
Brown, unlike his liberal father, was a relatively conservative, businessoriented Democrat who was far from the fringe of religious neo-conservatism
where the neoliberal Carroll often found solace. His political views were
confused, with outspoken sympathies of the neoliberal for government
policies that promoted economic progress and occasional concern for the poor.
Meanwhile, he espoused, like President Ronald Reagan, a neoconservative’s
love for free-market capitalism and general dislike for big government.
The new governor was a lawyer and built his career as a businessman who,
among other things, moved Kentucky Fried Chicken into the international
spotlight. Brown truly believed businesses could help solve the problems of
government and structured his administration with business leaders in key
positions.
If all of this seems confusing, it is. More than any other governor to
this point, Brown defied labels. He was mainly a what-you-see-is-what-youget-at-this-moment-politician-salesman. His off-the-cuff speeches reveal
that his simplistic mission was simply to simplify government based on
business principles while pushing for economic growth.1 More importantly
for Kentucky’s education policy, an anti-intellectual pattern readily emerged.
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Despite being the son of a well-known Kentucky politician, John Y. Brown,
Sr., it is obvious the younger Brown had little knowledge of the history of
state policies and activities; he often claimed to be first to do things others
had done before.
Brown reportedly said he barely got through college and law school.2
Unlike Julian Carroll and his other predecessors, it is unusual to find any
articulation of an education philosophy in Brown’s speeches. He tended
to hold a negative view of schooling. The closest Brown came to voicing
any kind of philosophy occurred late in his term, when he told a meeting of
United Construction Industries in Louisville on October 19, 1983, of the need
for more discipline in classrooms. He also said teachers have a right to excel,
and incentive payments were needed to promote better teaching, a reflection
of growing neo-conservatism in educational thinking.
Brown’s attitude and his relatively simplistic approach toward education
policy set him apart from previous administrations. Carroll and Louie B.
Nunn, and perhaps, to some extent, Edward T. Breathitt, thought too many
Kentuckians went to college. Carroll placed heavy emphasis on basic skills
and vocational education, but his anti-intellectualism was subtle and elitist.
The college-educated Nunn clearly disliked the elitism of higher education
institutions. Breathitt advocated for basic skills, but embarked on expanding
higher education. Meanwhile, Happy Chandler, Bert. T. Combs, and Wendell
H. Ford seemed to value education at all levels as vital for the future of the
Commonwealth’s prosperity.
There is nothing in any other governors’ speeches to match Brown’s
words at the Annual Governors’ Dinner in Columbia, SC, on March 30, 1983:
“We promote our state just like we promoted fried chicken, frankly.” This
was hardly an intellectual approach that put education out front. It was not
the studied research orientation for economic development established under
Breathitt and Combs. And it had nothing to do with democratic processes.
It was salesmanship, purely and simply a matter of superficial perception,
image, and created needs.
Brown’s anti-intellectualism could clearly focus on formal education.
At the 1983 dinner, he also said: “Sometimes we limit ourselves by knowing
too much. Those people that [sic] write books are people that can’t make it
on their own so they write about it.” On October 30, 1981, Brown told the
National Press Club in Washington, DC: “You don’t learn in a book. You
learn from private experience....”
Brown believed in the business of business. Gigot quoted a statement
Brown made to the Kentucky Council on Higher Education: “Philosophically,
I’d a lot rather have more David Joneses and Wendell Cherrys and David
Grissoms [members of Humana, Inc.’s board] than I would Aristotles and
Socrateses.”3 If running government meant efficiently managing the till, and
if the country was built on free enterprise, then it only figures that Brown
had no use for the cultural purposes of education. Education was at root,
pragmatic, intended to help people make more money. That’s human capital
theory in a nutshell.
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Yet, Brown changed somewhat during his administration. Part of the credit
probably goes to Edward F. Prichard, the long-time counsel to Kentucky’s
governors whose career dated back to Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal.
Prichard led the establishment of the Prichard Committee for Academic
Excellence, which initially focused on Kentucky’s higher education system,
but gradually realized the need to reform primary and secondary education in
the Commonwealth.4
At the same time, a national education reform movement was beginning
to stir under Ronald Reagan as neoconservatives and neoliberals recognized
shortcomings of the U.S. education system and the need for skilled workers
to meet demands of the latest waves of change in the global economy. Brown,
however, apparently did not make the connection between skilled workers
and improved economic development possibilities.

Preservation Budget
Brown did not buy into neoconservative rhetoric when it came to government
debt. In his 1980 State of the Commonwealth Address, he said: “My
philosophy is to invest now, pay later, when we can afford it, because
Kentucky’s industries are sound.” He was not totally opposed to tax increases,
but did not like them, preferring instead to spur economic growth through
business expansion in the hope that benefits would trickle down to the rest
of the Commonwealth. But his fiscal life was complicated. Brown not only
inherited reduced tax revenues from Carroll’s disastrous 1979 special session,
but the national economy also sagged deeply as interest rates soared, choking
off expected state revenues, especially in the tanking natural-resourced-based
energy and agriculture sectors. Bonding for new debt was extremely costly;
the Federal Reserve’s inflation-cutting strategy weakened the strategy of
paying back debts with “cheaper” dollars.
The governor was in a quandary. The relatively good times following
Kentucky’s unprecedented economic growth related to the energy crisis in
the 1970s were over. Economic conditions were deteriorating rapidly; the
Federal Reserve seemed to be constantly increasing interest rates, and the
country was sliding into the worst recession since the Great Depression of
the 1930s. The constitutional timing of the change in administrations caused
problems for Brown in this rapidly unwinding crisis; he did not introduce his
1980 budget (HB 931) until March, later than other governors in their first
biennium.
Although Brown often claimed to be a proponent of smaller government,
the policy was not really a free choice. Carroll’s profligacy, along with
shrinking revenues, put the pinch on the new governor. As Brown noted in
his 1982 budget document:
The State’s General Fund expenditures exceeded its General Fund
Revenues by $251 million for the period from 1977 through 1982. Three
basic factors are involved in this pattern: spending surplus, enacted
revenue-reducing measures, and the recession. The excess expenditures
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of the 1977-79 period indicate spending against the State’s General Fund
surplus which had accumulated in the early 1970’s. The 1980 pattern is a
combination of the revenue reductions enacted by the 1979 Extraordinary
Session of the General Assembly and the beginning of the recessionary
period. The original 1980-82 budget enacted by the 1980 General
Assembly provided annual receipts in excess of expenditures. As a result
of the economic recession, however, actual receipts fell short of budgeted
revenues by $387 million. Most of the shortfall was met by reducing
budgeted expenditures. A small portion, however, was offset by the use of
nonrecurring revenues, such as capital construction funds.5

The effects of Carroll’s “California Proposition 13 Kentucky-style” tax cut
were immediate, as shown in Figure 10.1. Inflation-adjusted general fund
revenue declined almost 10 percent between 1978 and 1979 and 11 percent
between 1979 and 1980. In a Kentucky Educational Television broadcast on
August 28, 1980, Brown estimated Carroll’s 1979 property-tax rollback (HB
44, 1979 special session) cost the state $200 million in its first year. In his
1980 budget address, the governor estimated the revenue loss from ending
the utility sales tax (HB 43, 1979 special session) at $75 million. During
his first biennium, Brown was forced to mandate three budget cuts to meet
a $1-billion revenue shortfall. He still faced a $300-million shortage in his
second biennium.
While it is obvious that education was not a Brown priority at the
beginning, his views did change during his term. Most of his stump speeches
mention schools only in passing. His last Cabinet appointment was his
education secretary in June, 1980—six months after his inauguration—when
he named State Superintendent of Public Instruction Raymond Barber, a
political veteran, to the position. He did not make a major address on education
until October, 1981, and that was devoted mostly to higher education as part
of Prichard’s work.
Despite the state’s deepening fiscal problems, Brown expressed his
sincere commitment “to improving the quality of education in Kentucky” in
his 1980 Budget Message. To counter the remnants of rampant inflation, he
sought a 15-percent increase in teacher salaries, continued funding for the
School Building Authority, and a 10-percent increase in funds for current
operating expenses and transportation. He also called for an outside, objective
study of elementary and secondary school. Here, he was under the mistaken
impression that such a study had never been done. His goals for the study
were businesslike: to decrease the cost of educational administration.
Brown did not get all of his recommended school-funding increases from
the legislature, although the annual education budget cracked the $1-billion
mark for the first time during his first biennium.6 There was a teacher pay
raise. But the state’s fiscal crisis was taking hold as the recession triggered
by the Federal Reserve to increase interest rates and reduce inflation began to
take effect. On August 28, 1980, when the fiscal year was not even two months
old, Brown had to go on Kentucky Educational Television to announce the
first of five budget cuts during his term. In reducing the funds available to

Figure 10.1. Effects of the 1979 Tax Cut on Kentucky’s General Revenue Fund, Inflation-Adjusted

Source: Kentucky Governor, 1980
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elementary and secondary schools by 2 percent, he said: “Education has come
a long way in the last ten years, and we certainly don’t want to do anything
to not keep that momentum going.” In terms of finances, at least, Brown was
following in the footsteps of his predecessors by attempting to keep funding
even with or slightly ahead of inflation.
By the time of his second Budget Message to the General Assembly in
1982, Brown had given the education and schools more thought. Sounding
even more like previous governors, he told legislators, “Education has to be
our top priority.” The 1981 study by Cresap, McCormick, and Padget, Inc.,
for the State Board of Education apparently had some impact on Brown’s
thinking.
Table 10.1. Summary of 1981 Cresap, McCormick, and Padget, Inc.,
Education Study
1. Develop an equalized per-pupil spending system based on property
assessment.
2. Establish accreditation standards.
3. Define an adequate program.
4. Determine the cost of adequate program.
5. Determine the state’s funding percentage, adopting new program as
follows:
a.
Basic Program Funding.
b.
Transportation.
c.
State Services – Insurance, retirement, textbooks.
d.
Vocational education.
e.
Discretionary funds – experimental programs.
f.
Kentucky Department of Education.
6. Reestablish the minimum local tax and relate it to an adequate
education program as defined by state. The rate should be required
uniformly.
7. The Department of Education should establish guidelines for local
district staffing using the following classifications: Administration,
Student Services, Instructional Support, and Instruction.
8. Increase the vocational education class size.
9. Primary grade enrollments should be below 26 pupils.
10. Home and hospital instruction should be kept to minimum.
11. Develop a state testing program.
12. Abolish the state teacher pay schedule; base pay on competitive
market conditions.
13. Establish maximum state salaries for bus drivers.
14. Extend the bus replacement schedule.
15. Give priority to committing funds to capital construction.
16. The state board should boost emphasis on educational quality and
output.
17. Establish performance standards for at least five areas: Testing,
percent of students at-tending college, ninth-grade survival rate,
dropout rate, vocational education placement rate.
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18. The state board should strengthen the system of management by
results.
19. Establish a system of statewide planning for results.
20. Transfer the operation of area vocational centers to local districts.
21. Permit the superintendent of public instruction to serve more than
one consecutive term in office.
Source: Kentucky Task Force on Education Reform, 1986
The report was broad ranging and treated business portions of the state’s
educational endeavors. But a few points illustrate the emerging consensus
on education reform at the time. For example, the report recommended
basing teacher salaries on market conditions, developing a statewide testing
system, and accountability based on management by results. The nod toward
adequacy of schools was important, a continuation of Carroll’s policies. The
report also offered yet another avenue to help mitigate funding inequities,
long a challenge for Frankfort.
For his second biennium, Brown, despite the Commonwealth’s continuing
budget shortfalls, sought an 8.4-percent education funding increase in the
first year and a 10-percent increase in the second that included a teacher pay
raise and full kindergarten funding. He also raised the equity issue, saying: “I
think if there’s any one thing that the people of his state want [it] is an equal
education for all Kentuckians.” But in a speech to the United Construction
Industries, he again showed his lack of knowledge, noting that justice had been
lacking for at least 25 years. There was truth to the statement of course, but
it ignored policies that had helped improve equity. While funding was hardly
equitable, overall conditions certainly had improved because of increased
funding and revisions to the Minimum Foundation Program formula under
Wendell H. Ford and Carroll’s Power Equalization Program.
Toward the end of Brown’s term, the Superintendent of Public Instruction
issued a report on methods to deal with funding inequities (Appendix E). The
wide-ranging report seeded some ideas for discussion under Martha Layne
Collins’s Administration, but came too late in Brown’s tenure for him to take
any action. In addition, while Brown recognized some of the school education
funding inequities across the state, this was not one of his priorities.
The 17-point report advocated for equality of funding and programming
across the state’s schools. It recommended yet another overhaul of the
Minimum Foundation Program and suggested changes to Kentucky’s revenue
system, including an unmined minerals tax and a study of the impact of the
state’s tax exemptions for revenue bonds that fueled economic development.
This might have been controversial for Brown, who vastly expanded the
Commonwealth’s efforts to attract businesses.
Brown did capture another emerging trend that became an essence
of Kentucky’s 1990 education reform package. In his 1980 State of the
Commonwealth Address, he said: “Our parents have become more and more
disinterested in our school systems. We need to have them better informed
and more involved.”
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Carroll’s Threadbare Estate
Coupled with the deepening recession that began in early 1980, Kentucky’s
schools reeled from the effects of Carroll’s tax cutting, which negated much
of the good that might have come from his Power Equalization Program.
With the state fiscal crisis, several bills showed deepening conflicts of class
and regional polarization and fragmentation.
Ironically, Carroll’s support for the 1979 tax rollback measures caused
some of his school programs to be attacked under Brown, but with mixed
success. For example, SB 312 of 1982 was a failed attempt to halt the
provision of free textbooks for high school students, which had been passed
under Carroll following many years of struggle. With 19 sponsors (half of
the Senate membership, including major players who later backed the 1990
education reform), the measure would have allowed secondary-school
textbooks purchased before July 1, 1982, to continue being loaned to students
while on the textbook adoption list. The bill also would have repealed the law
that prohibited charging instructional fees. The measure passed the Senate
27-10, amended to prohibit denying texts to pupils who could not afford
them. A rejected amendment would have kept free texts for students who
qualified for free or reduced lunches under the National School Lunch Act.
The bill died in the House Education Committee.
If some legislators and the governor had come to view textbooks as
a necessity, however, they were not so kind to so-called “frills.” In 1980,
Brown signed HB 51, which allowed school districts to charge students for
admission fees and transportation costs for cultural enrichment programs
and field trips. In 1982, SB 8 repealed the prohibition on charging fees for
participation in instructional programs.
A failed bill reveals insidious effects of Carroll’s tax legislation. HB 825
of 1982 deserves special note because it reveals a subtle effort to keep lowtax districts in their place. The proposed legislation would have allowed the
recalculation of tax rates before the Carroll tax freeze to give these districts
leeway to catch up, if they so desired. Instead, the legislative leadership
allowed the measure to die in committee.

School Finance: Holding the Line
Brown, in recognition of the power of property owners, showed some
education policy consistency when he did not work to rescind Carroll’s
property-tax measure from the 1979 special session. Thus, the state continued
to fund the largest share of the school system, contrary to Brown’s complaint
in his 1980 Budget Message. In addition, although Brown said he was in favor
of reducing class sizes, he vetoed a measure that came out of the Legislature
in 1980. HB 395, with seven sponsors, would have allotted classroom units
in grades 1 to 3 for each 20 pupils in average daily attendance and in grades 4
to 12 for each 30 pupils in average daily attendance (ADA). It set maximum
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class sizes of 25 pupils in grades 1-3, 30 pupils in grades 4-12, and 20 pupils
in kindergarten, while permitting local boards to exceed the maximum by
petitioning the state board of education.
The bill came out of committee with amendments including: (1) to
restore the allocation of classroom units for 27 pupils for grades 1-12 and to
require the allotment of classroom units for a 25-pupil maximum in grades 1
-3 beginning in 1981-82, deleting other size allotments for other grades; (2)
to require the 1980-82 budget to prevail if provisions conflicted. After the bill
was recommitted, the Education Committee offered a substitute to provide
additional funding to a district’s total ADA equal to .08 of ADA in grades 1-3
and to allot units in grades 1-3 on 25 pupils in ADA. It also gave the biennial
budget primacy if there were a conflict. The measure passed 89-7 with the
substitute. Once in the Senate, committee amendments included: (1) delete
certain dated references to the permissible annual increase in ad valorem tax
rates for school districts and to permit a 15-cent constant annual increment in
rate. The bill passed the Senate 38-0 as amended, and the House concurred
69-3. The House overrode Brown’s veto 76-14. The Senate did not vote to
override.
In his veto message, Brown noted:
Although this bill is qualified to the extent that in the event of a conflict
with the 1980-82 biennial budget, the budget will prevail over this bill, the
proposal could have a devastating effect on future bienniums [sic]. In the
1982-84 biennium the change in class sizes for grades from 1 to 3 would
cost approximately $12 million each year. Although this reduction in
class size may be desirable, it would be more prudent to wait and see what
financial resources are available to the state at the time that biennial budget
is presented to the General Assembly. In developing our present budget it
became obvious there was a problem with previous General Assemblys
[sic] mandating new programs to take effect during future bienniums,
without a provision for funding such programs.7

No measures to reduce class size were introduced in the next General
Assembly. While Brown said he believed smaller classes “may be desirable,”
he was unwilling or unable to exercise any leadership in the area, mainly
because of fiscal constraints.

Quiet Reformer: Taxes
In terms of education reform, Brown was generally silent. He did sign a
number of education reforms, however, including property tax changes. The
fiscal crisis and the more open climate in the legislature brought forth some
solid proposals to lessen local dependence on property taxes, challenging
the status quo. For example, HB 49 of 1980 was a rarity. It proposed a
constitutional amendment to require the General Assembly to let cities,
counties, and school districts levy individual and corporate income taxes.
The bill specified combinations of allowed taxes, required voter approval,
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and made the taxing district responsible for placing the question on the ballot.
In addition, it required local income taxes to be similar to the state tax and
permitted the local tax to be a percentage of the state tax. The state would
have collected the taxes and returned them to local areas. One of its problems,
however, was that, as a local option, it could have increased school funding
inequality across the state. The bill died in committee.
In addition, HR 5 of 1980 directed the Legislative Research Commission
to set up a study of alternative taxes to replace the property tax as a major
source of school revenue. The measure was choked off when it was laid on
clerk’s desk. But the idea had other supporters. In 1982, HB 17 would have
amended the constitution to allow cities, counties and school districts, if
approved by voters, to levy a local income tax instead of local property and
optional taxes, with the state required to collect the tax. The bill never made
it out of committee.
Brown’s approach to taxes was reluctant and incremental. For example,
HB 968 of 1980, which he signed, was to tax various extractive industries.
The final version was watered down as legislators successfully sought to
protect some fragments of the extractive bourgeoisie. Initially, Brown wanted
to levy a 7.5-percent severance tax on the gross value of natural gas, 5 percent
on all other minerals besides coal, and increase the state crude-petroleum tax
from 0.5 percent to 7.5 percent. In its final form, the measure’s severance
tax rate was below the 5-percent sales tax. It also made the petroleum levy a
state tax, eliminating the 1-percent crude oil tax that counties were allowed
to impose to finance roads, schools, and other needs. The legislative debates
over sources and forms of revenue collection showed continuing conflicts
between Frankfort and counties over centralizing revenue collection.
Despite the magnitude of the continuing fiscal crisis, Brown was
reluctant to engage in widespread tax increases, partly because they would
interfere with economic development, especially in a time of widespread,
global economic distress. In fact he even cut and shifted taxes for some of
the state’s capitalist fragments. In 1980, he signed HB 972 to lower property
taxes on distilled beverages. In 1982, he signed HB 571 to tax alcohol
wholesalers and retail floor stocks, shifting the source of alcohol revenue.
As usual, tobacco farmers resisted a cigarette-tax hike. Horse-farm owners
also resisted applying the sales tax to their transactions. Farmers continued
to successfully block tax increases. They were numerous, had a statewide
coalition that bridged class lines, were well-organized, and held a powerful
strand of romantic, if not sympathetic, ideology.
Proposals to restructure local taxes strike at the heart of the contradiction
of property taxes, local power, and school funding inequities. While local
elites, especially those tied to extractive enterprises, hated property taxes,
they had been able to wield considerable control over tax rates, passing
higher rates onto working homeowners, for example. It may seem perverse,
but legislators recognized that getting rid of the local property tax would
actually damage the hegemony of the land-based extractive bourgeoisie and
petty bourgeoisie who made up their political base.
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Quiet Reformer: Education Governance
Brown supported letting the state help local governments pick and choose
among possible economic development projects. But he was not so kind
with local school boards. This is a major inconsistency, and Brown’s second
legislative session, especially, was both reactionary and geared toward
increasing state control of schools. Speaking in Lexington on October 19,
1981, Brown discussed political patronage in the Commonwealth’s 181
school districts, suggesting a businesslike approach:
They’re all managed differently. We’re gonna challenge them to manage it
alike because their problems are similar and we’re for the first time going
out and showing the way that they ought to operate so the next time the
budget comes in well all know how much money is spent.

If Brown defined business as good, he must have believed that businesses
joined with quasigovernmental economic development authorities could
overcome the tangle of political alliances in county courthouses. Not so with
schools: Having secured minor property tax reforms, Brown also intended
to become involved with local governance issues, snipping at the local
elites. Was this a politics of revenge against those who had thwarted his
father’s political efforts? Given Brown’s stated resentments about Kentucky
politics, that may be part of the reason, but there were larger issues. The state
needed to clean up the school system in order to meet the demands of global
competition, which Brown recognized and embraced in his own apparently
neoconservative way.
Despite his anti-intellectualism, it is likely Brown’s business-management
sense was offended by charges of waste in local school districts. To his mind,
the only way to deliver efficient education was to put it on a businesslike
footing. Given his apparent policy toward education, at least early in his term,
the interesting thing about Brown’s administration is the number of education
reforms that passed, perhaps more than any governor since Combs in 1962.
Some measures appear problematic. For example, in 1980, SB 146 appeared
to go against Brown’s philosophy by letting school board members vote to
hire other relatives under certain conditions.
Brown also was on record as favoring professional negotiations for
teachers. In 1980, SB 149, with three sponsors, sought to authorize collective
bargaining, with school boards extending exclusive recognition to teachers’
associations. The measure outlined bargaining procedures, provided for
mediation if there were an impasse, and defined grievance procedures that
included final and binding arbitration. Teachers were prohibited from strikes,
work stoppages, sick outs or other withdrawal of services. Nor could they be
required to join associations. A committee substitute exempted temporary and
substitute teachers from the provisions and defined the groups as professional
associations within specific school districts. The substitute defined mediators
and required contract amendments by mutual consent before changes could
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take effect. The state superintendent was to join the Commissioner of Labor
in designating associations for recognition. Negotiations were expanded
to matters other than salaries, hours, curriculum and in-service training.
The substitute defined grievance procedures and required good faith in
negotiation and sincere efforts by parties to agree. It redefined anti-strike
provisions. A committee amendment redefined certain penalty provisions. A
floor amendment to the committee substitute would have required boards and
associations to pay the expenses of negotiators, whether they were selected
separately or jointly; it was withdrawn. The measure went down to defeat
19-20, with Lieutenant Governor and future Governor Martha Layne Collins,
a former teacher, casting the tie-breaking vote. Following Ford’s veto of
similar legislation, it was the closest teachers had ever come to getting legal
sanction for collective bargaining.

Quiet Reformer: Educational Excellence
Even though funds were short, Brown signed a number of bills aimed at
educational “excellence.” At the time, a grass-roots reform was emerging in
the state, but it appears there was little new. Most of the legislation attempted
to deal with historic problems, especially those related to discipline. After
Carroll, the groundswell for reform was just beginning, with increased activity
in 1982. Brown simply did not provide much leadership, and the General
Assembly, still feeling the way in its drive to become more independent,
lacked clear direction.

Patriotism and Religion
The neoconservative fervor concerning patriotism and religion was not as
raucous under Brown as it had been during Carroll’s term. But some zeal
remained. Brown simply did not share Carroll’s interest in the issue.
The list of bills introduced included: SB 107 of 1980, which died in
committee; it would have required local boards to adopt policies to require
students to participate in the Pledge of Allegiance. HB 32 of 1980, with 15
sponsors, amended in the Senate to allow voluntary participation, passed, and
Brown signed it.
HB 37 of 1980 illustrates neoconservatism and the continuing
fragmentation over the U.S. Supreme Court’s school prayer decisions in 1962
and 1963.8 The bill, which passed the House, but died in the Senate Education
Committee, would have allowed teachers to conduct voluntary prayer each
morning; it permitted students not wishing to participate to be excused. HB
187 of 1980, to allow a minute of silent prayer, had 50 sponsors and died in
committee. HB 493 of 1980, another school prayer bill, met the same fate.
HB 366 of 1982, with five sponsors, to permit teachers to lead classes in a
minute of silence at the beginning of each school day, also died in committee.
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Vocational Education
Brown said he recognized the need for vocational education to make up for
Kentucky’s historic deficit in the area. But compared with Carroll, he did
little, and no major legislation was passed during his term.

Reluctance and Minimalism to the Maximum
Considering the Commonwealth’s fiscal crisis, Brown tried to protect
education funding, but significant school reform was not high on his “to do”
list. Tacitly, he agreed with the long-running agreement to work toward “fully
funding” the Commonwealth’s school programs. In essence, Brown stuck to
his two campaign promises: to run government like a business and to develop
Kentucky’s economy.
Brown’s views toward education were certainly shaped by his antiintellectualism, his suspicion of government, support for economic
development, and his approach to problem solving.
In his Inauguration Address on December 11, 1979, Brown admitted
Kentucky’s problems were complex, but the solutions were fairly simple.
Kentucky had what the world needed in natural resources: coal, agriculture,
and scenery. He appealed to pride, individualism, and efforts to unify citizens
by developing worker pride; helping business investment and expansion;
helping the young to prepare for the future; helping teachers to care for
children so they are able to “grow and to blossom and to develop their full
talents;” unifying the coal industry and workers and letting the media protect
public’s right to know constructively, not destructively.
The same man who campaigned against government and described it as
a sales proposition then said: “I want you to be proud of your government
and understand your responsibility to be part of it.” At Fancy Farm on August
2, 1980, Brown analyzed his view of the problem in a typically inconsistent
fashion that manifested his own and the state’s sometimes confusing plight:
“If we look closely, it’s not the system that’s failed us. Perhaps the leadership
has failed us. But, I think more important, the people have failed themselves.”
Brown’s insight was incredibly deep from someone who advocated a
simple businesslike approach to government that emphasized efficiency
over democratic aspirations. But, over time, he came to voice the idea that
schools could help build up the Commonwealth if they stuck to their mission
of helping students become successful adult citizens, workers, and providers
for themselves and their families.
Brown’s focus, however, was not on education. His business-attractionoriented ingredients for success included long-standing values: unity of
purpose, forward vision, sacrifice and discipline, spirit, and pride. Speaking
to the Future Farmers of America in Louisville on June 12, 1981, he told
the students to rediscover basics: family, liberty, freedom, patriotism, and
independence. His philosophy was individualistic, but not totally so: We are
to contribute to ourselves, our families, and others. Yet, Brown complicated
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his own values, telling the future farmers: “We’ve got it too soft, too easy. . .
. There is a need for more competition,” certainly a statement shaped by his
views of business and free markets.
For Brown, business was the answer. Unlike earlier governors, he
generally failed to make an explicit connection between an educated work
force and economic development. Perhaps this view stemmed partially from
his experience as a fast food capitalist who did not really see a need for a
well-educated workforce. Also, he was anti-intellectual, not an educational
elitist like Nunn, Carroll, and, to some extent, Breathitt. Given his simplistic
approach to Kentucky’s condition in a time of fiscal crisis and rapidly
emerging globalization, perhaps the worst criticism that could be made
was that—despite some efforts at school reform and increased funding in
tight financial times—he just didn’t care all that much about education.
The reluctant Brown seemingly represented a maximum of minimalism in
Kentucky’s long struggle with education reform.
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Eleven

Serious About Reform: Martha Lane Collins, 1983-1987
Engaging the Future
Martha Layne Collins took education reform seriously. The former teacher’s
Inaugural Address of December 13, 1983, set the tone. Noting that she was
the first woman governor, she said she hoped it symbolized “the kind of
individual freedom and opportunity precious to typical Kentuckians.” She
also hoped the historic record would show
that we stirred a progressive spirit and inaugurated changes of consequence
that became enduring hallmarks of this uncommon Commonwealth.
Furthermore, let history record that we did not tarry but immediately
engaged the future.1

The needs were urgent. Kentucky grappled with education, economic
development, and global restructuring in the 1980s as the national economy
had plunged into the deepest recession since the Great Depression of 50 years
before. From time to time, the Commonwealth had struggled to increase its
educational ranking among the states, but tended to rank near the bottom of
the nation for most of the century. Now, in the eyes of the state’s leaders,
the problem had reached crisis proportions despite repeated but typically
reluctant reform attempts. More than half of the state’s industrial jobs could
be considered to be in “obsolete” industries, and the state had a relatively
high proportion of industrial jobs, compared with the national average.2
Kentucky had the worst illiteracy rate and ranked near the bottom in
most education categories. Federal aid to education, a per-capita measure,
was highest, a sign of low overall state funding. Socioeconomic ills included
high poverty and unemployment, low per-capita income, and a host of other
problems.
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Collins inherited severe budget shortfalls that dated back to Julian
Carroll’s tax-cutting in 1979. John Y. Brown, Jr., despite his broad expansion
of the state’s economic development policies, missed the mark when trying to
counter the deep 1980s recession prompted by federal efforts to fight inflation.
The Commonwealth’s energy and agricultural sectors collapsed under the
pressure of record high interest rates triggered by the Federal Reserve starting
in late 1979.
Meanwhile, President Ronald Reagan, elected in 1980, had initiated his
“New Federalism” policies that were now taking hold across the country,
shifting federal responsibilities to the state level. New demands on state
budgets came as states such as Kentucky battled miserable fiscal and
economic conditions. The protracted recession, coupled with Carroll’s tax
revolt legislation, had cut Kentucky’s revenues. As Collins came to office,
Kentucky’s unemployment was 11.6 percent, hitting 35 percent in some
Eastern Kentucky coal counties. The Commonwealth’s appalling situation
aggravated the long history of uneven regional development, with wide
disparities of wealth and income.
Engaging the future meant growth. According to Collins, “Progress and
excellence are imperative, and none there are who would glory in stagnation.”
Progress and excellence also required unity, “a new consensus [that] must
bridge political boundaries and embrace goals that dignify our life together.”
Progress depended on education. In what became a major theme of her
administration, Collins sought a break from the past:
We look forward to a day when we are able to say that, in Kentucky,
education is first. On us weighs the unusual privilege to set the agenda
toward that day. Therefore, we must insure that quality education becomes
more than another idle plan, more than unfounded dreams, more than the
perpetuation of frustrated progress and lost hope.

With the exception of Brown, Kentucky governors in the post-World War
II decades made rhetorical linkages between education and economic
development. Brown, who fixated on economic growth, didn’t really make
any connection until later in his term. Collins, a former teacher and protégée
of Wendell H. Ford, came to office knowing schools were in deep trouble,
especially in terms of excellence, the rising buzzword of the time. She set out
to do something. She did not quibble. Education was not “a” top priority. It
was “the” top priority.
In her State of the Commonwealth Address on January 5, 1984, Collins
saw the future:
I have been elected governor in a time of change that is transforming
our lives. As we enter the information age, we are changing the way
we conduct business; the way we manufacture goods; the way we think
about work. We are changing the kinds of services we provide; the way
we entertain ourselves; the way we communicate; the way government
delivers services. If we are to avoid being left behind by these changes, we
must improve our state’s schools.3
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Ambitious Plans, No Takers
Collins certainly was under pressure on several fronts, including deteriorating
revenues that made legislators extremely cautious. For the sixth time in four
years, revenue estimates were revised downward. With a shortfall of about
$300 million for budgeted programs and continued anti-tax sentiments,
Collins had her work cut out for her. In her State of the Commonwealth
Address, she couldn’t resist a parting shot at Brown’s idea of government as
a business:
… Management can carry us only a limited way. Managers marshal
resources. Leaders provide direction. We must always remember
government is more than a business; government exists to serve the
people. (Italics in original.)4

Collins sounded like Ford and his predecessors, but nothing like Brown. She
seemed unaware of the opposition she was about to face as she turned to the
major theme of her administration, warning:
In all the clamor about schools, we must guard against embracing quick
fixes or hastily-made plans that do little more than create the appearance
that fundamental changes are underway.5

Legislators stringently applied her standards in assessing the school legislation
she introduced and then was forced to abandon later in the 1984 legislative
session. The application may not have been entirely fair, and may have been
partly related to gender issues in the male-dominated General Assembly. But
there was more afoot. Compared with previous legislatures, the number of
education bills introduced in 1984 was phenomenal. In retrospect, it seems
the 1984 legislative session was a testing (or a dumping) ground for ideas.
Kentucky was not the only place bent on reform. With publication of
the Reagan Administration’s A Nation at Risk in April, 1983, there emerged
a clear national agenda that focused on making schools responsive to
business needs to meet the specter of global competition.6 The federal report
did not discuss equity. Excellence alone mattered. The way Reagan’s plans
were presented spurred a perception of crisis, pushing governors and state
legislatures into a flurry of reforms.
Hyped up competition for jobs with other states and countries now
became driving forces for education reform in the Commonwealth and across
the country. Yet, the Commonwealth’s deeply ingrained awareness about
negative impacts of regional and class inequities had a significant impact
on Frankfort’s leaders, marking a departure from some other states. This
history of inequity in the Commonwealth, scarce resources, and the larger
neoconservative-neoliberal drive for educational excellence affected how
the former teacher intended to attack school reform with an emphasis on
improved teaching and classroom results.
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In her State of the Commonwealth Address, Collins said:
I can assure you that the Collins’ [sic] administration is searching for
every possible dollar to spend on education. I can also assure you that we
intend to spend these dollars in ways that actually make a difference in the
classroom—in ways that improve the chances our students will learn what
they need to know.
This last point must be central to all of our thinking about education.
We must look at what our children are actually learning. We must avoid
measuring progress in education as we have in the past, by counting things
that are easy to count—buildings, books, and dollars spent.
We can no longer assume that simply spending money on education
improves our schools. Once we could.... Today, we must focus on
achievement. We must spend our limited money on the things that most
directly help our children learn. The age dictates it—because of the skills
these young people must have to compete in this economy.7

Appendix F summarizes Collins’s education reform package, which
represented the mainstream of thinking at the time, including a major
element of school accountability. Collins, typically in the neoliberal mode,
offered a departure from earlier bricks-and-mortar and teacher pay education
efforts in the Commonwealth and leaned toward neoconservative ideas of
accountability coupled with fiscal constraint. In Kentucky’s case, fiscal
restraint was an absolute necessity, and the media perceived the state’s
education crisis as real.8 In her Budget Message of January 26, 1984, she
again pleaded for unity, and commended the media for revealing problems
with schools and increasing citizen concerns:
I should also note that my administration has profited from observing the
educational reforms that have been developed in other states. We have
benefitted from the ideas of the various groups which have evolved to
address education reform here in Kentucky. In particular, reports by the
Chamber of Commerce Study group and the Prichard Committee [for
Academic Excellence] have been valuable resources. A variety of useful
suggestions have been made by the State Board of Education and the
Superintendent of Public Instruction.9

Collins again emphasized to the assembled legislators that she was considering
costs, saying of her administrative reforms:
Most of these items involve no cost or minimal cost; however, they are
an essential component of my plan. Without this kind of basic reform,
new money will simply not bring the improvement we need. In fact, the
approach “shotgunning” huge amounts of money, through the traditional
allocation channels, is part of our problem. I seek fundamental change.10
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Collins did not see her program as a “quick fix” of “long-standing and
pervasive problems.” Long-term success required
sustained efforts.... the new money, the increased accountability of
teachers, and our academic plans mean we are changing the direction of
Kentucky education. We are looking at education in new ways.11

The former teacher also claimed:
We are building toward excellence. We are seeing that our young people
have a better chance of mastering the basic skills that are the foundations
of all further learning. And through these improvements, we are ensuring
that Kentucky can keep pace with the rest of America in providing new
opportunities and jobs for our people.12

In making appeals for children and the future, Collins wanted to develop unity
around social well-being of generations to come, a liberal and progressive
approach that suggested she viewed herself as a steward. This emphasis
differed from earlier governors. She linked economics and a sense of historymaking with benefits for future generations. Arguing for children seems an
attempt to defuse Kentucky’s education politics and gain unity. A sense of
duty and responsibility in the face of widespread competition formed the
basis for her request to increase taxes and reform the system during hard
times:
Experts on Kentucky’s revenue codes have concluded that Kentucky tax
laws and rate structures have not been adjusted to reflect inflation and
other economic changes over the past 30 years. Too often, Kentucky lags
behind our nation and our sister states because we have not addressed the
issue of sufficient revenues to support our goals and needs. Tonight, we are
all challenged to lead. I am prepared to meet that challenge.13

Here, Collins bravely walked into a swirl of male chauvinism and the
reluctant state’s relationship with the elites’ hands that fed it over the years.
In addition, the structure of Collins’s last sentence highlights a potential
conflict resulting from the changed relationship between the governor and
the General Assembly. Collins was prepared to lead. The male legislative
leaders were not necessarily prepared to let her implement a
tax reform that is fair, equitable, and consistent with ability to pay. We must
have a reform program to fund solid educational improvement, to support
responsible advances in human services, and to balance the budget. This
will require some $98 million in new revenues for fiscal year 1985 and
$109 million in fiscal 1986.14

Collins sought to make the income tax less regressive, increase the corporate
license tax, and institute a sales tax on services. For legislators to claim
Collins’s $324-million tax plan was not well formulated was paltry. Her
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proposal was on par with Bert T. Combs’s 1960 tax plan and was drawn up in
about the same amount of time. To some extent, gender must have played a
role in the negative reaction, but the Collins plan was too progressive for
those who wanted to protect the state’s bourgeois and petty bourgeois
elites. Lawmakers were cautious; 1979 was still fresh in many memories.
House Majority Floor Leader Jim LeMaster, D-Lexington (Fayette
County), said Collins might get one tax.15 Her service sales tax, which would
have affected an expanding economic sector, met resistance. Education
groups were happy with the proposal (Table 11.1), but that was not enough
to win the tax reform. Ultimately, Collins had to withdraw her combined
$324-million revenue package and $225-million education plan (HB 879)
because she could not muster support from the legislative leadership, which
flexed its muscles. Education Committee Chair Roger Noe (D-Harlan) bottled
her bill up in committee, allowing passage of certain sections to gain a final
package more to his liking.16
The Collins tax and education plan “failed when she could not persuade
most House members that the shape of Kentucky education was bad enough
for them to risk their political futures by voting for new taxes.”17
But Collins won a symbolic victory, and General Assembly leaders
seemed satisfied. School funding was increased, and education programs
received more attention than teachers’ salaries and benefits. This was
significant. It was the first session in memory (if ever) where education
programs were the top priority. The General Assembly apparently succumbed
to pressures for real school reforms; the session also suggested the Kentucky
Education Association’s sagging influence.
With Noe’s help, Collins eked out small reforms related to academics,
discipline, attendance, and teaching. Legislators were open to change, but
were reluctant where Collins was not. Even so, she also managed to get the
legislature to fund smaller classrooms (SB 309) and mandatory kindergarten
(SB 379). But legislators did not fund kindergarten transportation. Nor did
they address funding inequalities, and they did nothing for school construction
and renovation, despite introducing numerous measures.
School financing continued to be problematic. Carroll’s tax cuts
continued to plague schools. Collins could not get her tax package, and
despite Brown’s minor reforms, local tax administration remained an issue.
Collins did manage to have the minimum required local tax effort restored
(HB 568, SB 219), something recommended by several reports that was vital
to forcing local participation.

Frankfort in the Middle: Global v. Local
The wider 1980s educational excellence movement gradually brought
Frankfort into direct conflict with local school officials. Numerous groups
statewide called for local reforms to help make Kentucky’s schools globally
competitive. This was not only a matter of finances, teachers, or curriculum.
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Table 11.1. HB 879, Collins’s 1984 Education Reform Proposal
The first four sections of the measure deal with income taxes, the corporate
license tax, and inheritance taxes.
Education Part
To establish a Kentucky Instructional Excellence program in the
Department of Education to provide grants to teachers for innovative
activities; to establish a scholarship program for high school seniors and
college students to pursue teaching careers; to establish math and science
summer institutes for teachers; to establish a writing skills program to be
implemented in grades 7 and 8 in 1984-85 and in grades 9-12 in 1985-86;
to expand the state vocational technical schools program which provides
academic instructors to teach remedial courses in math, science, and
English; to establish a Governor’s Commission on Educational Excellence
to develop a plan for the implementation of a career ladder system of
compensation for classroom teachers; to provide that funds allocated to
the career ladder program in the executive budget be held in trust until
re-appropriated by the General Assembly; to require kindergarten as a
prerequisite for first grade and permit the State Board of Education to
establish conditions for exemptions; to allocate funds to local districts
for a statewide kindergarten program based on 20 full-time equivalent
students in average daily attendance; to establish a statewide incentive
grant program to encourage local districts to develop and implement plans
for using computers in classroom; to define educationally deficient school
districts, essential skills, annual performance report, accreditation report
and educational improvement plan; to require the state board to identify
educationally deficient districts and to provide consultation and assistance to
eliminate deficiencies; to make failure to implement approved educational
improvement plan grounds for the state superintendent to intervene
in districts’ operations and limit authority of the local superintendent
and board; to make subject to removal those superintendents and board
members failing to implement approved plan; to require boards to publish
annual report outlining district accomplishments and activities pertaining
to product goals; to require state board to identify essential skills required
to complete each grade level, disseminate skills to districts, and develop
and require tests to determine mastery of mathematics and reading for
each grade level; to establish remedial instruction program for pupils in
grades K-3 who are achieving below specified levels of mastery to include
supplemental classroom units and classroom aids.
Source: Kentucky Legislative Research Commission. Legislative Record,
1984

Local governance had to change if schools were to meet the needs of
increasingly globalized business interests and workforce demands. Local
issues included coercion and persuasion of employees (especially teachers),
and nepotism. Reform efforts, always resisted, struck at the heart of internal
recruitment of school staff from within communities, with its attendant local
political control of who got jobs and who didn’t.
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For decades, Frankfort had ignored or, on occasion, reluctantly tinkered
with local school governance. It is not as if governors, legislators, and
bureaucrats were ignorant. Report after report questioned the unseemly
relationship between local school politics and education quality. But local
school politics were integral to Frankfort’s uneasy and fragmented power
base. Local government networks—including schools as usually the largest
employers in rural communities—buttressed not only the political, economic,
and cultural interests of local elites built on internal recruitment of wagedependent workers, but also the political hegemony of state officials.
Occasionally, flagrant abuses might bring calls for changes, but this was
rare. Legislators with good intentions often introduced bills to make changes;
their efforts went for naught. Officials of the reluctant state were beholden to
the local elites and their dependent workers. They understood how elections
could be won and lost. Even with globalization, Frankfort still relied on local
power networks to maintain unity. Reform-minded governors and legislators
clearly understood and practiced reluctance when it came to challenging the
local status quo.
For example, in 1984, SB 402 would have prohibited deducting any
amount from school employees’ salaries unless they requested it yearly on
forms provided by the board. The bill would have made it more difficult
to set up “flower funds” that supported entrenched local elites. It is notable
because of the way Sen. Nelson Allen, D-Ashland (Boyd County), amended
it to death. Nelson, a school principal, offered 10 floor amendments: (1)
to attach SB 406, code of student rights and responsibilities; (2) to define
procedures for petitions for electing at large board members; (3) to prohibit
spending school funds to promote or oppose legislation; penalty; (4) to attach
SB 392, publication of board’s annual budget and expenditures; (5) to delete
provision for annual requirement; (6) to prohibit boards and superintendents
from employing relatives or recommending relatives for employment; (7)
to attach SB 360, demotion of administrative personnel; (8) to attach SB
195, to restructure membership on the Council of Teacher Education and
Certification; (9) to declare an emergency; (10) to require publishers under
contract to maintain book depositories to supply demands for books. When
the bill was recommitted to Appropriations and Revenue, Nelson, whose
parliamentary maneuvers were meant to focus opposition to the bill, withdrew
his amendments.
HB 153, with three sponsors, ended another struggle that had lasted
a generation or more. The measure required local board members elected
after July 1, 1984, to have completed twelfth grade in the common schools
or to have the equivalent of a twelfth-grade education as determined by an
exam; it exempted those currently serving as long as they continued in office
without a break in service. The bill passed the House 61-25 on its first goround, amended in committee to require all board members to complete at
least 15 hours of inservice training annually. It passed the Senate 24-10 with
a floor amendment to permit the equivalent of a twelfth-grade education, as
well as actual completion, to meet the requirement; and to apply election-law
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provisions to all board candidates, no matter what the size of the district’s
budget. The House concurred, 68-21.
Even though it was a compromise, SB 202 (HB 711), with four
sponsors, was a 1984 landmark in the struggle between the state and local
school districts. The new law required the state school board to identify
educationally deficient districts and provide them with consultants to assist in
developing and implementing an educational improvement plan to eliminate
the deficiency. Its accountability provision made superintendents and board
members subject to removal for failing to implement an approved plan, but,
unlike Collins’s proposal (HB 879), it did not allow the state superintendent
to intervene if the district failed to implement its improvement plan. The bill
also required local boards to publish results of state testing programs on a
statewide, district, and school basis. The Senate committee substitute added
another provision to permit the state superintendent, with the approval of the
State Board of Education, to reallocate up to 25 percent of Power Equalization
Program (PEP) funds to address program needs. The measure passed the
Senate 35-2. The House passed the bill 78-19 after a floor amendment to
attach SB 204, nonrenewal of teacher contracts, was withdrawn. Although SB
202 was not as strong as the Collins measure, it indicated that the governor
and General Assembly were beginning to get serious about education reform,
with the potential for increased accountability down the road.

If You Don’t Succeed the First Time…
While previous governors pretty much got what they wanted from the
legislature, Collins did not do as well as she might have liked in 1984. This
left her with much work to do. To muster additional support, she began to
work crowds statewide. The reform movement was already in motion when
Collins was elected. It was broad-based, with a broad set of goals. Collins,
whose campaign captured the movement, noted: “We set a lofty goal: We
were determined to break the tradition that saw Kentucky’s schools near the
bottom of America’s education system.”
In seeking unity, Collins wanted educational excellence, a
neoconservative battle cry, and equity, a liberal battle cry. Just as important,
however, was the contradiction of distrust of the local school system and faith
in the potential of reforms. Accountability was crucial to getting more money
and reforming both classroom activities and school system government. In
addition, Collins’s oft-repeated message across the state was based on human
capital theory, with its potential monetary incentives for individuals who
might want more education.
Collins’s travels engaged her in a public process to improve schools
that included the Governor’s Task Force on Education Reform, the Prichard
Committee for Academic Excellence, Kentucky Tomorrow, and the Kentucky
Educational Television Study Committee, as well as State Sen. Nelson
Allen and State Rep Roger Noe, members of the Interim Joint Committee
on Education, and State Schools Superintendent Alice McDonald. The
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burgeoning reform movement served Collins well, representing some
workers at the grassroots through nonprofit organizations, although large
business interests predominated (Appendix G).
On January 26, 1984, Kentucky Youth Advocates, Inc. (KYA) of
Louisville and Frankfort held a statewide public hearing on education, the
second of seven hearings planned nationwide, sponsored by child advocacy
groups who were members of the Indianapolis-based National Coalition
of Advocates for Students. (Table 11.2 lists KYA’s principles.) Noting the
national attention to excellence, KYA and the national coalition wanted to
put equity on the table:
Most of the proposed reforms fail to identify one important issue: equity.
Educational reform must include changes to insure that all children have
equal access to quality education. Kentucky Youth Advocates believes
excellence must extend to all children.18 (Emphasis in original.)

The Chamber of Commerce also was involved, forming the Kentuckians for
Excellence in Education Task Force in August, 1983. The introduction to four
White Papers described four objectives: (1) to assess through consultation
and document review the current status of Kentucky’s public schools; (2)
to consider alternative governance, structural, and delivery systems for
providing educational services; (3) to prepare appropriate recommendations
for reforms; (4) to present the recommendations to the governor, General
Assembly, and the State Board of Education.19 Appendix H summarizes the
group’s findings, published in March, 1984.
The most visible, best-funded, and perhaps most enduring organization
was the Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence. Starting in the early
1980s, the committee built a statewide network and represented the liberal
views of Edward F. Prichard, the behind-the-scenes counsel to governors
for years. The committee’s Town Forums on November 14, 1984, mobilized
about 20,000 Kentuckians in 145 communities. In an announcement for the
Prichard Committee, Collins took a direct hand in urging citizen participation.
In her appeal she offered perhaps the best outline of her education philosophy
(Appendix I).
Collins perceived a crucial and immediate need to push the reform
process. Unlike Ford, Carroll, and Brown, she looked beyond extractive
resources. The old extractive hegemony of tobacco and coal were changing
and would have to change more. Collins also looked beyond industrial
development that had evolved into economic development. She envisioned
more high technology, which moved far beyond basic education, to spur
economic growth. Her agenda was incredibly ambitious, and her efforts to
seek unity were easily the most intensive since the work of the Committee for
Kentucky just after World War II.
Participants in the Prichard Committee’s statewide meetings wanted: (1)
high-quality, challenging academic programs; (2) parents and communities
involved in schools; (3) good, well-rewarded teachers; (4) more individual
attention for students; (5) responsible and accountable school administrators;
and (6) funds to pay for improvements.20
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Table 11.2. Kentucky Youth Advocates Eight Principles for Quality Education
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Educational excellence is impossible without equity. Kentucky must
provide quality education to all children.
School reform must include providing for necessary social services
to children and their families. Social service agencies and schools
must work together to ensure that social service and educational
needs are met. The General Assembly must fully fund social service
and educational programs for disadvantaged children.
The quality of education should not depend on the wealth of the
community. State decision makers should examine all children’s
unmet needs. A plan should be developed for the most equitable way
to raise necessary revenue and allocate funds to meet those needs.
Schools must be positive places in which to study and teach. The
learning environment must reflect the democratic commitment to
including all, a respect and appreciation for every student’s culture,
and a respect for the full constitutional rights of students and 		
teachers.
High educational expectations and standards must be accompanied
by clear support for students and staff. There must be a full dedication
to the development of every child’s potential for learning and a
willingness to restructure or reorganize schools so that all children
can learn.
Parents, teachers, students, and concerned students must work
together to achieve the goals of quality education for every child.
Schools should develop and implement “affirmative action” plans
for involving these groups of people.
The curriculum must deal with the needs of the whole child. 		
Focusing too much attention on narrowly defined “basics” or on
vocational education undermines the broader and equally important
goals of developing children’s intellectual capacities, personal 		
strengths, and their sense of social and civic responsibility.
Today’s marketplace should not dictate education reform measures.
Rather, education reform should seek to provide children with
necessary skills to make changes, to improve all aspects of our
society, including the marketplace.
Source: Miller and Tuley, 1984, p. 31-32

If anything, the Prichard Committee was surprised at the meetings’ outcome:
At the forums thousands of people who care about Kentucky’s schools
expressed their commitment publicly for the first time, and many indicated
an interest in doing more work toward achieving academic excellence.
Both the newcomers and the experienced advocates of education reform
took heart from the numbers, the enthusiasm, and the tolerant attitudes
of the crowds who attended the forums. In a number of communities,
citizens and school officials established new communication linkages or
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strengthened existing ones. Dozens of new local education groups formed,
setting academic excellence as their goal.
These results are one step in a long term process of academic reform in
Kentucky. The town forums made the point that the state’s value system in
regard to education is undergoing deep change. The change must extend
to include state and local policy initiatives which are now little more than
possibilities.21

The Prichard Committee also published The Path to a Larger Life, probably
the seminal work on education reform thinking in Kentucky during the
1980s.22 Appendix J summarizes basic themes of the book, which was
published in May, 1985, after almost two years of research. The book studied
the many reform reports, and, like the Kentucky Youth Advocates, took a
different tack, noting:
Examining the full pile of twenty-five national reports, we asked, “Will
lasting reform come from their recommendations?” With some notable
exceptions, our answer is “no.” Many of these reports ignore the context
in which schools operate and students live. This context includes changed
economic and social conditions, an international “information revolution,”
increased drug and alcohol abuse, poverty, teenage pregnancy, the
pervasive influence of television, changing employment opportunities, a
rising portion of children living with one parent, and many more factors.
A state’s educational system reflects its people and their aspirations, its
government, its economy, and its body politic. Our educational health,
economic health, and political health are intertwined. When the economy
or society or politics changes directions, as all are now doing, the
educational system is expected to respond. When expectations change,
schools are expected to change.23

‘Extraordinary Times,’ Extraordinary Session
With growing support for education reform in the Commonwealth, Collins
announced a special legislative session for July in a speech at the Education
Summit in Louisville on June 28, 1985. Collins voiced wider issues, noting
that the 1984 General Assembly had tightened accountability in classrooms,
the superintendent’s office, and for school boards. But there was more to do.
She had worked hard to garner support for reform; now it was time to take
her ideas back to the legislature.
To Collins, these were “extraordinary times” of a new economic age
with the “demand that we make choices, choices about the future of our
children and grandchildren, choices about the prosperity of our people and
our communities.” Global change meant Kentucky would have to change.
Her message to the assembled House and Senate at the extraordinary session
on July 8, 1985, reiterated earlier themes, with clear admiration for business
leaders:
Education fuels growth. Swiftly advancing technologies transform the
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workplace. They have transformed the IBM plant in Lexington. In national
ads IBM touts Wayne Hazlewood as the man they have retrained four
times. We want more Wayne Hazlewoods. We want Kentuckians who are
capable of adapting to new tasks. Education prepares us for such change.
What we do here will determine whether our people will be saddled with
lower-paying jobs generated by this emerging economy or whether they
will share in better jobs. The choice is ours. You and I cannot escape this
responsibility. We can only act, or refuse to act. I am confident we are
ready to act.24

Collins had already proved that her vision for education in the Commonwealth
was far above and beyond the basic education for relatively low-wage
industrial work that most governors had proposed in the previous three
decades. She had worked hard to reach this point, and she did not want a
repeat of 1984.
Her address stressed unity, noting: “My staff and I have worked closely
with your leadership—both in the House and Senate. We worked closely with
the members of your interim education committee.”25 Unity required faith in
education reforms as a means to class harmony, equity, career opportunities,
an end to uneven development, and progress. For Collins, the difference was
how the state approached the notion of a basic education. It was a holistic
approach, with increased efforts at school quality along with funding equality:
School is the avenue by which young men and women enter a career or
learn a craft or trade. And when we fail to provide a sound basic education
to every child in this Commonwealth, we barricade that avenue.
Today there are glaring inequities in fundamental education from one
district to another.... Simply because of where they live tens of thousands
of Kentucky’s children find themselves at a distinct disadvantage in their
efforts to make the most of their lives.... That’s not fair. Our plan promotes
fairness.26

Collins also realized limits to reform, telling legislators:
The package before you moves our schools in the right direction in
facilities, in management, in academics. I am optimistic about the advances
it initiates for Kentucky—for all of our people. It is indeed a break with the
past—and a commitment to the future.
I am also a realist. However much I wish it were otherwise I recognize
that we cannot in a single session—regular or extraordinary—cure what
ails education. Only sustained commitment can do that. Commitment in
Frankfort. Commitment in every community.
It will also take commitment to ensure that what we enact here is effectively
translated into action in every classroom in the state.27
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Despite widespread support outside of Frankfort, Collins did not get the
unity she wanted at the outset. Each chamber offered a different version of an
omnibus education reform package. Appendix K summarizes and compares
the original House (HB 6) and Senate (SB 15) versions. HB 6, with 10
sponsors, was the basis for the final version, with considerable amendment
in the Senate. Although the long awaited bill passed by a relatively wide
margin, significant differences between the House and Senate versions put
the bill into a conference committee to develop the final measure.
The House and Senate bills had similar provisions for school dropouts,
writing, working conditions for teachers, a career ladder, teacher aides for
kindergarten, local taxes, state assistance for deficient districts, and school
construction. The House version contained language not included in the
Senate version for early-childhood education, training, evaluation, pay
for experienced teachers, and teacher effectiveness. The Senate version
contained language not included in the House version for discipline, reading,
certification, and politics and internal recruitment. Major differences marked
provisions for in-service, training for school administration, district elections,
and class size.
Appendix L summarizes the process of passing HB 6. The major
sticking points included the in-service program, the nature of the minimum
property tax for the PEP, class size, duty-free lunch periods for teachers,
dropout prevention, and evaluation. There was considerable agreement about
accountability for teachers and principals, who were, in effect, being blamed
for problems. Incentives and in-service training were supposed to improve
teacher performance and classroom outcomes.
Local school financing and administration offered two points of
contention. The Senate attempted to open up a loophole in the PEP that would
have allowed about 42 districts with high tax delinquency rates to impose
what effectively was a lower property tax by accounting for collection
difficulties; the House version that prevailed required a minimum tax rate.28
Accountability in local governance was largely missing from the 1985
reform effort. True, the reluctant state would step in to assist “deficient”
districts. But Senate provisions to mitigate the effects of politics and
internal recruitment (prohibitions on political activities by board members
and superintendents, as well as anti-nepotism provisions and mechanisms
for suits against board members and superintendents) were stripped from
the final legislation. This meant teachers faced increased accountability, but
continued to work under the old conditions that perpetuated traditional local
elites’ power over hiring, firing, and other forms of social control. The old,
local, class-based ways of doing things were not yet ready to yield to the
pressures for “modern” schools that could train students for burgeoning global
competition. The Kentucky Legislative Research Commission (LRC) noted
that the special session ended with an emphasis on the spirit of cooperation.29
One way to that unity relied on placating, yet again, the various local elites.
It was a vital, but contradictory part of adjusting to each wave of new capital
that demanded better education from the state and its local schools. Local
accountability would have to proceed at a slower pace.
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The 1985 schools package probably was better than what Collins
offered in 1984. The tax package relied heavily on revenues from bigger
businesses while giving some relief to smaller businesses, with no relief
for workers. Besides increased property taxes, financing also came through
imposing business taxes with HB 3 (Table 11.3). According to the LRC, the
$324-million measure (with $225 million for schools) was subject to heated
debate and included a tax break for small farms and businesses, as well as
the industrial sector.30 Collins did not get all she wanted in terms of new
revenue, but it appears the measure was sufficient to cover short-term needs
of the education-reform legislation. Given Kentucky’s traditional anti-tax
sentiments, the stated need to keep the state business friendly, and given the
growing neoconservative anti-tax mood of the state and country, she did well
because her education ideas found a sweet spot of ideological unity.

No Stopping Now
Globalization meant Kentucky would have to change. Speaking to the
Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence on July 10, 1985, in the middle
of the special session, Collins succinctly outlined what she believed was at
stake for the Commonwealth’s economy and education. She was critical
of the entrenched political economy that had blocked change and educational
excellence because of its definition of basic education:
You and I know we have only two choices. We can continue down the
traditional Kentucky route where old values served an economy fueled by
abundant natural resources and fertile soil. Or we can travel a new route
where education is valued and good schools fuel the hope of new and
better opportunities.

But change required unity. At a speech before the National Federation of
High School Associations in Lexington on July 2, 1985, Collins expressed
her progressive view of education, saying her plan included proposals from
educators and groups representing teachers, administrators, parents, and
businesses, and legislators themselves:
I know that we have the same goal. We want to make high school a complete
learning experience. We want students with special talents and interests to
have an outlet for those talents and interests. We want to interest students
in activities they might never even have considered.... At the core of the
experience is each student’s drive to be the best he or she can be. It is basic
to the education process.
The dialogue we in Kentucky have been having on education has focused
repeatedly on what is basic to improving our schools. We are preparing
young people for the adventure of life. We want them to have the skills
for tomorrow’s jobs. Workers with technical expertise are important, and
I believe our schools will meet the challenge. However, more vital to
Kentucky’s and the nation’s economic and social future are individuals
who are creative, innovative, and entrepreneurial.
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Table 11.3. Summary, HB 3, 1985 Special Session Education Reform Finance
Package
HB 3, with five sponsors, to delete products in course of manufacturing
and manufacturing raw materials on hand at plant from 15 cent state
property tax; to impose state tax rate of 0.1 cent on goods held for
sale in regular course of business and on raw materials and in process
materials held for incorporation into finished goods held for sale in
regular course of business; to reduce state tax rate imposed on property in
public warehouses for transshipment from 1.5 cents to 0.1 cent effective
January 1, 1986; to increase state corporate license tax rate from 70 cents
to $2.10 and to revise method for apportioning to Kentucky total capital
of multi state corporations by repealing current formula employing three
unevenly weighted factors: property, payroll, and sales, and adopting
formula to assign double weight to sales and assigning 25 percent each
to remaining factors, property and payroll, effective for taxable years
after July 31, 1985; to increase annual tax on certain register investment
companies; to exempt from sales tax those receipts derived from lease or
rental agreement entered into before August 1, 1985, when sales tax paid
on purchase price of property before August 1, 1985; to impose sales tax
on gross receipts from lease or rental agreements renewed or entered into
after July 31, 1985, and to provide that lease or rental agreements subject
to sales tax under current law remain subject to tax regardless of when
executed, effective August 1, 1985; to revise method for apportioning to
Kentucky business income of multi state corporations by repealing current
formula employing three evenly weighted factors, property, payroll, and
sales, and adopting formula to assign double weight to sales (50 percent),
with property and payroll each contributing 25 percent; to revise formula
for apportioning to Kentucky net income of public-service companies and
financial organizations to conform to business income formula of multi
state corporations. Passed House 67-31 with committee amendment related
to depreciation and floor amendment to redefine corporate license tax as
70 cents per $1,000 on first $1 million of capital and $2.10 per $1,000 on
remaining capital, as apportioned. Passed Senate 25-13, with committee
amendments 1) to delete House floor amendment; 2) to increase from $10
to $30 minimum annual corporate license tax payment. Failed committee
amendment concerning depreciation and failed floor amendments 1) to
apply 70-cent-per-$1000 tax rate to first $250,000 of capital instead of
first $1 million (withdrawn); 2) to exclude from school tax any unmined
coal or interest thereon (ruled not germane). House concurred with Senate
committee amendment 2, refused to concur with committee amendment 1.
Senate refused to recede. Conference committee report to define license
tax credit of $1.40 per $1,000 of capital for first $350,000 for corporations
with gross income up to $500,000. Passed Senate 23-13; passed House
60-36.
Source: Kentucky Legislative Research Commission. Legislative Record, 1985

Collins seemed to have a solid grasp on the big picture, not only in terms of
what schools should be able to do for children, but what they needed to do for
the Commonwealth. In addition, despite the risks of tracking that might put
children into careers based on social class, it appears Collins recognized that
possibility for schools to help children reach their full potential.
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On July 23, 1985, near the end of the special session, Collins summarized the
ambitious policy for Kentucky School Administrators’ Association members:
We told all of America that Kentucky is preparing to move confidently
into a new economic age. For our people, we held out the promise of a
Kentucky of wider opportunities. We approved a balanced package . . . a
consensus package.... The package will make your daily challenges more
satisfying because it will make a difference in your classrooms. We are
poised to improve education in Kentucky. Our Education Improvement
Plan addresses immediate problems such as inadequate buildings and
longer-term problems such as maintaining enough qualified teachers. It is a
package that promotes excellence in management, in academics. It reduces
class size in those all-important early years.... Many of your districts will
receive more power equalization money, money that puts us closer to the
ideal of providing sound, basic instruction to every child in Kentucky. In
fairness, no district can any longer count on wealthier districts to provide
virtually all their funding. It’s going to take local effort.... And when
people invest in their local schools, we see a new commitment to quality
in those schools.... In years to come, people will look back and see this as
a landmark for the Commonwealth, if we follow through.

Because Collins viewed education reform as continuous, her discussion
of providing “sound, basic instruction to every child in Kentucky” was
not contradictory. This was a prerequisite before the state could move its
programs forward into wider areas to offer students more fulfillment in the
classroom. At heart, Collins was a progressive educator. She wanted a worldclass education system to give students a broad array of life choices to find
their place in the world.
Yet, other powerful forces were at work. Collins, of course, had
emphasized classroom results and accountability. But another area of local
control—property taxes—continued to defy accountability. While Collins
and the legislature successfully imposed a minimum tax level for participation
in the PEP—a problem recognized by other governors, including Collins’s
mentor, Wendell H. Ford—effort toward unsnarling the tangled, archaic, and
inefficient property-tax system was minimal. The continuing local and state
fiscal crisis was not yet big enough to bring change to school funding laws.
Fragmented as they were in the face of external pressures for change, local
elites seemed to be able to maintain their hold on legislators, no matter what
the cost to future generations of children.

Continuing Reform and Fragmentation
By January, 1986—with the December announcement of the massive Toyota
investment in the Commonwealth fresh on everyone’s mind—Collins
continued her education reform push. In fact, Toyota’s decision to build its
first U.S. plant near Georgetown (Scott County) ratcheted up demands for
education reform. The plant was not only a boon for the Commonwealth’s
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sagging economy, it emphasized the need for quality education to meet global
demands, while at the same time concentrating even more wealth in the
state’s “Golden Triangle” of Louisville, Lexington, and Northern Kentucky
in the Cincinnati metropolitan area.
In her January 7, 1986, State of the Commonwealth Message, Collins
was far more optimistic than in 1984. First, she was proud of cooperation
from legislators, which she believed was a sign of vision. Second, economic
conditions were improving. She also noted her perception of growing pride
in the Commonwealth and again stated her “new age” theme of progress,
weaving together the new and the old:
Kentucky is poised for progress.... As we ... look to the future the
contrasts are as distinct as when th[e] pioneers gazed eastward to an infant
civilization and then westward to the frontier we call Kentucky. Like them,
we proudly bring part of our past with us even as we look toward a new
way of life.
We rely on the plow as we embrace the computer. We mine coal and stand
in the vanguard of medicine. We preserve our tradition of handmade crafts
and promote robotics.
Our farms, our coal mines remain vital to sustaining progress. But we’re
strengthening and expanding our economic foundations. We’re providing
new opportunities to complement existing ones.31

The “contrasts” ran deep in Kentucky, manifesting contradictions that had
brought fragmentation with class struggle, uneven development, state versus
local control, and values conflict over the nature of education and economic
development policies.
Collins had a clear vision for modernizing Kentucky. She knew global
structural changes had affected the traditional extractive industries, causing
economic problems at home. With her emphasis on education and economic
development, she noted “twin truths” in her Budget Message on January 21,
1986: “Our greatest hope is education, our greatest need is jobs. My budget
is built on the knowledge that these two—jobs and education—are more
strongly linked than ever.”32
Table 11.4 summarizes Collins’s 1986 education proposals. Her ambitious
agenda included increased accountability, but also emphasized equity,
countering the broader neoconservative movement nationwide. In some
areas, the General Assembly succumbed to backsliding. For example, HB
169 reduced the minimum time spent on basic skills from 70 percent to 65
percent. HB 684, related to teachers’ retirement, was amended in the Senate
to cater to local resistance by exempting school board members from training
requirements for district evaluators passed in 1985. SB 82 reduced in-service
training requirements for board members. In terms of academic achievement,
the 1986 General Assembly tended to emphasize student discipline, a sign
of perceptions of deteriorating conditions in classrooms that aligned with
neoconservative principles of social order.
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Table 11.4. The Collins Education Agenda in 1986
•

Full funding for recent improvements with an increase of $131
million in 1987 and $141 million in 1988.

We will consolidate the progress of the past two years. We have focused on
achievement in the classroom. We have increased accountability. Today,
Kentuckians are more involved than ever before in their local schools.
Today our children are learning more. Today, we’re seeing that better
schools mean wider opportunities for all Kentuckians.

•

A proposed Constitutional amendment to make the Superintendent
of Public Instruction an appointed, rather than elected, position.

This would not cost the taxpayers one dollar. Yet no other single action
would more greatly benefit the education of our children. The children of
Kentucky must have continuity of leadership in education at the state level.
They must have continuity in management of a complex department with
complex ties to every school district. They must have continuity in a vision
of how best to move our schools forward consistently—day after day, week
after week, year after year.

•
•
•
•

Reform and accountability measures.
Reduced class size in grades 1-3 and 4-6.
Teacher aides in kindergarten.
Increased funding for the Power Equalization Program totaling
$55 million for the biennium, including $15.9 million based on the
assessed statewide property value to allow equalizing at 10 cents in
1987 and 13 cents in 1988.

Our improvements in this program reaffirm our commitment to the
fundamental principle that the quality of education available to a child
should not depend on where that child lives.

•
•

Strengthening the Minimum Foundation Program by increasing the
allotment for current operating expenses by 4.5 percent in each year
of the biennium.
Fulfilling the commitment to school construction authorized by
bonds in the 1985 special session.
Source: Kentucky General Assembly. House Journal, 1986, p. 1415, 191

What she had accomplished with the General Assembly in 1985 and 1986
appeared good to many, but criticisms soon emerged because the 1985
special session did not go far enough. Even as the 1985 special session ended,
legislators noted much needed to be done.33 In fact, some ominous rumblings
came from those who wanted even more than Collins and the legislature
would or could offer, even after renewed reform in 1986.
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The challenge to Frankfort’s definition of reform actually coalesced in
April, 1985, when 66 rural and urban school districts incorporated themselves
as the Council for Better Education. In November, 1985, the districts filed
a lawsuit claiming that the school system was fraught with inequities and
inadequacies. Former Governor Bert T. Combs’s Lexington law firm, Wyatt,
Tarrant and Combs, handled the case. Combs, who had vastly expanded school
funding and achieved minor governance reforms during his term, worked pro
bono. His staff received minimal reimbursement as the suit slowly wended its
way through the legal system.34 The long wait ended in the June, 1989, when
the Kentucky Supreme Court ruled that the state’s educational system was
unconstitutional midway through the term of Collins’s successor, Governor
Wallace G. Wilkinson.
Apparently, the Prichard Committee’s work and the response to the
statewide town meetings were important in Combs’s decision to take on the
lawsuit. The idea first emerged among disaffected superintendents in 1984, but
took about a year to evolve; Combs wanted to carefully lay the groundwork
for the suit, but also wanted a political solution in the legislature, rather
than a legal decision.35 As the 1985 special legislative session ended, it was
evident that Collins’s rhetoric about funding equity masked what, in reality,
an important group of education professionals considered to be inadequate.
The 66 superintendents, who accounted for more than a third of the state’s
school districts, filed suit. They claimed the Commonwealth’s school system
fell short of its constitutional mandate to be efficient because it discriminated
against poor districts, blocking equal educational opportunities.
For her part, Collins had successfully pushed to increase PEP funding,
including property tax increases for the poorest districts. The new Educational
Excellence Improvement Fund allowed the state to match local districts
that sought support from private interests for some school projects. The
improvement suggests a failure of Collins’s legislation in the light of uneven
development.Districts had to use private funds, not government funds, to
receive state matching funds:
(a) For any school district whose assessed valuation per pupil falls in
the bottom twenty-five percent (25%) of the school districts in the
state, each dollar raised from the private community shall be 		
matched by two dollars ($2.00) from the educational excellence
improvement fund.
(b) For any school district whose assessed valuation per pupil falls
below fifty percent (50%) of the school districts in the state but
greater than twenty-five percent (25%) each dollar raised from the
private community shall be matched by one dollar and fifty cents
($1.50) from the educational excellence improvement fund.
(c) For all other school districts, each dollar raised from the private
community shall be matched by one dollar ($1.00) from the 		
educational excellence improvement fund.36
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The tone of the law was partly neoconservative, looking to private enterprise
to voluntarily help schools. Yes, it did distinguish in its formula the amount of
funds poorer districts could leverage. But the problem ran deeper. It may seem
pretty elementary, but obviously something had escaped the law’s framers.
After all, didn’t the poverty of some districts stem from a lack of businesses,
economic diversity, and, even more basically, accessible wealth? From
the perspective of poor communities, had the Commonwealth’s economic
development policy been successful in stimulating business activity? Some
superintendents of poor school districts thought they had been thrown
crumbs.37
Meanwhile, Superintendent of Public Instruction Alice McDonald and
others argued it was illegal for districts to use school funds to pursue their
lawsuit. But the Kentucky Attorney General, in July, 1985, issued an opinion
that districts could fund their activities with state revenues. There was some
hope that the threat of a lawsuit might have more impact on the special
legislative session, but it did not.38
Once the lawsuit was filed, some legislators were swift in their effort to
protect Frankfort’s hegemony. On January 10, 1986, six sponsors introduced
SB 102 to block the districts from using public funds to prosecute the
suit. Sponsors of the failed bill included the chair of the Senate Education
Committee, Nelson Allen, D-Ashland (Boyd County) and Ed Ford,
D-Cynthiana (Harrison County). Both would be active in shaping the 1990
Kentucky Education Reform Act. SB 102 would have limited the power
of school boards to sue the General Assembly or state superintendent by
prohibiting them from using tax or bond funds. Any board prosecuting a suit
would be guilty of first-degree official misconduct. The bill also would have
prohibited paying any additional funds, including any money collected, but
not paid, on any lawsuit in progress.
SB 10 passed the Senate 34-3, with a committee substitute to prohibit
a school board or its members or employees from using public funds to
support a lawsuit against the General Assembly, its members, or the state
superintendent. A floor amendment deleted the original provisions and
vastly widened the bill by prohibiting the use of public funds for litigation
questioning the allocation of public funds. The measure died in the House
Education Committee, where chair Roger Noe, D-Harlan (Harlan County),
whose legislative district included the school district of a plaintiff, believed
the lawsuit had merit.39
Collins did sign HCR 114, with 12 sponsors; the measure directed an
LRC review of education statutes, requiring a report before the 1988 General
Assembly. In its final form, the resolution passed the House 94-0 and the
Senate 37-1. HJR 106, to set up a 15 member Governor’s Commission on
School Finance to recommend guidelines for an efficient school system,
along with funding methods, died in committee.
Criticism and pressure for reform also came from other quarters. In
March, 1987, with the campaign for the next governor gearing up, Kentucky
Youth Advocates published Unsatisfactory Performance: A Report Card
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on Kentucky’s School Reform Efforts for Children at Risk, a 59-page report
that blasted state leaders and offered ideas for reforms.40 The KYA report
was highly critical, especially the “report card” inserted in the study,
which suggested a “second wave” of reforms with five steps. Appendix M
summarizes the report card and the steps to reform. The report also discussed
economic and social reasons to justify more effective schools, noting that
poor education and high dropout rates translated into the likelihood of
unemployment, a costly problem for the state:
The National Committee for Citizens in Education stated that each
high school dropout costs taxpayers $200,000 in forfeited tax revenue
and welfare costs during the lifetime of the dropout.... In Kentucky,
considering just the 19,762 dropouts from the 1985 graduating class, this
figure translates into almost $4 billion.... The cumulative costs of failing
to educate large numbers of children have contributed to the crumbling of
our state economy.
While a highly productive work force is always advantageous, it will be
critically necessary as the year 2000 nears. Kentucky’s aging population
is a demographic reality.... It will be vital that all of Kentucky’s relatively
small working-age population be well educated and highly productive in
order to support a very large retired population....
A well-educated society experiences fewer social problems. It is no
surprise that uneducated and undereducated persons are over-represented
in poverty statistics, hospital emergency room visits, arrests, court
involvement, and prison populations. Educating all of our children
would increase Kentucky’s employment rate and decrease the need for
government assistance. It also would reduce the crime rate, reduce the
rate of domestic trouble, and generally increase the standard of living
for everyone. These changes would create a much more appealing social
environment in Kentucky, one that would encourage our students to stay
here and would attract desired out-of-state interests as well.41

Later in the year, the Shakertown Roundtable, sponsored by Shakertown at
Pleasant Hill (Mercer County), brought together state leaders in November,
1987, to discuss issues related to the future of the Commonwealth.
Appendix N summarizes the recommendations for education and economic
development. While the more business-oriented Shakertown Roundtable’s
recommendations were not as critical as KYA’s, they still recognized many
problems weakening the school system. Participants included the Kentucky
Economic Development Corporation, the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce’s
Project 21, the Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence, Kentucky
Advocates for Higher Education, Kentucky Youth Advocates, Forward in the
Fifth, the Constitutional Review Commission, Kentucky Council on Science
and Technology, Inc., and Kentucky Tomorrow. As such, the meetings
represented a broad spectrum of business, grass-roots, and non-profit groups
dedicated to progressive reform.
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How Much Reform Does a Commonwealth Need?
Considering the Commonwealth’s widespread problems and the climate for
education reform in the 1980s, Kentucky’s leaders again came to recognize
that the state was in trouble. Collins spent her four years as governor
raising consciousness about globalization, linking education and economic
development with unusual clarity and emphasis, compared with her
predecessors. Her successful efforts to bring a major Toyota plant to Kentucky
in December, 1985, only emphasized the importance of her position.42 This
new wave of global capitalist expansion brought home the need for even
more emphasis on education. The state could no longer cite its advantage of
low-wage, low-skill labor.
The $1.1-billion Toyota automobile assembly plant, with its large state
subsidy, was to employ more than 3,000 workers in Scott County, near
Lexington. The announcement was interpreted to emphasize Kentucky’s
educational deficit and set off a spate of large-scale foreign industrial
investment, as well as education reforms in the 1986 General Assembly.43
Competition to attract Toyota was fierce, with at least 20 states in the
contest. Part of Kentucky’s $350-million enticement included state-funded
education and training of all potential and actual plant workers. To apply for
jobs at the plant, workers needed either a high school diploma or its equivalent.
The state helped workers obtain their General Educational Development
(GED) certificates before they entered the hiring pool. The number of GED
certificates awarded spiked immediately after the Toyota announcement.
There can be little doubt about the connection between the arrival of
foreign industrial capital with its expanded educational demands and the
1990 Kentucky Supreme Court education ruling. While the effects may not
have been direct, these industries, especially Toyota, wanted better-educated
workers. The arrival of international capital appears to have had a quick
effect on the Commonwealth’s political economy of education.
Whatever limits she faced, Collins sought to broaden the state’s
educational scope, not limit it as Breathitt, Nunn, and Carroll had done.
Unlike Brown, her immediate predecessor, she had clearly articulated goals
for schools. She saw her Education Improvement Program as a plan for the
future. In words similar to those heard so many times before, she made a
promise:
For the first time, Kentucky will have a foundation upon which to build
a quality education system. It is a plan for today, and for tomorrow. It
is a plan that provides equity and excellence. It is a plan that demands
accountability and performance.... Kentucky cannot wait any longer for
us to act.

The promise raises a question: Did attitudes change? There is no easy
answer. On one hand, education had not always been the highest priority in the
Commonwealth, and reluctance to alter finances, governance, and classroom
performance stood as placeholders for varying levels of reactions against
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improved schools and anti-education sentiments. In short, Kentuckians were
diverse in their opinions about schools. It is safe to say that for much of
the twentieth century, the Commonwealth’s leaders thought the answer to
improved schools lay in increased funding, with a hands off approach to local
governance and an emphasis on basic education.
Collins, despite widespread support from progressive fragments that
often represented newer waves of capital, ran into considerable resistance at
the start of her crusade for better schools. Her leadership and vision helped
build a broad-based reform movement with fragmented components into an
omnibus reform package at the 1985 special session, even if some considered
it to be rife with shortcomings.
President Reagan, the popular neoconservative, had raised public
consciousness about the sorry condition of the nation’s schools. While
national education-reform proponents had their own agenda, the neoliberal
Collins was certainly effective in Kentucky, using the national agenda in
her campaign to sell state-level reforms that attempted to meet some of the
Commonwealth’s particular circumstances, including funding inequalities.
Collins and other leaders did see attitudes change in response to the
sense of crisis brought on by pressure from the federal government alongside
competitive domestic and global economic pressure. In the General Assembly,
Collins eventually had considerable success, alerting legislators to changes
needed to bring technology into the classroom and adapt textbook purchases
to rapid change. SB 259 of 1986 suggests the continued tension with the farm
bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie in the effort to attach a floor amendment
regarding vocational agriculture to a bill allowing the use of capital outlay
funds to buy technological equipment.
Meanwhile, the connection between education and economic
development was a bit more problematic. Legislators balked at passing
resolutions aimed at clarifying the state’s role in this area. Perhaps the failed
bills symbolized Collins’s legislative impotence.44 But more was at stake than
highly visible political maneuvering. While legislators eventually backed
Collins’s school reforms, it is also possible, given Kentucky’s struggles to
modernize, to suggest a complex, long-term values conflict over education
involving class fragmentation, geographic conflict, and local control in the
face of changes demanded over time by waves of outside capital and national
and global competition.
Some legislators simply did not want explicit connections drawn between
education and economic development, despite the governor’s extensive
discussions on the matter. Local and regional minimalist and reluctant values
still sought to limit efforts to reform Kentucky’s school system despite the
waves of new capital washing over the state.
As the Collins administration drew to a close, however, pressure for
school reform continued to grow under Wilkinson. In fact, the 1989 Kentucky
Supreme Court decision pushed Collins’s highly praised reforms aside. The
lawsuit and court ruling emphasized both the contradictions of a long history
of failed and inadequate reforms and the changed perceptions that resulted
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from global sociocultural change.
In an ironic twist, resistance to the Collins reforms brought a powerful
challenge to Frankfort’s long-run reluctance by the state’s poorest urban and
rural school districts that wanted even more from the Commonwealth and
the progressive bourgeoisie. Kentucky had its own particular conditions as
national trends that lessened the importance of equity in favor of quality
and accountability were emerging. Kentucky’s new agenda for schools tried
to serve not only the labor needs of the bourgeoisie, but had broad-based
support for adequate and equitable local funding to meet the challenges of
the present and the future.
The new policies were only a start. In a clear demonstration of the
Commonwealth’s fragmentation, the relatively extensive reforms of 1985 and
1986 were not good enough for superintendents from the poorest districts.
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Twelve

Reforming the Reform: Wallace G. Wilkinson, 1987-1991
Contradiction of ‘Un-Commonwealth’
Toyota’s decision to build its plant near Georgetown (Scott County),
announced in December, 1985, offered grist for candidates in the 1987
gubernatorial primary, while increasing pressure for education reform based
on global labor competition. Many questioned whether Toyota would repay
the $1-billion expenditure. Judging from the Legislative Record, some
sentiments represented protectionism, with no small touch of xenophobia.1
Wallace G. Wilkinson, a more traditionally conservative Eastern Kentucky
Democrat with an interest in rural development—not a neoconservative—
won the campaign by defeating the two strongest contenders from central
Kentucky, who split the statewide party vote. Wilkinson was from rural
Casey County on the western side of the Appalachians. He never completed
college. A self-made man, the millionaire businessman proclaimed himself
an outsider in the general election. In fact, he had moved to Lexington as an
adult, where he networked with the conservative rural elites and the urban
business community through his textbook and real estate interests. He had
been active in party politics for years and worked in economic development
for John Y. Brown, Jr.’s administration.
Wilkinson revealed Kentucky’s contradictions with his simple, direct
campaign messages of no new taxes and more jobs for rural areas. He also
wanted a state lottery, ostensibly to fund education. He gave the Toyota
package mixed reviews and offered little new in the way of education
reforms, except insisting that public schools could be restructured for $70
million.2 Like John Y. Brown, Jr., he tended to be anti-intellectual, but he was
not opposed to education reforms:
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Wilkinson did not bow to special education interests. Time and time again
he indicated that there was something terribly wrong with our schools. His
stump speeches as a candidate and his remarks as a new governor stressed
that as a child in Casey County he had been cheated out of the education
he deserved. Most importantly, the governor reminded us that Kentucky
children were born as smart as kids in any other state.3

Wilkinson may have underestimated Kentucky’s education problems, but
schools were a priority, along with economic development. At a December
15, 1987, news conference, he announced his first cabinet appointments in
education and economic development “because they represent the cornerstone
of my Kentucky First program and because their goals are interdependent.”4
Based on his speeches in the Kentucky Archives, it is fair to say that
Wilkinson originally put economic development ahead of education. This
was certainly based on his personal experiences growing up in a poor
Appalachian county where jobs were scarce and poverty abundant. At the
Southern Legislative Conference in Lexington (Fayette County) on August
22, 1988, before the lawsuit by 66 superintendents from poor districts had
made it to the state Supreme Court, Wilkinson laid out his rhetorical rationale
for emphasizing education, appealing to state pride to build unity:
The area where we need our greatest concentration of energy, resources,
and creativity is education. We are discussing a number of significant
issues regarding the way we educate our children in Kentucky. Our General
Assembly by their actions in recent legislative sessions has committed
itself to education reform and better schools.
The Kentucky General Assembly has laid the groundwork for the next
wave of reform in our schools. Now perhaps for the first time in Kentucky’s
history, we are talking about taking a leading role among our sister states
in education reforms.

Wilkinson, seemingly following in the wake of his predecessor, Martha Layne
Collins, then laid out his goals to “ensure that all children learn and perform
at the highest level they are capable of achieving” by moving Kentucky to the
forefront of education reform in the nation and building an education system
which excelled in quality. Both Collins and Wilkinson, with their emphasis on
high performance in schools, had moved far beyond the notion of education
for basic skills that pervaded Kentucky’s policies of the 1960s and 1970s.

Fragmented Hegemony Fragmented
While Wilkinson said education was a top priority, his first budget for the
1988-1990 biennium did not follow through on former Governor Martha
Layne Collins’s plans for increased school funding. His budget perhaps
reflected major philosophical differences with the previous governor on the
role and size of government in education. His reluctant approach spurred
revival of the 1985 lawsuit by 66 poor urban and rural school districts (Figure
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12.1) that had remained dormant in the court system for more than two years.5
Given the Commonwealth’s peculiar historic conditions—with a wide-based
education reform movement and continuing recognition of persistent funding
inequities—Wilkinson’s reluctance had far-reaching consequences.
Despite reforms during the Collins administration, Kentucky in the late
1980s remained in something of a legal and political quandary. The question
Wilkinson faced was: How could equity and higher quality be achieved to
meet the simple demand for an efficient common school system in the 1891
Constitution? The constitutional intent likely was muddled by the changing
definition of efficient that emerged as a result of industrialization and the
growing sociocultural hold of industrial capitalism that had its own concept of
efficiency. In everyday language, efficient can etymologically be described as
“making, producing immediate effect; active, effective” from the Old French
and “effective, efficient, producing, active” from the Latin. This usage dates
back to the late 1400s, according to the Online Entomological Dictionary.
The sense of “productive, skilled” dates to about 1787, just as the Industrial
Revolution was taking hold in England. The legal sense of efficient, where
schools are concerned, did not relate to equity (equal protection under the
laws), but instead related to quality.6
It is clear that the Commonwealth’s leaders had generally increased
funding since the 1950s and had, from time to time, tinkered with the state’s
funding formula in something of an effort to achieve funding equality with a
reluctant emphasis on basics. School quality really had not been a main focus
for policy making until the Collins Administration. Whatever the state had
done, for good or bad, however, funding inequities remained. Quality was
clearly dubious in many districts because, until Collins, a former teacher,
took office, expectations were fairly low both in Frankfort and at the local
level.
By the mid-1980s, the reframed question that linked equity with quality
was churning in Frankfort, creating a political and legal undertow. The
question Collins and Wilkinson faced was whether the poor quality schools
that resulted from uneven development meant that the whole common school
system was inefficient. Now, a powerful force was about to be unleashed.
In October, 1988, during Wilkinson’s first biennium, Franklin Circuit
Court Judge Ray Corns—who had been an attorney with the State Department
of Education and was an expert in education law—issued a decision that
called for major changes in Kentucky’s school system.7 Following several
“Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and the Judgement” earlier in the
year, Corns ruled that the school financing system was unconstitutional
and discriminatory, and that it did not meet the state Constitution’s test
for an efficient school system. Corns defined this as a “. . . tax supported,
coordinated organization, which provides a free, adequate education to all
students throughout the state, regardless of geographical location or local
fiscal resources” with “substantial” uniformity.8 The court system, which had
been on the sideline since the superintendents first filed their lawsuit in 1985,
was finally stepping in to define the long-debated constitutional definition of
efficient common schools.

Figure 12.1. Districts Involved in Kentucky School Lawsuit

Source: Wyatt, Tarrant, and Combs, Attorneys, 1990
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As a circuit court ruling that was the first salvo in answering the complaint
by the school superintendents, the Corns decision added a new dimension
to education policy discussions in Commonwealth. Corns described his
legal version of an efficient school system to assure substantial uniformity
to overcome geographic discrimination and be successful. Here, “efficient”
meant more than quality. It was now tied to equity.
Demands for increased education quality were heard only sporadically
during most of the twentieth century. Instead of directly demanding quality
in the classroom, governors and legislators seem to have focused more on
the productive part of the definition of efficient. Productivity shaped the
ascendant definition of efficiency that caused schools to be viewed as places
where students were products who were educated with a certain level of basic
skills at a certain cost per pupil. Too frequently production levels were high,
but quality was not. This definition of efficient common schools was at the
core of the Minimum Foundation Program developed in the 1950s with its
assumption that the program’s minimal funding would equalize education
across the state; coupled with increased funding over the years, schools
would be able to provide an adequate (basic) education. Corns contested this
approach.
Kentucky’s governors and legislators, with their tendency to focus on
the dollars and cents of schooling, sought adequate funding with a pretense
of equity, but they did not consistently strive for high-quality schools. The
deeply held belief in Frankfort hinged on the notion that more funds would
automatically improve school quality, mainly because higher teacher pay
would translate into the hiring of better teachers. After all, funding was easily
measurable and offered a way to avoid becoming mired in the quagmire of
local politics with their negative impacts on school finances and quality.
Over the decades, a long list of reports had outlined Kentucky’s persistent
educational problems at the state and regional levels. Reform pressure varied
from time to time and place to place, often with leadership from governors.
Only the periodic realization that Kentucky was falling behind the rest of the
country and, later, the rest of the world, broke through the Commonwealth’s
sociocultural heritage of generally low expectations and the demand for lowskilled workers in many communities across the state. Into the 1970s, at least,
more money for schools almost always seemed to be the response. Ironically,
despite occasional resistance, increased funding seemed the least reluctant
way to go. The strategy appeared to build unity in a state that constantly
seemed to be short of funds, along with expenditures and tax breaks to attract
new businesses, which were supposed to generate new income and wealth
and create jobs.
Despite broad-based support for education reform, especially in the
wake of the Toyota plant siting, the ever-reluctant state appealed the Corns
decision. In June, 1989, the Kentucky Supreme Court issued a 5-2 ruling
that went beyond what many had thought possible.9 The high court not
only backed the Corns decision, which many had expected, it declared the
Commonwealth’s entire educational system unconstitutional, ordering the
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General Assembly to start all over again because it had not done its job in
addressing the overall adequacy of the system or the financial inequities.10
The decision finally defined the meaning of an efficient common school
system for the Commonwealth, including both equity and quality.
Citing testimony of many witnesses regarding the poor conditions in
schools, the high court said the system was not efficient, contrary to the
requirement of the Kentucky Constitution. Efforts to finance schools and
provide quality education were subject to huge geographic disparities, despite
legislative efforts to correct the problems. The court ruled that the education
system discriminated against 80 percent of the Commonwealth’s children.
The high court also pointed to the inadequacy of funding mechanisms,
which it called a “jigsaw puzzle.”11 The Minimum Foundation Program
was never designed to equalize funding, according to the court (although
statements by governors, the Kentucky Department of Education, and
reformers in the 1950s said it was).12 In retrospect, then, the justices admitted
the myth of the Foundation Program. Edward T. Breathitt’s local option taxes
on occupations, utilities, and income—passed in an effort to finagle local
funding for schools in the aftermath of Russman, et al v. Luckett and intended
to force some measure of funding equality—only added to the inequities
because so many districts refused to implement the optional taxes. The court
noted that even if the optional taxes were fully implemented, the tax effort
would have been inadequate because of population variations among school
districts, an old problem in the Commonwealth. Carroll’s Power Equalization
Program, according to the court, was chronically underfunded, and therefore
unable to do the job it was intended to do. (This represents yet another example
of legislative reluctance and neglect, especially in the wake of Carroll’s and
the General Assembly’s response to the 1979 tax revolt.)
Based on the constitutional mandate for education, the high court defined
efficiency to mean that the legislature has sole responsibility for creating
and maintaining the public school system with “no waste, no duplication,
no mismanagement, at any level.”13 The legislature must provide adequate
funding. There must be substantial uniformity statewide, and each child
must have equal access to educational opportunities. The law must deal with
governance problems related to local management. The court—moving far
beyond “basic skills” discussed in earlier decades—outlined seven goals for
an efficient and sufficient school system:
(1) Oral and written communication skills to enable the student to
function in a complex and rapidly changing civilization;
(2) Knowledge of economic, social, and political systems to enable the
student to make informed choices;
(3) Understanding of governmental processes to enable the student to
understand the issues that affect his or her community, state, and
nation;
(4) Self-knowledge and knowledge of his or her mental and physical
wellness;
(5) Grounding in the arts to enable each student to appreciate his or her
cultural and historical heritage;
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(6) Training or preparation for advanced training in either academic or
vocational fields so as to enable each student to choose and pursue
life work intelligently; and
(7) Levels of academic or vocational skills to enable public school
students to compete favorably with their counterparts in surrounding
states, in academics or in the job market.14
There is no doubt that the court’s decision was legitimate. For example,
Figure 12.2 shows standardized test scores for county school systems in
1989, the year before passage of the Kentucky Education Reform Act of 1990
(KERA). Scores for 57 independent school districts are not included. Almost
all Appalachian counties were in the bottom half of test scores. Rural counties
in Central and Western Kentucky tended toward the middle, with some in the
upper categories, while metropolitan counties tended to do best, with a few
notable exceptions.
Figure 12.3 shows the percentage of adults with twelve years or more
of education in 1980 by counties, according to U.S. Census figures.15 Almost
two-thirds of the 49 Appalachian counties had fewer than 38 percent of their
adults with more than twelve years of education. Only five Appalachian
counties were in the top category. By contrast, every metropolitan county,
except one in Eastern Kentucky, had the highest education levels. Among
nonmetropolitan counties, education levels tended to be lower, but were
generally higher than in Appalachian counties, which had suffered from low
education levels for generations.
The Kentucky Supreme Court decision, spurred by incontrovertible
data-based evidence, launched an all-out effort on the part of the state’s
fragmented elites to rebuild their damaged hegemony. Wilkinson was quick
to react. In a lengthy statement at a news conference on June 8, 1989, he said:
No one could have predicted four years ago when this lawsuit was filed
that it would lead to this kind of landmark decision by our state Supreme
Court. Not since our forefathers sat down to put pen to paper to write the
Constitution of this Commonwealth has any generation, has any group of
leaders had the opportunity that the Supreme Court has given us.
Change in the way we approach education in Kentucky is no longer a
dream. It is the law.
We have the opportunity to rebuild, to redefine education in Kentucky.
And if we fail, we will have failed ourselves, our fellow Kentuckians, and
particularly our children. The Supreme Court has given us an opportunity
to start with a clean slate. Those of us in the Executive and Legislative
Brances [sic] are in agreement that we need to start from scratch. It is no
longer a question of my plan or their plan. As of today, it’s our plan.
We will begin immediately to take up the issue of what kind of school
system we can devise that meets the Supreme Court’s guidelines for
adequacy and uniformity. We are not looking back. We are moving ahead

Figure 12.2. Standardized Test Scores for Kentucky School Districts. 1989

Source: Lexington Herald Leader, 1990
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Figure 12.3. Percentage of Adults in Kentucky Counties with 12 or More Years of Education

Source: Skees and Swanson, 1989
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with our eyes only on the challenge of the future.
We are of one heart and one mind. The Supreme Court has made a
courageous decision. They have given us a great opportunity and an even
greater responsibility. I am excited about the next few months and the
work we are about to undertake.
I want to make this final pledge. It is a pledge I have made to the General
Assembly and I will make it to the people of this Commonwealth. We are
going to produce a school system that complies with this court order. We
are going to produce a school system that meets the needs of our children.
When we can say to the people of this Commonwealth that we’ve built a
better school system, when we can say to the people of this Commonwealth
that their money is paying for improvement, when we can say that we have
a system that is equitable and adequate for all children in Kentucky—a
system, in other words, that provides equal opportunity for an adequate
education, I will support the necessary revenue measures to pay for it.
We have a great task ahead of us. It will challenge our creativity. It
will challenge our intellect. It will challenge our determination to see it
through. It will challenge our abilities to persuade and compromise. But it
is an opportunity no one has ever had before or likely will ever have again.

Wilkinson’s wholehearted support for the court decision proved vital in the
months to come. But the pressure was on. The Supreme Court withheld final
disposition of its ruling until after the General Assembly adjournment in
April, 1990, only ten months away. Legislative leaders and Wilkinson set up
the Task Force on Education Reform to study the court decision and examine
alternatives in the areas of finance, curriculum, and school governance. The
group included 16 members from the legislative leadership and six Wilkinson
appointees.16 From the beginning, the process came under fire for a number
of reasons:
•
•

•

•

The original task force had no blacks and few women; one black
member was hastily appointed after vocal complaints.
With the exception of Education Committee chairs State Sen. Nelson
Allen and State Sen. Roger Noe, other members of the House and
Senate education committees were left off the task force; they were
later appointed as ex officio members
There were no representatives from the University of Kentucky or
other colleges of education across the state. David Hornbeck, a
Washington, DC, lawyer and educator with considerable experience
in developing reforms elsewhere, headed the task force.
The task force held numerous secret meetings. This tradition of
closed-door meetings was carried into the General Assembly as
legislative leaders and the governor bargained to keep the package
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•

together and gain votes for its passage.17
Wilkinson maintained his usual confrontational style, despite
initial signs of unity. The governor and legislative leaders were
engaged in a power struggle and held widely divergent views of
what the education-reform package should contain and how it
should be financed. Wilkinson was extremely cautious about
breaking his no-new-taxes promise, although he offered to do so
right after the high-court decision.18

On the other hand, the group had the freedom to dream.19 The curriculum
committee was directed to work without regard for cost and methods of
governance and with the help of experts from throughout the country.
In addition, groups from throughout the state offered “suggestions and
recommendations.”20 The task force decided to put together a package that
would combine all of the elements of curriculum, governance, and finance
in one bill.
The three broad areas designed to achieve these goals included: (1)
major finance reforms to vastly increase state funding and to offer local
districts, especially poor ones, incentives to increase their funding in order
to make funding more equitable and adequate; (2) major governance reforms
to neutralize the power of school boards by making them into budgetary
authorities, but removing them from hiring and firing and moving the policysetting authority to school-based councils; and (3) altering school curricula
in an effort to reach more children and making schools accountable for their
academic performance through rigorous testing at various grade levels.

What Former Governors Had to Say
On October 11, 1989, the Task Force on Education Reform invited former
governors to offer their ideas for education reforms.21 While such a meeting
expressed unity, it begged the question about why all of these governors,
who wielded considerable power while in office, had been so reluctant about
altering persistent education problems during their terms. Their approaches
reflected the complexities of the Commonwealth’s political economy and the
fragmentation of its political leadership.
For example, Julian Carroll, who had bungled his efforts to increase
school funding in 1979 with his tax reform that stifled state finances, focused
on the cost to Kentuckians of not providing adequate education for children.
He estimated a loss of about $1 billion in income during 1988 because of
the number of dropouts. He argued that lack of a high-school education
implied the likelihood of welfare or prison, as well as lost tax revenue. His
only suggestion was to restructure the bureaucracy of the Department of
Education, with the possibility of a completely new supervisory agency run
by a professional educator.
U.S. Senator Wendell H. Ford, who had moved the state toward universal
kindergarten, said five questions demanded, in a kind of litmus test, a clear
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“yes” if the reform were to be true and meaningful: (1) Is the plan fair,
innovative, and workable? (2) Does it rise above partisanship to end waste
and political abuse at all levels? (3) Can it improve troubled parts of the
system without hurting successful parts? (4) Does it cause us to start thinking
about future generations? (5) Does it treat elementary and secondary schools,
vocational schools, and higher education as essential parts of one system?
Ford was adamant in his proposal to include higher education, noting that
even if the reform were complicated, waiting was what had led to Kentucky’s
problems in the first place. The school system was made up of interdependent
units. Much of his presentation focused on higher education, but he did
recommend a combined revenue and education reform package, “one
package-one vote.” He also recommended reviews of areas such as nepotism
and political favoritism; the report of the Council on School Performance
Standards; measurable goals of academic achievement that were applicable
to real-world problems; provision of resources to meet educational goals; and
accountability of local schools and districts in meeting goals.
Ford emphasized to the task force that the Kentucky Supreme Court
decision did not say that schools had to be uniform, but rather that they
should be equitable, and schools should be given as much flexibility as
possible in meeting common educational goals. Flexibility would encourage
local innovation, cooperation, and pride. There was the need to do everything
possible to reward and encourage local innovation and accomplishment,
including teachers. Ford added that the state did not need outside experts
to craft the reforms; there were enough experts within the state. There
was, however, a need to be part of a larger partnership for better education
involving local, state, and federal government, as well as leaders of public
and private education, and every other segment of society.
Louie B. Nunn, noting the state’s poor education conditions, showed
his conservative distrust of people and the Commonwealth when he
recommended numerous, mostly superficial changes:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Increasing pay for teachers;
Improving discipline because even good teachers can’t teach drunk,
drugged, and undisciplined students;
Combating the number-one problem, functional illiteracy;
Creating a full-time Council on Education with up to 14 paid
professionals to study, plan, develop, and administer the educational
system from kindergarten through graduate school. Staggered
appointments would lessen political interference and assure
continuity. The legislature should assign the superintendent to
monitor the council’s work. Staff for the new council would
come from the abolished state boards of education, the Council on
Higher Education, and the Secretary of Education;
Eliminating social passing and setting a penalty for school personnel
using the practice;
Letting juvenile courts take care of serious offenses and eliminating
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

expulsion;
Enacting legislation to grant parents and guardians time off from
work to visit school to meet with teachers, the child, or counselors;
Charging parents who failed to visit children in school, keep them in
school, or assist in discipline with contributing to the delinquency of
a minor and making the parents subject to a fine or jail sentence;
Requiring a functional literacy test before children become eligible
to take the driver’s test;
Authorizing drug and alcohol testing of students on reasonable
grounds;
Teaching morality, personal hygiene, and good manners, rather than
immorality; continuing to instruct students on how to cope with and/
or safely avoid acts of immorality destructive to society;
Mandating an attendance age of 18 or graduation from high school;
Creating specialized teacher-training centers in colleges;
Developing a statewide, standardized curriculum in each grade,
using the same textbooks;
Repealing all mandated programs, if monetarily feasible;
Appointing a fixed-term inspector general in the governor’s office
with a limited staff to check for abuses in the legislature and
proposed education council.
Establishing qualifications, duties, and restrictions for board
members, superintendents, administrative personnel, and teachers.

Nunn estimated the cost of his program at about $89 million to start and about
$20 million a year to keep it running. He did not discuss tax reforms that
might increase equity. Funding would come from the lottery.

‘Cheating Our Children’
Newspapers played an important role in revealing the workings of an
educational system long marked by abuses and outright corruption that
reinforced the powerful local elites who militated against effective education.
Three newspapers anchoring corners of the Golden Triangle— the Louisville
Courier-Journal, the Lexington Herald-Leader, and the Kentucky Post in
Covington—ran 12 series on public schools and children’s issues between
1983 and 1989, a total of more than 250 separate stories.22 They joined
progressive statewide forces in attacking entrenched local school district
power. For example, the Lexington Herald-Leader documented major abuses
in its series, “Cheating Our Children,” including:
•

Underassessment and failure to assess property for school taxes: Tax
assessors, called property valuation administrators (PVA), gave
tax breaks to friends, politicians (including the governor), and 		
businesses.23 The elected PVAs also avoided property reassessments
to buy votes. Abuses apparently were worst in Eastern Kentucky,
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•
•

•

•

•

•
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although they were common statewide. Other reasons given for
underassessments included lack of resources in tax collection
offices, low pay for assessors, and lack of professionalism. Most
importantly, the state failed to exercise its control over some PVAs,
even though it knew of abuses.
Tax avoidance. This included outright falsification of deeds when
property was sold, failure to file a deed (not required), and not 		
reporting property improvements.
Child tax collectors. Children raised $68 million statewide in 19871988 for schools through fund raising projects. In one Eastern 		
Kentucky county, children raised $1.7 million through sales of
candy, cards, and other items during the 1986-1987 school year.
In 1987-1988, these sales yielded $200,000 more than property
taxes generated. In October, 1989, the county reduced property
taxes. In most counties, proceeds paid for extras, such as class trips,
but often paid for essentials in poor counties.
Failure to collect delinquent taxes. Elected local county attorneys
and sheriffs had sometimes failed to collect delinquent taxes. Figure
12.4 shows property tax delinquency in Kentucky counties during
1989. The state considered a 5-percent rate to be a problem. Most
problem counties were in the Appalachian region.
Perceptions and values. Historically, the property tax system was
central to funding schools. It met resistance at all levels, from
individuals through government agencies and into the farming,
mining, and business elites. Anti-tax sentiment dated from earliest
days of the state. Perceptions that the education system was 		
adequate complicated reform efforts. Local and state leaders tended
to ignore powerful, but corrupt school boards rife with nepotism,
patronage, waste, and mismanagement. Many poor counties refused
to collect their full share of taxes because of political pressure on
elected PVAs. Low taxation rates in poorer counties created tension
between rich and poor counties, because the state had been trying
to equalize education by increasing funding for counties with weak
local tax efforts, while being lax about enforcement.
Politics within school systems. School boards, using internal 		
recruitment to hire and fire, stifled opposition from employees,
teachers, parents, and school superintendents. Historically, the 		
power of school boards had been tied in with county courthouses
through funding mechanisms and personal relationships. In addition,
many critics questioned the motives of school board members,
saying they were in it for power, not for the education of children.
Nepotism and political patronage. Internal recruitment was common,
especially in rural counties, where school board members hired
relatives and friends. (There were more than 800 school board 		
members, and more than 400 of them had relatives working for
boards.24 As the largest employer in many rural counties, school

Figure 12.4. Property Tax Delinquencies in Kentucky by County

Source: Lexington Herald Leader, 1990
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boards could, and did, wield tremendous political and economic
power, especially in poor counties. The Herald-Leader charged
some boards had padded payrolls with extra workers to gain votes.25

Fragmentation, Unity, and Commonwealth
In March, 1990, after months of deliberation with Wilkinson and the education
experts, the General Assembly passed a $1.3-billion education reform and taxincrease package. HB 940, also known as the Kentucky Education Reform
Act (KERA), redesigned procedures for curbing school governance abuses;
developed a system of school financing to encourage more local effort and
more equitably distribute funds across the Commonwealth; and established
methods aimed at insuring quality education.
Passing KERA was not easy, as Wilkinson and legislators debated
in public and in private. Despite his support for the reform, Wilkinson’s
abrasiveness was a source of much hand-wringing for reformers, especially as
he waffled on taxes. On December 4, 1989, he surprised lawmakers by finally
opening the door for a tax increase, conditioned on no increases in property,
income, or sales taxes.26 He promised to veto any changes in Carroll’s HB
44 passed in the 1979 special legislative session, which capped year-toyear property-tax increases. As the deal unfolded, Wilkinson’s backing for
increased taxes hinged on legislative support of his proposed $600-million
bond issue for roads and economic development. His popularity rose among
members of the legislature, the media, and reform backers as he put his full
weight behind the reform.
Once he had affirmed his position on taxes, Wilkinson sought a service
tax, arguing it would fall more heavily on those with higher incomes and be
based on a growth sector in the economy. Opposition came from a coalition
of advertising and communications firms, including the state’s newspapers,
with the exception of the Lexington Herald Leader; temporary services; and
professionals, such as lawyers and engineers. The much-publicized failure of
Florida’s service tax in 1987 did not help. Critics worried about enforcement
and the effect of the tax on interstate competition; the tax might drive mobile
service firms out of the state or cause companies to contract with businesses
outside the state. They also worried about the tax’s effect on small businesses
that could not afford accountants.27
Tobacco interests received a boon when cigarette taxes were kept at 3
cents a pack instead of the proposed 10 cents. This tax, unchanged since
the 1950s, demonstrated state efforts to preserve the industry with its crossclass coalition of farmers, handlers, and major processing companies. In
1990, Kentucky had the third lowest cigarette tax in the country, with one
bordering state, Virginia, lower.28 That revenue had been declining along with
the number of smokers.
The Chamber of Commerce conditioned its support for a tax increase
to support a new system on “effective education reform.”29 The chamber did
not outline a specific tax plan, but the increase had to come from broad-
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based sources, such as property, sales, and income. Wilkinson, himself a
business owner, had opposed such increases, saying they would fall too hard
on working Kentuckians.
The Lexington Herald-Leader, in an October 26, 1989, editorial, offered
a suggestion to get rid of special tax rates and business loopholes. Citing
a recent Kentucky Supreme Court ruling that the special property-tax rate
on unmined minerals was unconstitutional, the paper said ample money was
available for schools. For example, closing off special property tax treatment
for unmined minerals and distilled spirits would yield about $30 million a
year. The editorial noted that special property-tax rates and exemptions of
dubious constitutionality cost Kentuckians about $162.7 million a year.
According to the paper, fair property assessment statewide remained a
problem; if corrected, it meant another $50 million a year in the coffers.
Elimination of sales-tax exemptions for corporations—Bert T. Combs
initiated these in 1960 and they had been widened by succeeding governors
to foster economic development—could raise perhaps another $1 billion a
year, according to the editorial writers. As it turned out, the annual cost of
the loopholes far exceeded the school-finance plan Wilkinson and legislators
ultimately developed to protect Kentucky’s businesses, while putting the load
on the working class.
Legislative leaders increased Wilkinson’s $1-billion biennial tax plan
to about $1.3 billion by, as governors had usually done before, opting for
the regressive general sales tax increase, rather than the cigarette tax and a
sales tax on services. The governor agreed to the change and kept pushing
for the education reform after a meeting with House Majority Floor Leader
Greg Stumbo, D-Floyd County, who had been tapped as negotiator by House
Speaker Don Blandford, D-Daviess County. Stumbo—an early backer of
Wilkinson’s infrastructure bond plan—offered legislative support for the
bond issue in exchange for the revised tax plan.30 Table 12.1 outlines the
original tax proposal and the compromise measure.
As part of the final compromise, legislative leaders backed the education
reform bill and the $600-million bond package, of which $500 million was to
go for roads and $100 million for economic development.31 The bond issue
continued a long Kentucky tradition of building unification around highways
and physical infrastructure.
The education reform and tax package, introduced as HB 940, came late
in the legislative session.32 The bill was about 900 pages, weighed more than
nine pounds, and was put in final form over a long weekend. Many legislators
complained they did not have time to read it and understand what they were
voting for. At various times, legislative leaders, while exhorting passage of
the bill, admitted even they did not know exactly what would result from its
passage and five-year implementation. They urged legislators to pass the bill
and let it work on the premise that changes could be made later.
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Table 12.1. Wilkinson’s Tax Proposal and Compromise with Legislators,
1990
Services Taxed in Original Proposal
Attorneys

Cable TV

Detective work

Janitorial

Towel and linen

Temporary help

Advertising

Consulting

Engineering

Limousine/taxi

Computer Processing

Bill collecting

Accounting/auditing

Architect./Surveying

Finance brokers

Services Exempted in Original Proposal
Haircuts

Parking

Car washing

Repairs

Tailoring

Construction

Security

Lawn care

Originally Proposed
ANNUAL REVENUE

(millions)

** Sales tax on services

$118.6

** Increase cigarette tax from 3 cents to 10
cents a package

$ 37.0

TOTAL REVENUE

$155.6

TOTAL REVENUE for Wilkinson’s original plan

$500.0

TOTAL REVENUE FOR BIENNIUM:

$1 billion

Compromise Proposal
ANNUAL REVENUE

(millions)

* Raise state sales tax from 5% to 6%

$210.0

* Conform state income tax to federal tax code

$131.7

* Eliminate federal income tax deduction on
state tax returns

$218.9

* 1% corporate income tax hike

$44.9

TOTAL REVENUE

$667.5

TOTAL REVENUE FOR BIENNIUM:

$1.3 billion

** The compromise replaced service and cigarette tax with increase in general sales
tax.
* Revenue figures based on 1992 projections.

What Wilkinson Got

• Passage of Task Force on Education Reform proposals largely intact.
• Legislative support for $600-million road bond issue.
• Legislative support for $100-million economic development bond
issue.
•

Adoption of his budget plan.
Sources: Geiger and Stroud, 1990; Carlton, 1990; Kentucky Roll Call, 1990
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The challenges were loud enough. Opponents claimed that more than half
of the $1.3-billion revenue package attached to the school reform bill was
“pork barrel,” designed to reward supporters. To reach this figure, it appears
the opponents lowered the percentage spent on schools by including revenue
from the lottery (passed in 1988) and an increase in the auto use tax.33 KERA
backers went the other way, admitting there were some “incentives” in HB
799, a capital projects bill, but claiming more than 90 percent of the HB
940 funds would be used for education by including expenditures for the
Workforce Development Cabinet and higher education. Much of the so-called
“pork barrel” was to pay for one-time projects, such as prison beds and also
increased funding for human and other state services and salary increases.34
Legislators said they designed the tax package to fit future growth in
education funding required during KERA’s five-year phase-in. Bob Sexton,
whose Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence was a major reform
force during the 1980s, estimated schools would receive about $950 million
in the first biennium, about 73 percent of the total tax package.35 Several
legislators who voted against the bill were punished by having their own “pork
barrel” projects in their districts withdrawn from the budget.36 Unification
and discipline were built with bricks and mortar projects.
To build legitimacy and support for HB 940, the legislature tried to
balance increased state funding and control in some areas with school
site-based management, in part to wrest some control from school boards.
Vociferous opposition came from the Kentucky School Boards Association,
which had the most to lose with the transfer of hiring and firing authority to
superintendents, the development of school-based councils, changes in the
election of board members, and the anti-nepotism provisions.37 The councils
were intended to determine the nature of each school’s education, according
to local needs. No matter what the local approach, however, the state imposed
strict academic standards designed chiefly to make students into competent
workers. This was a fundamental assumption of the law and a predominant
theme in legislative hearings.
Although no one was exactly sure how increased funding would affect
Kentucky’s ranking relative to other states, it seemed the Commonwealth
would, as it had in the past, move to about the middle of national rankings.38
In fact, the level was slightly below average, but considering the dismal
funding record, this was a substantial rise and matched earlier efforts to raise
the Commonwealth’s relative position. Most leaders felt they could afford the
tax increase politically.
Legislative leaders resorted to high-pressure tactics to push the package
through the House Education Committee, where House Speaker Blandford
made an impassioned “pep talk,” and numerous amendments were not
considered. When the bill went before the full House, the atmosphere
was tense. Opponents nearly derailed the bill in a hectic session where 39
amendments were tacked on, including one to gut funding. At that harrowing
point, House leaders beat a hasty retreat, scurrying into hallways and behind
closed office doors to set up parliamentary maneuvering in order to get the
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amendment reconsidered. Legislators voted to reconsider the provision
and rejected it. Leaders then cut debate short and again left amendments
hanging. HB 940 passed the House 58-42, a close vote that suggested class
fragmentation and rural and urban alliances and splits (Figure 12.5).
Urban legislators, including more than half of the Jefferson County
delegation, a few from Lexington, and others from northern Kentucky, voted
against the bill. They believed their districts would be penalized for having
relatively high education funding levels. In compliance with the Supreme
Court ruling, the legislation effectively capped the ability of the wealthiest
districts to increase funding beyond certain levels. Some legislators from
wealthier areas expressed dismay that tax dollars would flow out of their
areas and into poorer regions.
Following tradition, many rural legislators complained that their
constituents could not afford the large property tax increases that the bill
required to obtain additional state education funds. They also said that
anti-nepotism provisions would hurt rural leadership because spouses of
supervisors would not be able to serve in the same district. Strong pockets
of resistance also developed in some Appalachian areas already targeted
as severely deficient in education and several counties in West Central
Kentucky. Support was strong in rural western Kentucky and in the Bluegrass
Region surrounding Lexington. Representatives from about a third of the
Appalachian counties supported the reform. With a few notable exceptions,
Republicans tended to vote against the measure.
Analysis of the House vote by occupation (Table 12.2) gives a glimpse
at the depth of class conflict and fragmentation in the Commonwealth. Much
of the reform impetus came from legislators who identified themselves as
professionals, such as lawyers and doctors, and who, at the time, tended to be
members of the petty bourgeoisie. Additional support came from legislators
who held jobs in local businesses and education, many of whom might be
considered “middle class” by income. But the petty bourgeoisie was by
no means unified. The split among farmers became interesting when Farm
Bureau membership is considered. Four of the five legislators listing Farm
Bureau membership voted for the reform package, while four of the five who
did not list Farm Bureau member-ship voted against it. The local service
sector of bankers, real estate agents, and auctioneers, also members of the
petty bourgeoisie, was evenly split also.
Opposition came from those who identified themselves as workers.
Most had ties to labor unions. This appeared to be an irony, because KERA
was intended to benefit workers’ children. Part of the problem might have
stemmed from the sales tax which would fall more heavily on workers. The
opposition also demonstrated class fragmentation and the demand from
workers to preserve capital and stave off deteriorating business profits that
threatened their jobs in an increasingly global economy. Managers, who
generally identify with the bourgeoisie, were narrowly opposed, despite
widespread business support for reform.

Source: Adapted from Kentucky Legislative Research Commission, 1990

Figure 12.5. Kentucky House of Representatives Vote on HB 940 by District
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Table 12.2. Kentucky House of Representatives Vote on HB 940, by Occupation
and Party, for First Vote and Vote to Concur with Senate Amendments
Overall vote, both times
		
Dem.
Repub. Total
Yes
53
5
58
No
18
24
42
Votes by occupation
First time/second time (Where Changed)
Professionals (Attorneys, Doctors, Engineers)
		
Dem.
Repub. Total
Yes
18 / 17 1
19 / 18
No
1/ 2
4
5/ 6
Workers
		
Dem.
Repub. Total
Yes
2
0
2
No
6
1
7
Farmers
		
Dem.
Repub. Total
Yes
4
1
5
No
2
3
5
Service (Auctioneers, Insurance, Real Estate, Banking)
		
Dem.
Repub. Total
Yes
7
0
7
No
1
6
7
Business (Includes Merchants, Auto Dealers)
		
Dem.
Repub. Total
Yes
11
0
11
No
3
2
5
Managers (Includes Sales Representatives)
		
Dem.
Repub. Total
Yes
2/4
0
2/4
No
4/2
3
7/5
Educators
		
Dem.
Repub. Total
Yes
6/5
1
7/6
No
0/1
3
3/4
Contractors
		
Dem.
Repub. Total
Yes
2
0
2
No
0
1
1
Media
		
Dem.
Repub. Total
Yes
0
1
1
No
0
1
1
Miscellaneous (Self Employed, Housewife, Civic Activist)
		
Dem.
Repub. Total
Yes
1
1
2
No
0
1
1

Source: Adapted from Kentucky Legislative Research Commission,
1990
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The nature of the opposition suggested sociocultural changes over several
decades. Some unions actively supported the Committee for Kentucky’s
education reform efforts in the late 1940s and early 1950s, while many
in Kentucky’s bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie were silent or worked in
opposition. At that time, U.S. core industrial enterprises were ascendant,
facing little competition from the rest of the war-ravaged world and
growing world markets. By 1990, these same core industries, which had
been altered by automation and the stresses of the energy crisis, now faced
global competition and the struggle to maintain their market share. Given
the availability of low-wage labor worldwide, U.S. unions were on shaky
ground; managers and owners of core companies could and did easily move
capital overseas. For union representatives in the House, this was hardly an
issue of false consciousness. Workers feared for their jobs. Not only that,
the emergence of high-technology industries showed class fragmentation and
highlighted the relatively low skills of now old-line core industrial workers.
As such, union members, who once seemed in favor of education, now
manifested anti-education values. Another contributing factor to the union
resistance could have been individual factors for legislators related to reelection in the May primary.
Votes from members of three House committees also illustrate the
depth of the fragmentation. The Education Committee’s 15-6 vote clearly
came down on the side of KERA. Meanwhile, the Economic Development
Committee split 10-9 in favor of KERA. The House Labor and Industry
Committee’s members, reflecting labor opposition to HB44, split 8-7; the
chair and two vice chairs voted against the bill. Given the hard sell of KERA
as crucial to economic development and supportive of the needs of workers in
order to meet world competition, it is a notable contradiction that committees
responsible for oversight of economic development and workers’ needs were
so mixed in their support. Their votes suggest they were out of sync with
the now predominant view across the state’s leadership that linked economic
development and education. The votes also provided evidence for continuing
legislative support for ad hoc industrial policy tied to low-skilled jobs.
Passage of HB 940 by a 30-8 vote in the Senate was almost anti-climactic.
There, the leadership brought the bill closer to its original form, with 36
amendments in the Senate Education Committee. Floor amendments were
minor. The House later concurred with these changes. Wilkinson signed the
bill April 11, 1990, surrounded by about 130 school children from Casey
County, where he lived as a boy.39
The narrow margin of approval for the legislation (historically) indicated
the depth of resistance to revamping schools in ways that might change the
power of local elites. In part, the legislature was exercising independence.
Meanwhile, the tumultuous activity the day HB 940 passed the House
manifested fragmentation and democracy at work, both positive signs for
democratic processes. The voting pattern in the legislature also suggested
both class and geographical struggle over the future of the Commonwealth.
Appendix O summarizes provisions of HB 940. KERA covered all
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aspects of Kentucky’s educational system, as mandated by the high court.
Much of the reform was geared toward increasing state control of educational
funding; increasing pressure on localities to raise funding; and changing the
nature of local participation with school site-based decision-making, while
decreasing local school board control. The measure had a definite aim of
making students better workers, with an emphasis on modern basic skills and
computer literacy, all suggestions of reform proposals of national groups and
many of Kentucky’s reformers in the 1980s. The use of outside experts to lead
the task force may well have been fortuitous for reformers; it circumvented
the state’s fractious politics during the crucial time of development, making
it difficult for opposition to organize. According to one observer, education
task force leader David Hornbeck had “extraordinary vision” of what the
state needed and supported innovative ideas during the formative work of
the group.40
As Figure 12.6 shows, KERA had a definite effect on increasing perstudent revenue in the poorest districts, redressing past inequities. The
legislation narrowed the funding gap between the richest and poorest school
districts, especially in the Problem Crescent.41
Figure 12.7 shows that in 1989-1990, the overall difference in per-pupil
revenue was $1,199. In the first year of education reform, the difference was
$961. In 1991-1992, the difference was $672. Meanwhile, per-pupil revenue
climbed from $4,386 to $5,236, a 19.4-percent gain for districts in the top
20 percent. It climbed from $3,187 to $4,564, a 43.2-percent increase for
districts in the bottom 20 percent.
At the KERA signing ceremony on April 11, 1990, Wilkinson, surrounded
by dignitaries and school children, was magnanimous and cognizant of the
historic moment:
Today, I will sign the most important piece of legislation I will sign as
governor. It is, in my opinion, the most important piece of legislation in
Kentucky since the signing of our Constitution.
It’s hard to believe that we could come so far, so fast. That less than a year
after the Supreme Court ruling the ink would be drying on our blueprint
for education reform.
It was over one and half centuries ago that Kentucky’s first Common
Schools Act was passed by the General Assembly and signed into law
by Governor James Clark. Even then, Governor Clark could make this
comment: “The subject of education is at this time attracting the attention
of almost every civilized nation upon the globe.” That was 1838.
But today, there IS a major difference. In Governor Clark’s day, Kentucky
was catching up to the rest of the world. Now, Kentucky leads [capital
letters and italics in original].
At this moment, at least nine other states are facing challenges to the
fairness of their school systems. Once they see what we have accomplished,

Figure 12.6. Percent Change in Per-Pupil Funding, Kentucky County School Districts, 1989-1990 and 1990-1991

Source: Carlton and Stroud, 1990
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Per Pupil Revenue

Adapted from Koch and Willis, 1993
Figure 12.7. Per-pupil Revenue Change, Kentucky School Districts, 19891990 to 1990-1991.
what can be accomplished, they are sure to follow. When they look for
leadership, they will look to Kentucky. When they look for courage and
vision, they will look to Kentucky.

Contradictions and Un-Commonwealth
Wilkinson, still combative in an interview with the Lane Report after leaving
office in 1992, reflected on the passage of KERA and the compromise it took
to get it passed. In so doing, he offered an analysis of Kentucky’s fragmented
leadership that put the need for a friendly business climate above the needs
of the working class and left the future of school funding less certain than it
might have been.
Wilkinson’s rural development policies included an occupational tax on
newly created jobs as a mechanism to finance development. With KERA,
he noted that he regretted making the trade of the sales tax for the services
tax in order to receive the road bond and community development bond
issue. The former governor called the sales tax regressive and said a more
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progressive tax on services would have provided revenue from the fastest
growing economic sector, which would have allowed the state to grow along
with the economy.
The most hypocritical act that I have seen in my life was when The
Courier-Journal, for two years, pounded and pounded and pounded and
pounded on me to raise taxes to fund our schools. I proposed a service
tax—it took them 24 hours to come out against it. I said at that time that
they never saw a tax they didn’t like until they saw one they had to pay. It
would have taxed advertising.
My question at the time was, “Is there justice in asking a lady, who’s going
into a store to buy a pair of blue jeans for her children going to school,
saying, ‘Lady, five percent isn’t enough. You have to pay six percent.’?”
Then turn around and say to that company that spent $10,000 advertising
those blue jeans, “You don’t have to pay anything.” That is what I call
taxing the wrong people. It’s wrong-headed.42

With passage of a higher sales tax on working people, Kentucky continued
a tradition that conservative Democrat A.B. “Happy” Chandler had fought
and unwittingly opened the way for with his tacit approval of the Veterans’
Bonus passed by the legislature and Kentucky’s voters in 1959. The liberal
Democrat Combs used this measure to institute a sales tax with exemptions
for many businesses, while taxing necessities such as food, clothing, and
medicine. Now, Chandler’s protégé, Wilkinson, compromised to expand the
sales tax Chandler reviled to secure passage of KERA. Reform and reaction
are full of irony.
The 1990 General Assembly delivered yet another irony. HJR 25, to
reimburse the 66 poor school districts for expenses incurred from the lawsuit,
languished in the Appropriations and Revenue Committee. There was no
recompense for those who had spoken truth to power, petitioning for school
equality and quality to build a better future for the Commonwealth’s children.
In the Lane Report interview, Wilkinson recognized his accomplishments
as governor in an unusual way, looking at a larger picture. He was proud of
ending the neglect of rural Kentucky—counties like my own. These were
parts of the state that had been neglected for a long, long time. I wanted
to move us all forward together…. I tried to focus and create opportunity
for everybody.
This was probably my single greatest accomplishment. It would be easy to
say education reform or economic development, but I think that listening
and paying attention to people that had been neglected was it.43
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Thirteen

Reform and reaction: Kera’s Legacy
We Kentuckians claim that there is more of the history and romance of
this country of ours wrapped up in the place we call Kentucky than in any
comparable space. There are also more contrasts. Those who are familiar
with Kentucky history were not surprised that the state has produced a
revolutionary school reform law. Kentucky often does the unusual....
Kentucky has now decided to become educated and has embarked on a
crusade to accomplish that objective. Do not be surprised if we should,
within the next decade, develop a first-class, worldwide educational
system.... Most people would think that is impossible. But Kentuckians do
not know that it is impossible. So we might just go ahead and do it.1

A Generation’s Work Done
The deaths of Happy Chandler and Bert T. Combs in 1991 closed a generation
for Kentucky’s governors who witnessed and brought about tremendous
changes in the Commonwealth. These changes, which spanned nearly
60 years, did not come without sociocultural struggles as the state tried to
negotiate its future. Chandler—with his traditional Bourbon conservatism—
and Combs—with his Keynesian liberal activism—represented conflicting
and contradictory forces in the Commonwealth and across the country. They
also had conflicting personalities. Yet each played a central role in shaping
policies of the reluctant state inside and outside the Governor’s office.
Chandler (born in 1898) remained somewhat active in the 1980s, but was
limited by slowly failing health. He died at home on June 15, 1991, leaving
a vacancy on the University of Kentucky Board of Trustees, his last public
position. By 1990, when the Kentucky Education Reform Act (KERA) was
passed, his active days were pretty much over as his political descendant,
Wallace G. Wilkinson, helped lead the state through the process of recreating
the state’s school system. Still, Chandler, who had helped launch the Minimum
Foundation Program in the 1950s, remained a revered and powerful symbol
among Kentucky’s conservative Democrats.
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Combs (born in 1911) was younger than Chandler and far more vigorous
into the 1990s. He was a partner in one of Kentucky’s major law firms,
Wyatt, Tarrant and Combs, with offices in Lexington and Louisville. He
was a respected counselor of the Commonwealth’s leaders. He and his staff
meticulously built the lawsuit brought by poor school districts that resulted
in the June, 1989, Kentucky Supreme Court decision to overturn Kentucky’s
public-school system because of unequal and inadequate funding, low
outcomes, and poor governance.
Combs and Chandler were not the only important characters in
Kentucky’s often reluctant path to school reform. Like Chandler in the
1950s, who opened the door to broader economic development and education
efforts, Wilkinson also played the role of reluctant conservative, unlike his
predecessor, neoliberal Martha Layne Collins, who built a broad, progressive
base of support for school reform. Wilkinson came to office in 1987 with
a substantial base of conservative rural support that emphasized localism.
Personal history and his willingness to support the Kentucky Supreme Court
education decision put him in the position of vastly expanding Frankfort’s
power over local elites, one of the keys to better schools.
It may seem hard to believe, but Combs’s career was cut short. He died
at age 80 in Powell County on December 4, 1991, when his car was washed
off a dark, flooded road near the Red River as he was returning home from
his Lexington law office.
It was 32 years after he had started his term as Governor in 1959 and
almost two years after his greatest legislative victory in March, 1990, with
passage of KERA in the General Assembly.

Kentucky’s Historic Context
KERA’s passage in 1990—while emerging in Kentucky’s particular
conditions—also evolved out of a context of capitalist crises globally and
nationally. Since World War II, global capitalism had undergone major
restructuring related to labor, technology, energy, environmentalism, Cold
War dynamics, more efficient communications, and persistent crises of
capital accumulation in a swirl of global demographic change. The dynamics
were extremely complicated but spurred competition among states to upgrade
their workforces. In essence, the international bourgeoisie redirected capital
into automated operations and into regions that would increase efficiency and
profitability, relying on cheap labor to bolster profits. Kentucky’s advantage
as a low-wage state was diminished.
The sweep of events across Kentucky from the 1950s to the 1990s was
profound, as the state shifted from rural to urban, experiencing periods of outmigration and in-migration, large overall reductions in poverty, the legal
end of racial segregation in schools, and major changes in its natural resources
industries alongside waves of new industrial capital as the Commonwealth
entered into national and global competition for jobs.
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The mythology was that Kentucky was experiencing phenomenal growth.
Indeed, it was in some ways. But where schools and youth were concerned,
underlying problems persisted. Figure 13.1 shows that even as the state’s
population was growing, total enrollment in schools peaked in the early
1970s and continued to fall until the mid-1980s, largely as a result of the end
of the post-World War II Baby Boom. The state, like so many others, was
aging. On one hand, falling student population created problems for some
school districts, especially tightening per-pupil revenues in rural areas. On
the other hand, declining enrollment offered a chance to serve fewer students
more effectively, a course not generally followed.
The decline in the number of students came as the state was supposed
to have been experiencing an economic upturn related to the Energy Crisis
of the mid-1970s. But the proceeds of this boom, such as they were, did not
necessarily go directly to the Commonwealth’s schools as the state turned
its development policies toward enhancing prospects for energy extraction
under Wendell H. Ford, Julian Carroll, and John Y. Brown, Jr..
Kentucky’s leaders in the twentieth century never really dreamed that
the state would be able to move to the top of the country in school funding.
But from time to time, they did manage to move funding from the bottom 40s
of the 50 states toward the mid 30s and even into the mid 20s after KERA
was passed. Per-pupil spending tended to, with few exceptions, stay ahead of
inflation over the years. With all of the demands on Frankfort, it was clearly
an act of will to spend more on education, partly a matter of state pride,
partly in the competition for better jobs. In some ways, schools did benefit
from economic growth, despite the trend of education receiving a shrinking
proportion of the state’s general fund that faced so many other demands.
What the state never could accomplish, however, was reaching the
national average for spending. Figure 13.2 shows Kentucky’s per-pupil
spending as a percent of the U.S. average from 1959 into the early 1990s.
The long-run trend shows an increase from about 62 percent in the 19591960 school year to 87 percent in the 1992-1993 school year, even with the
massive spending for KERA.
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Figure 13.2. Kentucky Per-Pupil Spending as a Percent of the U.S. Average, 19591992

Source: United States Department of Education, 1995

The chart clearly shows the after-effects of Carroll’s disastrous response to
the 1979 tax revolt, as well as the impacts of the deep recession of the 1980s.
Later, it is clear that the state was expending more of its resources on schools
relative to much of the rest of the country, but many other states continued
to increase their funding faster, characteristic of interstate competition and
national patterns of uneven development.
Despite economic growth, poverty remained a serious challenge for the
Commonwealth throughout the last half of the twentieth century, with gains
in the wake of each major recession. Throughout the 1960s, especially with
the federal War on Poverty, Kentucky made major advances toward reducing
the deepest poverty as the overall poverty rate generally declined.2 But the
percentage of disadvantaged students grew from the 1960s to the 1990s;
youth did not benefit as much from the larger economic expansion.
Economic policy in Frankfort focused on job creation to increase workers’
income. But the dream of better jobs meant the labor supply coming out of
schools had to be of higher quality. Most governors from Happy Chandler on
made this connection, with three—Combs, Collins, and Wilkinson—making
the linkage particularly clear.
For Combs, especially, and Edward T. Breathitt to some extent, education
was not only a key to job creation, but was crucial to eradicating poverty. The
belief that more education meant increased income and improved individual
and social well-being—the core principle underlying Human Capital
Theory—was a firmly held tenet of Kentucky’s governors and contemporary
national leaders. But poverty was less in the forefront as the 1970s passed.
The focus on education, with its social and economic benefits for individuals
and the state and its employers endured for much of the twentieth century
in Kentucky. But as the War on Poverty’s policies faded, schools instead
became part of the battle to raise incomes for workers and increase corporate
profitability.
The real burden of poverty, as it turned out, fell on the Commonwealth’s
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Figure 13.3. Percent of Economically Disadvantaged Children in Kentucky
Schools, 1966-1995

Year 19xx
Source: 1995 Digest of Education Statistics
children (Figure 13.3). Even as the overall poverty rate fell in the 1960s and
1970s, the percentage of economically disadvantaged children in Kentucky’s
schools generally began to rise after 1970 from a low of about 28 percent in
1969 to around 44 percent in the first half of the 1990s. More recent figures
from Kentucky Department of Education report cards suggest about half of
the students are disadvantaged. The long-run increase in the percentage of
disadvantaged children seriously undermines claims of economic growth by
the state’s leaders and underlines the difficult challenges educators faced in
the public school classrooms of the Commonwealth, even as they were trying
to build high-performing schools.
Kentucky’s worsening levels of disadvantaged children challenged, but
did not totally thwart reformers’ strategy to make education more responsive
to global competition. For example, graduation rates jumped 12.2 percent
between 2002 and 2012, according to the National Assessment of Educational
Progress. The 82-percent graduation rate put the state in the top half of the
country and near the top of the South. Measured by the K-12 Achievement
Index, the state ranked 16th, far ahead of earlier, but not necessarily directly
comparable measures. While the overall score figures to a C-, right at the
national average, the measure indicates the efforts Kentucky has made to
improve its public schools.3
With the passage of the Kentucky Education Reform Act, schools were
to produce workers capable of higher efficiency and flexibility to changing
market conditions and technology. On one level, the knowledge was intended
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to be pragmatic and skills-oriented, related to values that would increase
worker reliability. On another level, schools were to stress the importance
of cooperation and teamwork in problem solving. For some, this meant
improved delivery of education in the areas of science, math, and technology.
For others, education was to be grounded in teaching students to learn how
to learn, so they could be more flexible in the face of rapid technological
change. In any event, these policies represented a higher bar for basic
education, a far cry from the traditional basic education of the 1960s and
1970s that was needed for farming, most positions in coal mines, and lowskill manufacturing jobs.
In the end, however, the main task of schools was to provide workers
who could increase business profitability. States across the country launched
education reforms during the 1980s, ostensibly to make them more appealing
in the competition to attract businesses. Kentucky was no exception. Even
so, the Commonwealth had traveled through an unusual series of events that
unfolded over several decades. As in earlier times, the events highlighted
problems with education policies. But this time, politicians and leaders—
unified by shared interpretation of demands from changing technology and
global and national competition—gradually manipulated Kentucky’s culture,
political economy, and perceptions of education and related values to establish
hegemony for reforms. The Commonwealth’s own particular conditions and
contradictions shaped the reform process and outcomes:
• A proliferation of grass-roots education reform groups (many were
nonprofits) as early as 1980, began to challenge Frankfort’s
education reform ideas in the wake of the Carroll tax cuts.
John Y. Brown, Jr., something of a confused neoconservative
chameleon, was too busy with expanding economic policy
and struggling with the damage stemming from Julian Carroll’s
1979 tax-slashing special legislative session to do much about
school reform. Education was not a priority even as the grassroots
movement slowly spread.
• The Commonwealth’s economic development policies, despite
inequities, did facilitate penetration of new capital into some rural
areas, building demands for better schools.
• Continued professionalization of school administration and teaching
gradually altered the power balance of some rural areas.
• The weaknesses of past education reforms gave continuing grist to
reformers. The General Assembly had failed over the years to deal
with a system plagued by inequities, low funding, and local
governance problems related to politics and internal recruitment.
Reforms instituted by Martha Layne Collins, launched with such
promise in 1985 and 1986, failed, but set the context of the education
policy direction for the next several years.
• Elements of Kentucky’s traditional rural-urban coalition fragmented.
Some struggled to maintain their traditional power. Meanwhile,
66 rural and urban county and independent school districts filed a
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lawsuit that highlighted the inequities of uneven development in
what became a protracted and visible public policy debate.
• Evolution of General Assembly independence brought about
leadership that was becoming more capable of reading and
expressing demands for change.
• Announcement of the Toyota automobile assembly plant in Scott
County in the heart of the Golden Triangle, north of Lexington,
in December, 1985, highlighted the state’s educational deficiencies,
which already were being widely discussed. The deal that the state
struck with the Japanese firm included funding dedicated to worker
training.
What appeared to make KERA different from past education reforms was the
support of a unified bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie, but even this coalition
was fragmented, as suggested by voting on the reform in the General Assembly
(Chapter 12). Widespread backing from various nonprofit organizations,
businesses, and citizens opened the way for well-publicized discussions of
new directions for the Commonwealth, challenging the old myths and ways of
doing things. In some ways, the coalition was reminiscent of the Committee
for Kentucky in the 1940s, but had far more clout, partially because of the
influence of corporations and the proliferation of nonprofit organizations.
Some unions were not as supportive. Reform leaders effectively staved off
resistance to meaningful reform by offering a far more appealing, but still
exaggerated vision for a mythical future built on knowledge and technology
for all. The reformers effectively used the state Supreme Court as a lever to
move the conservative Wilkinson and a fragmented legislature to build the
far-reaching reform package in 1990.
KERA—as an end product of a decade’s worth of sociocultural
maneuvering—was a unifying event, with some bipartisan support, built
across class lines, linking rural and urban areas. The role of numerous
nonprofit groups in building support cannot be underemphasized. These
groups worked throughout the 1980s to build the case for education reform
and to mobilize support. Groups such as the Prichard Committee for Academic
Excellence, Kentucky Youth Advocates, Kentucky Dropout Prevention
Advisory Commission, Shakertown Roundtable, and Bluegrass Tomorrow
worked tirelessly for reform.
The reform effort had support from businesses, including foreign
capitalists who wanted workers with solid skills and the ability to solve
on-the-job problems. The Toyota location decision dramatized Kentucky’s
poor educational standing because of the firm’s demand that every employee
have the equivalent of a high-school diploma. Substantial support for KERA
came from the restaurant sector, and major companies such as IBM, General
Electric, and Ashland Oil. Coal companies and auto manufacturers General
Motors and Ford apparently were silent on the issue.4 Support from the petty
bourgeoisie included groups such as attorneys, doctors, and some farmers.
The Chamber of Commerce made education its top priority for the 1990
legislative session, saying that better education would improve the business
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climate even with a tax increase.5 In some cases, the local chambers worked
with educators at the county level.6
Combs, Kentucky’s leading liberal for more than three decades, played
a central role, not only in heading the legal team that represented the school
districts in the lawsuit, but also as a figurehead for unifying fragmented social
classes and various groups. Given the advocacy by Combs in the unusual
historic setting, the state Supreme Court was able to issue a broad decision
woven with economy-based values of pragmatism and competition whose
predominance overshadowed moral values of equity and social justice.7
Thomas Boysen, the first state education commissioner, drove this point home
at the annual meeting of the Kentucky Science and Technology Council, Inc.,
on April 23, 1993. He said that equality of educational opportunity as a moral
imperative may have had a role in past education reforms, but change had
become an economic imperative, driven by competition with students not
only in the United States, but also in foreign countries.
In the eyes of progressive reformers, the education crisis, which was so
intimately related to Kentucky’s competitive position nationally and globally,
demanded that the courts step in and increase state control; a favorable legal
decision secured unity through the promise of increased business profits and
jobs that would spur economic growth if workers were better educated in
efficiently run school systems. Reform meant putting mechanisms into place
to make funding both adequate and somewhat equitable; to choke off local
resistance by altering local power structures and school processes; and to
institute a curriculum that emphasized student development in preparation
for employment.
KERA represented an expression of neoconservative economic values
that stressed developing individuals capable of meeting competition as
the best means to widespread social well-being. Governments that wanted
a business friendly climate could no longer afford the costs of supporting
individuals weakened by the lack of educational opportunities. The role of
schools was to prepare students for helping to build a strong, competitive
economy. The new law was built on imposing accountability on schools and
students, and was, as reformers noted at the time, intended to change the
culture of education in the Commonwealth.
During the twentieth century, the state’s evolving sociocultural system
came to place more emphasis on education because of the income and wealth
it could create; the unifying feature was economic development policy that
promised better jobs for individuals based on relatively equal access to
educational opportunities. State supervision of local districts to eliminate
poor management and problems related to internal recruitment, such as
nepotism, was designed to create a sense of unity by at least giving the
impression that schools were more equal and efficient because they were run
more economically, without undue political influence. The distrust of local
leadership was backed up with accountability features that were supposed to
be rational, objectively based, and therefore, fair.
The 1990 reform moved the Commonwealth away from minimum
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funding for schools and raised the bar for basic education. It established
a state bureaucracy and local governance system designed to counter the
old local hegemony. On one hand, the measure demonstrated a new facet
of Keynesian activism designed to foster economic development through
massive investments in social infrastructure, moving beyond the traditional
development policy based on physical infrastructure of bricks and mortar. On
the other hand, accountability provisions expressed neoconservative distrust
that the reformed education system needed to meet clear standards with
testing and other performance instruments.
Generally, governors have built their monuments out of highways and
buildings. But KERA supplemented the old ways, letting Wilkinson, the 1990
General Assembly, and education-reform groups leave an unusual legacy
whose impacts continued to be felt a generation later, despite setbacks along
the way. In a political economy of the reluctant state built around the short-run
goals ad hoc job creation and pork-barrel rewards for local politicians, KERA
was a victory for reformers who for generations had argued the importance of
state investments in human potential.
With its emphasis on more equalized funding and increasing the quality
of education, especially in nonmetropolitan areas, KERA went beyond
President Ronald Reagan’s educational “excellence” movement in the 1980s.8
Besides educational quality, Kentucky’s ambitious new school law placed
a significant emphasis on equity, blending progressive education’s care for
students’ individual needs, liberal arts, vocational pursuits, and economic
development, interwoven with a clear strategy of increasing state hegemony
to clean up governance and increase accountability.
KERA’s reorganization of the state-level bureaucracy, which gave
Frankfort more direct oversight over local affairs, was somewhat successful
in protecting the education law’s core principles from attacks by detractors
and from threatened lawsuits over continued funding inequalities. Changes
have occurred, but the idea of KERA endured partly because the state’s
leaders took pride in the huge scope of the reforms that rooted out the worst
aspects of the old tangle of laws and offered the way to change for the better
what was happening in classrooms Commonwealth.
For a change, the reform, even if still challenged, tended to win out
over reaction in many areas, especially in the classroom. Unity about the
need for reform was built on the competitive challenge of globalization and
the recognition that Kentucky’s natural-resource-based myths no longer fit
the realities of an agrarian, natural-resources-based Commonwealth now
constantly enmeshed in the ebbs and flows of global change. Widespread
enthusiasm for the potentially better future that KERA promised overcame
the ingrained reluctance of past generations and eroded some of the myths
that had blocked the development of human potential in the state. The
better—approaching the best—nature of Frankfort’s leaders did not come up
with a panacea, but, in 1990, they committed themselves to a promise for a
better future for the Commonwealth’s children.
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Figure 13.4: Inflation-Adjusted Gap in Per Pupil State and Local Revenues
between the Wealthiest 20% and Poorest 20% of Kentucky School Districts

Source: Bailey, 2013

A Brief Afterword
On January 4, 2014, as the General Assembly was about to begin a new
session, a Lexington Herald Leader story showed how the fiscal spirit and
reality of KERA was fading, especially in the wake of the 2007 economic
downturn.9
The story compared two schools, Barbourville (an independent district
in Knox County in the Appalachian region) and Anchorage (an independent
district in Jefferson County, outside of Louisville). It noted how the divisions
between rich and poor schools were widening across the state after six years
of state budget cuts, especially when coupled with recent federal school
funding reductions. In 2012, the state’s educational watchdog agency, the
Kentucky Office of Education Accountability in the Legislative Research
Commission warned lawmakers of the widening funding gap, a warning that
the again-reluctant General Assembly ignored.
Figure 13.4 shows that while KERA never completely narrowed the
funding gap among districts, it showed significant success until 1997. Then
the gap began to widen again under Democratic Governor Steve Beshear,
especially after 2008 when the recession began to deepen. At that point, the
Commonwealth froze the equalization program, causing poorer districts to
reduce programs and lay off staff. Effective funding cuts related to inflation
and growth in student numbers continued in the ensuing years, and the gap
continued to grow.10
State funding cuts for schools and the growing gap between rich and
poor districts illustrate the recalcitrant problems of Kentucky’s political
economy—its budget, taxes, and uneven development—problems that
reformers had sought to mitigate for the better part of three generations, but
especially in 1990.
The tax system remained regressive, laced with business exemptions,
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and unable to tap into potential economic growth or deal with shifting needs
of the state budget, including pensions. At the local level, school funding cuts
meant that the poorest districts, with continuing meager property tax bases,
were unable to fill in the difference as state and federal dollars evaporated.
Meanwhile, the state continued to encounter high levels of child poverty in
its rural and urban areas.
KERA’s troubles highlighted the intransigent culture of reluctance in
Frankfort. The state continued to make education a priority, not the priority,
a demanding and continuing investment in the future. After KERA was
passed, Kentucky showed significant progress in equalizing funding and
in improving its schools, making them better places for students and their
families. It was a good idea in theory and practice, but was never allowed to
meet its full potential. The promise of a “fully funded” program never came
to pass, and in fact, was increasingly shortchanged over time as leadership
in the Statehouse and General Assembly changed.11 Schools did improve, but
there remained a long way to go even decades later.
KERA’s framers had high hopes and a bold vision in 1990. For a few
years, Frankfort’s leadership, with broad support statewide, seemingly tried
to hold on to those hopes and make the fiscal vision work. In many ways, the
vision did come to pass. With the passage of time, priorities and conditions
changed, along with the growing conservatism of the state’s politics. In
Kentucky’s classic style of reform and reaction, the political descendants
of those framers corroded the bright promise made to the children of the
Commonwealth and their parents. It had happened before, and, sadly, it
happened again.
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Appendix A
Summary of Recommendations on Governance and Finance,
Caudill Education Investigation Committee, 1960.
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1. More effective supervision of school district administration and finance
to prevent abuse of local discretion, including political influence by superiors
and illegal diversion of funds for flowers, donations to churches, and
contributions to private fund drives.
2. Empower Attorney General to take action in Franklin Circuit Court
against school officials who misuse funds or violate other laws.  Department
of Education had neglected to discharge its legal duties (including Carter
County, according to Pearce, 1987).
3. Form citizens’ watchdog committees in each school district using
volunteers from civic groups and interested individuals.
4. Election of school board members from the county at large, beginning
in 1962, reverting to the provisions in effect from the school reform of 1934
until 1940.   This would avoid gerrymandering of districts and conflicting
interests of different districts.
5. Require school board members to have at least two years of high school
so they are educated enough to deal with increasingly complex technicalities
of administration.
6. Authorize department to compel district mergers and school
consolidation where districts or schools are inefficient or uneconomical to
operate.  Under then-current law, consolidation decisions were local matter.
7. Annual district audits published with comments from the auditor, funded
through the Common School Fund.  Evidence suggested the department had
failed to report illegal and improper expenditures.
8. Develop standardized school plans and prefabricated classrooms to
reduce construction costs.
9. Keep a nine-month school term pending full use for instruction, instead
of extracurricular activities, in-service programs, etc.
10. Require centralized purchasing of transportation equipment through
department.   The 1956 law had not worked as intended; it allowed local
districts too much flexibility.
11. Amend funding law to allow department less discretionary power over
certain major expenditures and provide objective formulas.   Legislative
Research Commission suggested this before Foundation Program approved
in 1954, but the Legislature ignored the idea.
12. More effective and aggressive use of department staff.   There were
reports that auditors, instead of examining accounts to track expenditures,
spent time examining teachers’ attendance records to determine if funds
were being disbursed correctly.  Department needed to set up more accurate
reporting and recording systems.
13. Amend law to define clearly what educational services General
Assembly wished to guarantee in every district; based on assumption that
Foundation Program was designed to provide basic services, not school
cafeterias, athletic programs, adult vocational programs, etc.
SOURCE: Kentucky House. Special Committee, 1960
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Appendix B
Summary of Selected Recommendations, Booz, Allen and
Hamilton Education Report, 1961.

Reorganize the State Board of Education to provide greater stability and freedom
from possible political pressures.
•
Appoint board members to overlapping seven-year terms.
•
No state board member should be a candidate for office or hold a position
in state or local government.
•
State Superintendent of Public Instruction is a professional advisor andshould not hold board membership.
Make position of state Superintendent of Public Instruction appointive instead of
elective.
•
State superintendent should be selected from nationwide pool.
•
The term of the superintendent should be six years and renewable.
•
Compensation level should attractive and competitive.
The state Board of Education should be given means to correct abuses of authority
at the local level.
•
The state board should have the right to suspend local board members andsuperintendents temporarily.
•
The state board should have the right to revoke a school administrator’s
certificate.
•
Board vacancies resulting from suspension or removal of a board membershould be filled by the state board.
•
Once removed, a school board member should be ineligible for later service
on any Kentucky school board.
•
County school board members should be elected at large.
Qualifications of school board candidates should be published and specialized information services provided to boards to help them with decision making.
•
Supplement present educational requirement for board membership by requiring public disclosure of a candidate’s qualification.
•
The state Department of Education should inaugurate training sessions for
school board members.
•
The state should finance a plan to provide continuous information to school
board members.
The state should take immediate action to establish greater public confidence in the
financial integrity of schools by requiring competent annual audits.
•
The minimum audit procedure should be established by a broadly based
committee.
•
The minimum audit should include tests to verify payments for and receipt
of purchases.
•
Audits should be completed as soon as possible after the end of the school
year.
•
Results of audits should be well-publicized.
•
Plans for annual audits of all school districts should be developed by the
state auditor in consultation with the State Department of Education.
•
Auditors encountering unusual conditions should inform the state auditor
and the state superintendent by registered letter.
Local employment of qualified professional school business officials should be encouraged and funded through the Foundation Program.
The state Department of Education should undertake a field program to improve
business management in local districts.
•
This program should be in cooperation with districts that already exhibitgood business practices.
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Installation of existing accounting procedures and development of improved business practices should be a primary goal.
The position of District School Superintendent should be strengthened.
•
Certification requirements should be raised to insure better-trainedleadership.
•
The board secretary and business director should be clearly placed under
the direction of the district school superintendent.
•
School boards should be given the opportunity to compete more favorably
for outstanding school administrators.
Political activities of school employees should be regulated by law.
•
No state or district employees should be promoted or demoted, hired or
dismissed because of political opinions or identification with a particularpolitical group.
•
No school employees or officials should directly or indirectly use their
authority or promise to use their authority to gain any advantage for any
person in matters of employment or the business management of schools in
consideration for political support.
•
School employees or officials should not pay, nor solicit in any way, political assessments or contributions of any kind.
•
No school employee or board member should be a candidate for any paidpolitical office or any office which involves candidacy on other than a nonpartisan basis.
•
Formal public action of professional associations in regard to public issues
affecting the profession should not be interpreted as a violation of the law.
Provisions should be made to allow civil and criminal charges involving schools to
be filed in the Franklin Circuit Court.
The state should carry out its economic development activities bearing in mind their
implications for the educational program.
•
It is most important to bear in mind constantly that economic development
and education are closely related parts of a single fundamental problem and
that the citizens of Kentucky must be better prepared to more adequatelyachieve their personal goals and to more effectively participate in the affairs
of their nation, their state, and their local government.
SOURCE; Booz, Allen and Hamilton, 1961, p. 96-131
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Appendix C: National Education Association Charges and Louie
Nunn’s Rebuttals, 1970.
NEA Charge

The Governor did not recommend and the Legislature did not enact
tax measures that would make available unutilized revenue potentials
required to finance education and other services. Such measures might
include imposition of a severance tax on natural resources, and increase
in the cigarette tax, revision of state sales and income tax structure, and
enactment of more stringent standards for enforcement of equitable
property assessment.
Nunn’s Response
•
“Emerging industrial states such as Kentucky must maintain a fair, balanced
and competitive structure or else our schools would continue the unfortunate tradition of educating our young people for jobs available only outside
the state.”
•
Massive increases in funds can strain programs, leading to waste and inefficiency.  Based on the large increase in the first biennium,  “. . . it was my
judgment and obviously the judgment of the Legislature that Kentuckians
could not afford and leaders of the Kentucky Education Association shouldnot have expected another increase of this magnitude. . . .”
•
A severance tax would place the coal industry at a competitive disadvantage.  
An oil tax would cause further decline in an already declining industry.
•
-As one of the largest income producers in the state, and because of attacks
on the industry, . . . [t]here is widespread fear that additional [cigarette]
taxes would further weaken the market for their major cash crop.”
•
The federal government’s reliance on the income tax preempted its use.
•
  An increase in the individual rate to increase revenue would be unacceptable.
•
An increase in the corporate rate would negatively affect efforts to attract
industry.
•
In the wake of the Russman, et al. v. Luckett, for the first time in Kentucky’s
history, the people and tax administrators were provided a single standard
for property valuation.  The Kentucky Department of Revenue has, in the
years since that decision, used every reasonable means to insure compliance
with the court order.
NEA Charge
The Governor did not recommend and the Legislature did not enact
a professional negotiation law, thus denying the teaching profession in
Kentucky the opportunity to fulfill its responsibility to participate fully in
improvement of education at the local level.
Nunn’s Response
•
Several bills were introduced, but “. . . in their collective judgement, the
•
Legislature must have determined that professional negotiations was not, at
least at the time of the session, in the best interest of Kentucky’s educational
programs.
NEA Charge
The Governor did not recommend and the Legislature did not repeal
the inequitable and restrictive local property tax ceilings enacted in 1965,
thus severely limiting the ability of school boards to increase or equalize
local school revenues.
Nunn’s Response
•
“All restrictions concerning property tax rates were not repealled. . . .; the
•
General Assembly enacted HB 498 which redefines net assessment growth,
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making the appreciation value of existing property taxable. . . .  The General
Assembly is unlikely to enact further property tax legislation until local
school boards have exhausted existing sources of revenue – only 15 percent
. . . have levied one of the three permissive taxes which do not require a
voter referendum. . . . Voters of any school district can elect to impose a
special increase in property tax rates.
•
“. . .Many . . .  decisions are better left to the local government. . . . The
people of Kentucky, who are the best judge of the quality of their own
educational programs, have not communicated to local officials a desire to
increase property taxes.”
Other Issues
NEA Concern
Pre-Kindergarten and Kindergarten Programs.
Nunn’s Response
•
“Public kindergartens would be a very worthy addition to our educational
programs.  However, limited financial resources have necessitated that state
emphasis be directed toward development of an efficient system of common schools.”   Kentucky law “permits local boards . . . to establish and
maintain kindergartens for children from four to six years of age, but this
statute does not include these programs as part of the common school system.”  Local effort can fund such programs.
NEA Concern
School Libraries.
Nunn’s Response
•
“In 1968, the state allotment for current expenses through the School
Foundation Program was increased 55 per cent.  These funds are available
for expansion of library services.  If they are not being utilized for this purpose, it is a result of priorities established by local school administrators.”
NEA Concern
Teachers’ Salaries.
Nunn’s Response
•
“Kentucky teachers have had salary increases in eight of the last ten years.
. . .  Kentucky ranks No. 1 in the nation in percentage increase in teacher
salaries between 1959 and 1969. . . .   The average per-capita income in
Kentucky increase[d] . . . 88 per cent.  In contrast, average teacher salaries
have increased by 115 per cent. . . . [A]verage instructional staff salaries are
presently 158 per cent greater than the state’s per-capita personal income.”
NEA Concern
Large Class Size and Double Sessions.
Nunn’s Response
•
The pupil-teacher ratio was 24:1, compared with the national average of
23:1.  Only Jefferson County had double sessions for first-and second grade
students, the result not of inadequate funds, but of rapid population growth.
NEA Concern
Inadequate and Substandard Buildings.
Nunn’s Response
•
“In the 1968-70 biennium, the allotment for capital outlay was doubled
from $600 per classroom unit to $1,200 per classroom unit.  This increase
in state support has provided local school districts with additional financial
capability, exceeding $250 million for new and improved school buildings.  
Since July, 1968, 1713 classrooms costing $94.1 million are either under
construction contract or have had final architectural plans approved.”
SOURCE: National Education Association, 1971, p. 122-126
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Appendix D: Unsuccessful Amendments to HB 44, Carroll’s
Property Tax Limitation from the 1979 Special Session.
House Committee Substitutes
1.

To limit annual increase in state real property tax revenues to 3 percent; to
limit tax districts, including schools, to no more real-property revenues,
excluding net assessment growth, than was produced in preceding year; to
limit tax district revenue from real property to amount produced in preceding year until public hearings held; to provide that revenue increases more
than 3 percent be subject to a recall vote or reconsideration; to require districts with increases above 3 percent to publish action in newspaper, as well
as information concerning recall petition; to require PVA to maintain lists
of all real property added to or deleted from tax roll; to require PVA biennially to examine physically and revalue all taxable real property subject
to reassessment; to require Department of Revenue to publish list in largest newspaper in each county of real-property assessment levels  for every
county for prior tax year; to require simple explanation of tax provisions to
be mailed annually with property tax bills.
2. To limit annual increment to 4 percent; to delete three required public hearings in first-class cities and urban counties, instead requiring one public
hearing, as in other jurisdictions.
Unsuccessful House Floor Amendments
1. to committee substitute to delete tax recall petition and require public vote
on proposals that would produce revenue more than 3 percent above preceding year;
2. to permit presentation of petition to county clerk as well as tax levying
authority;
3. to extend from 30 to 45 days time limit for filing petition;
4. to require county clerk to verify petition, rather than tax authority; to reduce
petition signature requirement from 10 percent to 5 percent of vote in previous presidential race;
5. to second committee substitute, to delete recall petition and require any
increase to face an election;
6. to make state income tax percentage of federal income tax; to let General
Assembly set tax and Commissioner of Revenue adjust it as necessary, with
review of Administrative Regulations Revenue Subcommittee, along with
other provisions;
7. to limit annual increment to 5 percent, not 3 percent;
8. to increase petition requirement from 10 percent to 15 percent of voters in
last presidential election;
9. to delete requirement that petition sheets be divided according to precincts;
10. to delete exclusion of new, personal property from compensating tax rate; to
delete provisions requiring public hearings, petition, and recall of tax levies;
11. to require PVA to notify taxpayers of assessments at values greater than
listed by taxpayer; to include explanation of assessment appeals process;
12. to require petition by 10 percent of all voters, not 10 percent of voters in
preceding presidential election;
13. to second committee substitute to prohibit any tax hike; to delete recall petition and require vote on any increase;
14. to increase petition requirement from 10 percent to 15 percent of voters at
preceding presidential election;
15. to delete recall petition and require referendum on any proposal to increase
tax by amount greater than permitted;
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16. to reduce petition requirement from 10 percent to 5 percent of voters at
preceding presidential election;
17. to exempt voted building tax levies from increment limit;
18. to increase petition requirement from 10 percent to 15 percent of voters at
preceding presidential election;
19. to delete exclusion of new and personal property from computation of compensating tax rate; to delete provisions requiring public hearings, petition
and recall of tax levies;
20. to increase petition requirement from 10 percent to 15 percent of voters at
preceding presidential election;
21. to limit annual tax increment to 5 percent, not 4 percent;
22. to delete recall petition provisions;
23. to require petition by 15 percent rather than 10 percent of voters in district
with less than 2,500 voters;
24. to require PVA to notify taxpayers of assessments at values greater than
listed by taxpayer; to include explanation of assessment appeals process;
25. to reduce petition requirement from 10 percent to 5 percent of voters at
preceding presidential elect;
26. to limit annual tax increment to 5 percent, not 4 percent;
27. to exempt firearms from definition of personal property;
28. to first committee substitute to exempt voted tax rates from limits;
29. to return ad valorem auto taxes to tax district of origin.
Unsuccessful Senate Floor Amendments
1. to limit annual increase to 5 percent; later withdrawn;
2. to condition recall vote on revenue above 4 percent which exceeds difference between revenue produced in previous year from all property classes
and 4 percent more than produced in year before the preceding year; later
withdrawn;
3. to require property deleted from tax roll to include value when removal
reflects reduced need for government services to be provided to property by
tax jurisdiction; later withdrawn;
4. to include as new property value of improvements to existing nonresidential
property only if improvement increases assessed value of property by 50
percent or more;
5. to require PVA-maintained tax rolls to be certified by Department of
Revenue only in cities using state assessment; to permit PVA property inspection in counties with first-class cities every four years, not every two
years;
6. to delete any annual increment;
7. to allow petition sheets be divided by precincts;
8. to require hearings no earlier than 6 p.m. local time;
9. to permit fiscal court to void authority of sanitation district tax levy under
specified conditions.
SOURCE: Kentucky Legislative Research Commission Legislative Record,
1979
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Appendix E: Equitable Financing of Public Schools, a 1983 Study
by the Superintendent’s Commission for State School Finance.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.

14.

The Foundation Program should base educational need on weighted fulltime-equivalent pupils in average daily attendance.
The weighted-pupil-unit approach should not be implemented until the
Department of Education conducts a study to establish appropriate relative
costs among programs.
The Foundation Program should include a compensatory education factor to
direct more state funds to districts with high percentages of low achievers.
There needs to be a major effort to create uniformity in the quality of educational programs among school districts.  The uniformity should be established at a relatively high level of education service, meaning there has to be
an “adequate level” of funding for the Foundation Program.
The State Board of Education should give particular attention to increasing
educational achievement statewide.
School teachers in Kentucky should be paid at a level near to the average
teacher salaries of bordering states.
The state board should study the desirability and feasibility of providing differential pay for teachers based on performance.  If the study finds this idea
would enhance schools, the General Assembly should enact the legislation.
The state teacher salary schedule should be retained as part of the state
finance plan.  It should be adjusted upward each year to reward teachers for
training and experience.
Fiscal resources must be equalized among districts.  Kentucky should strive
to attain the desirable goal of fiscal neutrality, meaning a child’s education
should not be dependent on the fiscal ability of the local school district.
In order to address fiscal inequities, the state should increase funding for the
Power Equalization Program.
The state board should establish consortia clustered around area vocational
facilities and community colleges in which advanced high school courses
can be offered to students in sparsely populated districts.  There also should
be provisions for using itinerant teachers to convey more advanced curricula.  In addition, there should be a study of sparsity measures which could
be implemented to compensate for diseconomies of scale should consortia
arrangements fail to provide full and uniform access to advanced courses.
The cost-efficiency transportation formula should be kept, but refined using
a computer derivation of the curve-adjusted costs.
The School Building Authority should be adequately funded with $12 million in 1984-85 and again in 1985-86.  In order to qualify for assistance,
a district should be required to levy at least a minimum property tax rate
set by law.  The authority should consider the needs of the entire county in
committing funds for projects.  The authority should review its own formula
to determine that the criteria for allocating funds insures the best possible
delivery system.
The Foundation Program capital outlay allotment should be continued and
increased to $2,000 per classroom unit or an equivalent if the pupil-unit
method is adopted.  The fund should be used for major renovations and alterations to the school plant.  The Bureau of Administration and Finance in
the Department of Education should be charged with evaluating the funding
level and recommend changes to the state superintendent each biennium.
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15. Kentucky should seek to maintain a education funding at least equal to the
average for the bordering states.
16. The state should look to selective sales taxes, license taxes, and property
taxes as additional sources of revenue.  The state should restore the effective property tax rate of 30 cents in 1985-86 and increase it to 40 cents in
1986-87.
17. Kentucky should enact an unmined minerals tax.  Other tax-related recommendations include:
•
LRC should study the effect of property-tax exemptions for nonprofit
groups that have income-producing property not used directly for educational, charitable, or religious functions.
•
LRC should study the impact of the tax exemption for industrial revenue bonds.
•
The Department of Revenue should be staffed at a level that will insure uniform assessments of all property at market value, as required
by the Constitution.
SOURCE: Kentucky Task Force on Education Reform, 1986
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Appendix F: Outline of Collins’s Education-reform Package, 1984.
Administration
Constitutional Change
•

Amendment to make State Superintendent of Public Instruction appointed
instead of elected.
Local Districts
•
Repeal of tenure law for school administrators.
•
Require school board members to have high-school diploma.
•
Local districts to publish annual report in largest community newspaper addressing accomplishments, including retention rates, student performance
on standardized tests, and goals for coming year.
State Board of Education
•
Assist local districts in developing a performance evaluation system for
both teachers and administrators.
•
Review extracurricular activities and issue regulations to assure that academic pursuits are the number-one priority of local schools.
•
Review teacher-certification requirements and teacher-education programs.
•
Establish program to certify part-time instructors to teach high-school programs in areas of critical shortage.
•
Require prospective school principals to successfully complete an internship in order to be certified.
Teaching Essential Skills
•
Mastery of common set of basic academic and learning skills for all students as they progress through various levels of system.
•
Funding for essential skill remediation for those students who fall behind.  
Proposed $25 million in 1986, supplemented with federal funds.
•
. . . [T]his remediation will be the key to making our comprehensive testing
program effective.  The remedial program includes grades one through ten
but will emphasize grades one through three.
•
New writing program for grades 7-12, with $12 million for teaching assistants to help English teachers handle the increased workload.
•
$19 million proposed to fund enrollment of all eligible children statewide in
kindergarten program before entering first grade in the 1986-87 academic
year; to reduce student-teacher ratio in kindergarten from 25 to 1 to 20 to 1.
Upgrading School Instruction
•
Implementing career ladder for evaluation and compensation, with $40-million appropriation and 5-percent across-the-board pay raise, totaling $90
million, the largest single new budget item proposed.
The current comprehensive system for school teachers in Kentucky
simply does not provide adequate financial incentives for good teachers.
. . . A career ladder is useful not only for creating financial incentives
but also provides an important method of publicly acknowledging our
best teachers. . . . We must reward our best teachers. We cannot afford
to adhere to the ways of the past and provide everyone with large salary
increases simply because they are on the payroll. The career ladder
approach is a key to improved teaching in our schools.
•
Teacher testing and an internship program.
This program will require beginning teachers to pass a comprehensive
examination and successfully complete an internship before being
certified to teach in the state. New teachers will be given the support and
guidance they need to successfully begin their careers. Parents and the
public will know that new teachers are qualified and suited to the teaching
profession.
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Effectiveness and Accountability
Accountability must become a watchword for Kentucky Education.
Funding should be tied to measurable performance. Performance, in
turn, must be linked to academic standards. I am proposing a number of
items to strengthen the state’s efforts to ensure that school districts meet
minimum academic standards.
•
Development of program so that State Board of Education can place local
districts in “academic receivership” if they fail to meet minimum standards.  
Before taking over a district, the state would work with it to develop a plan
to overcome the deficiencies.
•
Expand program of technical assistance which the Department of Education
can make available to low-performing districts.
If we expect those districts to be accountable, we must furnish the Department
additional support to help the local districts help themselves.
•
Increase Power Equalization Program by $43 million over the biennium to
equalize the ad valorem tax rate, currently at about 7 cents.  The new program would
increase the equalization to about 9 cents in 1985 and 11.5 cents in 1986.
Classroom Learning Environment
•
Full funding for free textbooks to provide all Kentucky students with basic
educational tools.
•
$2.5 million to install classroom computers during 1985-86; to provide
funds for acquiring hardware and software and training for teachers.  School
districts to match 25 percent of cost.
School Buildings
•
A $10-million increase for the School Building Authority for debt service,
when matched with an equal sum from local districts, to result in more than
$160 million in construction.
This major commitment of financial support will serve to substantially
reduce the current backlog of local school construction needs. I am
specifically proposing to allocate this money through the School Building
Authority rather than the capital outlay component of the Minimum
Foundation Program. This will ensure that these funds reach the areas of
greatest need.
SOURCE: Kentucky House Journal, 1984, p. 251-253
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Appendix G: Corporate, Foundation, Civic Groups and Individual
Supporters of Kentucky Education Reform Organizations in the
1980s.
Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence
Chevron U.S.A., Inc.

Atlantic Richfield Foundation

Ashland Oil, Inc.

Bingham Enterprises Foundation
of Kentucky

BellSouth Foundation

Central Bank & Trust Co.

James Graham Brown Foundation

Citizens Fidelity Bank

W.L. Lyons Brown Foundation

Crounse Corp.

Business Roundtable

Deloitte, Haskins & Sells

Carnegie Corp. of New York

Druthers Inc.

The Annie E. Casey Foundation,
Inc.

First Security Bank & Trust Co.

First Kentucky National Corp.

Gateway Press

General Electric Foundation

Gray Construction

Humana, Inc.

KY Economic Development Corp.

Knight Foundation

KY Export Resource Authority

Lexmark International, Inc.

Harry and Maxie Laviers Foundation

Norfolk Southern Corp.

Philip Morris Corp.

E.O. Robinson Mountain Fund

Texas Gas Transmission Corp.

Bon Advertising

Kentucky Press Assn.

Kentucky Broadcasters Assn.

Kentucky Chamber of Commerce

Kentucky Department of Education Kentucky Educational Foundation
Kentucky Educational Television

Kentucky Humanities Council

Liberty National Bank & Trust Co.

Toyota Motor Manufacturing,
U.S.A.

Kentucky Jaycees

The UPS Foundation Inc.

W.T. Young

John Frazer

Brereton C. Jones

Wade Mountz

Nancy J. Penney

B.F. Reed

Ruth Roach

Jean Rosenberg

Phillip J. Shepherd

William B. Sturgill

Source: Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence
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Kentucky Youth Advocates, Inc.1
The Edward W. Hazen Foundation

The Foundation for Child Development

The Annie E. Casey Foundation, Inc.

The James C. Penney Foundation

The National Council of Jewish Women

The Altrusa Club

Younger Women's Club of Louisville

The Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation

Citizens Fidelity Bank

Porter Paint Co.

Levy's Lumber & Building Co.

Sallie Bingham

Liberty National Bank

The Bingham Enterprises Foundation

The Atlantic Richfield Foundation

The Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) Reconciliation Fund

George W. Norton Foundation

First National Bank of Louisville

Citizens Fidelity Foundation

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.

WHAS Crusade for Children
SOURCE: Kentucky Youth Advocates
1
Sponsors here are those listed on educational reports.  Kentucky Youth Advocates
was engaged in a variety of activities, and had numerous other sponsors since its inception in 1977.

Kentuckians for Excellence in Education Task Force
AMCA Resource, Inc.

Johnson's Dairy, Inc.

Anaconda Aluminum Co.

Joseph E. Seagram & Sons, Inc.

Armco Ashland Works

Kentucky Assn. of Electric Cooperatives

Ashland Oil, Inc.

Kentucky Chamber of Commerce

Bank of Louisville Charities

Kentucky Power Company

Begley Drug Co.

Kentucky Thoroughbred Owners &
Breeders

Belknap, Inc.
Bethlehem Steel (Beth-Elkhorn Corp.)

Kentucky Utilities, Inc

Blue Cross-Blue Shield

KMA Insurance Co.

Delta Dental

Liberty National Bank & Trust Co.

Browning Mfg. Division of Emerson
Electric

Lincoln Income Life Insurance Co.

Bunton Co.

Louisville Plate Glass Co., Inc.

Burgess & Niple, Ltd.

Martin County Coal Corp.

Central Bank & Trust Co.

Nahm, Turner, Vaughan & Landrum

Chevron U.S.A., Inc.

Owens-Illinois, Inc.

Citizens National Bank, Russellville

Porter Paint Co.

City National Bank, Fulton

R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
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Courier-Journal & Louisville Times

Rankin, Rankin & Co., CPA

Dollar General Corp.

Rohm & Hass Kentucky, Inc.

Farmers Bank & Capital Trust Co.,
Frankfort

St. Anthony Hospital, Louisville

Ferry-Morse Seed Co.

Sears, Roebuck & Co.

First National Bank & Trust Co., Covington

South Central Bell Telephone Co.

First National Bank of Jackson

Square D Co.

FMC Corp.

Turner Dairies, Inc., of Fulton

Fulton Bank

W.J. Baker Co., Inc.

General Electric Co.

Wyatt, Tarrant & Combs

Griffin Industries, Inc.

Nelda Barton

GTE Products Corp.

Robert Burger

Harrod-Carter, Inc.

Billy Harper

Health Systems, Inc.

Harold Kelly

Humana, Inc.

Baylor Landrum
Leonard Marshall
Charles Nahm
Lamar Polston
David Ruth
Charles Stratton
Philip Thompson

Robert Vaughan
SOURCE: Kentuckians for Excellence in Education Task Force, 1984, p. 3
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Appendix H: Summary of ‘An Opportunity for Excellence,’ 1984
Education Study by the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce.
Governance and Structure
1. Amend state Constitution to establish State Board of Education to govern,
control, and manage schools, with other legal authority.
2. Amend Constitution to provide for State Superintendent of Public
Instruction appointed by the state board.
3. Alter residency and eligibility criteria for selecting local school board
members.
Administrative and Instructional Leadership
1. State Board of Education should thoroughly review certification requirements for classroom teachers.
2. The state board should review teacher preparation programs at the state’s
higher-education institutions and take whatever actions necessary to develop quality preparation programs for teachers in the elementary and secondary programs.
3. Establish a career ladder to encourage superior teachers to remain in the
classroom and to reward exceptional ability.
4. Amend the tenure law to apply only to teachers who achieve associate master and master teacher on the career ladder.
5. The state board should review certification requirements for superintendents and principals.
6. The state board should review principals’ and superintendents’ preparation
programs at state higher-education institutions and take whatever actions
necessary to develop quality preparation programs for those who lead and
manage the elementary and secondary programs.
Classroom Learning Environment
1. The state board should develop minimum standards of student discipline
and require each local district to develop a student code of conduct manual.
2. The state board should emphasize that the primary purpose of public education is academics, not extracurricular activities, including interscholastic
athletics.
3. The state should encourage local school districts to emphasize basic subject
areas of language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies in elementary schools.
4. Local school boards and district administrative personnel should provide
leadership and financial assistance so that students receive additional
“time-on-task.”
5. The school year should be extended from 185 days to 195 days.
6. There should be multilevel high-school diplomas, which changes in graduation requirements, as appropriate.
7. The state board should continue its efforts to identify minimum educational
competencies and to evaluate students’ learning.
8. The state board should require local districts to address the need for increased emphasis on learning language arts.
9. The General Assembly should take steps to alleviate the impending teacher
shortage in high-demand fields.
10. The state should analyze the current vocational education course offerings
in elementary and secondary schools.
11. The state should require local districts to remedy their educational/instructional deficiencies.
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Financing Education
1. The General Assembly should change Foundation Program funding from
the weighted classroom unit to the weighted pupil unit in ADA.
2. The General Assembly and local districts should work in concert to substantially improve teacher salaries.
3. There should be increased efforts to increase fiscal equalization among the
180 school districts.
4. There should be increased funding to the School Building Authority in order to meet unmet building needs.
5. The current pupil-teacher ratio of 25:1 used in calculating the number of
regular K-3 classroom units for the Foundation Program should be lowered.
6. Current finances should be altered so local districts can place more instructional emphasis on English composition.
7. The General Assembly should fund a categorical program to establish an
instructional excellence program in local districts.
8. There should be a Special Capital Outlay Fund for acquiring scientific laboratory equipment and facilities.
9. The state board should require the State Department of Education to provide leadership and guidance for local districts to acquire computers, peripherals, and software.
10. The state board, in cooperation with the private sector, should identify
and study potential ways of delivering educational services more cost
effectively.
11. The General Assembly should obtain additional financial resources required to fund these recommendations from a combination of state and local resources.
SOURCE: Kentucky Task Force on Education Reform, 1989
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Appendix I: ‘Better Schools Mean A Better Life for All of Us,’
Excerpts from Collins Draft Statement to Urge Participation in
Prichard Committee ‘Town Forums,’ November, 1984.

Every Kentuckian has a direct stake in better schools.   People without
children, those whose children have already finished school, parents, and children:  
Everyone has a stake in better schools.  Better schools mean less crime, less unemployment, lower welfare costs and a wider choice of social and cultural opportunities.
  
Better schools mean better jobs.  We need those jobs, not only for those who
actually fill them, but also because of what they can do to improve the quality of life
for everyone in Kentucky.
The need for these better jobs shows up in the relatively lower wages
Kentuckians earn.  Rest assured, whatever ails education in Kentucky is costing our
people.  They simply don’t make as much money as people in surrounding states.  
Worse, we are losing ground.  And the figures clearly show that it is because of our
schools.
  
To gain ground, to see that our men and women have a chance for higher
paying jobs and that all of us profit from the benefits of economic growth, we must
improve our schools.
The direct connection between education and jobs has always been strong
in America.  Today, it is stronger than ever.  The economy is changing in fundamental
ways.  The computer is now a basic tool; Increasingly, words and numbers are a both
a basic resource and a basic product.  So handling words and numbers -- information
-- is central to more and more jobs.  Besides being able to deal with the new technology for gathering and processing information, then, people must now be able to read,
write, and think more effectively than in the past.
Since they require these skills, business and industries now carefully examine a state’s schools as they decide where to build new facilities -- as they decide
which states and communities get new jobs.  If we want to get more of these jobs,
we must make sure our schools measure up.  When business and industry look at
Kentucky today, however, they see that we rank dead last in the nation in the percentage of our population that has graduated from high school. Our drop-out rate continues to be one of the highest.  They see low test scores among those who go on to
college.  And they see that relatively few of them actually complete college.  They see
all of these sad numbers and fear that our schools have not turned out enough people
who can quickly and efficiently learn the skills their enterprises require.
We must change all of that.  Other states around us are, and they are gaining
a competitive edge.  We must see that more of our young people finish high school.  
We must ensure that if they do drop out in, say, the ninth grade, they are at least reading at a ninth grade level rather than at the fourth grade level. We must see that our
high school graduates have mastered their subjects at least as well as their peers in
surrounding states.
It is this simple: We improve our schools or run the risk of losing good
jobs to other states that have made significant new commitments to better schools,
Tennessee and Arkansas, for example.  We improve our schools or Kentucky runs the
risk of being left behind.  We run the risk of not sharing fully in the affluence that can
accompany this new economy developing in America.
Kentucky cannot afford that.  Economic growth is the foundation of opening up opportunities for everyone.  Not only does it provide jobs, but also the advan2
Sections of House version are set in regular body type. Sections of Senate version
are set bold face.
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tages that help us lead fuller, more satisfying lives.  It expands opportunities for travel,
for entertainment and recreation, for experiencing a richer cultural and intellectual
life.
In short, economic growth is the key to a better quality of life here in
Kentucky.  And the key to long term economic growth rests in the classrooms of our
public schools.  The relationship is direct.  It is strong.  It is clear.  And if we want to
live up to our potentials for growth, we must improve our schools.
SOURCE: Collins, 1984
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Appendix J: Basic Themes and Recommendations of the Prichard
Committee’s
Path to a Larger Life, 1985.
1.

A firm commitment to the need for increased and deepened public involvement and concern for quality education.
•
Change attitudes by arming those who value education highly with knowledge and enthusiasm so they can be effective.  This means encouraging citizen participation by giving them tools to evaluate schools and teaching, and
to set goals; helping them become involved in planning; opening schools
for use by all citizens; endorsing community volunteer programs.
•
Remove local politicians who have deadened the spirits of concerned citizens.   This requires changing laws to place the interest of children over
political self interest, as well as providing training for local officials and
administrators.
2. The belief in a direct connection between the health of the economy, society
and families, government and schools.
•
The need to create new cycles of educated people and economic growth, of
economic health and healthy schools.
•
Education costs are an investment in the future, with programs for preschool, discouraging teen pregnancies, child care, improved parenting
skills, and child health and prenatal care.
3. The concern for what is taught and the ways it is taught.
•
It is vital to set clear and straightforward goals and then to hold schools
responsible.  This means helping young people reach their full potential,
without overlooking anyone.
•
Use of varied teaching methods to boost literacy; concentrated and individual attention of good teachers.  Implies smaller classes, new teachers,
teachers’ aides, and tutors.
•
Motivating high school students to engage them actively in learning and to
take advantage of their natural urge to assume responsibility.
•
Fundamental reorganization of high schools using several pilot programs to
motivate student involvement; to help students progress at different rates,
according to abilities; to receive individual attention; and to work more
independently.
•
Complement high school experience with community service.
4. Enhancement of professional capacity of teachers, administrators, and staff
members.
•
Improving work conditions; providing more time for teaching and professional development during the school day and year; lengthening the
employment period; evaluating, recognizing, and rewarding exceptional
performance; improving leadership abilities of administrators; reforming
teacher education.
•
Increased compensation is important, but is not the most important way of
enhancing the teaching profession.
5. The belief that education is interwoven as a “seamless web.”
Education reform includes preschool education, care for young children, kindergartens, grade schools, high schools, post secondary education, and graduate
and professional degree programs, as well as vocational and community college
education, and adult education.
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6.
•

7.
•
•

8.
•

The need for leadership.
Leadership must, by its responsible stewardship, assure that public funds
are well spent, as well as find new ways of engaging the public and students
in schools, providing the means to reach desired ends, and showing that the
development of school children is of paramount importance.
Increased funding is not the only way to improve schools.
There is need for equity and quality.  Polls suggest public backing for higher
school taxes if quality improves.
More revenue from “underutilized” sources, including increased local funding, increased funding for the Power Equalization Program, the repeal of
HB 44-79, and the selection of property valuation administrators based on
professional qualifications.
The view that deep, lasting reform will take many years.
Tradition and attitudes do not change overnight.
SOURCE: Prichard Committee, 1985, p. xx-xxvi
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Appendix K: Comparison of HB 6 and SB 15, House and Senate
Versions of the Omnibus Education Reform, 1985 Special Session.2
HB 6

SB 15

Schools
Innovation
To establish Education Innovation Incentive
Fund to provide grants to teachers, schools,
and local districts to further develop innovative approaches to improve instruction and
management.

To establish Educational Excellence Improvement Fund to give money to district
projects to improve student academic performance, achievements, and capabilities
and to give incentives to districts to involve
community in funding efforts; match based
on assessed value per pupil of district.

Early Childhood
To establish Commission on Early Childhood Development and Preschool Education
to formulate policy and to examine need
for and feasibility of preschool programs for
children aged 3 and 4.

Dropouts
To direct state board to establish criteria for
developing dropout prevention programs
and to award grants to districts meeting
certain criteria and to permit state board
to use funds to develop uniform system of
accounting and identification.

To direct state board to set criteria for
dropout-prevention programs and to
award grants to districts meeting criteria,
and permit state board to use funds to
develop uniform student accounting and
identification system.

Discipline
To require study of nature and magnitude
of discipline problems and to report findings, solutions to 1986 General Assembly
by February 1, 1986.

Reading
To require local boards to set minimum
third-grade reading standards in 1986
1987, with required reading test for
promotion; to require individual remedial
program for students not promoted and
to allow 1 retest in school year; to allow
different passing scores for handicapped,
learning disabled students and exempt
exceptional pupils; to require state board
to report to 1988 Legislature to suggest to
deal with students who twice fail test.

Writing
To direct state board to create advisory committee on writing to make recommendations
for establishing intensive writing component
in state program of studies for grades 7-10
and to establish innovative pilot writing
program in selected districts.

To direct state board to create Advisory
Committee on Writing to make recommendations for establishing intensive writing component in state program of studies
for grades 7 10 and to establish innovative
pilot writing program in selected districts.
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Teachers
Training
To establish school program to provide loans
to individuals meeting certain criteria who
choose to become teachers.

Certification
To direct state board to set requirements
for preparation program for all new applicants for principal’s certification, set
criteria for admission to program, and
establish testing and internship program;
to require teacher recertification every
4 years; to require passage of basic skills
exam for first recertification; to require
passage of test in teaching skills; to require
state board to adopt recertification regulations to include at least half of college
credit or in service hours to be in area of
certification or in teaching area for which
recertification sought.

Evaluation
To require department to monitor local
district Certified Employee Evaluation programs under Instructional Leader Improvement Program; to require evaluators to be
trained, tested, and certified according to
state requirements, and to require department to validate local district evaluation;
to establish appeals procedure for certified
employees contesting district implementation of evaluation system.

Pay
To direct state superintendent by regulation
of state board to classify teachers by years of
experience into certain categories in 1986
and additional categories in 1987; to require
5-percent salary increase for teachers in 1986
1987 and in 1987 1988; to require salary
increase in base pay for teachers having
certain years of experience in 1986 1987 and
1987 1988.
To set up commission to oversee implementing pilot program to test feasibility of operating career ladder system for teachers in 5 to
10 voluntary districts and to report findings
by September 1, 1987; to direct state board
to establish requirements for program for all
applicants for principal’s certificate and to establish criteria for admission to program and
to establish testing and internship program
for principals.

To set up commission to oversee implementing career ladder pilot program; to
change name to Merit Pay Committee and
require committee to present bill to 1986
General Assembly providing for full implementation; to define continuing service
contracts awarded after effective date to
mean 4-year contract; to require notice of
nonrenewal of continuing service contract.
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Aides
To provide teacher aide to each kindergarten
unit.

To provide for teacher aide for each kindergarten unit.

Working Conditions
To require teacher aides working in kindergarten classes and teacher aides employed
after July 1, 1986 to be subject to specified
requirements.

To require department to recommend
legislation to 1986 General Assembly with
minimum requirements for aides.

Effectiveness
To establish one week teacher-educational
institutes to improve instruction; to require
that half of cost of teacher attending institute
be paid locally.

In-service
To require each school district to appoint
certified employee as in service education
director; to require state board to provide
annual training program for director; to
provide in service education programs for
teachers; to require department to employ
professional staff to provide in-service assistance to local districts; to require all teachers
with classroom aides to receive in-service
training for effective use and evaluation.

To exempt districts larger than 65,000
pupils from in-service training and
evaluation requirements if they meet state
standards.

Local Governance
Management
To direct state board to establish Management Assistance Program for local districts
identified as having critical management
deficiencies, where agreement is made
with local district for state board to assign
management-assistance team to provide
intensive on site assistance for up to a year to
accomplish plan of action.

To direct state board to set up Management Assistance Program for local districts
identified as having critical management
deficiencies where agreement is made with
district for state board to assign management-assistance team to provide intensive
on site help for up to a year to accomplish
plan of action.

To establish Education Management Institute
operated by Kentucky higher-education institutions to offer two year multi disciplinary
program to give participants skills to manage
school business.

To direct Council on Higher Education in
cooperation with state board to enhance
curricula in state colleges of education and
public administration programs to permit
multidisciplinary specialization and degree program for public school administration and to offer scholarships.

Politics and Internal Recruitment
To prohibit board members from engaging
in specified political activities; to prohibit
superintendents from engaging in specified political activities; penalties.
To prohibit hiring by boards or superintendents of specified relatives; penalties.
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To establish private cause for action for
punitive damages, expenses and attorney
fees against board members and superintendents for violating political activity and
employment of relatives provisions.

District Elections
To expand county boards from 5 to 7
members with 2 additional members elected
at large.

To require county board members to be
elected at-large from divisions; to provide
for five geographic divisions of equal
population.

Finance
Class size
To allot one unit for each 24 pupils in ADA
in grades 1 3 in 1986 87 and for each 23
pupils in ADA in these grades in each year
thereafter, to allot one unit for each 26 pupils
in ADA in grades 4 6 in 1986 87, and 25
pupils in ADA in these grades in each year
thereafter and to set maximum class size in
grades 1 8 as opposed to grades 1 6.

To provide Foundation Program funding
in grades 1 3 on ratio of 23 pupils per
teacher in 1986 87 and 20 in 1987 88; to
provide funding in grades 4 6 on ratio of
25 pupils per teacher in 1986 87 and 22 in
1987 88.

To require maximum class size for combined grades to be funded at level of lowest
assigned grade with no exceptions.

Local Taxes
To require districts to levy equivalent 25-cent
equivalent tax rate and to define equivalent
tax rate; to set tax rate supported by Power
Equalization Program at 10 cents in 1986
and 13 cents in each later year and to require
districts to use PEP funds above and beyond
1985 86 level to supplement instructional
program with specified priorities.

To amend PEP to require districts to levy
25-cent equivalent tax rate and define
equivalent tax rate; to set PEP tax rate at
10 cents in 1986 and 13 cents in later years
and to require districts to use PEP funds
above 1985 86 support level to supplement
instructional program to meet specified
priorities.

School Construction
To establish School Facilities Construction
Commission; to provide for appointment of
members; to establish criteria for local district participation and allocation of funds; to
abolish Kentucky School Building Authority
and transfer its powers, duties, obligations,
and assets to commission.

To establish School Facilities Construction
Commission; to provide for appointment
of commission members; to establish criteria for district participation and allocation
of commission funds; to transfer powers,
duties, obligations and assets of Kentucky
School Building Authority to commission
effective December 31, 1985.

Worker Education
To establish Governor's Commission on
Literacy to perform certain duties and to
require department to administer statewide adult literacy program; to direct state
board to develop state plan for community
education and administer grant program to
provide funds for local district program with
districts required to provide 25 percent cash
match.

To establish Governor's Commission on
Literacy to perform certain duties and to
require department to administer statewide adult literacy program; to direct state
board to develop state plan for community
education and administer grant program
to provide funds for local district program
with district required to provide 25-percent cash match.

SOURCE: Kentucky Legislative Research Commission. Legislative
Record, 1985
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Appendix L: Passage of HB 6, House Committee Substitute for in
1985 Special Session.

To exempt school districts with more than 65,000 pupils from in-service
training and evaluation requirements if they meet standards of state board; to delete
requirement that half of funds for teachers to attend summer teaching institute be
raised by local community; to extend grade reductions by 1 pupil per unit in grade
1 each year until funding allotted to 21 pupils in ADA; to extend grade reduction by
1 pupil per unit in grades 2-3 until funding allotted for 22 pupils in ADA; to require
maximum class size for classes with combined grades to be at funding level of lowest
assigned grade with no exceptions; to make tax levy to participate in PEP permissive
and make changes to receive PEP funds; to direct CHE in cooperation with state board
to enhance curriculum in state education colleges and public administration programs
to permit multidisciplinary specializations and degree programs for public school administration, and to offer scholarships; to direct state board to formulate policy on early-childhood education; to require writing-program aides to meet minimum requirements; to delete expansion of county school boards; to change composition of Career
Ladder Commission to increase number of teachers from 4 to 6; to permit implementation of statewide career ladder only after approval of General Assembly; to require
Education and Humanities Cabinet to administer statewide adult literacy program; to
allow districts approved for full or partial funding by School Building Authority as of
July 1, 1985 to be transferred to School Facilities Construction Commission; to define
noninstructional aide; to establish Education Excellence Improvement Fund to provide money for district projects designed to improve student academic performance,
achievements, and capabilities, and to provide incentives to local districts to involve
community in funding efforts; to specify match rates based on assessed value per
pupil of districts.
House Floor Amendments
1. To specify requirement for using all PEP funds for classroom instructional
purposes as defined.
2. To restore requirement that school district levy minimum 25-cent equivalent tax rather than 15-cent ad valorem tax.
3. To require allocating 100 percent of PEP allotment of any district where taxdelinquency percentage for year used to calculate allotments equals or is
below average delinquency percentage for state for year; to define reduced
allotment for any district with above-average delinquency percentage.
4. To require 12 month allocation of classroom units for vocational agriculture; to define instruction program for these teachers.
5. Concerning teacher retirement.
6. Improperly drawn amendment.
7. To require recertification of teachers every 5 years; to define criteria for
recertification eligibility and to require testing for competency and basic
skills.
8. Improperly drawn amendment, see number 23.
9. To prohibit employment as kindergarten aide of anyone who is relative of
superintendent or board member.
10. To require employing assistant teachers in certain classroom units.
11. To attach SB 13, notification of intent to drop out.  Approved.  Text: To require parents of students aged 16 to 18 to notify school principal within 60
days before withdrawal; to require during 60 day waiting period attendance
by parents and child at one-hour counseling session and viewing of media
presentation prepared by department showing economic statistics and other
information on potential problems of non graduates.
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12.
13.
14.
15.

Same as floor amendment 2. Approved.
Same as floor amendment 5.
Minute of silence in class.
To delete requirement to use incremental tax revenue for building construction bonding.
16. Same as floor amendments 5 and 13.
17. Same as floor amendments 2 and 12 with added provision to make 25 cent
rate minimum rather than absolute as alternate to maximum PEP supported
rate.
18. To require minimum equivalent 15-cent rate in each district on July 1, 1986;
to deny incremental PEP support after July 1, 1985, for districts failing to
levy minimum 25-cent equivalent rate.
19. To deny more PEP support above 1985 86 level to districts not levying 25cent minimum equivalent tax rate as alternate to maximum PEP supported
rate, whichever is greater.
20. To delete requirements for use of PEP support increments for instructional
program supplementation.
21. To delete requirements for use of PEP support increments for instructional
program supplementation.
22. Same as floor amendments 5, 13, and 16.
23. To delete career-ladder pilot project definition and instead require implementation feasibility study.
24. To redefine classroom unit allocation per student in ADA.
25. To delete teacher longevity pay increment provisions.
Passed House 83-15 with committee substitute and floor amendments 11 and
12.
Senate Committee Amendments
1. To require $300 payment to each certified person who completes evaluation
successfully; to define evaluation appeals panel for each district.
2. Related to student loans.
3. To redefine classroom-unit allocation as 23 pupils in ADA in grades 1 3 in
1986 87 and 21 pupils in following years.
4. To redefine classroom allocation for grades 4 12, not 7 12.
5. To define equivalent tax income as for prior year.
6. To require local supplement of 185 day Foundation Program salary allotment of $225 in 1986 87 and $275 in 1987 88 rather than using statewide
average based on PEP funds.
7. To require salary supplement regulations promulgated by state board instead of state superintendent.
8. To redefine teachers’ duty free lunch periods.
9. To delete authorization for uniform student accounting and identification
system in dropout prevention provisions.
10. To delete amendment concerning dropout permission and counseling during waiting period.
11. To exempt certified teacher aides from specific qualifications; to require
preference for applicants with regular or emergency certification.
12. To require evaluation of teacher aides by appropriate school administrator
instead of supervisory teacher.
13. To require career ladder plan report by September 1, 1988, not September
1, 1987; to define as 2 year pilot program.
14. To require administration of adult literacy provisions by Education
Department, not Education and Humanities Cabinet.
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15. To define eligible district for school facilities construction funds as having
unmet need above $100,000; to permit funds transfer by ineligible district
for other purposes with department permission.
16. To delete School Facilities Construction Commission exemption from supervision by State Property and Buildings Commission; to require assistance to facilities commission from department for bond issues.
17. To terminate all boards, commissions, councils, and committees, except
School Facilities Construction Commission established by bill as of June
30, 1988.
Senate Rules Committee recommitted bill to Education Committee.
Senate Committee Substitute
To require $300 payment to each certified person completing evaluation
successfully in 1987 88 and to define district evaluation appeals panel; to redefine
class unit as 23 pupils in ADA in grades 1 3 in 1986 88 and 21 in following years and
as 27 pupils in ADA in grades 4 12; to require Kentucky Higher Education Assistance
Authority to run teacher loan programs; to define equivalent tax income as for prior
year; to require local support of 185 day Foundation Program salary allotment of
$225 in 1986 87 and $275 in 1987 88, not statewide average based on PEP funds;
to require salary supplement regulations by state board, not state superintendent; to
redefine teachers’ duty free lunch period; to delete authorization for uniform system
of student accounting and identification for dropout prevention; to delete amending
law for dropout permission and counseling during waiting period; to exempt certified
aides from specific qualifications; to require preference for applicants with regular or
emergency certificate; to require evaluation of aides by school administrator instead
of supervising teacher; to require career ladder report by September 1, 1988; to define
as 2 year pilot program; to require adult literacy provision to be administered by state
department; to define eligible districts for school facility construction as any with unmet need above $100,000; to permit funds transfer by ineligible districts to other uses
with department permission; to delete exemption of School Facilities Construction
Commission from supervision by State Property and Buildings Commission; to require assistance to construction commission from department for bond issues; to
terminate all agencies established by bill as of June 30, 1988, except construction
commission.
Senate Floor Amendments
1. To require revocation of drivers’ license of anyone under 18 who withdraws
from school, with exceptions.
2. To redefine noninstructional teacher aides and supervision; to define qualifications; to require employment priority to retired teachers for lunchroom
duty only; to require specific location for and exclusive assignment to assistant classroom teachers for full-time aides. Approved.
3. To committee substitute same as Senate floor amendment 1.
4. To delete longevity pay provision. Withdrawn.
5. To increase payment for successful evaluation completion from $300 to
$450. Withdrawn.
6. To reduce 1987 88 longevity pay supplement: 10 14 years, from $500 to
$300; 15 19 years, $900 to $700; 20 plus years, $1,300 to $1,000.
7. To delete longevity pay; to require state board to develop supplemental pay
criteria for experienced and effective teaching.
8. To require local supplement of 185-day Foundation Program salary allotment if district has not met grade 1-6 class-size requirements. Withdrawn.
9. To restore dropout prevention counseling and waiting period, deleted by
previous amendment. Approved.  
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Passed Senate 28-19 with committee substitute and floor amendments 2 and
9. House refused to concur; Senate refused to recede.
Conference Committee Report
To require evaluation payment be made to nonadministrative certified persons instead of all certified persons; to define successful evaluation completion as
not being deemed unsatisfactory; to require daily duty free lunch period for full-time
teachers; to permit lunch duty only for amount of time equal to noninstructional time
above 55 minutes; to define noninstructional time; to require administration of adult
literacy provisions by department; to require bond issue assistance by Finance and
Administration Cabinet, not department; to require direct supervision of teacher aides
by teaching staff; to require lunch duties for aides; to require skills testing of aides;
to require assigning of aides to specified location and availability to perform noninstructional assistance when not on lunchroom duty; to retain Senate floor amendment
9, dropout notice, waiting and counseling; to require transfer of school construction
funds as of effective date, instead of June 30, 1985; to delete provisions for multidisciplinary specialization and degree programs for elementary and secondary administrators in state higher-education institutions; to require allotment of classroom unit for
each 25 full-time equivalent kindergarten pupils in ADA; to define ADA allocation as
follows:
GRADE 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 and after
1-2
3

23
23

22

21

21

22

22

22

4

27

26

25

24

5-6

27

26

26

26

To redefine maximum class size calculation.
House concurred in committee report 79-15; Senate concurred 27-9.
Source: Kentucky Legislative Research Commission. Legislative Record,
1985
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Appendix M: KYA “Report Card” and Five Steps to Reform,
1987.

Subject: Recognizing the Problem
Acknowledgment by state decision-makers that the biggest problem in education is Kentucky’s failure to educate poor and minority children.  GRADE: F
Comments: Fail to recognize the tremendous increase in poverty among Kentucky
children. Fail to se that schools can play an important role in helping these children.
Often allow adults’ interests to divert attention from childrens’ issues.
Acknowledgement by state decision-makers that our schools do not educate
poor and minority children.  GRADE: F
Comments: Blame poor & minority children and their parents for school’s inability
to educate these children. Fail to understand that current school structure hurts poor
and minority children.
Subject: Creating a New Vision of Education for Kentucky
Realization by state decision-makers that education includes development
of the whole child for his future, participation in family, community, political, and
career areas. GRADE: F
Comments: Fail to define education broadly. Doesn’t understand crucial importance
of education to poor & minority youth.
Acknowledgement by state decision-makers that schools need dramatic restructuring to be flexible and democratic learning environments for a diverse student
population. GRADE: F
Comments: Fail to consider ideas for restructuring schools even when presented by
citizen groups.
Subject: Developing a Plan of Action
Development by state decision-makers of a plan which focuses on educational reform for poor and minority children.  GRADE: F
Comments: Attempt to please everyone results in unfocused policy that fails to address educational reform which will benefit at risk students.
Development by state decision-makers of a system of mandates and incentives to achieve change in local school districts. GRADE: D
Comments: Haven’t assumed responsibility for ending inequitable treatment of poor
and minority youth. Incentives focus on advantaged children.
Subject: Committing Resources for Poor and Minority Children
Declaration by state decision-makers that education reform for poor and
minorities is a fiscal priority.  GRADE: D
Comments: Most funds appropriated since 1984 are for teachers or for programs
which don’t focus on at risk children.
Appropriation of needed funding by state decision-makers so that
Kentucky’s schools can be restructured.  GRADE: F
Comments: No funds are provided to encourage restructuring of schools.
Subject: Establishing a System of Accountability
Imposition of requirements by state decision-makers that sufficient data be
collected and reported. GRADE: D
Comments: Most data are not collected by race or socio-economic background.
Mandate by state decision-makers that sufficient state monitoring of local
schools take place and implementation of such a mandate.  GRADE: C
Comments: Progress mixed. Existing monitoring requirements not always implemented assertively. No effort made to measure at risk students’ progress toward educational equity.
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Levying by state decision-makers of sanctions at both building and district
levels to ensure that reform measures have a positive impact on children. GRADE:
D
Comments: Sanctions occur late in the monitoring process, focus on administrative
level and often result in negative impact on children rather than on the responsible
adult.
The “Second Wave” of School Reform
STEP ONE: Recognizing the Problem of Inequity in Schools.
The major education problem is the lack of equity.  School can make a difference for children, regardless of the home environment.  It is important to believe
that all children can learn and to restructure schools so all children receive the services
they need.
STEP TWO: Creating a New Vision of Education.
It must recognize the importance of education for all children, especially
poor and minority children, with education seen as an investment in the future.  This
requires innovation, a variety of teaching approaches, random grouping of children,
individual instruction, discipline policies that teach new behaviors, a respect for diversity, student participation in school decisions, parent and community involvement,
and local flexibility with high state standards.
STEP THREE: Developing a Plan of Action.
It must produce high quality and remove barriers to success for at-risk children, considering the needs of everyone in the system, but making the needs of children paramount.  Needed are specific goals at the state and local level for eliminating
educational failure, a time frame for achieving goals, specific recommendations to
implement in achieving goals, identification of persons responsible for implementing
goals, and mandates and incentives to stimulate change.
STEP FOUR: Committing Resources.
It requires making education for poor and minority children a priority; the
fiscal commitment must transcend economic troubles and budget cuts.
STEP FIVE: Establishing a System of Accountability.
It would recognize local autonomy, but with state standards to measure
impacts of reforms, with all school officials held accountable for eliminating educational failure.  The system would include collection of data to measure each school’s
progress toward eliminating educational failure, regular monitoring of buildings and
districts to determine individual and aggregate progress, and sanctions at the district
and building level for failure to make adequate progress.
SOURCE: Tuley, 1987, Insert, p. 19-23
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Appendix N: Summary of Recommendations for Education and
Economic Development from the Shakertown Roundtable, 1987.

Problems
•
The system of public education is inadequate.
•
A public attitude which demands excellence in education must underpin all
educational improvements.
•
Most of these recommendations can be accomplished by aggressive and
creative leadership within the existing structure (e.g., demanding high standards for high school athletic eligibility).
•
Inequities among school districts mean that not every child is given an
equal opportunity for education.
Recommendations
1. The Roundtable affirms that achieving improvement in elementary, secondary, and higher education is the link to Kentucky’s economic and social
development and the primary challenge facing Kentucky.
2. The Roundtable expresses strong support and urges adequate funding for the
beginning steps to improve education taken in: a) the 1985 Extraordinary
Session of the General Assembly, and b) the 1986 Regular Session of the
General Assembly.
3. Whatever steps are necessary should be taken to see that political structures
and fiscal inequities in local school systems do not prevent quality educational services from being provided to all Kentucky children.
4. Standards for embracing accountability and the effective use and applicability of state funds in local school systems should be established.  The state
should intervene in local systems that do not provide quality educational
services.
5. The Roundtable supports the concept of a process to encourage outstanding performance from schools and teachers to encourage innovation at the
local level.
6. The technologically and scientifically advancing workplace demands increasing scientific and mathematical preparation of Kentuckians of all ages
and the Roundtable recognizes the need for such education at all levels
-- elementary, secondary, vocational-technical, and higher.
Problems
•
Economists warn that strong steps are necessary to build a strong Kentucky
economy.
•
Economic disparities among regions resulting in “two Kentuckys,” rich and
poor, urban and rural, are unacceptable to the long-range development of
the entire state.
•
Kentucky’s economic competitiveness is dependent upon improved
education.
Recommendations
1. Programs should be developed to encourage existing Kentucky businesses
to grow and for the opening of new businesses.
2. Support small business and entrepreneurial development as aggressively as
large business development.
3. Conduct research necessary to plan and develop Kentucky’s natural and
renewable resources (land, water, and timber) and its agricultural sector and
to protect threatened water resources.
4. Apply new, environmentally sound coal-burning technology to expand
Kentucky’s power-producing industry and enable the state to use its enormous coal reserves to supply a much larger share of the nation’s electricity
and promote the goal of national energy self-sufficiency.
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5.
6.

Redress regional disparities and bring the “two Kentucky’s” closer together
by concentrating policies and development efforts, including incentives, on
the areas of greatest need and greatest opportunity.
Establish a statewide policy for developing small businesses in scientific
and technical issues.
SOURCE: Shakertown Roundtable, 1988, p. 15-16
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Appendix O: Major Provisions of Kentucky Education Reform
Act, House Bill 940, 1990.

For the State
•
Elected state superintendent of public instruction a token official, replaced by an appointed commissioner of education with wide powers over
state school system. (Constitutional amendment later eliminated elected
superintendent.)
•
First commissioner selected by committee appointed by the Governor and
legislative leaders.  Later, the State Board for Elementary and Secondary
Education will handle selection.
•
Old Department of Education eliminated.  The new commissioner has power to fire everyone and completely restructure the department.
•
Legislature given extensive oversight through the new Office of Education
Accountability.
•
By the 1994-95 school year, the state was to set up a rewards program for
schools based on performance goals.  In the interim, there was to be a testing program.
•
Testing to measure communications and mathematics skills and understanding of the sciences, arts and humanities, social sciences, and ability to
solve problems.  Students to have understanding of government and physical and mental well-being.
•
State to establish model curriculum to guide local schools.
•
Establishment of 13-member Education Professional Standards Board appointed by the governor.  Eight members to be teachers.
•
New Department of Education to set up method for determining cash rewards for successful schools.  Awards to go directly to the schools, and staff
members to decide how to spend it by majority vote.
•
Department to name at least five Kentucky Distinguished Educators to
serve for a year to be sent to take over troubled schools and districts with
broad powers to transfer personnel, hire, and fire.
For Financing
•
State sales tax increased from 5 percent to 6 percent.
•
Districts required to raise taxes to equal property tax rate of 30 cents for
every $100 of valuation.   Sources included higher taxes on property on
income, insurance, motor vehicles, and utilities.  School boards could have
been removed for missing deadline.
•
Poor districts allowed to raise taxes even more to receive additional state
matching funds. Increase not subject to a recall election.
•
State income tax increase by conforming to federal income tax code and
changing tax rates.
For School Boards
•
Current members ineligible for re-election if relative employed by school
district, unless relative hired before member joined board.   No one with
relative employed in school system allowed to run for board.
•
Members cannot try to influence hiring of employees, except superintendent or school board attorney.
•
Board members’ relatives not to be hired or promoted.
•
Board to appoint superintendents and set employee wages.
•
Can dismiss superintendent by a four-fifths vote and with approval of the
State Commissioner of Education.
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•
•

To set up appeals process for school council decisions.  (See below.)
Board candidates cannot accept contributions from school employees nor
have them work on campaigns.
•
Cannot accept contributions of more than $100 from individuals and $200
from political action committee.
•
Members can be removed by Commissioner of Education.
•
District that fails to improve over four years to be declared “educational
development district.”  Local board members and superintendent to be removed, and control given to Kentucky Distinguished Educator.
For Superintendents:
•
Hired by school board for no more than four years at a time.
•
Can be fired by Kentucky Distinguished Educator if school district not performing to standards.
•
Can be dismissed by four-fifths vote of school board and approval of
Commissioner of Education, who must investigate.
•
Appoint, promote and transfer principals, supervisors, teachers, and other
school employees until site-based management goes into effect at a school.
(See below.)
•
Provide local school councils with lists of people to fill vacancies.
•
Recommend names for principals to local school councils.
•
Must complete program at Superintendents’ Training Program and
Assessment Center.
•
Must notify Commissioner of Education of any vacancy 30 days before it
is filled.
•
As of July 1, 1991, no relative of superintendent to work for district unless
hired before KERA effective date.
•
Cannot hire or promote relative of board member.
For Schools
•
Schools expected to increase attendance rates and reduce dropout rates.
•
Site-based management to be instituted in most districts by 1996; only
schools that excel can opt out.   School council responsible for decisions
previously made in Frankfort or at district’s central office.
•
Councils responsible for setting policy; to consist of two parents, three
teachers, and the principal, who is chair.
•
Councils must establish advisory committees of teachers and administrators.
•
Determine curriculum and instructional material, assign staff time, and arrange school schedule.
•
Determine number of employees needed in each job classification.  Cannot
recommend transfers or dismissals.  Also have say in hiring principal, picking one of candidates recommended by school superintendent.
•
Consult with principal in filling vacancies recommended from list provided
by superintendent.
•
KERA to rate schools on what is learned, instead of regulating teaching
methods and other aspects of school operations.
•
Each school to compete only with itself.  Tests and setting goals to help each
school set its own benchmark. To be graded year to year on performance
against this benchmark.
•
Schools failing to improve two years in a row to be declared “in crisis.”  Staff
to be put on probation; school to be taken over by a Kentucky Distinguished
Educator.  School will be eligible for special grants.
•
Advanced technology, including computers, to go into classrooms.  Each
classroom to have a telephone.
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For Principals
•
Head local school councils.
•
Fill vacancies, after consulting with school councils, from list of applicants
recommended by local superintendent.
•
Selected by local school councils from names recommended by local
superintendents.
•
Carry out policies set by school councils.
•
To complete training at new Principals’ Assessment Center by July 1, 1994.
•
No relative of principal to be employed in principal’s school except nonspouses employed in 1989-90 school year.
•
Spouses may be employed in principal’s school if no other position can be
found in district for which he or she is certified.
For Teachers
Prohibited from working in school board election campaigns.
To have more authority in the classroom, but students must demonstrate improvement.
Those who succeed to be paid more; those who fail face state intervention and possible loss of job, despite tenure.
To receive help from state through organizations and grants to help learn new system
and expand their education.
Eight of 13 members of Education Professional Standards board to be teachers, making Kentucky one of few states where teachers control licensing.
For Students
•
•
•
•

Beginning with 1990-91 school year, each school district responsible for
providing five-day-a-week, half-day preschool for underprivileged 4-yearolds.  Some poor districts allowed to delay implementation until 1992.
Kindergarten to third grade merged into one grade level called the “primary
school program.”  Children to stay in program until ready for fourth grade.
State to establish Family Resource Centers and Youth Centers near schools
with more than 20 percent of students eligible for free lunches.  All centers
to be in place in five years.
If school taken over because of deficiencies, students may transfer to successful school, even if it means going to neighboring district.
SOURCE: Lexington Herald-Leader, 1990, p. E1
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